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Introduction
IMAgE | APOCALYPSE | DESIRE

Pornography is the most political form 
of fiction, dealing with how we use and 
exploit each other, in the most urgent 
and ruthless way ...

J.G. Ballard, Crash, 1995

Pornotopia, the place of the pornos, of the prostitute. The pornos 
puts everything up for sale, makes of everything a matter of 
exchange. Sex, too, is up for sale by the pornos, sex especially. 
What place is this where everything including especially sex 
is for sale? It is a place of utter exchange, like a bank lobby. 
But why specify it as a pornotopia then? Because pornotopia 
differs from a transactual space insofar as pornotopia harbours 
the possibility of a revelation, an apocalypse. What more is to 
be seen when everything is already up on the auction block, 
what more can be revealed that hasn’t already been revealed 
and priced for consumption? It would have to be something no 
longer obscene, something inexchangeable, something singular. 
And all the greedy eyes watching pornography, know it or not, 
are waiting for nothing other than this apocalypse, this revelation 
of the singular. 

Pornography stages this problem of revelation precisely by 
being obscene. A non-obscene pornography is an oxymoron. 
Pornography must be obscene in order to harbour this possibility, 
that its obscenity would be a revelation, but not of something 
more to be seen. What the obscene would reveal could only be a 
concealment, that is the only thing left to be shown. The friends 
of pornography all wait for this singularizing concealment. Is 
pornography the best way to achieve it? It is a way regardless.

But they would not simply see the apocalypse, they would 
die there in seeing, in orgasm. They would come together. 
The petit mort, the little or rather the weak death, like a weak 
messianism, too weak to kill, but strong enough to disrupt a life. 
Being between life and death, concealing oneself from both, to 
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enjoy an unlimited pornography. The revelation of concealment 
comes between life and death. 

And this changes our space, makes of it a pornotopia. The 
once homogeneous space of exchange is now replete with 
density variations, points of brilliant intensity that burn their 
surroundings, spaces of concealment, obscuration, impossibility 
of any longer assigning values with the sober certainty of the 
bank assessor. A polysensual space of revelation, the apocalypse 
of pornotopia.

Andrew Mitchell
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Darren Tofts

Interiors

Imagine Plato’s cave not simply overthrown by 
some philosophical movement but transformed in 
its entirety into a circumscribed area contained 
within another—an absolutely other—structure, 
an incommensurably, unpredictably more 
complicated machine. 

Jacques Derrida, Dissemination
 

you want me to fuck what?
  Ron Jeremy (unattributed)

… a wound, an appartement, a studio.

Writing of georges Bataille’s Story of the Eye (1926), Rosalind 
Krauss underlines the text’s displacement of character with an 
object as the focus of the narrative. Taking her lead from Roland 
Barthes’s famous 1962 essay “Metaphor of the Eye,” Krauss is 
interested in Bataille’s treatment of the body of the text / the text 
of the body as jouer or “mis-play.”1 In Krauss’s elegant critique, the 
text acts “against itself from within,” simultaneously dismantling the 
conventions of the novel and dismembering the human body as a 
unified whole. The metaphoric passage of the text’s eponymous eye 
as a successive poetic series of globular objects (sun, egg, testicle) 
is indeed, as Krauss suggests, the surrealist “game” for creating 
an image.2 But in inimitable oneiric logic, it mutates even further 
into liquefaction (dampness, yolk, tears, urine, sperm), generating 
a erotic-poetic matrix that for Krauss, as for Barthes, enunciates a 
“systematic transgression” that reconstructs the “body’s territory” 
from within the very work of being a body.

Deep within the interior of the optical Unconscious “a formal 
logic is at work against the geography of the body, its order, its 
1. Rosalind Krauss, the optical Unconscious (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1994) 

167
2 Krauss, the optical Unconscious, 167
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form.” Krauss’s segue from Bataille to hans Bellmer’s La Poupée 
(1936 & 1949) is, via Freud, the figure of the doll. The distorted 
assembling, dismantling and reassembling of the abject mannequin 
is self-consciously staged, gestural and casts the body as an “eerily 
humanoid erector set.”3 The stylized contortions photographed by 
Bellmer may well be phallic, threatening castration, as Krauss suggests, 
but the ambivalent coupling of body parts into interchangeable, 
ill-fitting contiguity fails to cohere into a recognizable body. But 
it is a body nonetheless. Krauss’s reading of Bataille and Bellmer 
does more than evidence her interest in the relations between 
the unconscious and vision. Published in the last decade of the 
twentieth century, it retrospectively maps the semiotic, ontological, 
corporeal and erotic reinscription of the body through the lens of 
the major avant-garde movements that made it the object of their 
scrutiny. Inflamed by Dada disgust and Surrealist heteromorphism, 
this portrait of the body in transition also anticipates what would 
come after the body, in the time of the cyborg, the posthuman and 
the virtual. Writing out of/ for this time of the machinic assemblage, 
gilles Deleuze and Félix guattari also looked back to the avant-
garde to find traces of the body’s somatic breakdown, its becoming 
as a plane of intensities, a surface on which, rather than in which, 
things happen. “on November 28, 1947,” they announce with the 
prosector’s detachment, “Artaud declares war on the organs.”4 The 
text is a late one in the oeuvre of the dramaturge of cruelty, the 
radio play “To be done with the judgement of god,” from which 
Deleuze and guattari extract Artaud’s invocation of the body in 
question: “you can tie me up if you wish, but there is nothing more 
useless than an organ.” 

For Artaud, the body without organs is a matter of liberation: 
“When you have made him a body without organs, then you will 
have delivered him from all his automatic reactions and restored him 
to his true freedom.”5 The concluding question and answer section 
of the play is a micro-manifesto for the ascendance of a new age of 
man liberated from god and his natural shape and form. And Artaud 
is no less violent than Bataille or Bellmer in his approach to remake 
and manipulate the body, to “strip” it bare “in order to scrape off 
that animalcule that itches him mortally.” But does a body without 
organs lack an interior? A structure of problematic and polymorphic 
interiority emerges if we see Krauss’s reading of Bataille and Bellmer 
as less a critique of the Vitruvian body, as imagined by Leonardo, than 
the intimation of a monstrous body, as imagined by Philip Brophy. 

3 Krauss, the optical Unconscious, 168; 167; 172.
4 gilles Deleuze and Félix guattari, a thousand Plateaus: Capitalism & Schizophrenia, 

trans. Brian Massumi (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1987) 150.
5 Antonin Artaud, Selected Writings, ed. S. Sontag, trans. h. Weaver (Berkeley: 

University of  California Press, 1976) 570.
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Brophy’s extensive writings on the body and body cultures explore 
the perverse fascination with corporeal states of metamorphosis, 
mutation and becoming in the arts and popular culture. In “The 
Body Internal” (1996)6 he picks over what is left of the body after 
the excesses of Bataille, Bellmer and Artaud and finds multiplicity, a 
deterritorialized zone of interrelated, ambiguous states of embodied 
disembodiment analogous to those found in the rhizomorphic logic 
of Deleuze and guattari.

The body internal is the body abstracted from itself and re-made 
as a polymorphous and mutable internality. Within this chimerical, 
shape-shifting stratum, “everything must be ready to penetrate, 
envelop and evaginate.” This is the “round phallicism” Barthes 
celebrates in Bataille’s dissemination of eye/sun/testicle poeisis from 
eye socket to vagina.7 For Brophy the body internal is a “moebius 
spawn” of transmogrification whereby colon, sphincter, vagina 
and anus “shift and shape in a flux between positive and negative 
spaces.” And pornography, traditionally conceived as a scopophillic 
act of seduction, titillation and capitulation, is the last place you will 
find it. To seek it out we need to adapt a form of what Rex Butler has 
called “non-genital thought.” Butler’s account of the body without 
organs suggests that “for every attempt to territorialise or master 
there is an equal or opposite deterritorialisation.”8 

Brophy’s acute analyses of culture reveal that processes of 
genital deterritorialisation are always where you least expect to find 
them. In henry Moore’s sculptures, for instance, the female form 
is in

perfect line with most modernist male artists and their closest 
brethren, serial sex murderers. Moore’s sculptures depict women’s 
core life zones as vacant space: his walrus-like figures spill 
themselves on to podia like frozen insides of a larva lamp. The fluid 
shape is rendered hard, tough, fixed. The vacant spaces are body 
holes where wombs should be. he excavates their internals, the end-
result of his pursuit of form. Many sex murderers gut their victims 
in similar playful ways, creatively reshaping, reforming, re-inventing 
the external and internal body. 

Brophy’s “abject morphology of the body,” of shifting interior and 
exterior states, is perhaps what Artaud had in mind in his notoriously 
ambiguous First Manifesto on the Theatre of Cruelty. Detailing 
some of its features and characteristics, he describes as part of its 
“program” a “Tale by the Marquis de Sade, in which eroticism will 
6 Philip Brophy, “The Body Internal” (1996): www.philipbrophy.com/projects/

bdyhrbl/BodyInternalNotes.html
7 Roland Barthes, “Metaphor of the Eye,” in georges Bataille, Story of the Eye, 

trans. J. Neugroschal (harmondsworth: Penguin, 1979) 122.
8 Rex Butler, “Non-genital Thought,” 100 Years of Cruelty: Essays on artaud, ed. 

E. Scheer (Sydney: Power Publications, 2000) 45.
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be transposed, allegorically mounted and figured, to create a violent 
exteriorization of cruelty.”9 In other words, cruelty is less “a matter 
of sadism nor bloodshed,” in the way that pornography is not only 
expressed “in the rapacious physical sense that it is customarily 
given.”10 

Artaud’s letters speak of a desire to escape from the literal 
expression of cruelty: “I do not systematically cultivate horror.” For 
Brophy the abject morphology of the body is in fact most acute in 
the horror genre in film. In “The Body Horrible” (1988) he maps its 
interchangeable vectors from materiality to monstrosity. Like the 
Bataille of “The Deviations of Nature,” Brophy defines monstrosity 
as the dialectical opposite of geometric regularity and details an 
encyclopaedic grammatology of the perverse “rampant body-ness of 
contemporary times.” In Tobe hooper’s texas Chainsaw Massacre 
(1975), the “physical evidence of its monstrous transgression” is 
present in the film’s morbid synecdoches, in which “body parts 
are just as capable of life, horror and death as the body-whole.” 
What for Bataille was displacement is for Brophy an irresistible 
confusion in the relations between part and whole, penetration and 
envelopment. It speaks of an aporia that signals an entirely new 
way of envisaging the eroticism of the body: “Could not most of us 
admit that if suddenly we developed a gaping vaginal opening where 
our belly-button was, would we not explore it with our hand?”11

FOREARM PLAY
or an ear on an arm? Artaud’s remaking of human anatomy, in 
the name of the body without organs, is to be undertaken on the 
autopsy table.12 Stelarc’s ongoing exploration of “alternate bodily 
architectures” is enacted on a table that could be used for autopsies; 
a “cruel nuance,” in other words, that captures the unavoidable 
blurring of life and death of which Artaud speaks in the name of the 
Theatre of Cruelty.13 The oblique (2008) series of photographs of 
the actual surgical procedure for Stelarc’s Extra Ear project (1997-
ongoing) was taken by a mixed media artist expert in the dissection 
of cadavers, an artist familiar with performing in the theatre. Nina 
Sellars inflects her imaging and capture of the scene of Stelarc’s 
surgery with the prosector’s exactitude, doubling the notion of 
the “cut” to include the surgeon’s incision as well as the click of 

9 Antonin Artaud, the theater and Its Double, trans. M.C. Richards (New york: 
grove Press, 1958) 99.

10 Artaud, the theater and Its Double, 101.
11 Philip Brophy, “The Body horrible” (1988): www.philipbrophy.com/projects/

bdyhrbl/Bodyhorrible.html
12 Artaud, Selected Writings, 570.
13 Artaud, the theater and Its Double, 102.
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the shutter “which frames and fragments the body spectacle at 
hand.”14 The distinction between “body spectacle” and spectacle of 
the body is crucial. As Joanna Zylinska observes in her catalogue 
essay, the framing of the forearm as a discrete entity is the focal 
point of the image. The image transcends documentation, as a 
photograph of Stelarc’s serial augmentation of the body; a project 
that has seen his work return in recent years to somatic rather than 
cybernetic prosthetics. And it is in this return to flesh that Stelarc’s 
ongoing transformation of the concept of the body is closest to 
the spirit of Artaud’s notion of cruelty, since it is “through the skin 
that metaphysics must be made to re-enter our minds.”15 Event and 
image become theatre, become spectacle as “a two-tiered, material-
visual operation on an apparently disembodied arm and a seemingly 
displaced ear.”16 In this act of simultaneous disembodiment (inclusive 
of the metonymic reduction of the surgeons’ hands) and embodiment 
(the enjambment of ear and arm), the image solicits a very intimate 
gaze, making the viewer privy to a moment of becoming. 

An “absolute flow of becoming,” as Nietzsche would have it, 
which reveals the emergence of a different kind of body. Like Artaud, 
Nietzsche also expresses impatience for “our course organs” and in 
particular their “shared premises of vulgarity.”17 Sellars’s images 
are voyeuristic to the extent that they invite a gaze that witnesses 
Artaud’s desired liberation of the body from itself. The images are 
ultimately concerned with revelation, in that their stylized mise en 
scène gestures to various cinematic, visual and performance art 
traditions that perversely reframe anatomical dissection, such as 
Peter greenaway’s a Zed and two Noughts, Rembrandt’s anatomy 
Lesson of Dr Nicolaes tulp, and the reincarnation of St orlan. 
Revealing, too, in the delicate seduction of surgical gauze and sheets 
that caress and envelop flesh, borrowing anticipation, suggestion 
and withholding from the language of erotic photography. The 
focused light spots a visceral striptease of an ambiguous, unfamiliar 
and undifferentiated interiority similar to William Burroughs’s “un-
D.T.” or “undifferentiated tissue” from Naked Lunch. And it is this 
interlaced vamping of disclosure and concealment that Barthes 
identifies as the signature of the erotic, the “staging of appearance-
as-disappearance.”18

14 Joanna Zylinksa, “The cut of the artist: Sellars’s anatomy lesson,” catalogue 
essay for Nina Sellars’s oblique (Melbourne: guildford Lane gallery, 2008).

15 Artaud, the theater and Its Double, 99.
16 Zylinksa, “The cut of the artist,” n.pag.
17 4td in Roland Barthes,4td in Roland Barthes,Barthes, the Pleasure of the text, trans. R. Miller (oxford: 

Blackwell, 1975) 61.
18 Barthes, the Pleasure of the text, 10.
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An eroticized body without organs. In the Pleasure of the text 
Barthes asks a rhetorical question that Sellars’s image, as much as 
Sellars herself, already knows the answer to: “Is not the most erotic 
portion of a body where the garment gapes?” The blue sterility of 
surgical cloth literalizes Barthes’s eroticized “vestimentary code.” 
Stelarc’s flesh abstracts it. Teased open with forceps and stretched 
by retractors, apertures of skin invite the gaze inward, but at the 
same time solicit the eye’s caress along its ambiguous surface. 
Barthes goes further in his poeisis of the erotic: “In perversion (which 
is the realm of textual pleasure) there are no ‘erogenous’ zones.”19 
It is the rupture, the break, the tear and “intermittence” which is 
erotic, “the intermittence of skin flashing between two articles of 
clothing,” the seductive glimpse of tissue as the surgeon’s hand 
peels back a flap of skin. Eroticism, unlike pornography, indefinitely 
prolongs the promise of desire’s fulfilment; it is a perpetual display 
of imminence and delay.

But also uncanny. Uncanny because the familiar and the unknown, 
the glimpsed and the concealed co-exist, as in Freud’s citation of 
Schelling’s gloss of the term Unheimlich: that which “ought to have 
remained secret and hidden but has come to light.”20 And it is in this 
sensation of the Unheimlich, this vanishing and revealing of the fold 
and gape of the body on the way to a displaced metonymy, that the 
erotic seduces. The uncanny, too, of the assemblage. But not only 
the body without organs, but the “body with organs in the wrong 
places.”21 An ear on an arm? Which is out of place? Perhaps neither. 
Stelarc has observed of the ear on an arm project that 

it goes beyond mere Cosmetic Surgery. It is not simply about the 
modifying or the adjusting of existing anatomical features (now 
sanctioned in our society), but rather what’s perceived as the more 
monstrous pursuit of constructing an additional feature that conjures 
up either some congenital defect, an extreme body modification or 
even perhaps a radical genetic intervention.22

Nor can it be recuperated to supplement an absent or missing organ 
(as in the logic of the fetish). It is a redundant and superfluous 
excess, an aberration that in other circumstances would be 
surgically removed from the body. This dialectic of sanctioned and 
monstrous anatomical features is suggestively captured in Sellars’s 
image of the ear scaffold positioned next to the gaping wound in 

19 Barthes, the Pleasure of the text, 9-10.
20 Sigmund Freud, “The ‘Uncanny,’” the Penguin Freud Library, vol.14, Art and 

Literature, ed. A. Dickson, trans. J. Strachey (harmondsworth: Penguin, 1985) 
345.

21 Zylinksa, “The cut of the artist,” n.pag.
22 Stelarc., “The Extra Ear; or an ear on an arm,”  www.stelarc.va.com.au/ extra_

ear/index.htm
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the body’s forearm.23 Taken in isolation from the rest of the series, 
the image can be read as an extraction or an insertion. But its 
mere presence is sufficient to signify excess, the “surplus” that 
Susan Sontag underlines as the atmosphere of erotic fantasy and 
Barthes recognizes, in its exceeding of demand, as the text’s “will 
to bliss.”24 

In oblique we encounter the body internal as a (potentially) 
polymorphously perverse site of penetration and evagination, of 
probing, fingering and sado-masochistic pleasure. Perverse not from 
carnal obscenity or transgression, but because it is “outside any 
imaginable finality.”25 The clinical apparatus of surgery, cannulae, 
retractors, sutures, at first glance resemble perverse erotic 
paraphernalia, sex toys for the body horrible. Insert an ear, insert a 
gun. But the body horrible may not be about pleasure, but dread, 
transformation, mortification. When Max in David Cronenberg’s 
Videodrome (1983) explores the vaginal opening in his abdomen 
he does so with a gun, not a vibrator or dildo. This transcends the 
fetish as theorized by Freud,26 as the substitution of penis with gun 
is not in any way a perversion in the context of the body horrible. 
Brophy describes this uncanny “black hole” as a “fifth dimension 
of physicality” that is threatening and unknowable, as in the male 
castration fantasies of the vagina dentata and the monstrous 

feminine. But this literalizes 
and genders the eroticism 
of the body horrible as 
phallic or vaginal. The 
disembodiment of the 
oblique images signifies the 
absence of normative or 
sanctioned erogenous sites, 
as well as the absence of 
sex organs. The images 
are expressions of the 
pornographic imagination 

23 “The body” here has a double inflection. Stelarc eschews possessive references to 
“his” or “my” body when describing performances or events, seeking to maintain 
a semantic distance between, as well as multiplication of, his actual flesh and 
its function as the medium of his art. The notion of the body, too, captures the 
idea implicit in the work of Deleuze and guattari of different ways of conceiving 
bodies in the age of networks and nodal thinking. See “Avatars and the Internet: 
alternate, intimate and involuntary experiences” in Prefiguring Cyberculture: An 
Intellectual History, eds. Darren Tofts, A. Jonson and A. Cavallaro (Cambridge,Darren Tofts, A. Jonson and A. Cavallaro (Cambridge, 
MA: MIT Press, 2002) 204.

24 Barthes, the Pleasure of the text, 13.
25 Barthes, the Pleasure of the text, 52.
26 Sigmund Freud, “The Sexual Life of human Beings,” in the Penguin Freud Library, 

vol. 1, Introductory Lectures on Psychoanalysis, eds. J. Strachey & A. Richards, 
trans. J. Strachey (harmondsworth: Penguin, 1973) 346.
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in its most abstract, hence purest form. This contradicts Sontag’s 
formulation of the pornographic imagination as being grounded 
in “sexual intensity.”27 Sellars’s images are what Brophy calls 
“pornographs” that do not require the presence or interaction of 
genitals.

Absence as transgression. This mutable wound swells, stretches, 
inflates and expands in the forearm. It receives fingers, instruments, 
the camera’s gaze and in so doing signifies less an imminent presence 
than an explicit absence. They do not stand in for the genitals as 
fetish (be it vagina, anus), but insinuate the uncanny absence of a 
sexual function. This absence is an example of what Bataille calls 
“transgression without limits,” an extreme and exceptional condition 
of violence, in this instance violence performed on the body, that 
exceeds limitation since it is “a disturbance already begun.”28 It is 
violence in medias res, beyond our power to stop it. The operation 
has already begun. Sontag’s understanding of transgression as 
the “performance of what is ‘forbidden’” is too narrow, since she 
interprets the pornographic strictly in terms of obscenity and that 
which is to come. Bataille is more abstract in his understanding 
of transgression as “awed fascination.”29 And the fascination of 
transgression for Bataille is intimately associated with malaise, 
incongruity and deviation, whereby sexual obscenity is merely one 
of its manifestations. Monstrosity, freaks, aberrations, such as an 
ear on an arm, stimulate a “profound seductiveness”; a fascination 
that compels the transgression of the taboos of obscenity and 
monstrosity, but which transcends them.30 The pornographic 
imagination is for Bataille more primal, more sacral than erotic and 
represents the human desire for “stupefaction.” It is this quality that 
he finds in a sixteenth century historical treatise on abominations in 
nature: monstrosity is the sublime that “‘arouses the human spirit’” 
and “‘ravishes the sense.’”31

SEx WITHOUT TOUCHING
Non-genital thought. The fetish less as the substitution of genitals 
with objects, than the replacement of the genitals altogether. 
Copulation requires the conjoining of bodies with organs. What are 
the conditions of coitus for the body without organs? We move 
from the autopsy table to an appartement, chez numéro 1 Rue Jules 

27 Susan Sontag, “The Pornographic Imagination,” a Susan Sontag reader 
(harmondsworth: Penguin, 1982) 228.

28 georges Bataille, Erotism: Death and Sensuality, trans. M. Dalwood (San 
Francisco: City Lights Books, 1986) 65.

29 Bataille, Erotism, 68.
30 georges Bataille, Visions of Excess: Selected Writings, 1927-1939, trans. A. 

Stoekl (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1985) 55.
31 Bataille, Visions of Excess., 53.
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Verne en Passy. The space is vacant, awaiting tenancy. A middle 
aged man and a young woman are interested in the apartment and 
unwittingly meet within it. This chance encounter is the unlikely 
catalyst of a spontaneous fuck that precedes an ongoing arrangement 
in which the two characters meet for the sole purpose of more 
fucking. Bernardo Bertolucci’s Last tango in Paris (1972) creates 
an enclosed, dark and carnally solipsistic world of anonymous sex. 
The rules of this interior are set by the character played by Marlon 
Brando, only known as Paul to the viewer and to his family outside 
the apartment. When Maria Schneider’s character Jeanne attempts 
to introduce herself Paul covers her mouth with his hand: “I don’t 
want to know your name. you don’t have a name and I don’t have 
a name either … We’re going to forget everything that we know, 
every, all the people, all that we do, all that we, wherever we live 
… we’re going to forget that, everything, everything.”

This evacuation of personality is established by Paul with the 
dispassionate, rule-governed precision of the narrator of the first 
masterpiece of isolated pornotopia, de Sade’s the one Hundred & 
twenty Days of Sodom (“you and I are going to meet here, without 
knowing anything that goes on outside here. ok?”). And de Sade’s 
notorious misogyny irrupts in twentieth century Paris as Paul finds 
in sex the outlet for his anger at his wife’s recent, inexplicable 
suicide. The passion of the first encounters secedes to abjection as 
he instructs Jeanne to cut two of her fingernails and stick them up 
his ass. Finger fucking him from behind, both play their appointed 
roles in the film’s most dramatic moment of sado-masochism:

Paul: I’m gonna get a pig and I’m gonna have the pig fuck you. I 
want the pig to vomit in your face and I want you to swallow the 
vomit. Are you gonna do that for me?

Jeanne: yes, yes.
Paul: I want the pig to die while you’re fucking it and then you have 

to go behind it and I want you to smell the dying farts of the pig. 
Are you gonna do all of that for me?

Jeanne: yes and more than that. And worse. And worse than 
before. 

But this is more than mordant, psycho-therapeutic catharsis or 
eroticism. The spareness of the apartment for this unfettered 
coital encounter is suggestive of the kind of space Michel Foucault 
described as a “counter-site” or heterotopia; “a kind of effectively 
enacted utopia in which the real sites, all the other real sites that 
can be found within the culture, are simultaneously represented, 
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contested, and inverted.”32 Paul’s discourse on heterology confirms 
the transgressive social, rather than sexual nature of their encounter 
in the apartment. The symbolic order of names and instrumental 
language regresses to the jouissance of what Julia Kristeva called 
the semiotic; that pre-oedipal bliss-state of “oral, muscular, urethral, 
and anal sadism.”33 In one moment of post-coital quiescence, Jeanne 
playfully suggests, “I shall have to invent a name for you.” Impatient 
with this reminder of the symbolic order, Paul loathingly responds, 
“I’m better off with a grunt. Something like…” The proceeding 
series of ape-like, “rhythmic expectorations”34 are reminiscent of 
the “interjections” and glossolalia encountered in Artaud, what 
Allen Weiss has described as a “noncommunicative sonorous 
outburst.”35 While resonant of the body, this semiotic ictus signals 
the body on the way to evisceration and alienation. This is the limit 
point of the body with organs, the moment of discharge when the 
drives that arouse pleasure envelop the body “at the very moment 
substances belonging to the body are separated and rejected from 
the body.”36 At this climactic intercession between the semiotic 
and symbolic order, the erotic body without organs, deterritorialised 
across psychosomatic planes of intensities, is glimpsed after the 
moment of orgasm:

Jeanne: Maybe, maybe we can come without touching?
Paul: Come without touching? ok. Are you concentrating?
Jeanne: Mmm.
Pause.
Paul: Did you come yet?
Jeanne: No. It’s difficult.
Paul: I didn’t either yet. you’re not trying hard enough.

Their physical intimacy is the non-coital interruptus to this tantric 
experiment in sex without touching. For the body without sex 
organs, copulation is more solitary, an assemblage of ill-fitting 
parts that temporarily coheres into an abstract, displaced and nodal 
eroticism. Paul restlessly wanders the apartment, indifferent to 
Jeanne’s questions. She becomes frustrated: “your solitude weighs 
on me.” Attempting to engage his attention, she loosens her pants 

32 Michel Foucault, “of other Spaces” (1967): http://www.foucault.info/documents/
heteroTopia/foucault.heteroTopia.en.html

33 Julia Kristeva, revolution in Poetic Language, trans. M. Waller (New york: 
Columbia University Press, 1984) 150.

34 Kristeva, revolution in Poetic Language, 152.
35 Allen Weiss, “Libidinal Mannerisms and Profligate Abominations,”Allen Weiss, “Libidinal Mannerisms and Profligate Abominations,”“Libidinal Mannerisms and Profligate Abominations,” 100 Years of 

Cruelty, 115.
36 Kristeva, revolution in Poetic Language, 151.
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and begins to masturbate, face down on a mattress on the floor 
(“I can be by myself, too, you know!”). Paul retreats to another 
room, fondling and smelling a small fabric light shade, the only 
fetish object in the film. As Jeanne comes to orgasm and roles on 
to the floor, Paul breathes deeply, inhaling from the depths of the 
substitute vagina. he begins to weep uncontrollably. This is the 
post-body, the erotic body-assemblage beyond the need for organs 
and physical connection; the postal-body of relays, telepresence 
and sex at a distance. 

Like sense at a distance. Stelarc’s ear on an arm is itself a 
synecdoche of his ongoing interest in the cyborg as a hybrid 
machine/organism integrated within and defined by electronically 
mediated networked conditions. Stelarc’s series of internet actuated 
performances (Ping Body, 1996, Parasite, 1997) insinuates the 
physical body within a network of terminal nodes capable of 
involuntarily controlling the body at a distance. When the extra 
ear is complete and its blue-tooth enabled reception-transmission 
circuitry is functional, it could become, like Paul’s light shade, a 
fetish object that receives and discharges, a portal that conjoins 
bodies at a distance through the tactility of sound. This economy 
of displaced embodiment has its own sound, which Stelarc has 
described as the “hum of the hybrid.” 

After the climax of Jeanne and Paul’s abject erotics of solitude, 
Jeanne crouches into the fetal position. She then stands up and 
presses her half-naked body against the wall of the apartment in 
a tactile caress of skin. The image is unheimlich. It concentrates 
the visual economy of every scene in which Paul and Jeanne 
are together in the apartment. By this point in the film we have 
become desensitized to its stylized and enclosed minimalism, with 
its distinctive curved backgrounds and curtained windows; its 
cultivated sense of claustrophobic “emplacement.” Unheimlich, too, 
in its reminder of the systematic placement of bodies as crouching, 
reclining and entangled forms—post-coital sculptures of solitude 
and angst.37 The pre-oedipal, semiotic interior of the apartment is 
the enclosed stage for a strictly partitioned framing of “the inner 
realities of people confined in rooms.”38 

YOUR HAPPINESS
The reference point for this space-framing is forecast during the 
film’s opening credits. A Francis Bacon portrait of Lucian Freud39 
reclining on a sofa accompanies the introduction of Marlon Brando’s 

37 The word “alone” is one of the most frequently used in the film.
38 M. harrison, In Camera-Francis Bacon: Photography, Film and the Practice of 

Painting (London: Thames & hudson, 2005) 113.
39 The image is the left hand panel from Double Portrait of Lucian Freud and Frank 

auerbach (1964).
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name and half of the credits. This is succeeded by Bacon’s portrait 
of Isabel Rawsthorne40 sitting on a wooden chair. At the end of 
the credits the two images are juxtaposed to form a Bacon diptych 
that the artist never painted. yet it is an ideal or potential image, 
a simulacrum that discharges the membranous stain that Bacon 
will cast over the film, similar to the flesh-like shadows emitted 
by the subjects in his paintings. Resembling a smeared secretion 
from a mucous membrane, his shadow is a material residue of the 
human presence like the trail of slime left by a snail,41 as Bacon 
famously observed of his paintings. While on location in Paris in 
1971, Bertolucci went to see Bacon’s exhibition at the grand Palais. 
he went back again, taking Brando with him, recognizing in Bacon’s 
tortured and disillusioned male figures the kind of persona he desired 
his male lead to channel. The opening scene of a distraught Brando 

40 Study for Portrait (Isabel rawsthorne) (1964).
41 Apart from the general, stylized vocabulary of Bacon’s framed and elliptical 

rooms, Bertolucci seems to have quoted specific paintings or types of postural 
imagery, such as reclining Woman (1961) and three Figures in a room (1964). 
Bacon’s rough trade appropriation of Eadweard Muybridge’s images of naked 
men wrestling is especially evident in the infamous anal sex scene, which bears 
uncanny resemblance to one such image of this kind, two Figures (1953), which 
features a dominant aggressor who, like Paul, whispers some hate-filled, buttered-
up profanity about the sanctity of the family in the ear of his submissive.

Bacon studio at 7 Reece Mews South Kensington
(Photo: Perry ogden, 2001).
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clasping his ears at the sound of a train rattling above him and 
raging against a despised god suggests that the great method actor 
had done his homework.

When Paul and Jeanne leave 1 Rue Jules Verne for the last time, 
the interior they vacate has already become something else. Its 
connotation as Bacon-esque enclosure is reduced to a shorthand 
“cipher” of a room,42 an ascetic reduction of space to its basic 
geometrical framework. In 1961 Bacon drew a bare, minimalist 
sketch of such a space, a space in London into which he moved in 
1962 and lived there until his death in 1992. And it is in the chaos 
of Bacon’s famous studio at 7 Reece Mews South Kensington that 
we encounter the final iteration of the perverse morphology of the 
body without organs and its ethereal issue.

Martin harrison has observed that Bacon’s most visceral 
paintings of the body are of uncertain gender and “seem almost 
to dematerialize under our gaze.”43 Indeed, Bacon’s distinctive 
approach to painting the body and the visage shudders and bristles 
in an internal tension between illustration and abstraction, producing 
what Deleuze described as “the figural.” The human form trembles 
between presence and disappearance as a perceptible trace that 
is both manifest and obscure. The traces of Paul’s and Jeanne’s 
absent bodies within the space are also gestured to in the vaguely 
anthropomorphic shapes suggested by items of furniture covered by 
dust sheets, the last vestige of the human form in the apartment.44 
Bacon’s studio is just as famous as his paintings and has been 
the object of detailed photographic scrutiny for many years, most 
notably in Perry ogden’s remarkable, forensic documentation of 
its contents prior to being dismantled and relocated to the hugh 
Lane Municipal gallery of Modern Art in Dublin in 1998. Its sublime 
mess at once resembles a rubbish dump and bomb site and is 
paradoxically the site of the body’s defunctive exit. our adventures 
in the skinless trade (apologies to Dylan Thomas) have traced its 
passage on the way to disappearance from the busy theatre of the 
operating/autopsy table in Sellars’s images to the vacant apartment 
at 1 Rue Jules Verne to this fraught, urgent and claustrophobic 
studio. here we witness a spatial and corporeal disembodiment akin 
to Artaud’s reductive preparation of the scene for the theatre of 
cruelty: “We abolish the stage and the auditorium and replace them 
by a single site.”45 ogden’s photographs of the disjecta membra 
left in tact upon Bacon’s death are taken with a deference that 
endows the studio with the status of a sacred site, a memorial to 

42 harrison, In Camera-Francis Bacon, 171.
43 harrison, In Camera-Francis Bacon, 216.
44 In this respect see Bacon’s Figure Study I (1945-1946) and Figure Study II (1945-

1946).
45 Artaud,Artaud, theatre and Its Double, 96.
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the literal passing and departure of the body that once inhabited it. 
The meticulous scrutiny of the space is suggestive not only of crime 
scene photography, but Bacon’s own predilection for scientific and 
pathological “photographs that penetrated the skin.”46 Nothing can 
escape the archival drive of ogden’s eye and, as with Peter Beard’s 
photographs of the same space in 1975, the images speak of the 
exquisitely photogenic quality of the mess. 

And what a mess. In the precise, technical nomenclature of 
criminal forensic investigation it is called bloodstain spatter. It is in 
evidence in virtually every one of ogden’s images, from the walls 
to the myriad books and paraphernalia on the floor to the circular 
mirror that Bacon originally designed in the early 1930s. But rather 
than blood we are witness to the spattering of paint. From the 
testing and mixing of hues on the back of doors to deflections of 
paint thrown at the canvas in frustration, the imbroglio of chaotic 
colour is Bacon’s ultimate autographic self-portrait. his studio is 
the archive of forces and drives that, as Kristeva has written of 
the semiotic, are “unfettered, irreducible to […] intelligible verbal 
translation.”47 Paint spatter is the tinctured correlative of Paul’s 
Artaud-like vocal ejaculations. It isolates the materiality of sound 
and its rhythmic movement through and perturbation of the air. It 
is one of many epicentres in culture where Brophy identifies “the 
body’s collapse between that which is internal and that which is 
external” and where Deleuze and guattari locate the organism’s 
implosion.48 The sonic instrument of performance for this ethereal 
studio session of the body without organs is not the air guitar, but 
the “air penis.”49

The emergence of this instrument within our journey through 
these respective interiors is announced in Last tango in Paris. Prior 
to the transitional, nodal coupling of sex at a distance, Jeanne 
rests her chin on Paul’s groin, asking him “What’s this for?” Paul 
responds, “That’s your happiness and my… my ha-penis.” Jeanne 
mishears this as “peanuts.” however if you listen closely to Brando’s 
exaggerated intonation it sounds more like “air penis.” Mishearing, 
wilful or deliberate, is the condition of the body without organs as 
a sonic entity. Mishearing is misplaced signification and misplaced 
organ-isation. It is the blissful, semiotic transgression of all forms of 
symbolic order, certitude and decidability. Blissful precisely because, 
as Barthes suggests, it “exceeds demand,” pornographic because 
46 The forensic link between Bacon’s fascination with surgical photographs of 

deformity and physical abnormality resonates with Sellars’s oblique series. As 
Martin harrison has observed, he was particularly interested in “photographs in 
which the skin was folded back to reveal raw flesh.” Harrison, In Camera-Francis 
Bacon, 204.

47 Kristeva,Kristeva, revolution in Poetic Language, 29.
48 Deleuze and guattari, a thousand Plateaus, 158.
49 Brophy, “The Body Internal,” n.pag.
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of what should not be there.50 Sellars’s oblique images capture 
the morphogenesis of this process of mishearing as excess as a 
visual technological fable comparable to the tale of the discovery of 
writing outlined in the Phaedrus. With the misplaced ear on an arm, 
the notion of “over

50 Barthes,Barthes, Pleasure of the text, 13; Sontag, “The Pornographic Imagination,” 
228.

Bernardo Bertolucci, Last tango in Paris (1972)
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hearing” a conversation assumes the double inflection of 
eavesdropping and excess, the receipt of information not intended to 
be heard and beyond the control of the body that bears it. Mishearing 
becomes the norm as well as the aberration, a sonic pharmakon or 
“chain of significations” over which no “absolute privilege allows us 
absolutely to master its textual system.”51 

The air penis mutates out of the metaphoric substitution and 
displacement of yet another body part, the pelvis. But not just any 
pelvis:

Elvis was barred from swivelling his hips on TV because his pelvic 
thrusts fuck the body of air around him. The air he pushes away 
from him in the TV studio is then transmitted into the ether and 
transmitted directly into the space of America’s loungerooms, where 
the whole family has to make room for his phantom dick.52 

In Brophy’s bestiary, the air is a form of embodiment that can be 
excited, ruptured and energized. In turn it encloses and penetrates 
all at once. The ultimate nomad of deterritorialisation, sound 
indiscriminately curb crawls the air for other bodies to solicit and 
succumb to. Like the pharmakon of writing, it “cannot distinguish 
between suitable and unsuitable” auditors. In the typology of 
Blood Pattern analysis, this ambient indifference conforms to the 
behaviour of Passive Spatter, precipitated and mobilized by the force 
of gravity. The perturbations of the air penis, on the other hand, are 
a more aggressive, active ejaculation of sound, associated with an 
occurrence of significant force (High Velocity Impact Spatter), such 
as a gun shot or a violent psychic irruption. In “The Body Internal,” 
Brophy describes an actual incident in which he witnessed an angry 
young man masturbating at a passing car in public, “literally fucking 
the whole world. The space, the air into which he fucks is the abstract 
carrier of his action, with the penis being the agent of the action.” 
The phallus and ejaculation are metonymies of the gendered body 
with organs. But when it couples with the body without organs, 
imagined as the embodiment of air within an enclosed interior, it 
hybridizes into an assemblage of non-gendered, polymorphously 
perverse ambiguity. It follows, then, as Brophy suggests, that it 
is “irrelevant into what the penis is inserted”; hence the profound 
indifference of the body without organs.

The ejaculation of paint is an emblem of this indifference. It is 
also the residue of memory, the trace of an eroticized ectoplasm. As 
the materialization of a past life, ectoplasm purportedly represented 
51 Jacques Derrida, Jacques Derrida, Dissemination, trans. B. Johnson (Chicago: University ofB. Johnson (Chicago: University of 

Chicago Press, 1981) 96.
52 Brophy, “The Body Internal,” n.pag.
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the intercession between two worlds, what Allen Weiss has 
described, with reference to Artaud’s wrestle with his own demons 
and succubi, as “phantasmatic eroticism.”53 It is no accident that 
the spectacle of ectoplasm became an obsession of photography, 
since it is an abstraction of life and death as a singular concept, 
a memory of a particular tense, “that-has-been.” one of the more 
conspicuous examples of the uncanny identified by Freud was the 
experience of the return of the dead and, in particular, the haunted 
house; the emblematic topos of that-has-been. The smears, splashes 
and blotches that stain every inch of Bacon’s studio54 are also of 
the past tense, sonic cum shots in a pornotopic interior that must 
perpetually wear the residue of its issue. Ejaculation, as a force, is 
the kind of intensity that Deleuze and guattari specify is produced 
and distributed not simply in space, but in a spatium, a site or cavity 
associated with a body.55 

The apartment in Last tango in Paris stands between two spaces 
in which the skin is ruptured and absent. The passage through each 
interior reveals a progressive unveiling of the body without organs, 
in which the beauty of curves and tumescence associated with 
the pornographic imagination in its classic sense is ruptured and 
redefined. Think of this emergence of the posthuman body as a 
kind of striptease, a revealing akin to the dismembering of flesh and 
evisceration of organs in Robbie Williams’s “Rock DJ” music video. 
Reconfiguring the poetics of enticement, Williams appropriates 
a form of torture used in the ancient world, suggestively flaying 
his own skin. An unwitting allegory of post-humanism, “Rock DJ” 
segues into metaphysics as a commentary on the ascendance of 
a new philosophical conception of the body and eroticism more 
generally. When traditional forms of seduction no longer work, it’s 
“time to move your body.”

53 Weiss, “Libidinal Mannerisms and Profligate Abominations,” 123.
54 Among Bacon’s myriad working documents scattered around his studio were 

pages from Baron Albert von Schrenck Notzing’s influential Phenomena of 
Materialisation (1920). Its melodramatic images of purported manifestations 
of ectoplasm seemed to have influenced the presence of “vaporous, smudged 
‘emanations’” that “exude from, or adhere to, Bacon’s heads” from the late 
1950s onwards (harrison, In Camera-Francis Bacon, 205). See for example 
Studies of George Dyer and Isabel rawsthorne (1970).

55 Deleuze and guattari, a thousand Plateaus, 153.
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Stuart Kendall

Sound, Mind, Body 
PIERRE GUYOTAT en avant

Know what rhythm holds men. 
Archilochus 

The first night, 14 April 1973, Pierre guyotat’s Bond en avant 
(Leap Forward) started an hour late.1 A crowd of 2,000 spectators 
and media spilled out of the arena at La Rochelle into the street. 
Despite the size of the space, normally devoted to music and sports, 
not everyone could get in. They chanted “we are all guyotats,” 
referencing the censorship of the author’s most recent novel, Eden, 
Eden, Eden. The show was a show of support: the spectators 
themselves a spectacle for the censors to see. And the performance 
was as political as it was politicized. 

The writer was there along with everyone else: myriad newspaper 
critics and his friends and current and former associates; members 
of the tel Quel group, then at the peak of its ascendancy, reaching 
apotheosis, and members of the communist party, which he had 
only recently quit in hostile frustration. 

Inside, real meat and bones littered the performance space. 
Though it wasn’t meant to represent a butcher shop. Rather, it was 
cast with the raw results of butchery. For guyotat, it was essential 
that the space actually stink (43). he had hoped that the actors 
might defecate there as well but this was beyond them. Stink, he 
argued, is undeniable, unavoidable, fact. one can dress a stage in 
images of atrocity but they will forever remain mere images. The 
atrocity of smells foul to human form however transcend and signal 
the end of the disembodied imagination. Stink, in other words, 
strikes at the eyes and mind, it closes the theatre of representation, 

1 My account of this performance relies heavily on Catherine Brun, Pierre Guyotat: 
essai biographique (Paris: Léo Scheer, 2004) and Pierre guyotat, Vivre (Paris: 
gallimard, 2003). Citations from Vivre are indicated in the text with parenthetical 
references to page numbers. All translations are my own unless otherwise 
indicated. 
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through an opening in the nose, a hole in the body. A theatre of 
smells is an immanent theatre.

Nothing separated the spectators from the spectacle, though 
trails of sawdust articulated various spaces. There were no seats so 
the spectators could not sit. Rather, they roamed freely among the 
six actors: Saïd Bousouar, Marcel Bozonnet, François Kuki, Jean-
Baptiste Malartre, Alain ollivier, and Christian Rist. Four of them 
occupied specific locations, two circulated around the rest. Each 
was dressed differently, according to his own lights, but all were 
keyed to notions of political and personal transgression, wherein 
mere freakishness was, as it was in that era, a political statement: 
military uniforms, hats, aprons: costume as the articulation of 
personal difference. Jean-Baptiste Malartre was naked, on his 
knees, an Ace bandage around his genitals. 

The actors spoke at once, in choral incantation: 

… d’onir oedipien, nékros daron à maître de foutrée, parturiant’ aux 
paliers tringlées en subintranç’ extirpant d’avaloir têtes bèch’, sous 
puls’ hyperpnéen!,, solde sur formica, sondes orificiell’ concibrillant 
reflets du circul clandestine, mon debout impubèr’, slipaille sous granît 
tractant d’effluv’ nékros daronn’!, contre frais impubèr’ égorgé sous 
placard syphilis, qu’au feu ne brûle, si tu l’oz’!, ennarcosé d’osiaqu’, 
son blondier cruenté de mains mâl!, qu’en scalp, locust’ m’agraf’ 
aux pariétaux!!! à maîtr’!!!.. à mettr’! à mêtr’!.. 

guyotat’s publisher, the most prestigious publisher in France, had 
printed the text for distribution at the performance. It ran to 26 
pages in its final form.2 26 pages of scabrous personal confession, 
fantasy, and political invective, simultaneously a celebration and 
indictment of desire that also, and significantly, reinvented the 
French language. only two of the six actors, Alain ollivier and 
François Kuki, knew the full text. The others did the best they could, 
repeating the parts they knew. 

The fundamental force of the piece followed from its rhythmic 
intensity, an intensity that only appears when the text is spoken 
aloud. No periods or paragraphs disrupt the 26 pages of flow. Nothing 
breaks, nothing stops the desiring language. Its forms flow one into 
the next into the next into the next. Neologisms, malapropisms, 
agrammaticisms, syntactical irregularities, portmanteau words, 
words derived from or reduced to their roots in greek, Latin, and 
old French, the argot of soldiers, prostitutes, and the area of France 
where Guyotat grew up, re-written with the inflection of an Arab 
speaker. But the force of the text is in its rhythm, in the sinuous 
insistence of the language beating through the body and breath of 
its speakers. 

2 See Pierre guyotat, Prostitution (Paris: gallimard, 1987) 216-42. The original 
text was printed separately by gallimard in 1973 as Bond en avant. 
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And the audience had the text in hand. They could, if they would, 
recite it themselves, become part of the show. once again, nothing 
separated them from the actors. They had the text, they could “act” 
simply by reciting it. or they could participate just by being there: a 
living, breathing, present, mass of humanity. 

The mass circulated and individuals within it eventually became 
emboldened. Someone threw a bone into the air. It hit ollivier. 
Another reached between his legs. he left before further escalation. 
The performance continued in chaos, each actor reciting as much as 
he could, at his own pace, before exiting the space. 

In a review published the following week, one critic called Bond 
en avant “fashionable,” a damning dismissal of a difficult avant-
garde work.3 What can we make of it now, thirty five years, a 
generation later? 

This is no idle question. guyotat envisioned Bond en avant as an 
attack on the structures of representation that govern Western art, 
politics, and individual desire. To the extent that these structures 
still govern Western art, politics and desire, we must admit, already 
at this point, that he failed. We should also remember that these 
structures, along with Western civilization itself, have taken over 
the whole globe, in the words of Marx, with virulent rapacity. At 
best, Bond en avant can be remembered as an instructive failure, 
at worst as a dead end. But what can be expected of theatre? 
Immanent critique? Paradise now? 

The notion that theatre might have some direct and positive 
effect on the way people live is of course an avant-garde notion, in 
the technical sense of this term. The avant-garde trend in modern 
art, of which guyotat is often recognized as among the last living 
exemplars, must be understood as the will to change the world 
with aesthetic means: the will to create cultural objects and cultural 
forms, which themselves engender a new culture. Avant-gardism 
is thus as utterly distinct from mere experimentalism, which simply 
tries to create new forms for their own sake, as it is from works 
created in a traditional style which merely present or discuss 
potential new worlds. An avant-garde poetics (theory of creation) 
ultimately isn’t interested in creating new cultural forms so much 
as it is in creating, through those forms, an entirely new culture. 
Avant-gardism proposes the end of existing cultural forms. The 
point isn’t to simply talk about a new culture, the point is to create 
it. Avant-gardism is predicated on the parallel notions that cultural 
forms change culture and that culture changes cultural forms. We 
can’t move forward, let alone leap forward, if we are bound by the 
cultural forms of the past. 

But what exactly does this mean? What is it to create a new 
cultural form? What limits circumscribe such creation? Marshall 

3 guy Dumur, inguy Dumur, in Le Nouvel observateur, quoted in Brun, Pierre Guyotat, 268. 
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McLuhan made a career out of exploring this 
question across the media. “The past went 
that-a-way,” he wrote, “When faced with a 
totally new situation, we tend always to attach 
ourselves to the objects, to the flavour of the 
most recent past.”4 The first content of a new 
media is provided by old media. Film very quickly 
became narrative film, filmed stories or novels. 
This in mind, can change ever be anything other 
than incremental? What would it be to truly leap 
forward? A truly avant-garde theatre might not 
be theatre at all. (The notion of using theatre as a 
means of social change, rather than of changing 
theatre as a means of changing society, is a 
reformist notion rather than a revolutionary 
one.) 

on the second night, the actors pushed the 
show further. Jean-Baptiste Malartre and Marcel 
Bozonnet entered the space completely naked, 
covered in blood, with a wheelbarrow full of 
meat. They had hoped to have erections as well 
but couldn’t pull it off. 600 spectators were 
there that night. 

guyotat wasn’t pleased with the results. 
Most of the actors didn’t know their lines and 
lacked the appropriate mixture of gravitas and 
comedy, being merely frivolous. he pressed 
ollivier to ask Malartre to leave. Everyone 
but Kuki and ollivier left with him, seeing the 
request as politically motivated: Malartre being 
a member of the communist party that guyotat 
had rejected. 

Thereafter the show improved for its second 
run, from April 25th to May 20th, at the Théâtre de 
la Tempête, at the Vincennes cartridge factory. 
ollivier wore military fatigues, Kuki was naked, 
carried in a cart: they spoke the rhythmic text 
together, as guyotat originally intended it. 

Alain ollivier and Pierre guyotat had been 
friends for a decade, since 1963. They had 
several cultural perspectives in common, in 
particular an experience of colonial Algeria, 
where ollivier had lived as an adolescent and 
where guyotat’s adolescence had come to a 

4 Marshall McLuhan, the Medium is the Massage: an 
Inventory of Effects (Los Angles: gingko, 1996) 74.
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definitive end, as a dissenting French soldier in 
the Algerian war. In the late 1960s, they shared 
an apartment for a while: ollivier pursuing his 
career in the theatre, guyotat his as a celebrated 
writer at the forefront of the avant-garde.

ollivier’s initial request had been that guyotat 
adapt Moliére’s Don Juan for a contemporary 
production for the Centre Dramatique National 
at the Théâtre du Lambrequin in Lille. The 
project had the blessing of the theatre’s 
director, Jacques Rosner, and guyotat was 
given a stipend to complete the work from 
the Commission d’Aide à la Création Littéraire. 
But guyotat very quickly changed the project 
from Don Juan to a substantial re-imagining of 
Don Juan to, finally, preparing an entirely new, 
original text. Rosner agreed to this change at 
first but eventually suggested that the play be 
staged at the University of Lille rather than at the 
Théâtre du Lambrequin, signalling a mounting 
discomfort.

At least two elements of this context were 
enormously important. First, and primarily, 
the fact that guyotat’s Eden, Eden, Eden had 
been banned by the government for its sexual 
and political content. he was thus at the time 
considered by many to be the most infamous 
Leftist pornographer in France; the only living 
writer to rank with the Marquis de Sade. 
Moliére’s Don Juan was hardly an innocent 
choice of text for him to adapt. Second, and 
extending this notion, it should be remembered 
that in 1973 the sexual revolution was still on-
going, if not in fact at its height. guyotat, a 
writer banned for his promotion of political and 
sexual freedoms, was being asked to adapt a 
text concerned with those very freedoms from 
the centre of the patriarchal cultural canon, a 
play first performed in 1665, addressing the 
most burning and personal political topics of the 
present day. 

Not surprisingly, in February 1973, the 
director of the Maison de la Culture à La 
Rochelle, Dominique Bruschi, approached the 
president of the Rencontres internationales 
d’Art contemporain de la ville, Robert Kalbach, 
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with concerns about the potential propriety of presenting a work by 
guyotat at the festival. guyotat and ollivier moved the performance 
to the sports arena in La Rochelle and went on with their production, 
shut out from the bastions of state supported theatrical culture, at 
least for the moment. (Later in life they would both be welcomed 
back to the fold: classics of the counterculture.) 

guyotat’s initial proposal for the project dates from January 
1972. he worked and reworked it over the following year, creating a 
text that was, in his words, “saturated, a text on textual saturation, 
on sexual, political, bodily, racial, etc. saturation …” (47). “I think 
I have achieved a limit here: it’s an unbearable, destructive text” 
(56).

A complex of four interrelated profound events gave specific 
intellectual and emotional shape to the work. Eden, Eden, Eden 
had been banned by the French government in 1970. guyotat’s 
father, Alfred, had died in November 1971. A long-standing 
conjugal relationship with a woman, who asks that her anonymity 
be respected, had come to an end. And, in February 1972, guyotat 
quit the communist party after five years of militancy. 

A group or party, he believed, had no right to impose its ideas 
about or approach to cultural revolution over its members. Each 
of us must pursue revolution, or more simply life, on our own. 
Politically this is a question—the question—of representation. 
guyotat’s position was a political one but it was also biological. 
Biologically speaking, we are all each radically alone (65). This 
sentiment became acute for guyotat with the death of his father (his 
mother having died in 1958). It became doubly acute with the end 
of his relationship with A. (as guyotat’s biographer Catherine Brun 
calls her). Unable to functionally live in harmony with a woman, he 
nonetheless recognized the profound differences between men and 
women in the world. he discovered the plight of women in patriarchal 
society at the moment he became lost to one woman in particular. 
his isolation was more or less complete. Isolated from mainstream 
culture because he could not accept its limitations, isolated from the 
progressive left again because he rejected its repressive limitations, 
he was isolated biologically from others, from family and female 
companionship. he was also isolated from expression itself—the 
fulfilment of his vocation as a writer—because the government 
banned his work. 

The government ban on Eden, Eden, Eden, issued in 1970, had 
been a cause célèbre. guyotat naturally leapt to the defensive of his 
work. he pumped the press, giving interviews everywhere he could, 
including long and complex theoretical and biographical explications 
of his difficult book, in tel Quel, La Nouvelle Critique, and Promesse, 
among other venues. Jerome Lindon, editor of Les Editions de Minuit, 
penned a petition in favour of the book to be published in Le Monde. 
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The book had been prefaced by Michel Leiris, Roland Barthes, and 
Philippe Sollers, the petition was signed by le tout Paris. The final 
list of signatures ran to 27 pages of names. gallimard collected 
all of this material together as a book entitled Littérature interdite 
(Forbidden literature, 1972). The censors might have banned the 
book, but they couldn’t block the debate about it. 

When Alain ollivier asked guyotat to write something for him 
to stage, he was offering a profoundly isolated—sexually, socially, 
politically—man a venue for the continuation of his defence, a 
defence coloured in the rage of attack. Prior to this moment, writing 
was for guyotat a means of creating a fortress against but within 
bourgeois culture. Now he intended to transform his work into an 
active barricade along the cultural front (102), a point of attack.

This transformation occasioned a major shift in guyotat’s artistic 
methods and production. Retrospectively, he divides his career into 
four phases linked to the forms of his production: his adolescent 
poetry (juvenilia), écrit or writing (as in prose), langue or language, 
and verbe or word. For our purposes it is essential to note that 
each of the most tremendous changes in the form of his cultural 
production were occasioned by his involvement with performance. 

guyotat discovered his vocation in language around the age of 
fourteen when he first read Rimbaud and began writing poetry of 
his own. his mother died when he was seventeen and, in shock 
and lacking her support, his writing changed registers: he wrote 
in prose. he did this for the next fourteen years, producing two 
of the most complex and celebrated classics of twentieth century 
French literature: tombeau pour cinq cent mille soldats (1967) and 
Eden, Eden, Eden (1970). The second of these books was, as we 
have seen, banned by the French government for the virulence of 
its description of colonialism at work. guyotat’s writing at this 
point had been stripped of its anthropomorphism, pushed to the 
absolute limits of scientific specificity. He wrote from behind a 
wall of dictionaries and grammar books. Along these lines, Eden, 
Eden, Eden cannot be called a novel because it lacks all of the 
formal armature that organizes traditional novels (remembering 
that the novel is a distinctly Western, and bourgeois, form of 
representation, however widely it has been exported): psychological 
characterization, incidental plot, an interplay of surface and depth, 
action and meaning, all are utterly absent from the work. 

his work banned, guyotat was, as we have seen, isolated and at 
an impasse. he was at an impasse because he felt he had reached 
the end of writing. he struggled with a piece he called Basic text, 
but without satisfaction. The language had closed in upon itself, 
become inert. Then Alain ollivier asked him to write something for 
the theatre: it became Bond en avant. 
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Bond en avant, and the leap forward it 
occasioned, launched the second phase of his 
career (overlooking the juvenilia). It occasioned 
the appearance of la langue, language or the 
spoken tongue. guyotat pushed this form of 
expression to its limits over the next decade, 
running an aesthetic gauntlet that ultimately, 
in December 1981, put him in a coma for 
three weeks. Bond en avant became part of 
his next book Prostitution (1975), followed by 
Encore plus que la Lutte des Classes (1975-77, 
unpublished), Le Livre (1977-79, published in 
1984) and L’Histoire de Samora Machel (1979-
81, unpublished). 

Following his coma and recovery, guyotat 
began working again, slowly and again without 
satisfaction. Then once again Alain ollivier 
asked him to write a text for the theatre, this 
became Bivouac (staged in 1987). The strophic 
form of the text signalled the new direction of 
guyotat’s production: a kind of writing that 
fused writing and performance, that guyotat 
calls the verbe, the word. 

In 1989, then again in 1992, guyotat gave 
a series of “Séances d’Improvisation publique”: 
performances in which he created narratives 
before a live audience, based on themes 
suggested by the day’s events. Between 1991 
and 1996, he delivered several more lecture 
performances, linked more closely to his 
written works. Writing and performance were 
one, fusing revelation and invention. guyotat’s 
performances were and are not one man shows, 
nothing here is prepared in advance. he is not 
an actor performing an author’s text. he is a 
creator analyzing and advancing the language 
of the community within that community. 
his late style of writing derives from these 
performances, striving to capture the flow and 
force of the words on a page. 

In 1997, Bernardo Montet asked guyotat to 
write a text for a ballet based on a recent incident 
in Algeria wherein a woman’s son was forced 
to eat a breast cut from his still living mother’s 
body. For six shows, in Angers, Montpellier, 
and Paris, guyotat himself appeared on stage 
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to read his text—entitled Issê timossé, an ibo 
phrase referring to the body in the fullness of 
its experience—as six dancers (two female, four 
male) moved about him in time with the music 
of his voice. 

In 2000, gallimard published Progénitures, 
parts one and two, an eight hundred page work 
written in rhythmic strophes, accompanied by 
a CD of guyotat reading the opening pages of 
the text:

l’ jiarret boueux, l’ orbit’ empossiàrée, ta 
poitrin’ m’ trembler, l’ comptoir caisse’, ta 
mâchoir’, a’c, mes chieveux chiauds,

d’ ö, l’ hors bordel, banlioue?, Franç’?, m’ 
dehanchier, gars, tes cent-un kilogs 
chantants, quaqu’ banquet celest’?,

d’ quà ta faç’ mâchiurée d’ chiarogn’ rat—l’ 
relent l’ tueur en refaufiler sa lam’ d’dans 
sa taille’! –, 

l’mouchiassat t’ en rentrer s’ assoupir dedans 
tes narins’!

Since then Guyotat has diversified his 
production even further, without straying from 
his investigation of the word. he narrated a 
personal history of music for France Culture 
radio and taught an extended course in the 
history of the French language at the University 
of Paris. his two most recent publications are 
autobiographical accounts of his descent into a 
coma and of his cultural formation in the 1940s 
and 1950s. 

At each stage then, a leap forward. At each 
stage, an encounter with the stage. Each stage 
an end to his isolation, a means of moving his 
personal energy, the force of his language, into 
the community. 

Writing occurs in isolation and novels are 
written to be read alone. The novel is thus a 
quintessentially modern form: a form which 
demands both isolation and communication. It is 
written in a language shared by both the writer 
and the reader and written to be discussed, 
creating a circuit of exchange between isolated 
individuals and the groups in which they choose 
to participate. 
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A writer may write alone, but a speaker animates a crowd, 
transforms a crowd into a community. guyotat’s gesture has been 
to push the work of the writer into the public sphere and to do 
so as a mode of self-presentation. With each step, he has come 
to incarnate language ever more socially. his work has moved 
beyond the bourgeois novel and beyond the bourgeois theater, 
beyond the forms of the era of representation into the realm and 
era of presentation, wherein presentation also means diffusion, 
diversification, dissemination. 

guyotat discovered the power of speech in 1972, while working 
on Bond en avant. he discovered it when he spoke at a conference 
organized at Cérisy la Salle during the first week of July by the 
tel Quel group.5 The conference was entitled toward a Cultural 
revolution: Bataille-artaud and guyotat was asked to speak during 
the portion of the conference devoted to Antonin Artaud. he spoke 
from notes rather than from a completed text, so that he could, as 
he said, “speak with the writing between his hands and under his 
eyes” (11). he titled his presentation “The Language of the Body,” 
and devoted it to the patient elaboration of his youthful practice 
of masturbating while writing, to an exploration therefore of the 
relationship between physical desire and the literary imagination. he 
spoke frankly and without sensationalism, though the lecture not 
surprisingly caused a sensation. An extemporaneous lecture could 
not be banned, as Eden, Eden, Eden had been banned, but it could 
be a means of revelation, a pathway out of isolation. 

Distinct from his lecture performances in the late 1980s and 
1990s, guyotat has spoken in public at events devoted to other 
writers only on three occasions, and they offer a significant aside 
to our observations. First, at the 1972 Tel 4uel Artaud-Bataille 
conference, and then at a conference devoted to Jean genet in 
1991, and finally at a colloquium devoted to both Artaud and 
genet in London in 1996. Three times then, for theatre: for Antonin 
Artaud and Jean genet. on each occasion guyotat either read his 
own work or spoke about it rather than addressing the ostensible 
topics or figures at hand. His appearances were signs of proximity 
and recognition rather than demonstrations of critical reflection, but 
they are significant enough as that. 

guyotat outlined his understanding of theatre in Explications, a 
book length interview published in 2000 alongside Progénitures:

The stage permits an elementary discovery that creates pleasure 
and fear: a spoken work is a force, a power. one grasps [entend] 
the effects of this power directly. I discovered this power to move, 
perhaps even to return, at the same time that I discovered my freedom 
to say absolutely anything that I want. This unlimited freedom, never 

5 See Philippe Sollers, ed. artaud (Paris: U.g.E., 10/18, 1973). guyotat’s lecture, 
minus the discussion that followed, is reprinted in Vivre, 11-35.
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acquired once and for all, this freedom augments with age. What is it 
about the stage that makes the discovery of these two terrible things 
possible? Is it the darkness of the place, the liturgical quality of the 
stage with its apparitions and disappearances, its wings, the faceless 
respirations of its audience? It’s an extraordinarily organic place; 
urgent, paradisiacal perhaps, radically opposed, though similar, to 
the Intensive Care Unit [salle de réanimation]; its positive double.6 

The closing reference to the Intensive Care Unit is of course a 
reference to guyotat’s collapse into a coma in December 1981. The 
respirators of the ICU breathe for you whereas a theatrical audience 
breathes with you. 

The power of the theatre is a direct power, felt in its effects. 
guyotat’s discovery of the direct power of the theatre was linked 
to the political struggles of the 1970s. To present his work—his 
language—on stage was to present it to the public in as immediate 
and direct a manner as possible. It was to submit his work and 
himself to public reaction and interpretation as intimately and 
immediately as possible. on stage, the public sounding of the work 
reverberates within it, implicating the author in the creation of a 
meaning distinct from that which he created when writing alone in 
his room. For guyotat, to write for the stage, or more accurately 
perhaps, for performance, is to “shatter the isolation” of both the 
work and its author.7 Theatre, he says, is “an ‘art’ of contestation” 
(108).

Bond en avant. Leap forward. Derived from French poet Arthur 
Rimbaud’s famous phrase, la poésie ne rythmera plus l’action; elle 
sera en avant, from his “visionary letter” to Paul Demeny on 15 
May 1871. Poetry will no longer lend rhythm to action; it will be in 
advance [of action]. Poetry will change the world. Bond en avant. 
The spoken word, the langue, will change the world. 

guyotat offered a terse summary of Bond en avant in its final 
role as the conclusion to Prostitution: “The completion of my adult 
prostitutionalization (1972): pimps, partisans, patrons. A shout 
to those of my friends in politics and in the arts who reject my 
new language. Monsters, microbes, work wounds per force and 
prostitution. An appeal to all the parts of my brain. To my first 
rapists. My death to women.”

On the back cover of the first edition of Prostitution, he explained 
his new language: 

This book is an offence (has it been forgotten that Eden, Eden, Eden 
remains banned?): each attempt at a “rational” explanation that I can 
offer (have I ever refused to constrain myself, based on my previous 
books?) will be expelled from the mouth of the defendant by force, 

6 Pierre guyotat,Pierre guyotat, Explications (Paris: Léo Scheer, 2000) 37. 
7 guyotat,guyotat, Explications,  38.
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before judges, favourable or not, from whom I 
reverse the moral and grammatical movement. 
And, the more and better I explain myself, the 
more I will be condemned.

Accented, beat, lexicalized by every 
smothered tongue, choked back by the official 
French language, this writing (let it go, your 
mouth will put it into speech), constituted by 
everything that was forbidden from my life, 
returned within me, unconscious, history, 
ancient, animal through the empty parts of 
my sexual apparatus, released anew, in the 
future (destructuration of bourgeois and petit-
bourgeois language), through my mouth, after 
illegal respiration in the lung-Law.

As for the rest (the “representation”—
postures, interpellation—, therefore the 
offence), “minoritary linguistics”, Arab, Black, 
german, my brother now in sound, helps me 
make this understood to those who make 
believe that I’m alive, but dead; and to those 
who too often warn me of the danger that 
surrounds me from the repression of the others 
by mentioning, to silence me, those places 
of internment which they think they see me, 
book by book, approaching.

Bond en avant commingles elements of a 
slaughterhouse and a brothel against the 
backdrop of colonial warfare. The actors embody 
blood soaked soldier-prostitutes, the desiring 
slaves of a colonialist civilization. The audience, 
participating in the event, incarnates this same 
bloodthirsty colonialist mass: desiring destruction. 
guyotat’s hyperbolic creative imagination 
pushes our world to its limits, envisioning all 
humans as workers, all workers as slaves, and 
all slaves as prostitutes. To participate in our 
world, our consumer economy predicated on 
the provocation and procurement of consumer 
desire, is to participate in prostitution and it is 
ultimately and inevitably to give oneself over to 
the prostitutionalization of one’s desire. To buy 
in is to sell one’s desire. guyotat transforms the 
Biblical injunction to earn one’s bread through 
the sweat of one’s brow into earning one’s 
bread through the sweat of one’s sex. But he 
finds pleasures even in degradation. Desire 
expresses itself even in self-destruction. The 
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death drive knows no higher ideal than 
base expenditure.8 Bond en avant, as an 
expression of that drive, offers a peculiar 
pleasure to its participants—its actors 
and its audience—the pleasure of a naked 
lunch, the revelation of the desiring forces 
of creation and destruction unfolding 
around us, in us, and through us. It is 
a work that, as its author admits, can 
only be condemned. “The most durable 
subversion,” guyotat said in a letter in 
october 1972, “is criminal (Sade, genet),” 
often produced “in the greatest mental 
disorder, in the darkest sexual filthiness, 
in the most silent political torment.”9

guyotat breaks with the structures of 
representation that govern politics, art, and 
desire in the West by rejecting the notion 
that this shall be that. Representation 

stands on the equivalence of A and B. This logic governs every 
economy of exchange based on equivalence. The rules of the 
economy stimulating the principles of the exchange: A shall be B 
through similitude, through metaphor, through substitution. Time 
shall be labour. Labour shall be value. A person shall be a thinking 
thing. The logic of representation is the logic of abstraction, and 
abstraction is always the abstraction of a part for a whole. one man 
shall be the state, one part shall be the body, one thought shall be 
the message of the book. In guyotat, this shall be this and this shall 
stand fully revealed. This shall be this because it is this body. 

guyotat’s theatre is a not a theatre of appearances in the sense 
of representations. It is a theatre of appearances in the sense of 
presentations. The scene references images and ideas circulating 
in culture—images of atrocity, slavery, prostitution—but it does not 
contain them within a tableau that the spectator may complacently 
comprehend. Rather it serves to create a space wherein they may 
commingle and combine with the members of the community itself. 
The theatrical space, for guyotat, is a clearing, in heidegger’s sense 
of this term, an opening for existence to be. 

Along these lines, as much as possible, guyotat’s theatre denies 
the difference between the author and the actor, actor and the 

8 Jean-François Lyotard explores these ideas thoroughly in his “evil” book,Jean-François Lyotard explores these ideas thoroughly in his “evil” book,is “evil” book, Libidinal 
Economy (1974), as do many of the post-structuralist attempts to think beyond 
Marx and Freud: Norman o. Brown’s Life against Death (1959), Deleuze and 
guattari’s anti-oedipus (1972), Baudrillard’s Symbolic Exchange and Death 
(1976). 

9  Letter from Pierre guyotat to odette Laigle, 25 october 1972; qtd in Brun, Pierre 
Guyotat, 274-75.
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audience, the stage and the street. The author prepares the text 
but the actor—the actor’s breath, the actor’s body—presents it. 
The audience has the text in hand and circulates freely among 
the actors. And the problems of the stage are those of the street, 
pushed to hyperbolic extremes. 

Most significantly, Guyotat’s theatre is a theatre of language. 
But his language is a language of the body. It is a dense language, 
a language worked through, cleansed as much as possible of its 
grammatical structures of domination (possession, subordination), 
revelatory of its origins, and open to contamination from without 
(French spoken with an Arab accent: colonized by the colonized). 
His language is difficult, it is never obscure (and so, modern rather 
than postmodern, Ulysses rather than Finnegans Wake). It is a 
language in process. 

Though his figures are bare, their presentation, or better their 
revelation, has less to do with their nakedness than it does with the 
revelation of their physical rhythm. This is difficult for us to perceive 
and for most spectators to accept. We are so prone to making a 
fetish of the body that we cannot see it for what it is: a field of 
force prior to being an image of desire. The actor’s body is more 
significant in its rhythms than in its status as naked. 

guyotat’s language is a language given over to the rhythmic 
force of language and taken over by the rhythmic potentialities of 
the actor’s bodies. It’s power then consists in its commingling of 
forces, of bodies, author’s and actor’s. 

In this form, rhythmic language functions as a vehicle of 
paideuma, a vortex of culture, roots, energies, and ambitions. 
Eric havelock has explored this idea more thoroughly than anyone 
else, in his investigation of the relationship between the body and 
cultural education in oral cultures like pre-Classical greece, Preface 
to Plato. his thoughts are equally applicable to guyotat’s works for 
performance. 

In performance the co-operation of a whole series of motor reflexes 
throughout the entire body was enlisted to make memorization 
and future recall and repetition more effective. These reflexes in 
turn provided an emotional release for the unconscious layers of 
personality which could then take over and supply to the conscious 
mind a great deal of relief from tension and anxiety, fear and the 
like. This last constituted the hypnotic pleasure of the performance, 
which placed the audience under the minstrel’s control, but was 
itself the ready servant of the paideutic process. Pleasure in the final 
analysis was exploited as the instrument of cultural continuity. […] 
This fact may cast light on a baffling quality in the Greek experience 
in both the archaic and high classical periods which is best described 
as its automatic relish in life and its naturalistic acceptance of life’s 
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varied and manifold moral aspects. The greeks, we feel, were both 
controlled in their experience and yet also unfettered and free to an 
extent we cannot share. They seem to enjoy themselves.10

In sum, the rhythm of language in performance is a pleasure not 
only for the ear but for the whole body and it is a pleasure that 
gathers within itself the whole body of a culture: our bodies, in 
havelock’s interpretation, incarnate communal memory in the form 
of our desires. The rhythms of our speech activate that memory 
and that desire, while simultaneously transforming it to our own 
needs, our own bodily experiences and limitations, our individual 
lung-span. To read guyotat aloud is to be invaded by guyotat, to 
commingle with him. This is not a question of appearance, it is a 
question of existence. 

Is this fashionable, as a critic said of Bond en avant? 
The work does bear some resemblance to theatrical works of 

the past and present. We’ve signalled its proximity of method and 
concern to those of the pre-Classical greeks. But that reference 
can hardly be considered fashionable. As an investigation and 
elaboration of the physical nature of the body and of culture, Bond 
en avant might be compared to the works of the Vienna Actionists, 
though the importance of language in guyotat is an obvious mark 
of distinction. Guyotat’s recourse to bare flesh brings his work 
into proximity with the Living Theatre, to some extent, though the 
complex analytic component of his project and again his recourse 
to language, pales that affiliation. Guyotat’s work does owe an 
enormous debt of proximity to Artaud’s quest for uniqueness, his 
resurrection of the body as a body without organs, free from the 
judgment of god, as well as to Jean genet’s exploration of cultural 
and political colonialism and the colonization of desire in his novels 
and theatrical works. genet’s use of masks and personae distinguish 
his project from guyotat’s however, in ways we don’t have space 
here to explore. 

Bond en avant. Leap forward. What can we make of it now? 
Where is the work? The text begins in the body—guyotat’s body. 
As a rhythmic contagion, it contaminates the bodies of the actors 
and the audience. It spills off the page onto the stage and off the 
stage into the street. 

The audience possessed the printed text of the piece. Were they 
attentive, they could read it themselves and thereby do more or less 
exactly what the actors were doing. A similar experiment might 
be attempted at the next Shakespeare festival. We all have access 
to the text. Why not speak along, as one might at a rock concert, 
where the voices of the crowd often drown out the band. 

10  Eric havelock, Preface to Plato (Cambridge: harvard University Press, 1963) 
157.
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While Bond en avant was in rehearsals and 
during the course of the performances, guyotat 
gave several texts and interviews about it to 
L’autre scène, travail théâtral, and art Press.11 
Each of the interviews took place over several 
days, sometimes months apart. The texts too 
span the months from January to May, 1973. 
As in the relationship between the texts and 
interviews of Littérature interdite and Eden, 
Eden, Eden, these texts and interviews explain 
and defend Bond en avant. They are distinct 
from it but part of it. Performances that carry 
the text into culture by other means. 

Bond en avant later became the basis for 
and culmination of guyotat’s next prose work 
(again, for reasons outline above one is wrong 
to call Prostitution a novel). The work cannot 
be restaged in part because it has swollen from 
26 pages to 242. When gallimard reissued 
Prostitution in 1987, guyotat appended 120 
pages of glossary, grammar, and translations of 
foreign terms. This apparatus was in part based 
on notes made for and by the actors in Bond en 
avant, who needed it as a means to access the 
work. 

From the body to the page, from the page 
to the stage from the stage to the street and, 
diversely, into print, in associated texts and 
interviews, and in extension as the culmination 
of a work, ten times its original length. None 
of these forms are forms of representation. As 
forms of presentation, they disseminate the body 
of the work into culture, but diversely. In the 
era of presentation, events are never presented, 
simply present, rather they proliferate, leap 
forward. But let’s not get ahead of ourselves. 

11  See “L’Autre scene,” “Travail théâtral,” and “L’Acteur 
impossible” in Vivre.
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Johannes Birringer

After Bacon 
THE MUSIC OF DIGITAL FLESH & THE PORNOGRAPHY 
OF SENSATION

�. DIGITAL FLESH
When we think of current discussions about the “materiality” of the 
digital in contemporary culture and life, what comes to mind? Do 
such debates reflect the ever-increasing presence of computational, 
networked environments and how dematerialized information 
affects our perceptions, ways of knowing and communicating, our 
corporeal experiences, our enfeebled physical bodies seemingly in 
need of constant therapeutic care, enhancements and upgrading? 
While a posthumanist perspective might privilege immaterial 
information, it has not succeeded in rendering bodies obsolete but 
actually reinforced scientific belief in intelligent systems drawn 
from biological intelligence. If we live in an age of bioengineering, 
where technical producibility seems only barely outstretched by 
the fantasies of social and bodily transformation in science-fiction 
manga and animation (“robot ghosts and wired dreams,” a book on 
Japanese anime calls them), how does this reflect back on bodily 
performance or “embodiment,” as it is constructed in current artistic 
experiments which also seem largely inflected by the prosthetic 
imagination afforded by technicity?1 Corporeal performance matters, 
I want to argue, precisely because it appears transformable, its 
bodily functions and sensory dimensions coupled with information 
processing systems. 

It is also no coincidence that much of the fantasizing prevalent 
in wireless dreams or wired networks (the social networks and chat 
rooms of the global internet world) focuses on sex and sexual needs, 
on what appears to be always beyond the grasp of the individual 
in a massively ornamented society of spectacles. The “task of 
pornography,” the editors of this book suggest, is a writing of 
purposeful transformation, the instantaneous, ephemeral shattering 
1  Cf. Christopher Bolton, with Istvan Csiscsery-Roany, Jr., and Takayuji Tatsumi, 

eds., robot Ghosts and Wired Dreams (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
Press, 2007).
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of perception once projected in the philosophical literature (Bataille, 
Klossowski, Barthes, et al.) of the 20th century and in countless 
poems, love songs and fictional treatments of eros throughout 
the preceding centuries. yet the task of pornography might also 
be the composition of new “compliant couplings,” as Stelarc has 
occasionally called his experiments with machines and virtual 
entities, couplings with a strange and beautiful doppelgänger that 
is but an operational system supplying unusual corporeal forms or 
transforming the host-guest relationship.2

My essay is entitled “After Bacon,” and it literally refers to the 
work of a painter who had no traffic with new media technologies 
or robotic machines, yet was quite attracted to photography and 
motion studies, as could be seen in the exhibition at the Tate Britain in 
London (11 September 2008—4 January 2009), where the curators 
built one “Archive” room to display posthumous investigations of 
Bacon’s studio to demonstrate the extent to which the painter used 
and manipulated photographic imagery, ranging from pictures of 
violence, nudity, boxing matches, portraits of fascist politicians and 
popes to Muybridge’s wrestling men and Eisenstein film stills. 

The intensity of distorted bodies in Bacon’s paintings inspired 
the conceptual coupling of painting, mirrored in the cinematic 
relationship between picture and viewer, and music as a source for 
a haptic method of sounding / decomposing the (loss of) bodily self 
and its surfaces of skin.

The relationship between lyrics, music (the voice in opera, 
particularly), choreography and visual images performing the nearly 
unpresentable ecstasy or fantasy of transcending sexual acts had 
intrigued me for quite some time, and in the 1990s I attempted to 
grapple with it in several stage productions (orpheus and Eurydike, 
Lovers Fragments, North by South) while recognizing the impact 
of cinema as well as underground video on the compositional 
processes we engaged. Corporeal practice invited the camera eye, 
we performed for the close-up/blow-up. New media art allowed us 
to move instantly between stage and screen space, experiment with 
the rhythms of the imaged, projected body, dilating and contracting, 
recomposing the intimacies of the fleshly touch. This was the 
beginning of working with digital flesh, imaging ourselves to be 
engaged in a lustful, sexually stimulating relationship with the image 
medium and the interaction with the camera.3 yet the 1990s, in 

2  See, for example, Stelarc, “Toward a Compliant Coupling: Pneumatic Projects, 
1998-2001,” in: the Cyborg Experiments: the Extensions of the Body in the 
Media age, ed. Joanna Zylinska, London: Continuum, 2002, pp. 73-78.

3  For a more detailed analysis of this production period and its contexts, see 
Johannes Birringer, “Lovers Fragments: Towards a New Performance Eros,” 
in Performance on the Edge: transformations of Culture (London: Continuum, 
2000) 240-66.
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retrospect, were not a good time for pornographic art, too much 
seemed to have gone wrong in the liberated zones of post-1960s 
sexual emancipation and the coming out of queer cultures. When 
I wrote ad Mortem, in 1990, during the height of the AIDS crisis 
in the U.S., it seemed ill-advised not to dwell primarily on an ethos 
of survival and a stubborn resistance to dying even in the face of a 
massive melancholia that had soured our appetites.

yet the erotic and physical hunger for sensual stimulation seems 
never far from the (perhaps) fearful, tremulous arousal caused by 
the anticipation of loss, the ob-scaenum (the Latin root for our word 
“obscene”) or invisible, the scene that must not be shown on stage 
but is fully embodied in the voices of opera (orfeo e Euridice) which 
intone dying or seek to delay it. The ecstatic singing and conjuration 
of death are a staple of Western opera since its beginnings, after 
Monteverdi, and thus the over-explicit or exaggerated voices of 
arias have been the imposing fleshly organ of music’s emotional 
power that cannot be easily translated into visual images of theatre, 
dance, and cinema. The media of moving images cannot quite cope 
with the eruptive physicality of music, or music’s sounding bodies 
and acoustic resonances. on the other end of the spectrum, the 
hardest, coldest pornographic films attempting to display the not-
visible therefore tend to remain silent, properly so. The explicit 
obscenity of pornography is always a silent motor-sensory action 
script, full of repetitions and animated motions, tangled body parts, 

Fig. 1. Paulo Chagas conducting Corpo, Carne e Espírito at Klauss Vianna Theatre, 
oi Futuro, Belo horizonte, Brasil, 2008. yiorgos Bakalos on triptych screen, liveyiorgos Bakalos on triptych screen, live 
processing by Johannes Birringer. Music ensemble: left to right standing: Eládio Pérez 
González, Sérgio Anders, Mônica Pedrosa, percussion (right): Sergio Aluotto ; strring 
quartett (front): Frank hammer, Eri Lou Nogueira, Cleusa Sana, Pedro Bielschowsky. 
Photo courtesy of Luca Forcucci.
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shivers, shudders, spasms and contractions, discharges of fluids 
that can or cannot be seen just as a whole, an integrity of the body, 
is lost. The orgasmic body, Alphonso Lingis suggests, dis-connects: 
“the body parts are disconnected and on their own.”4

In the following, I want to explore the dis-connection through the 
intermedial relations of music, dance, and digital film, beginning 
with Francis Bacon’s paintings of distorted flesh as a starting 
point for what became a new stage production, Corpo, Carne e 
Espírito, based on a Bacon oratorio composed by Paulo C. Chagas. 
The composer had approached me with the task of creating visual 
images for the mise en scène of the oratorio, and after many 
months of collaboration, the work was finally premiered at the FIT 
Theatre Festival in Belo horizonte, Brazil, in June 2008, featuring 
eight musicians (five instrumentalists and three singers) on stage 
alongside a triptych of digital image projections mixed live in real-
time during the performance.

I will examine the resonating capacity of the digital, asking whether 
the animated gestures of projected bodies can in fact complement 
or connect at all with the acoustic sensorium and the emotional 
intensities of “pure” listening. offering a strange approximation or 
strangely feeble interpretation of Bacon’s melting flesh-bodies, the 
digital visuality is clearly paradoxical, impure and corrupted, in regard 
to the sustained integrity of the oratorio’s musical form, its precise 
score, internal structure, and virtuosic performance conducted by 
Chagas himself in the concert. 

If music is, or has been considered, the most abstract art form 
of all the arts, its relationship to the pornographic imaginary is 
necessarily complicated, since classical composition and the rigid 
experimentations of the 20th century avant-garde (after Mahler, Berg, 
Webern, and the younger generations of composers influenced by 
Stockhausen, Boulez, Berio and Ligeti) abstain from the burlesque 
and chaotic proliferation of subcultural genres exploiting the base 
materiality of sexual imagery (in advertising, reality TV, celebrity and 
internet porn, S//M video, manga, gun erotica and other comedies 
of tremor). Filmmaker Andrew Repasky McElhinney, admired for 
his provocative George Bataille’s Story of the Eye, chose to shoot 
his underground porn film as a silent movie, letting the camera 
just capture ambient location sound and then editing the sound 
and mixing it with additional audio fragments. The fragmentation, 
McElhinney believes, is an advantage of what he prefers to call 

4  Alphonso Lingis, Body transformations: Evolutions and atavisms in Culture (New 
york: Routledge, 2005) 83.
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“filmed radio,” leaving the visual text open enough to allow the 
spectator to process it after seeing it.5 

A certain dismantling of the visual, or the destruction of 
figuration, lies at the bottom of my approach to Corpo, Carne e 
Espírito. It required creating a space for the hearing of forms of 
not clearly discernible bodies or flesh or meat, following Bacon’s 
images/colours of meat that flow and seep, almost as if their visual 
direction could be felt as a touch of sound. Bacon’s pink and orange 
flesh often causes pain in the viewer, as we stare disbelievingly 
at swollen, elongated, hysterically deformed flesh and carcass, 
something human becoming something animal or abject in “diagrams 
of sensation,” as Deleuze called them.6 These diagrams, like the 
open mouths of Bacon’s “heads,” scream at us, since they are highly 
graphic and at the same time blurred, wiped and scrubbed. Their 
blurrings are (like) the scream of voice confounding the meaning 
of sound that escapes from a mouth, throat, diaphragm, lung or 
deeper inner cavity. This blur is the pornographic dimension which 
cannot be clearly described because we cannot see what escapes, 
what breaks down kinetically in the organization of the bodily 
organism. In the following, I want to explore how music, in this 
sense of the kinaesonic, can generate a partition of the perceptible 
and at the same time allow the projection of images (in the triptych 
arrangements of screens I used) to work its way into a procession 
of nonfigurative resemblances of the pornographic.

�. PHANTASMIC RADIO DANCE
There are four silent entr’actes in Corpo, Carne e Espírito; the oratorio 
has five parts, with the first two parts comprising three sections 
each, and the last three parts comprising four sections each. During 
the short entr’actes, each of the vocalists steps forward to the 
edge of the stage and sings silently into a microphone, the image 
of the mouth and face is captured by a camera and transmitted 
to the triptych screens. What the audience sees are the heads of 
the baritone, the counter-tenor, and the soprano, and finally the 
coupled heads of the two male vocalists, engaged in a teasing duet, 
a lovers’ discourse that is silent but doubled (on screen) in real time, 
distanced from the front to the back, enlarged. Mouths wide open, 
eyes wide shut—what the live camera feed captures are slightly 
blurred (the feed is processed in my interactive software patch) 
orifices, muscle tissues, skin, jawbones, the large cavities at the 
back of throats where voice would break through if we could hear 
it. Yet the microphone here amplifies only silence.
5  Rick Curnutte, “genre-Bender: An Interview With Andrew Repasky   McElhinney,” 

the Film Journal 11 (2005): <http://www.thefilmjournal.com/ issue11/
mcelhinney.html> [accessed october 31, 2008] 

6  gilles Deleuze, the Logic of Sensation, trans. Daniel W. Smith (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 2004) 81-90.
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us,” Rudolf Arnheim has suggested, “there is probably no direction at 
all but only distance.”7 Silence, with a voice only implicitly present, 
creates a particularly intimate distance or proximity, a circular 
contrapuntal scenario in which unrequited love and desire overlap 
as if in a fade-out. But does a silent scream not also resonate in our 
imagination, and is not Arnheim’s gestalt psychology examining 
why we see or hear things as we do, and whether there is a partition 
between what can and cannot be seen or heard, a partition between 
what can and cannot be coupled together? In the visual design I 
developed for Corpo, Carne e Espírito, the challenge we faced was 
to avoid illustrating the music composed for the five parts of the 
oratorio, allowing the sound and the instruments to stretch their full 
expressive potential, according to Chagas’s structure:

1.  Directionality from slow to fast—electronic sounds; opening of 
space

2.  opposition between live-performance / electronic and large 
ensemble / solo; alternation of spaces

3.  Alternation between solo / ensemble; different characters and 
atmospheres

4.  Alternation between solo / ensemble and consonance / 
dissonance; dissonant mood

7  4td from Serge Cardinal, “Radiophonic Performance and Abstract Machines: 
Recasting Arnheim’s Art of Sound,” Liminalities: a Journal of Performance 
Studies 3:3 (November 2007): http://liminalities.net/3-3/cardinal.htm
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5.  Directionality from voice to ensemble; sense of development; 
consonant mood.

Silence creates much more expectation than music, Chagas agreed, 
and in the oratorio’s main musical sections he initially used very 
reduced harmonic material - based on a system of intervals (a lot 
of major 7ths) and a repertoire of extended techniques for string 
instruments, for example, the technique of pressing the bow against 
the string for producing scratching sounds. In the music for voices, 
he used a contrast between modal melodies and harmonies that 
recalls medieval and early renaissance polyphony, and unusual 
sounds produced through or in combination with breath, whispering, 
speaking. There are directionality as well as recursive and fractal 
structures developing contrasts inside contrasts, and musical 
gestures that pulsate simultaneously with symmetry and regularity, 
asymmetry and irregularity.8 Such compositional elements could 
also have been used for the digital images and animations, but 
I tried to create a separate dynamic in the visual projection of 
colours and bodily forms, aiming at quietly fragmenting spaces of 
something quiveringly present, breathing, unstable, contracting and 
expanding.

In a sense, it meant translating Bacon’s paintings into the 
luminescent and ghostly video surfaces/skins created through 
the projection, a graphing of motion that often appears as if still, 
animated yet deanimated, nervously hovering over an unconscious 
sensation of the videographic objects (male bodies, female bodies, 
heads, part objects, contours, armatures, pools of colour, pellicles, 
silk cloth, striations, shutterings). Just as Chagas’s music attempts 
to capture the poetic of Bacon’s universe and invisible forces 
behind the surface of bodies, not necessarily related to anything 
realistic, concrete and objective, the video and the digital software 
transpose the “obscene” images into virtual transparencies. None of 
them speaks “to” the music or expresses anything that one might 
think one is hearing. The graphics, then, cannot function as visual 
track or diegesis, and the music does not constitute a film sound 
track driving the action image or setting/propelling atmospheres. 
Independent from one another yet intertwined, the quasi-cinema 
of a visual dance of objects and the music imprint different sense 
experiences on the listener, sensations wrestling with sensations.

While preparing Corpo, Carne e Espírito for the premiere, I was 
reminded of hélio oiticia’s ideas for the “suprasensorial” aspects 
of colour extending into space and creating sensory stimuli in 
the environment through enactment, wearing the Parangolés as 

8  For the composer’s notes on the production, see his “Corpo, Carne e Espírito: 
a digital oratorio,” published online in the theory pages of Interaktionslabor, the 
media lab where the initial collaboration between Chagas and myself began. 
<http://interaktionslabor.de/lab08/theory.htm>
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habitable colour or garment that incite the wearer to move/play 
with its luminous qualities, rhythms, and intensities. In his late 
work of the “4uasi-Cinema” installations, oiticia arranged whole 
rooms as inhabitable tactile-corporeal spaces provoking a delirious 
sense of materiality (colours, fabrics, projections) as penetrable, 
an experience he called vivência and considered an intermixture, a 
concretion, of the real and the virtual.9

While it is true that the listener can find a way to allocate time-
space or emotional or narrative meaning even if heterogeneous 
acoustic spaces are immersed into each other, complex musical 
compositions stretch beyond the probable to peculiar, invisible 
spaces and conflicting dimensions that intermingle without ever 
unifying within a larger whole. Regarding the acoustic realm of 
the radio as a new technological art form, Arnheim proposed that 
the constant permutations and migrations of polyphonic sound 
create an ambivalence (“appropriate for the future”) and virtuality 
of unresolvable probabilities and inexplicable differences. you will 
“make countries tumble over each other by a twist of your hand, 
and listen to events that sound as earthly as if you had them in 
your own room, and yet as impossible and far-away as if they had 
never been.”10 The layerings of electronic, instrumental and vocal 
music in Corpo, Carene e Espírito generate this sense of delirious 
ambivalence, and as in the case of most operatic arias, we cannot 
quite understand the words sung by the vocalists. They remain 
blurred. But at the same time Chagas’s music contains a very high 
degree of “graphic” resonance, of a gestural physicality that is of 
course “performed” live, visible to the audience. At times I reduce 
this visibility by having very low light on the musicians, while the 
triptychs screen (hung upstage above the musical instruments that 
fill the stage) glow with the colour fields of projection, a deep crimson 
red, followed by turquoise, cold white, soft orange, wrinkled and 
folded textures of fabrics, pleats of skin.

It is the uncanny contradiction within the projected images 
themselves which complicates the sensuous and erotic temptation, 
the desire to reach by the twist of your hand as if you could touch 
the far-away object, you sense the fabric but your tactile sensation 
is deceived, the cloth does not hide or adorn the unusual body shape, 
two twisted arms grow from a yellow torso, reaching up, elongated, 
as if a butoh dancer’s hands were now plucking an imaginary feather 
from the glittering plumage of a rare bird. The disjunction between 
the musical and the visual can impact our senses in powerful ways, 
illuminating the deficits of visual hard-core pornography. 

9  Cf. Johannes Birringer, “Bodies of Color,” Performing arts Journal 87 (2007): 
35-46.

10  Rudolf von Arnheim, radio: an art of Sound (Salem: Ayer Company Publishers, 
1986) 20.
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Invoking the material aspects of sound, Arnheim emphasizes its 
multifaceted and abundant nature, as this is how he understands 
materiality, “the affective capacity of sound: sound as movement, 
as metamorphosis, as a material repetition of ephemeral differences 
that generates intricate lapses—convoluted lapses with many 
velocities, all viscous, elastic, capable of sequences, but certainly 
also capable of simultaneity, of retention, of anticipation, of slowing 

Fig.3. Part 2, Scene 4 (Knife/Violation), Corpo, Carne e Espírito. 
Photo courtesy of Luca Forcucci.

down and speeding up, of multiple intervals, a thousand times 
folded and refolded—that, finally, breach all confines and burst 
forth into boundless musicality.” The manner in which Arnheim 
describes sound is thoroughly sexual and orgasmic; Serge Cardinal 
is more modest and comments that musicality here is not a “plain 
and comfortable metaphor: it proclaims a liberation provoked by 
manifold affinities, through forces that appropriate perception.”11 
This musicality, I felt, ran through Chagas’s music for the oratorio; 
it was gripping and sometimes teeming with dissonant intensities 

11  Cardinal, “Radiophonic Performance and Abstract Machines,” 21.
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that transport the listener to a state where perceptions are conveyed 
into the darker, phantasmatic realms of fetishized glamour or pain. 

�. FILTERS OF DECOMPOSITION
Most of the video footage for Corpo, Carne e Espírito was shot 
in the studio, with five actors and dancers; some of it was shot 
outdoors. Then hundreds of small 4T movies and animations were 
created to be manipulated in real-time interactive processing. 
The projected images circulated on the curved triptych, displayed 
in various configurations: all three images are the same (but not 
played at same tempo); all are different; or combinations of one 
different plus two the same, with side by side or left/right/centre 
juxtapositions, one image alone or two images alone, etc. Slowed 
down to crawl almost indiscernibly, most of the time-images are 
non-linear and looped, evoking an intensified sense of movement 
in place. Others are manipulated frame by frame, the microfilms 
becoming inconclusive image-spasms.

In the concluding pages, I shall discuss some of these mircofilms as 
pornographic, without claiming that I could define how you might 
perceive body shapes or parts of a body or spatial forms or colours 
as pornographic in the particular context of a music concert where 
such expectations are generally excluded. Rather, I am claiming 
a certain power of exhilarating affective sensation which arises 
from Corpo, Carne e Espírito’s projection of unusually warped or 
dissolving figures/figural objects. Chagas wanted me to envision a 
connective tissue between flesh and the spirit; it is hard for me to 
fathom where the latter comes into play, its possibility must rest 
with the audiences. 

The disjunction between the musical and the visual, I argued, 
impacts our senses in unexpected ways, illuminating the dearth of 
visual pornography associated with abject or hard-core transgressive 
sexual images. The naked flesh, the knife gently cutting through 
meat, the running dog, the costume of power (in the Pope scenes), 
the vegetal green and the orange colour fields—none of these 
microfilms presumes a sense of transgression, titillation, excessive 
splendour (Lingis) or the Bataillean erotics of profanation and 
defilement.12 But they evoke possibilities of seeing how we would 
not have imagined seeing a body (human, animal, male, female) or 
an eroticized curve, a tremor, a spasm, the difference between taut 
muscles and sagging flesh, a young female body balancing on a 
chair, an older man lying exhausted on the floor, an eye stroked by 
a violin bow, a mouth wide open, incongruously distorted. 

12  For Lingis’s provocative readings of “splendour,” see Body transformations, 21-
43.
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Part 1, Scene 1 (Birth) opens with three fields of red colored cloth 
which reveal subtle creases but nothing else on all three screens of 
the triptych. In the centre screen, very slowly a bent over naked 
body becomes visible underneath the red, with hands and fists 
opening and closing in slow motion, extending the uncomfortable 
posture for the duration of the scene without relief. 

Fig.4. Part 1, Scene 3 (Men’s Love), Corpo, Carne e Espírito. Video still: Johannes Birringer.

In Part 1, Scene 2 (Prison), the colour changes to a clinical white.  
Abstract “shuttering” becomes visible in the centre.  on the left, a 
person is becoming slowly visible under the white. An interrogation 
scene: the prisoner-body squirms on a chair.  on the right side, 
slowly a cage appears, a still figure stands inside the prison. This 
is a “real” documentary photo, taken in Guantánamo. The figure is 
barely visible, but the sensation of cold, whitewashed walls prevails 
and provokes a colder air. 

Bacon was drawn to pathological, forensic as well as x-ray 
images and incorporated them in early paintings; he had collected 
scientific photographs showing how the skin was folded back to 
reveal raw flesh, and curiously, he was also attracted to “spiritist” 
manifestations. he seemed particularly fascinated by the traces of 
light on photographs exposed for a long time, and manifestations of 
ectoplasm for him were consonant with the chronophotographs of 
Étienne-Jules Marey. The striations he painted over his figures have 
been associated with the “shuttering” technique in photography; 
the curtains, veils, cubes and cages that “hold” the figures (e.g. 
the Pope portraits) also served simply as a device for “seeing the 
image more clearly.”13 At the same time, these stripes generate a 
kinetic effect; they are lines that appear to move as in a flickering 
16mm film projection. I tried to create this shuttering effect in the 
interactive video animations for this scene, using special filters that 
provoke the still images to flicker. 

13  4uoted from Martin harrison, In Camera: Francis Bacon. Photography, Film and 
the Practice of Painting (New york: Thames & hudson, 2005) 204; 216.
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In Part 1, Scene 3 (Men’s Love), the color changes to dark white and 
grey, with a blue tint. Two male figures are seen left and right, and 
later also in middle, intimating a scene of two men after coitus; they 
are exhausted, they lie separate, then squat together.  The quiet 
scenes are interrupted by a more convulsive, harsh erotic sense of 
love making between men, wrestling with each other. They are full 
of anticipation for the sport of love.

Later, in Part 3, Scene 8 (Shaving), a voluptuous female body is 
seen pressing her flesh against a milky glass pane; we see her turn 
her back against the glass and press against it, her spine distorted in 
many wrinkles of white flesh, then her arms move her body around 
and we see her full breasts in a slow motion, with hands held 
forward as if to show us the lines on the palms, skin meshing with 
plexiglass to immerse us into a sexual (mirror) space. The televisual 
screen becomes the very skin of touch, the woman’s hand fondling 
our eyes looking at her naked body which cannot be fully seen. 

After the third silent entr’acte, featuring soprano Mônica Pedrosa, 
Part 4, Scene 11 (Love) reverts to the thematic evocation of love in 
the aria sung by Pedrosa downstage right, a haunting melancholic 
threnody hovering in empty space, only a faint image appears on 
the left screen, slowly growing more distinct, as if emerging from 
the singer’s open mouth. The doubled image of a man’s torso 
turned upside down, slowly moving (together as if one), a man 
auto-erotically entwined with himself, becoming animal-like. 

Fig.4. Part 1, Scene 3 (Men’s Love), Corpo, Carne e Espírito. Video still: Johannes Birringer.
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Fig.6. Fig.6. Part 4, 
Scene 11 (Love), Corpo, 
Carne e Espírito.Video 
still: Johannes Birringer.

In Part 4, Scene 13 (George Dyer), during an exquisite violin solo 
performed by Frank hammer, we see another “portrait,” this time 
of a formally dressed man in profile, looking to his left, then looking 
to his right (on left and right screens), while in the centre there 
is a full facial close-up of a young woman. “Dyer” looks at the 
face in the centre which is stroked by the bow arm of the violinist, 
the strings cutting across the face causing the woman a kind of 
ecstatic pain. She responds as if in the throes of jouissance, her 
face, eyes, mouth, teeth and cheeks twisting in arabesques filtered 
with changing tones of colour.

Earlier, in Part 4 Scene 12 (Pope), the voices of soprano, 
countertenor, and baritone,  along with the string quartet and 
percussion, had intoned a rapturous, powerful cacophony of sounds, 
while the microfilms project a seated authority figure (a woman 
dressed in majestic purple and golden silk coat) who gestures with 
her outstretched arms as if ordering us, commanding our attention. 

Fig.7. Part 4, Scene 13 (george Dyer), Corpo, Carne e Espírito. 
Photo courtesy of Luca Forcucci
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All three popes on the screen are depicted with a slow zoom into 
their faces and their wide open mouths, and the sequence-images 
then freeze in the final instance, holding the scream. The hands are 
now invisible, but they are remembered as claws, birdlike extremities 
that clutched at something invisible.

Part 5, Scene 18 (Handicapped) features a short text (sung) from 
Francis Bacon—”I think about death every day” —accompanied by 
shifting musical sonorities that are by turns strikingly beautiful and 
abrasive, and conjoined with abstract and figural images that are 
heavily filtered in the interactive software processing. On one side 
we see a woman’s face covered with soft honey; the contours 
of the face gradually melt away. on the opposite side, another 
fleshly body is digitally anamorphosed, slowly decomposing into 
fragmented trunk, limbs, belly, thighs, filtered out into yellow, 
ochre, and orange colour scratches and stains. In the middle, a 
sequence of still animations is seen of a couple appearing to make 
love on a bed. The colour red returns, as abstract moving squares 
begins to flicker, suggesting boxes or framings that enclose the 
disappearing bodies.

The graphic momentum of the visual scenes is achieved through 
heavy filtering in the software. The Isadora software refers to these 
filter objects in the patch as “actors”, and I act with these actors in 
real-time to affect the colour tones and saturations, the contours, 
the figure, and the vibrations of pixelation in the field. The broken 
tones of the figure make the bodies appear layered, shadowed, and 
emergent, just like the “accidents” Bacon mentioned as mounting 
on top of each other. Thus the particular real-time video aesthetic 
can intimate the quasi-cubist technique in Bacon’s painting, when 
he combines various limb positions (in his 1967 Study for a Portrait 
based on photographs of henrietta Moraes or his mysterious 1953 
Sphinx I) or depicts anxious, disjointed bodies in flux (Study for 
a Pope, 1955; the crucifixions, George Dyer portraits, or the late 
triptych of 1991) and places their curvilinear, mutating forms 
against greenish grounds or black voids. 

The music for Corpo, Carne e Espírito is essentially dialectical, 
with unresolved tensions of complementary worlds of modal melody 
in conflict with the “noise” of strange phonemes (consonants), 
extended techniques on the string instruments, effects on the strings 
and percussion. “Everything is fragmented,” the composer suggests, 
“and pushed to the limit of the possible. Nothing stays; there is a 
constant transformation of the material trying to develop something 
but it doesn’t go anywhere.” This suspension crystallizes, in my 
mind, the indeterminability of the pornographic organisms in the 
visuals. Attracting darker and more warped recesses of the mind/
imagination, some of the images might compel different chambers 
of the erotic imagination, produce haptic sensations that are as 
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coagulated as the dissolving, superimposed figurations. We can 
create various scenarios to explain a body’s mannered postures, 
twisted shapes and isolated, disintegrating wholeness, or we can 
accept them as real. The intensities here are evolving, incomplete, 
there is no brutality of fact and no allegory of futile erotic vandalism. 
The dilation of the clothed or nude form quietly intimates a surreal 
flow, a leakage that makes it hard for the eye to discern a consistent 
presence. The effects of this flow, however, can be felt on a deeper 
affective level where the listener might realize, after processing the 
experience, that no identification (with a sexual object or a sexual 
objectification) was readily available to the sensual imagination. 
Rather, the “visual” counterpart to the music suggests a particular 
fluidity between (perceiving) body and projected informational 
objects (images, colours, space, events) which imbricates a range 
of different sensations and tactile responses to the digital devolution 
of the body of the other.

*Thanks to all actors, musicians and collaborators who contributed to the production 
of Corpo, Carne e Espírito, and to the organizers of FIT Theatre Festival, Belo 
horizonte. For excerpts from the digital oratorio, go to http://people.brunel.ac.uk/
dap/corpo.html

Fig.8. Part 5, Scene 17 (handicapped), Corpo, Carne e Espírito. 
Video still: Johannes Birringer
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Benjamin H. Bratton

Figures of Destructuration
TERRORISM, ARCHITECTURE, SOCIAL FORM

�. TERRORISM + ARCHITECTURE

 If there had never been a war, I would have 
made a very good architect.

—Ahmed Shah Masoud, 
Afghan opposition leader reportedly 

assassinated 9 September 01 by suicide 
bombers who were, it is assumed, trained 

by osama Bin-Laden on behalf of the 
Taliban, as quoted in the Los angeles 

times, 11 September 2001.

This essay is not about September 11, per se, but rather the complex 
interrelations of architecture, understood as a solidification of social 
form in the built environment (already a mode of violence), and its 
destruction, an alternate violence against that form. It would be 
impossible, however, for this text to enter into the architectonics 
of terror through any other date. As structures and networks are 
now recast as sites of imminent violence to the social body, and 
political and cultural institutions seen as explicitly embodied by their 
architectural manifestations, the events of 9-11, decisively reshaped 
the public figure of architecture. Their animating program and their 
execution, were acts of global architecture. Their architecture 
was not just destruction as a kind of perverse anti-design or the 
repurposing of a transportational technology into a murderous 
one, but precisely the organized inversion, this monstrous folding 
of the circulatory infrastructures, both machinic and symbolic, of 
American-Western power, and the staging of these inversions as 
a global media event. That is to say “terrorist architecture is an 
attack on inhabitation. It is an attack on the inhabitation of a space 
by bodies organized according to certain habituated cultural, social, 
discursive, technological, and topographic lived patterns. What 
appears to be an attack on a habitat, or an attack on its inhabitants, 
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is really an erasure of a mode and moment of inhabitation, on the 
meaningful structure of collective organization played out there.

Confident as we may even be in this, talking about terrorism 
remains an enormously difficult balancing act, and should not be, 
as is too much the case these days, engaged with recklessly and 
ideologically. This essay locates terrorism in the very material of 
our shared built environments, a position only amplifying the need 
for care, and yet delicacy in the face of violence is an equally 
unsuccessful strategy as that of the ideologue. As Michael Taussig 
writes, “talking terror is a matter of finding the right distance, 
holding it at arms length so it doesn’t turn on you (after all talking 
terror is just a matter of words), and yet not putting it so far away 
in a clinical reality that we end up having substituted one form 
of terror for another.” And this too is our problem and task, not 
to find a comfortable middle ground that is ever always an unreal 
place, but to find a course through ‘terrorism’ and ‘architecture’ 
simultaneously inside and outside of each. “In talking terror’s talk 
are we ourselves not tempted to absorb and conceal the violence in 
our immediate life-worlds, in our universities, workplaces, streets, 
shopping malls, and even families, where, like business, it’s terror 
as usual”1

Terrorist architecture composes both moments of singular 
disruption, events which annihilate the fabric of normalcy, turning 
the existential rhythms of everyday space-time into raw uncoded 
violence, and also the solidification of those annihilations into 
intransient concrete social forms. Taussig continues, “people like you 
and me close their eyes to it, in a manner of speaking, but suddenly 
an unanticipated event occurs, perhaps a dramatic or poignant or 
ugly one, and the normality of the abnormal is shown for what it 
is. Then it passes away, terror as usual, in a staggering of position 
that lends itself to survival as well as despair and macabre humor.”2 
But such moments, despite their uniqueness and our proximity or 
distance from them, reveal also the permanently contestational 
quality of physical, symbolic and media space(s), and in turn force 
a deeper dissatisfaction with conceptualizations of those spaces 
as merely aesthetic, cognitive, sculptural, or technical. The spatial 
medium that turns from existential rhythm to panic territory is not 
an extension, ornament or instrument of power and meaning, it is 
their very fabric. 

Clearly then the landscapes of social politics are not just 
populated by architecture or housed by architecture, they are 
themselves architectonic in their very elaboration. The materialities 
of collective representation, and the deep interrelations of symbolic 
authority, engineering science, logistical topography, historical 

1  Michael Taussig, the Nervous System (London: Routledge, 1992) 12.
2  Taussig, the Nervous System, 18.
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narration, corporeal composition, and representational mediation, 
are architectural, and form multiple alternative spatial organizations 
through which embodied power is both replicated and refused. Not 
just because it focuses strategic and tactical offence on buildings, 
terrorism is a deeply architectural discourse; and not just because it 
cleaves, cuts and occupies the givenness of the clearing, architecture 
is inherently violent. In my consideration of the deeply social forces 
that deliberately destroy human habitats, and use habitation as a 
mode of violence, this essay suspends and temporarily collapses the 
gaps between architecture and society.

I map the organizations of terrorism and architecture across three 
interrelated domains. 

Structuration: Architecture/ Society
The irreducibly structural, architectonic character of the social, 
and its generative role in defining the significance of attacks on 
architecture as being on the social itself. 

Deconstruction: Architecture/ Form
The persistent minor discourses of terrorism, and the material 
rhetorics of violence and structural fragmentation within academic 
Architectural discourses.

Destructuration: Form/ Society
The materialities of symbolic and structural violence, and a socio-
architectonic typology of terrorist spatial practices. 

I argue that even as contemporary social theory and contemporary 
architectural theory weight their attentions on institutions of 
structural production, the complexities of terrorist architectonics 
require another interpretive language of removal–of destructuration—
that makes legible the multiple and persistent regimes of contested 
habitation, of which ‘terrorist’ and ‘counter-terrorist’ spaces are 
defining events. The alternative to this, I conclude, is “the security 
environment,” a discursive pathologization of all modes of spatial 
resistance, one which reproduces the same untenable, Manichean 
logics of inclusion/exclusion that would make terrorism worth 
arresting in the first place.

�. STRUCTURE: ARCHITECTURE / SOCIETY
[Society as Architecture]
The architectural metaphor is employed to assemble knowledges far 
removed from the apparent building. Denis hollier writes, “there is 
… no way to describe a system without resorting to the vocabulary 
of architecture. When structure defines the general form of legibility, 
nothing becomes legible unless it is submitted to the architectural 
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grid.”3 In this, the social is, quite specifically, always already 
architectural, and furthermore, Sociology can itself be understood 
as the abstraction of material practices into architectonic terms. It 
describes compositions of structures, superstructures, hierarchies 
and stratifications, laws of metrical physics, demographic densities 
and condensations into semi-durable singularities and multiplicities. 
But unlike other architectural assemblages, the social field is unique 
in that its constituents possess a consciousness of structure and 
reflexively deploy it as a condition of their being-in-the-world, as 
motivation to action, and as a medium for their intentions. This is not 
to reify the structural allegory, or revive a functionalist determinism.4 
on the contrary, Anthony giddens, the architect of structuration 
theory in Sociology would remind us that “social structure” exists 
only in practice.

Social systems, as reproduced social practices, do not have 
“structures” but rather exhibit “structural properties” and … 
structure exists, as time-space presence, only in its instantiations 
in such practices and as memory traces orienting the conduct of 
knowledgeable human beings … The most deeply embedded 
structural properties, implicated in the reproduction of social 
totalities, I call structural principles. The practices which have the 
greatest time-space extension within such totalities can be referred 
to as institutions.5 

Social structures exist in the minds of those who practice them, 
animate them, enforce them and are enforced by them. They are 
reproduced everyday, they are performative, and they are enacted as 
both a conscious and subconscious context of action; one acts in the 
name of social structure, with disregard or disinterest to structure, or 
against structure. The reflexive acting against structure, against the 
architecture of conceptual and material institutions, is differentiated 
from the reproduction of the social, and is the precondition of social 
conflict.

The unfolding of social reality is a reflexive oscillation between 
the subjective, narrative consciousness of structure and the 
durable materialities of history that gives those narratives form. 
“Architecture” is accordingly defined across that reflexive arc, as 
both the durable fabric of the built environment that materializes 
and artifactualizes the flows of social history, and as the structural 
imaginary of the social actors who live in and compose space as a 
narrative medium. 

3  Denis hollier, against architecture: the Writings of Georges Bataille, trans. Betsy 
Wing (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1989 [1974]).

4  on the right, Talcott Parsons, and on the left Louis Althusser. 
5  Anthony giddens, the Constitution of Society: outline of a theory of Structuration 

(Cambridge: Polity Press, 1984) 17.
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To the extent that architecture is always already a materialization 
of social form, of individual and collective bodies, of logics of function 
and ornament, of the sacred and the profane, then it is also a medium 
for the negation of those same things. Because the material history 
of any given site is one of building, tearing down and rebuilding, 
the architectural processes of removal are of equal importance to 
the processes of occupation. Just as within Structuration theory 
social agents conceive and produce structure and are conceived 
and produced by structure, we must also account for the corollary 
momentum of negation—of destructuration—whereby social agents 
conceive and destroy structure and are erased and destroyed by 
structure. 

[Architecture as Society]
As we employ architecture to code the forms and deformations of 
the social, we also decode architecture as the residual materialization 
of social force, course and affect. Again holier, in his book on 
georges Bataille, “architecture, formally the image of social order 
… captures society in the trap of the image it offers, fixing it in the 
specular image it reflects back.”6 Architecture is the materialization 
of spatial abstraction into the built environment of social life. The 
architect casts spaces into real place, and in doing so reforms the 
structural character of the social. Le Corbusier writes in 1929,”it is 
the question of building which lies at the root of the social unrest 
today: architecture or revolution?”7 Is the project to give solidity 
to Modernity, or to clear the field and make way for both new 
forms and new histories to inhabit them? Le Corbusier eventually 
collapses this opposition, and re-places architecture as both agent 
and field of history, and redefines revolution itself as a drive 
toward spatial reconfiguration, as a mode of collective organization 
of forms at, against and through architecture. Keeping in mind 
principles of both structuration and destructuration, Architecture 
is not just the becoming-to-form, it is always already the not-yet-
debris. Spaces are cast by social subjects, of which “architects” 
are privileged signatories, as material manifestations of particular 
logics of corporeal and incorporeal habitation. Architecture is a 
stage on which and through which these activations of space, gives 
and is given form, and a medium through which those activations 
are negated. The imaginary of the revolution, as deployed by Le 
Corbusier, locates architecture as a technology of both the state and 
the counter-governmentalities that challenge it. Architecture, and 
all its attendant violences, monumentalizes state author(ity), giving 
it a centre, duration and concreteness, just as challenges to the 
6  holier, against architecture, 45.
7  Le Corbusier towards a New architecture, trans. Fredrick Etchells (London: 

Butterworth Architecture, 1989) 269; as cited in “Architecture or Revolution,” 
architecture and revolution, ed. Neil Leach (London: Routledge, 1999).
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state take the form of an attack on these 
monumental forms. The production of the 
state is its engraving upon the landscape, 
just as the negation of state author(ity) 
materializes as an assault on its public 
architectural bodies, in the erasure of 
those architectural inscriptions. 

This condition of terrorist architectonics 
is therefore equally available to states and 
those who negate them. Consider by way 
of example an uncanny moment in the 
dual-career of the bomb (that exemplary 
technology of terrorist architectonics), as 
a figure of both state authority to carve 
itself into space, and of the refusal of 
that authority. on 25 July, 1995 a small 
hand-made bomb ripped through the St. 
Michel RER station killing several, and 
temporarily turning the centre of Paris into 
a triage zone. Responsibility for the attack 
was claimed by several Islamicist groups 
in retaliation for the French cancellation 
of the election results in Algeria which 
saw religious fundamentalist groups 
defeat the French and military-backed 
civilian parties. The bomb represented 
an attack not just on the specific right 
of the French state to meddle in affairs 
of its former African colonies, but upon 
the authority of States—as opposed to 
God—to legitimately organize the affairs 
of the collective. To attack the authority 
of that governmentality itself, the bomb 
was placed in the centre of the centre, the 
middle of Paris, the capital city, a violent 
profanation of the secular sacred space 
of the State. But the trajectory of terrorist 
architectonics works equally for the state 
as against it. Almost simultaneous to 
this employment of micro-explosives 
as technology for the spatial erasure of 
the French state was the deployment of 
macro-explosives for the reiteration of 
that state’s authority to ever possess 
authority and inscribe itself upon the terra. 
Between September 1995 and January 

Khalid Kelkal, the suspected 
bagman in the 25 July, 
1995 bombing in the St. 
Michel RER.
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1996, in a particularly nasty return of the gaullist repressed, the 
waning Mitterand regime exploded several nuclear ‘test’ bombs 
over the Mururoa atolls in the South Pacific. 

The atomic tests spilled radioactive waste into the environment 
and were met with protest from across the political spectrum—
outside of France. Nearby Tahiti was rocked by ongoing riots. But 
in France, the nuclear tests were covered in the French media by 
only perfunctory, matter-of-fact announcements on both public and 
privately controlled media channels. The resolute message of the 
tests was a declaration of the right of the French state to make 
declarations on its own behalf, of its independence and singular 
capacity to act as a State, as collective agent in a world governed 
by States, not corporations or religions. Meanwhile, Khalid Kelkal, 
the 21 year old Franco-Algerian suspected of being the bag man in 
the St. Michel/RER bombing, was gunned down, kicked, and shot 
again on live television, many times if one counts the incessant 
“replays.” 

�. DECONSTRUCTION: ARCHITECTURE / FORM

 I particularly look forward to seeing what 
comes of an engagement with something 
such as your proposed consideration 
of “osama Bin-Laden alongside Peter 
Eisenman.” That strikes me as being just 
what we’re after.

— Parallax editor, in email reply to first 
abstract of this article, 14.8.2001

Far from an alien superimposition onto architectural discourse, 
“terrorism” instead names an intractable interrelation between 
form and deformation, of absence from presencing that is native to 
architectural theory and practice, even if not explicitly acknowledged 
as such. At different times and in different ways, architecture has 
approached and made use of languages of deformation, violence, 
disruption, destabilization, fragmentation, and war as engines of 
design production. The architectonic material aesthetics of violence 
and deformation take many forms and serve multiple, conflicting 
agendas. Among the most direct of these was the Deconstructivist 
moment in architecture in the 1970’s and 80’s, and its attention 
to both the irreducible violence of building and the constitution 
of destruction as a spatial practice. The alternative history of 
fragmentation deserves a comprehensive survey, but in the interest 
of conserving the momentum of my argument, I briefly consider 
only three representative projects of the Deconstructivist moment 
(Bernard Tschumi, Peter Eisenman, and Lebbeus Woods) 
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Charles Jencks famously 
locates the division between 
Modernism and Postmodernism 
as taking place in St.Louis, 
Missouri on 15 July, 1972 3:32 
PM.8 (see figure four) With the 
court-ordered implosion of 
the Pruitt-Igoe public housing 
complex, already under attack 
by its inhabitants. “Vandalized, 
mutilated, and defaced,” writes 
Jencks, Modernism’s narrative 
of progressive, productive spatial 
mastery collapsed under its 
own weight. Jencks suggests, 
somewhat sarcastically, that the 
rubble left after the implosion 
be frozen and monumentalized 
as an artefactual reminder of 
Modernism’s final impasse, a 
warning to future generations. 
Upon this, the next step for 
Jencks is a tour through the 

semiotic frolic that became “postmodern architecture.” But the 
benefit of hindsight makes clear not only that there is no pure 
postmodernim, but that the process and principle of fragmentation, 
of debris, of explosion, are internal to the trajectories of modernity, 
and not their frustrations. Whereas Jencks’s history is a play of 
fragment-become-language, another (also beginning in the mid-70’s 
and lasting throughout the 80’s) lodges that aesthetic materiality 
of collapse as a function of the dismembered body, not only the 
dematerialzed sign. Nevertheless, the “opposition of codes” in 
Jencks’s caption below is, despite his dated linguistifications, not 
just a form of harassment by design; it is a manifest form of terrorism 
by architecture. The implosion –the event, the process, and the 
material aesthetic- is a returning of that violence to its source.

�A: TSCHUMI
In the era of Euroterrorism, Bernard Tschumi developed a complex 
theory of architectural violence based in an appropriation of 
Bataille’s motifs of reciprocity, conflict, consumption, undecidability 
and suprafunctional social production. Tschumi locates this nexus 
of violence in architectural program, the systematic template for 
collective use that a given site must submit to in the course of 

8  Charles Jencks, the Language of Post-Modern architecture (London: Academy 
Editions, 1977) 9. 

From Jencks’s the Language of Postmodern 
architecture (1977); “Decon” beginning of 
postmodernity. 
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design, and across which subsequent dramas of revolt are staged. 
Like ‘program’ in the parlance of software, architectural programs 
are instruction sets that activate the conditions of design. hospitals 
are developed according to certain organizations of bodies in relative 
space that is different than for a prison, or a parking garage or a 
massage parlor or an ice-skating rink. The imposition of program 
is also a freezing of the social forms which occupy a structure. 
But “good architecture,” writes Tschumi “must be conceived, 
erected and burned in vain. The greatest architecture of all is the 
fireworkers.”9 For Tschumi there is no architecture without violence 
because there is no architecture without program. That is, there is 
no architecture that is not a stage for some kind of volatile social 
intercourse, that does not preclude and exclude other modes of 

9  From Mark C. Taylor “Refusing Architecture” in rE:Working Eisenman (London: 
Academy Editions, 1993) 81.
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habitation and that does not ordinate bodies according to the 
material limits of its construction. What most interests Tschumi is 
not the determinism or closure of programmatic planning, but the 
micrological resistances to plan that work themselves out in, on 
and against architecture. Referrentially extending the Parisian street 
battles of May ‘68, Tschumi’s work of this period was fascinated 
with the détournement of entire city-events into machines of radical 
otherness, streets of paving stones into handheld projectile weapons, 
and beyond. As the flyer demonstrates, Tschumi is concerned with 
the radical couterstaging of place and space and the activation of 
negation, or at least evasion, of program as a condition of personal 
pleasure, social resistance and the effervesence of collective play 
without ever losing site of the role of violence, semiotic or corporeal, 
in any of these. 

“Modern architects,” Tschumi insists, “are obsessed with the idea 
of presence in the form of the presence of the idea.” on the one hand 
then, this provides a point of fundamental differentiation between 
the agonistic follies of Tschumi’s spatio-structural evasions, and a 
terrorist architectonics sincerely enacted on behalf of the meaningful 
depth of a particular imagined community and its quite specific 
claims over a given space, site or body. however, Tschumi’s atheist 
instantiations, and the almost hermeneutic deliberateness of the 
terrorist’s faith in the singular righteousness of his cause that would 
justify even murder, share as many points (folies) of convergence 
as of divergence. Foremost is the negation of the heritage of a 
given epistemological and moral order that manifests itself spatially, 
and a construction of that negation as event, a disjunctive counter-
organization of that space. Accordingly, both Tschumi and the 
terrorist are also “obsessed with the idea of presence,” of counter-
figuration through cataclysmic removal (terrorist) and defiguration 
through inscriptive absencing (Tschumi.) 

�B: EISENMAN
The greek term, archaeo, translates (very) roughly as “the originary 
form” from which other forms are derived and is the root of both 
architecture (the conception and design of original forms from 
which subsequent forms—buildings—are derived) and archaeology 
(the critical examination of debris, and the divination of the originary 
social form from which the debris has fragmented.) Architecture is 
composed from the chaos of debris, the raw material of archaelogy. 
This material cycle of fragment-becoming-architecture and 
architecture-becoming-fragment is derived historically and defined 
across lived space. Architectural structure is both the creative 
enunciation of multiple material fragments into durable habitable 
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form, and the generator of layers of future rubble. Debris is both the 
orginary source and ultimate fate of all architecture.10

The architecture of Peter Eisenman focuses on the linguistic 
materiality of the irreducible structural fragment—the gram, in 
deconstructivist thought—and unfolds an agenda for the critical 
(dis)location of space as a function, feature and foil of that very 
irreducibility. Like Tschumi, Eisenman struggles with architecture’s 
inability to not signify, with the paradoxes of building with and around 
practices of presence/non-presence, and with the grammars that 
manipulate those vectors. But it is with technologies of presencing 
(building) that Eisenman finds tactics of unpresencing (not yet 
of removal) toward a righteous (im)possibility of an architecture 
that is both actually built and which escapes, or is excused from, 
the metaphysics of presence and productivist function. The first 
principle(s) of the element-of-debris/ debris-of-the-elements remains 
crucial, making Eisenman already proximate to the aesthetics of 
terrorist architectonics. The symbolic violence inherent in architectural 
form always already becoming debris is the unique precondition of 
both interventions. But in Eisenman’s discourse, the architectonic 
is a singular alchemy of sculptural, mathematical, linguistic vectors 
(as well their oppositions: asculptural, amathematical, alinguistic), 
and ultimately autonomous from anthropological preoccupations. 
Terrorist architecture rather is viscerally contiguous with the 
corporeal violence (not only grammatological violence) of becoming-
debris. Eisenman, the detective, strategizes a purloined murder 
mystery of the subject; while terrorist architecture severs the social 
from itself. Eisenman dislodges, terrorism dismembers. 

First principles of debris, generative figure of the 
fragment: Office of Eisenman/Robertson Architects. 
Single iteration of multiple study models, phase 4, 
between June 2 and August 5, 1986. Diazotype 
with graphite additions laid down on Foam-Cor, 2.1 
x 45.6 x 38.6 cm Fragmentary object—the brick—
is architecture understood as the not-yet-debris, the 
structure now for becoming fragment.

Eisenman on WTC: Sense of implosion. A moment 
in frozen time when the buildings were collapsing. 
Record that moment of impact on surrounding 
buildings that would be recorded as part of the 
memorial.

10  I locate this principle near Lucretius’s axiom that “nothing comes from nothing,” 
that the universe, composed of general atomic particles, is an endlessly 
recombinant system of forms continuosly assembing and dissembling through 
space-time. See De rerum Natura, originally 55 B.C. 
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�C: WOODS
Lebbeus Woods, on the other hand, develops an architectural syntax 
of becoming-debris that slashes directly into the socio-historical 
quagmire of the militarized urban condition. his utopic architectural 
renderings are meditations on the wounds opened by the violences 
of war upon the cityscape, and on the potential universes they 
signal. he is fascinated with the scarring that urban destruction 
lays bare, in the truths it tells about the self-destructiveness of 
social intercourse, but finally also in the possibility of renewal, 
quite explicitly, in the scab. The issue is not a simple pacification of 
these violences by their incorporation into another design dialectic. 
“Wherever buildings are broken by the explosion of bombs or 
artillery shells, by fire, or by structural collapse,” he writes, “their 
form must be respected as an integrity, embodying a history that 
must not be denied. In their damaged states they suggest new 
forms of thought and comprehension, and suggest themselves to 
be whole and free outside of any predetermined, totalizing system.” 
Contained in these twisted forms are layers of the grotesque that 
become finally progressive apparatuses of beauty: plans, scenarios, 
and possibilities not only for new architecture, but for new space:

The new structures contain freespaces, the forms of which do 
not invite occupation with the old paraphernalia of living, the old 
ways of living and thinking. They are in fact, difficult to occupy 
and require inventiveness in everyday living in order to become 
habitable. They are not predesigned, predetermined, predictable, and 
predictive. They assert no control over the thought and behavior of 
people by conforming to typologies and coercive programs of use, 
to preestablished ideologies and their plans to predominate in human 
activities under the name of an enforced unity of meaning and material. 
Rather they offer in the present, for living experimentally.11

Woods prosecutes any architecture that would self-righteously 
exclude violence—real violence—from its historical condition, and 
from the interiority of its critical thought and practice. “Architecture,” 
he writes, “the very model of precision and self-exalting intelligence, 
should not fear its union with what has been the lowest form of 
human manifestation, the ugly evidence of violence. Architecture 
must learn to transform the violence, even as violence knows how 
to transform the architecture.”12

For canonical history, the “transformation of architecture 
by violence”—by war, by decay, by court-ordered implosion, by 
arson—is a far less detailed narrative than the production of form 
by architectural signature, again presence is foregrounded to 
11  “Rat I Architektura /War and Architecture” trans. Aleksandra Wagner, Pamphlet 

architecture 15 (Princeton, NJ: Princeton Architectural Press, 1993) 21.
12  Woods, “War and Architecture,” 24
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absence. But this remainder within the 
history of architecture contains countless 
“perfect acts of anti-architecture,” (Julian 
Carleton’s homicidal immolation of Frank 
Lloyd Wright’s Taliessen, for example) 
which are, however horrific, no less 
instructive.13

�. DESTRUCTURATION: FORM/SOCIETY
Like the building always-already becoming-
debris, social structure is always losing 
its battles for self-replication. Equal to 
the momentum toward stability and 
durability, is another disassembling force; 
a deviation from the continuous social 
state, the imposition of symbolic built 
authority that can never fully realize that 
imposition. The modern architectural 
imaginary finds optimism in production, 
progress in structuration. It imagines 
humanity as a creative collective putting 
forms into absence, form into field, leaving 
everywhere inhabitable self-portraits of its 
ceaseless generation. But ‘architecture,’ 
to the extent that it is a machine for living 
in, is also machine for living against. 

Denis hollier’s La Prise de la Concorde 
(Betsy Wing’s English translation is 
entitled against architecture) frames the 
range of Bataille’s multiple interrogations 
of Modernity (literary, anthropological, 
economic, artistic) through the 
architectonic prism; “architecture, formally 
the image of social order … captures 
society in the trap of the image it offers, 
fixing it in the specular image it reflects 
back.”14 In an entry to the Encyclopedia 
acéphalica (1929), Bataille defines 

13  “Perfect acts of anti-architecure” is of course a 
pun on Jeff Kipnis’s Perfect acts of architecture. 
In the history of anti-architecture, Consider the 
work of Julian Carleton. The figure of Wright’s 
masterpiece in flames, erased in a mad rage by 
a jealous staff member, a “negro” no less, is a 
brutal, stark image of an “architecture of erasure” 
of the principle of creative spatial destruction.

14  hollier, against architecture, 45.

“Architecture which destroys, 
but only with profound respect.” 
Lebbeus Woods, drawing from 
War and architecture.
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“architecture” as “the true nature” of the social and its manifest 
collective representation. More (and less) than the buildings that are 
made by architects or than the field of that professional practice, 
architecture is “the expression of the very soul of societies, just as 
physiognomy is the expression of the individuals’ souls.”15 Because 
“only society’s ideal nature—that of authoritative command and 
prohibition—expresses itself in actual architectural constructions,” 
architecture figures the monumental, “the Ideal,” reflected back at 
itself. Architecture is an inscription of symbolic forms of power, of 
the corporeal languages of flow, exchange, structure and duration; 
precisely why to resist power is to attack its architectural figurations. 
Bataille writes that, “an attack on architecture, whose monumental 
productions now truly dominate the whole earth, grouping the 
servile multitudes under their shadow, imposing admiration and 
wonder, order and constraint, is necessarily, as it were, an attack 
on man.”16 

The notion of destructuration, is a tactical modification of the 
generic principles of giddens’s structuration theory, and is employed 
to account for both the complexity of counter-structural social 
violence, and the attack on architecture as a strategic attack upon the 
system of cultural significance that it concretizes. Giddens’s theory 
of structuration synthesizes phenomenological and structuralist lines 
of thought to define the conditions by which social structures are 
produced and reproduced by individual actors, and individual actors 
are themselves in turn produced and reproduced by those structures. 
Despite its foregrounding of self-identity as the agent of material 
structure, structuration theory’s focus remains on the replication 
of existing social forms, not on their evasion or deviation, let alone 
their radical disassembling. he writes, “Structure is both the medium 
and outcome of the practices which constitute social systems.”17 
Structure—both the ‘virtual’ structure of structuration theory, and 
the concrete structure of the built environment—is, as I will show 
below, also the medium and outcome of their annihilation. 

�A. DESTRUCTURATION: IMAGINARY
Toppling of the columns of power is a concrete metaphor traceable 
through the histories of social conflict. Modernity itself, it might 
be said, began with the falling of the Column at Place Vendôme 

15  Bataille as quoted in hollier, against architecture, 46. 
16  Bataille, “Architecture,” Encyclopedia acéphalica (Paris: Atlas Press, 1929) 36.
17  Lars Bo Kasperson, anthony Giddens: Introduction to a Social theorist, trans. 

Steven Sampson (London: Blackwell, 2000 [1995]) 45. ”Central to his theory of 
Modernity is production of self-identity, the conception of self located within a 
systematic social apparatus, and the reflexive processes by which self-identity 
is both generated by and acts in narrative relationship to its historico-materialist 
circumstances.”

Vendôme Column: phallic power 
pre- the twin castrations of 9/11
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during the Paris Commune in 1871.18 The pronouncement by the 
Commune, declaring the purpose of their intentions, makes plain 
what was in fact being negated;

“The Paris Commune, considering that the Imperial Column in the 
Place Vendôme is a monument of barbarism, a symbol of brute force 
& false glory, an affirmation of militarism, a denial of international law, 
a permanent insult directed at the conquered by their conquerors, a 
perpetual attack upon one of the three great principles of the French 
republic, decrees that the column in the Place Vendome ‘shall be 
demolished.’”

Terrorism is a utopian practice. It is action on 
behalf of an imagined world in emergence—
a potential state, a potential community, 
a potential victory, a better place. having 
suspended the judicial sobriety of political 
reason, terrorism must be located both 
before and beyond a logical strategy for 
bringing about the utopia on behalf of which 
it is deployed. Which is not at all to say that 
terrorism—as utopic projection, as active 
wish-fulfilment—is without ultimate military 
value. on the contrary, the production of an 

“imagined community” of resistance is a fundamental precondition 
of revolt. The nation (secular or sacred) is first a potentiality. The 
capacity for entire populations to seemingly spring from slumber in 
the name of phantom armies—in Tehran, Algiers, Managua, Sarajevo, 
or hayden Lake—is well known. Because terrorism operates as 
both the function and event of an alternative space, its discursive 
scope is beyond figurative deformation and inexpensive violence. 
Whether by a state or against a state, it must rather be read as 
the incorporation of destruction as a general condition of spatial 
practice, by hand or by proxy, as wish-made or wish-fulfilled. In an 
article published on the heels of 9-11 in Le Monde, Jean Baudrillard 
claims that the attacks were not only a wish-fulfilment event for a 
militant-fundamentalist Islam, but for the entire world: 

All the discourses and commentaries betray a gigantic suturing of 
the event itself, and of the fascination it commands. The moral 
condemnation, the holy alliance against terrorism is on the scale of 
the prodigious jubilation at seeing this world superpower destroyed, 
or better, seeing it somehow destroy itself, in a beautiful suicide. 
Because with its unbearable power it has fomented this violence 

18  Kristin Ross suggests as much in the Emergence of Social Space: rimbaud and 
the Paris Commune (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1988). 

Vendôme Column: phallic power 
pre- the twin castrations of 9/11
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pervading the world, along with the terrorist imagination that inhabits 
all of us, without our knowing. That we dreamed of this event, that 
everyone without exception dreamed of it, because no one can fail 
to dream of the destruction of any power become so hegemonic - 
that is unacceptable for the Western moral conscience. And yet it’s 
a fact, which can be measured by the pathetic violence of all the 
discourses that want to cover it up. to put it in the most extreme 
terms, they did it, but we wanted it.”19 

 
But the enunciation of 
“terrorism” through an 
architectural vocabulary is by 
no means limited to events 
or architecture of such 
universal scale and stature. 
The very premise of revolt, 
of resistance, of refusal is 
one of clearing, of erasing, of 
‘burning down the house’ of 
power. Furthermore, over the 
past several decades, the most 
significant social uprisings in 
the United States have, as 
we know, taken shape as 
collective violence against 
the surfaces and structures 
of urban architecture. 

The Los Angeles Riots of 
1992 were an extreme form 
of collective architectural 
practice. People were really 
hurt, to be sure, but the 
most focused surface of 
rage against the system 
was an attack on buildings 
themselves. Angelinos took 
to the streets and together 
attacked the immediate 
embodiment of social 
power itself, the physical 
architecture: the composition 
of instrumental signifiers, 
signs, boundaries, transit 
zones, and commodities, 
together forming a general 

19  Jean Baudrillard, “The Soul of Terrorism,” in Le Monde, 2 November, 2001—
italics mine.

Beyond figurative deformation, the 
incorporation of social destruction and 
architecture is a general condition of 
spatial practice. The terrorist imaginary 
is relayed through architectural media. 
The architectonic vocabulary of (real, 
imaginary) revolt and refusal. 
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economy of retention, loss and displacement. The architecture that 
contained the system, concretized it, embodied it and enforced it 
was smashed, set aflame and eradicated. (See Figure 11) After 
the verdict, the physical concrete city—literally the concrete—was 
possessed by a figure of false consensus that had become an 
outrageous and unacceptable imposition. Because social structure 
is manifest in the physical form of the city, it is to that physical 
form that the public mobilization of counter-enforcement will turn. 
To attack the counterfeit public sphere is to attack its host—destroy 
the messenger, burn the medium—and a new geography of removal 
was inscribed onto the city.

Implicit in the King verdict was a negation of the social bond of 
the greater urban space, and a preliminary act of succession on the 
part of the white suburbs, a unilateral suspension of the Angelino 
“social contract.” For those who participated in the uprising, the 
interface of that breach was the architecture of its proximate 
authority: a cityform overstuffed with the symbolic vocabularies 
of power, of all public and private governmentalities. To access 
the contract, to accept and return the notice of its suspension, 
those symbolic forms themselves, literally the structure of the city, 
became actively stripped of their differential values, and turned back 
to debris. Negating the negation, the city itself was sacrificed.

Los Angeles and The Post-Riot geography of architectural violence.
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The legal fiction of the modern corporation, the accordance to 
it of the social rights and responsibilities of a public individual, is 
a particularly Modern form of identarian aggregation. The unusual 
operation of incorporation, whereby multitudes are made into 
a single subject-body is the basis of contemporary business law 
and of the assignment of legal agency in civil society. The rights 
and rites of the signature are assigned to an abstract body, a 
supercollective that singularizes and locates all actions taken on its 
behalf by real, actual persons. This allows, of course, considerable 
legal protection for those making any undertaking as the abstract 
signature-incorporation. It also allows for the fiction of the signature 
itself to persist where causality—the real animations of agency—are 
clearly systemic and structural, not the work of self-aware economic 
subject-bodies, fleshly or abstract. The cultural power of this 
mutual transposition of signature is considerable, and reverberates 
far deeper than the surface effects of rational speech-acts. Central 
to the paranoid discursive structure of conspiracy theory (one of 
the most oversubscribed political narratives), is the assignment of 
cause to phantom agents and subjects. Vast historical, demographic, 
technological, and social changes are understood by the conspiracy 
narrative as the intentional work of some person or group, when they 
are clearly systemic and structural. When the world is understood 
according to the economic logic of rational actors speaking, acting 
and causing effects, how could effects of such significance not 
have agents behind them, acting them into reality? Whether the 
Illuminati, Zog or the WTo, the notion that there is no ‘them’ 
behind the unfolding of events is a thought more intolerable than 
the intolerable events themselves. But the transference of the legal 
fiction of the corporation into a theory of history is not reserved for 
marginal discourses. The retroactive production of agency is, it can 
be said, a condition of Liberal social thought, one that individuates 
history into an anthropocentric narrative of intentional applications 
of the technologies of power.

Paul Virilio writes that bigger and better technologies promise 
nothing so much as bigger and better accidents. Planes are only 
better than horse-drawn carriages to the extent that plane crashes 
are better than horse-drawn carriage crashes. While the power of 
a technological system to organize the world in its own image may 
increase, calamity and its own inevitable breakdowns remain constant 
and irreducible. Even so, the abdication of agency over an event as 
dramatic as a plane crash from human signature to random systemic 
fissure is hard to swallow, is even almost insulting to an economic 
philosophy of the subject. When the space shuttle Challenger 
exploded on lift off, the spectre of sabotage was everywhere. The 
cultural authority of American engineering, and a national self-image 
accustomed to looking toward NASA for events around which to 
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produce a patriotic centre, was to a very real extent on the line. 
When the Feynman panel investigating the incident concluded 
that the culprit was a defective rubber ring, attention turned to 
finding “who” was responsible for “the breakdown” in procedure 
and oversight that could have allowed this to happen. But as Diane 
Vaughn’s comprehensive study demonstrates, the organization of 
incremental decisions, debated criteria, and weighed options that 
preoccupied NASA and Morton-Thiokol, the manufacturers of the 
ill-fated O-Rings, prior to the final launch decision were properly 
executed. According to available science they did it all correctly, and 
one-by-one made all the right choices. There was no final signator of 
calamity. Vaughn’s difficult conclusion is that the shuttle exploded 
because the system operated exactly as it should have, not because 
of any pernicious deviation.20 Likewise, when TWA flight 800 
exploded soon after take-off from NyC, the presumption of terrorist 
mischief was nearly a consensus. The official word, however, is 
that “it just happened.” The official word is that sometimes, for 
reasons beyond our control or comprehension, airplanes sometimes 
blow up and fall out of the sky. This is an admission of bracing 
honesty and considerable cultural implication. But was it an accident 
in Virilio’s sense? Was it instead a terrorist act, a possibility then too 
dangerous to allow the public to digest? Is there a rightful signature 
to that event floating somewhere in historical space-time, waiting for 
conclusive assignment to this event? Was it, as many right-minded 
people believe, the work of Al-4aeda? Can the risk of knowing or 
not knowing even be adjudicated?

Well before 9-11, Al-Qaeda (the figurative corporation) and 
Osama Bin-Laden (the figurative CEO) assumed and were assigned 
a vague but comprehensive subject-position as generalized agents 
of postmodern evil (see Figure 13). Whether or not they actually did 
the things of which they are accused (and I assume that they did) 
“Al-4aeda” is an operational signature for the haunting menace of 
destruction, a general agent of events of deep symbolic violence 
that are or not, we can never be sure, the result of a personal 
agenda of evil or an inevitable systemic crash. To the point, Bin-
Laden has been careful to avoid claiming responsibility for what 
Al-4aeda, the incorporate body, has done. After interviewing Bin-
Laden, John Miller from ABC News notes: “But he was quick to 
sidestep the question of his culpability, very careful not to implicate 
himself. he wasn’t in Somalia, but he liked what he saw. he didn’t 
blow up American bases in Saudi Arabia, but those who did are 
martyrs. he didn’t pay for the World Trade Center bombing or the 
plot to kill Clinton, but they were good ideas.” 

20  Diane Vaughn, the Challenger Launch Decision: risky technology, Culture and 
Deviance at NaSa (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996).
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This floating of signature is key to understanding Al-Qaeda’s 
functioning as flexible multinational operation, and also specifically 
to its anti-architectural practice. Considering Al-4aeda’s portfolio of 
destructural works (Kenya, Tanzania, two separate attacks on the 
WTC, the pentagon, military barracks in Saudi Arabia, and several 
others of which they are suspected) it is not surprising that this New 
Economy transnational firm would be lead by the son of one of the 
most powerful public works engineers in all of Saudi Arabia, of the 
man who literally built that kingdom, and would subcontract urban 
planners, like Mohammed Atta, to carry out its plans. It’s not just 
fitting skills to tasks, nor ironic coincidence, it is a spiritual politics of 
space. however, unlike the Western corporation, for example, or the 
Deconstructivist architects already discussed, Al-4aeda’s method is 
not just the undecidablity of its signature, but its disavowal of any 
signature but Allah. Whereas within Deconstructivist narratives, it 
is the very border of the builtness of the act that is in question; the 
very possibility of the presence of form unfolds under constant self-
interrogation. Is the piece a piece? What borders of absence can 
be mapped and resist mapping? And so the remainder within the 
deconstructive apparatus is itself the eventual projected signature of 
its architect: (“Derrida,” “Tschumi,” “Eisenman”). For “Al-4aeda”, 
however, the “piece” is an event of clear and undeniable violence, 
but whose is it? Whose signature, corporate or personal, belongs on 
it? Deconstruction accomplishes the elision of the subject through 
the complicated sleight of the ‘work’s’ borders over which any 
signature could ever only be inferred as itself an ordinating mark, 
deferred just as that which it signs. Al-4aeda’s work deploys a 
deferral of subjectivity that even within its own fiction borrows 
more from the new economy multinational. 

Al-4aeda is an image of the architecture studio of the near future, 
or perhaps is already the architecture studio of the present. In a New 
York times article called “Running Terrorism as a Business,” Don 
Van Natta, Jr. writes, “terrorism can be viewed as a warped mirror 
image of the new economy. In that financial structure, corporate 
chieftains manage lean, trimmed-down firms, bringing in consultants 
and freelancers to perform specific jobs. The specialists work as a 
team to complete an assignment, then move on to other jobs, often 
for other companies.”21 Al-4aeda is a model of decentralized, just-
in-time organization of multinational freelancers, run from the top 
by the son of one of the most important civil engineers in Saudi 
Arabia who can claim, as much as anyone, to have literally built 
that kingdom It is well-known that Mohammed Atta, the pilot of 
the plane that hit the north tower and presumed ringleader of the 
plot, had a Master’s degree in Urban Planning from the Technical 
University in hamburg. his thesis on Aleppo, Syria was concerned 

21  Don Van Natta Jr. “Al 4aeda, Inc. Running Terrorism as a Business,” New York 
times, 11 November, 2001.
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with the conflict between western modernization and traditional 
Islamic values. For Atta this conflict was simultaneously spiritual, 
moral and an urban planning problematic. While his thesis does not 
advocate a radical solution for Aleppo, it is impossible not to relate 
the attack on the WTC to his framing of the problem of the city in 
terms of a global spiritual conflict, and global spiritual conflict as 
materialized in the built city form.

Al-Qaeda’s operation as a flexible corporation with a signature of 
action too diffuse to prosecute has both logistical and propagandistic 
advantages. As with any other independent, globally distributed 
collective, the organization can incorporate at a given place and 
time to execute particular jobs and dissolve with minimum overhead 
and inefficiency. The global decentralization of their threat of action 
makes it in effect, ubiquitous. It is not locatable on a particular 
battlefront, but pre-emptively haunts every site that densely 
concentrates social flows. The potential work of Al-Qaeda, the 
architectural studio, is both imminent and immanent, and because 
of this, Bin-Laden is able to assume a position as agent of collapse 
that is as broad and general as the system he menaces, his is the 
condition of risk itself.22

22  Ulrich Beck, the risk Society: toward a New Modernity, trans. Mark Ritter 
(London: Sage, 1992).

The banality of symbolism. The unrecognized face of the Alfred P. Murrah 
Federal Building, oklahoma City, oK, before its partial destruction (defacement—
refacement)
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�C. OKC

 American history does not distinguish 
between civilians and military, not even 
women and children. They are the ones 
who used bombs against Nagasaki. Can 
these bombs distinguish between infants 
and military? America does not have a 
religion that will prevent it from destroying 
all people.23 

Osama Bin-Laden, speaking to 
Jon Miller, ABC News. 

Foremost, the bombing was a retaliatory 
strike; a counter attack, for the cumulative 
raids (and subsequent violence and 
damage) that federal agents had 
participated in over the preceding years 
(including, but not limited to, Waco). The 
administration claims that Iraq has used 
chemical weapons in the past. We’ve all 
seen the pictures that show a Kurdish 
woman and child frozen in death from the 
use of chemical weapons. But, have you 
ever seen these pictures juxtaposed next 
to pictures from hiroshima or Nagasaki? … 
Collateral Damage? As an American news 
junkie; a military man; and a gulf War 
veteran, where do they think I learned that? 
It sure as hell wasn’t osami Bin Laden.

Timothy McVeigh, 
from one of his last public letters.

Terrorism is closely linked with the sentimental logic of 
monumentalization, the production of a meta-symbol cast as 
durable, habitable transference.24 The 9-11 events were unanimously 
understood as attacks on key material symbols of the core values 
of American (Western) military and capital economies. The scope 
of the violence, we are told, cuts deeper than the few thousand 
deaths; it is an assault, an invasion, into the “spirit” of secular public 
culture. According to this, because the buildings literally embodied 
the authority of that spirit, the attacks on the World Trade Center 
23  ABC reporter John Miller recounts his May 1998 hour-long interview with osama 

bin Laden at his camp on a mountain top in southern Afghanistan. his last words 
to the camera were, “It is our duty to lead people to the light.” “So, Ali, you’re 
telling me he’s promising genocide, and I’m nodding like an asshole?” “yes,” Ali 
said, smiling.

24  From the falling of the Vendôme column by the Paris Commune, to the toppling 
of statues of Lenin in 1989, to the targeting of Starbucks, Nike and McDonald’s 
in the WTo disturbances in Seattle and genoa.
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and the Pentagon were in fact attacks on the greater body of the 
social. This conventional wisdom is already well summarized by 
Anthony King in a passage from 1996. he writes,

It is the building, whose presence is mysteriously absent in every kind 
of social or cultural theoretical discourse, in which the ideology of 
all of these “imagined communities”, and “imagined environments”, 
is contained, materialized and symbolized. It is within the space 
and form of the building in which the social is most frequently 
constituted, in which its visual image announces its presence in the 
city, in the nation, and in various distinct worlds. It is also, in this 
post cold-war era of “peace,” the presence and structure (as well as 
media-transmitted images) of the building that we are learning to see 
as the most important symbol of both lived and lost causes.25

It is insufficient, however, to understand this logic as one which only 
erases monuments. The imaginary which informed these attacks 
doesn’t just destroy symbolic monuments, it monumentalizes what 
it destroys. Terrorism doesn’t just violate monuments, it produces 
them.

The Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in oklahoma City, is arguably 
among the most famous works of architecture in the country, 
but generally unrecognizable in this form. This Murrah building is 
anonymous and functional: it could be a hospital, private offices 
or a parking garage. It hardly signifies anything in particular, let 
alone the fabric of American civil society. In the form shown above, 
however, the televisual icon of the Murrah Federal Building comes 
into relief, as does, in one architectonic condensation, a complex 
of symptomatic discourses of “heartland,” the radical right, Waco, 
the psychological fallout of the Persian gulf war, the legitimacy of 
the Clinton presidency, the always precarious figure of Federalism 
in American culture, and much more. Architecture mediates these 
convergences, condensations and transferences. Architecture is 
here the machine of terrorist destructuration, one that sees itself 
as responding positively to a system of violence already embodied 
in the building it destroys, and by attacking that building, in turn 
counter-attacking that violence of a previous, illegitimate act of 
destructuration (at Mt. Carmel, near Waco, for example).

The erasure produces a currency of form. Where before there 
was only building, now there is a sacred site, a centre, a “heartland” 
fabricated from the discursive ether.26 Almost immediately after the 

25  Anthony King “Manhattan transfer and the ascendance of spectacular space,” 
Worlds in the City: Planning Perspectives 11 (1996): 97-114. 

26  From a oKC tribute site: ”Continuing east, you glance back at the ‘pile’ in front 
of the Murrah Building. Nine stories have collapsed into a pile about 30 feet high. 
you wonder what could have caused such a massive amount of damage. Natural 
gas explosion? We have several a year, but not this big. Commercial or military 
airplane collision? But you don’t see any airplane parts. A terrorist’s bomb? Not 
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attack, the tributes and various sacralizations began. In the images 
of the building following the bomb blast, we see initial reinscriptions 
of the site, a performative suturing of the fissure in the singularity 
of American civil society that the act declared. The most important 
Murrah building monument is not the mawkish rows of chairs and 
frozen digital time, it is the televisual image of the building ripped 
open and disemboweled, now a charged body into which the social 
energies of memory and rememberance can be invested. 

�D. SUICIDE BOMBERS

In the murk, an eye watching, an eye 
knowing. here you can’t trust anyone. 
There’s always one who knows. Paranoia 
as social theory. Paranoia as social practice. 
Note the critically important feature of 
the war of silencing is its geographical, 
epistemological, and military-strategic 
decenteredness …27

The suicide bomber scrambles social contracts and confounds the 
condition of architectural programming. Architectural production is 
premised on duration, on continuance if not actually permanence, 
and this is precisely why the political refusal to ‘go on’ as a 
participant player in the drama of a particular mode of spatial 
habitation (national, religious, linguistic, ‘ethnic’) manifests under 
the cover of the anonymous collective itself. As we have seen, a 
given site necessarily elaborates a specific and unique condition of 
habitation. It is, as a place, a component of specific contestable 
geographies and borderings. The repetition of this condition, and 
the performance of this repetition, wears grooves into a place and 
reshapes it in the image of its usage—site becomes habitat. To re-
perform, consciously or unconsciously, a role within those afforded 
by a site is to accept a sort of requisite structural inscription as the 
(provisionally) legitimate position for one’s body(ies) within those 
geographies and borderings. To employ a dusty phrase, architecture 
inevitably hails subjects, and does so through all the multiple 
grammars of internal and external globalization. 

The body is the transport of an architectonic conflict fundamental 
to even the national inscription and programming of structural form, 
the collective activation of form into space. The suicide bomber 
refuses how a given contested site hails her, and in lieu of the 

in the heartland of America! your heart sinks as you think about how many 
people are normally in that building. you know that some of those people may 
have died. Then you overhear someone asking about the America’s Kids Day 
Care Center on the second floor. Horror grips you! Pain stabs your heart. The 
children!!!”

27  Taussig, the Nervous System, S 21.
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necessary political technologies with 
which to counter-inscribe a site, she 
attacks the medium through which the 
offending geography ordinates: bodily 
habitation itself. The suicide bombing is 
a radical counter-habitation whereby the 
body mediates a self-extinguishing (and 
then self-amplifying) feedback loop—
refusing, reflecting and returning the 
ordained identification of location, clearing 
it, and claiming for it another nation and 
narration. The real symbolic violence of the 
suicide bomber is the suspension of the 
premise of habitation itself, its patterned 
repetition toward collective form, and 
the installation of fear in the intentions 
of those who would otherwise blithely 
occupy those places in full confidence 
of their everyday roles. The repetition 
and stability of architectural inscription 
is suspended. The fabric of habitation is 
torn, and the programmability of space is 
thrown into chaos.28

 

28  The week this essay was written, hamas 
elevated the suicide bomb to a sublime 
technology of the embodied nation (or reduced 
the Palestintian resistance to paralytic psychosis, 
or both). Facing the now everyday program of 
the randomly exploding pedestrian, Israelis 
(Arab and Jew) struggle to maintain the illusion 
of normalcy. The battle is surely over space, but 
also over the perception of space. The war is 
phenomenological: one group struggles to focus 
their benign existential illusion, drowning out 
the din, the other to blast that ‘practico-inert’ to 
bits.

hamas activists dressed as martyrs, 
“bomber” as totemic figure in the 
elementary forms of spatial life. 

“Closing the Frame” from Problem 
Seeking, an architectural Programming 
Primer, William Peña with William 
Caudill and John Focke (Boston: 
Cahners Books International, 1977).
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�. THE SECURITY ENVIRONMENT: 
TERRORISM & THE ARCHITECTURAL REFLEx

We are in a new national security 
environment,” he said, one that requires 
careful attention to “information warfare, 
missile defense, terrorism, defense of 
our space assets and the proliferation of 
weapons of mass destruction throughout 
the world.

Donald Rumsfeld, 12.28.2000

What was previously an abstract possibility 
became on September 11 an appalling 
reality and our security environment must 
now be seen in a fundamentally different 
and considerably darker light.

Rumsfeld, 12.19.2001

Weakness invites and entices people to 
do things they would otherwise avoid, our 
task is to fashion deterrence to fit this new 
national security environment.

Rumsfeld, 01.26.2001

An ability to adapt will be critical in a world 
where surprise and uncertainty are the 
defining characteristics of the new security 
environment.

Rumsfeld, 31.1.200229

“Design for security” is no longer the unique concern of military 
architects, but now officially a core component of a general 
architectural practice. Toward this, the AIA sponsors symposia, 
ongoing professional education and maintains extensive online 
resources for the architect interested in making his environments 
more secure.30 By conceiving his designs as stages of imminent 
battle, a unique opportunity and responsibility is accorded the 
architect in the collective cause of social/spatial defence. The 
primary focus for these efforts is on buildings and projects which 
are, because of their functional or symbolic roles in the exercise 
of power, the most likely targets of attack: federal buildings, court 

29  Address to NATo Defense Ministers, www.cnn.com/2001/WoRLD/europe/ 
12/18/gen.nato.rumsfeld/?related; press conference, www.defenselink.mil/ 
news/Jan2001/n01262001_200101264.html; address to National Defense 
University of germany, www.hsfk.de/abm/bushadmi/rumsfeld/310102.html; 
on his selection for Secretary of Defense, usembassy.state.gov/chennai/ 
wwwhpr124.html

30  See www.designingforsecurity.org and www.aia.org/security
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houses, large corporate headquarters, or embassies. But the AIA 
position is generalizing, connecting the specific needs of military 
architecture, designed as a defensive architectural posture, with 
civilian spaces and their more prosaic forms of crime and disorder, 
into a holistic vision of securable space. The site of this conflation, 
where the foiling of Al-4aeda and what to do about shoplifting 
becomes a contiguous effort and method is, however, gravely 
concerning. At such a point, security is no longer a component 
of architectural practice, instead architecture becomes a subsidiary 
endeavour of the ‘security industry,’ that complex of institutions, 
civilian and military, preoccupied with the control of social space 
for its own sake. Architecture becomes (again, already) not just a 
contributing defence against the circulations of terror, it is itself an 
apparatus of terror.

This reactionary production of secure space, what gilles Deleuze 
calls our “society of control” and Donald Rumsfeld the “security 
environment,” is the most significant reincorporation of terrorism 
and architecture in the wake of 9-11. But this production has clear 
precedent. In the early 1980’s, Virilio identified the near future 
of all public and urban space in the post-hijack transformation of 
the airport from an innocuous liminal transit zone into a cybernetic 
terminal of secured verification. His Overexposed City, a soft 
machine of embodied and disembodying threshold circuits, is now a 
commonplace, seen in martial cultures from gated communities to 
SUV’s; and after 9-11, the airport is once again the central stage 
for the symbolic, architectonic and bodily construction of society 
in the image of resecured inclusion and exclusion.31 The social 
fragmentation mirrored in the architectural fragmentation of the 
terrorist attack can be read as the production of an abstract debris, 
one which the Security Environment requires to be reconstructed 
and resingularized through the deliberate binary differentiation of 
danger and security, employed as both concrete and abstract spatial 
form.

31  From ”The overexposed City” in the Lost Dimension (New york: Semiotext(e) 
1990 [1984]) Virilio writes: “With the beginning of the worldwide economic 
crisis in the 70’s, these airports were constructed in order to conform to defense 
imperatives against hijacking. Buildings were built according to traditional technical 
constraints, but were designed to minimize the risk of “terrorist contamination.” 
Sites were planned to discriminate between a sterile zone (departures) and a 
non-sterile zone (arrivals). All circuits and circuit breaks (i.e., passengers, 
baggage and freight), as well as the general flow of traffic, were submitted to 
a discriminatory (interior/exterior) transit system… As the state’s last gateway, 
the airport became, like the fort, the harbor or train station of the past, the 
place of the necessary regulation of exchange and communication. For this very 
reason, it also became the perfect field for intense control and high surveillance 
experimentation … (As such) the way one gains access to the city is no longer 
through a gate, an arch of triumph, but rather through an electronic audiencing 
system whose users are not so much inhabitants or privileged residents as they 
are interlocutors in permanent transit.”
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The security environment, read as a society of control, is an 
apparatus of inclusion and exclusion manifested as interiority and 
exteriority, and of linking, from the extra-small (the microdifferentations 
of an individual’s retina as a condition of passage in the network 
society) to the extra-large (the itinerant demographics of planetary 
commercial airspace). In Postscript on Societies of Control, Deleuze 
argues that the social logic of Foucault’s Panopticon has become 
a general quality of public space, and as walls become invisible 
they undergo a process not so much of dematerialization as 
digitalization.32 Core to this is the organization of software as both 
a technology of discourse and a discursive technology, a system 
for both the modeling of social space and its physical construction 
and control.

The digital (already binary) architecture of differentiation and 
exclusion scales across the bodies and the spaces that coordinate 
them. For example, at the scale of the individual feature, the Visionics 
corporation offers a broad range of retina and face recognition 
software which provide for the verification of an individual’s unique 
corporeal characteristics as a secured precondition of their presence 
and passage through space. At the Bartlett School of Architecture at 
the University of London, the SpaceSyntax software/method models 
multiple variables of collective circulation as a conditional function of 
architectural and urban design. The program allows for descriptive 
and prescriptive data to cycle back into the determination and 
overdetermination of social/spatial circulation. Moreover, software 
is not only a technology for the simulation of spatial closure, it 
also physically enforces it. Until recently, Bell South offered MAx, 
a phone system specifically designed for prisons which not only 
controlled prisoners’ ability to communicate with the outside world, 
it actually helped to administrate concrete architectural effects. As 
the building’s information infrastructure, MAx assisted in internal 
surveillance apparatuses, opening and closing of doors into and out 
of secure or semi-public zones, and even calls victims informing them 
of impending releases. Prisoners used the general interface of the 
telephone keypad to organize their lives, including make purchases 
from the prison store, or record their participation in special programs. 
As such, the discursive structures of the telematic software system 
no longer simply models circulation or form, it transubstantiates into 
a tangible architecture, enclosing and securing bodies and space. 
here the software is the architecture.

Within the security environment, the physical discourse of binary 
differentiation is a principle of spatial contraction and singularization 
that organizes not just penal institutions, but finally the entire terrain 
of global social circulation. Again, the airport is the privileged stage for 

32  gilles Deleuze, “Postscript on Societies of Control,” october 59 (Winter 1992): 
3-7. 
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this production. The U.S. Federal Aviation Administration maintains 
a list of countries whose airport security measures are considered 
acceptable or not acceptable by national standards. Each country 
is assigned a binary mark, a “1” is their security is acceptable and 
a “2” if their security is deemed porous. Countries scoring a “1” 
may schedule direct flights into and out of the American airport 
network, but countries scoring a “2” may not. The entire global 
circulation of bodies through the aviation complex is determined by 
this bit of software, a system rostering the logical incorporation of 
architecture into the security industry, and a binary device animated 
by the methods of that reason.33 Finally, the security environment 
encloses us all. however, the condition it cannot contain is the 
violence it produces at the moments it also protects us.

CONCLUSION: OPEN/CLOSE
The sum of the equation, terrorism + architecture, is a dual figure: (1) 
a revelation that terrorism is, at its core, an architectural discourse, a 
spatial politics, and (2) that architecture is never and can never be an 
innocent design venture, that space is always a violently contested 
medium. Across these, the circuits of production and destruction, 
structuration and destructuration, presence and absence, organize 
the lived history of the socially charged environment. At different 
moments, different actors (nation-states, religious zealots, political 
activists, ordinary pedestrians) might step into an effective subject 
position reasonably understood as “terrorist.” And it is precisely for 
this reason, this flexibility, that “talking terror” is so difficult. At 
some moments, terrorist architecture is a radical imposition of some 
“disorder” (suicide bomb, riots) and at others an elaboration of a 
monstrous vision of “order” (Supermax prison or Latin American 
football stadium turned into a torture chamber.) In both, a kind of 
radical gambit is played, a willingness to exceed normal thresholds 
almost for its own sake, to push the production of space beyond good 
and evil. But this “beyond” finally does not exceed those terms. As 
we have seen, the vision of the terrorist (secular or religious) is one 
of fanatical devotion to the righteousness of his purpose, and that 
the breaking of the threshold is conceived as defensive necessity, a 
correction of wrongs suffered.

Rem Koolhaas recently remarked that “most architecture is 
based on resentment.”34 The Neitzschean tradition demonstrates 
that resentment is the motivation of the moralizing coward who 
comprehends his world as an index of personal subjection and 

33  “The effects of protracted terrorism are sufficiently destructive and unpleasant to 
lead one to conclude that prevention is better than cure. yet unfortunately there 
are no purely prophylactic measures that can ensure 100 percent protection of 
a liberal democratic state against terrorism” Paul Wilkerson, terrorism and the 
Liberal State (New york: New york University Press, 1977) 114.

34  Lecture at UCLA School of Architecture and Urban Design, 27 February, 2002.
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overdue injustice. The righteousness of punishing this subjection, 
of prosecuting this injustice is resentment externalized into the 
camaraderie of a crusade against the forces of evil. When Empire 
assumes this bad conscience, as Ashcroftian America has, a 
flattening of thought makes criticality all but impossible in the face of 
the clamorous verification of deviance and the resecuring of abstract 
territory. After 9-11, Japanese novelist, haruki Murakami made a 
singular observation that has stayed with me. he differentiates the 
cultural logic of cosmopolitan and fundamentalist societies as “open 
and closed circuits,” “The open circuit is this society, and the closed 
circuit is the world of religious fanatics: Islamic fundamentalist and 
groups like Aum Shinrikyo. I think they are all the same in a way. 
Their worlds are perfect, because they are closed off.”35

The security environment, in all its guises is an architectural 
closing-off of circuits, a desirous momentum toward the production 
of a perfect interiority, a habitat sealed off from opposition. But 
this architecture of control is clearly not only defensive, it is a brute 
instrument of humiliation and victimization that pulls “the contained” 
across the threshold into an architecture of resentment. This 
production is itself not only violent, it is dangerous. It will necessarily 
make the common spaces of the social world less secure, not more. 
Just as maximizing the strength of antibiotics serves to produce 
ever more resistant strains of bacteria, the current acceleration 
and radicalization of secure space into a grotesque prophylactic 
technoscape only raises the stakes, making the eventual return of 
the repressed and oppressed violence that much more heinous. 

our current state of soft siege describes itself as a exceptional 
response to emergency conditions, but as Walter Benjamin wrote 
in 1940, “the tradition of the oppressed tells us that the ‘state of 
emergency’ in which we live is not the exception but the rule. We 
must attain to a conception of history that is in keeping with this 
insight. Then we shall clearly recognize that it is our task to bring 
about a real state of emergency, and this will improve our position 
in the struggle against fascism.”36

35  howard W. French, “A Japanese Writer Analyzes Terrorists and Their Victims,” 
New York times, 15 october, 2001. 

36  Walter Benjamin, “Thesis on the Philosophy of history,” Illuminations, ed. hannah 
Arendt (New york: Schocken, 1968) 253-6.
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Ruark Lewis

Banalities

BANALITIES FOR NEWSPAPERS

1.  A tom tom bomb of 16 winds kills these people 
2.  how the deal is done
3.  Detainees are denied food and water
4.  Mental health is dead
5.  A message to the customers
6.  Lecture bans cost the racists big 
7.  Start collecting the horror of hiroshima
8.  They should have jailed the bastards
9a.  Classic kiwi superb stella 
9b.  From petaluma rich to powerful goldFrom petaluma rich to powerful gold 
10.  government secrets threatened hippy nature
11.  To save the life of the woman in a boot
12.  Bomb plan Z, new blasts heard over head
13.  give war a chance
14.  Cold proof of ice passes hair designs
15.  Suicide sackings rock the top
16.  The roman head of state was saved from sewers
17.  An Indian flood rises to 900
18a. A fashionable theory at any rate 
18b. A dreadful decision must be made
18c. of green houses in the planet
18d. Missed judgments are the cost—of self-interest and opportunity
18e.  he claims time in the name of self-defense
19.  Transparent winds at the face of change
20.  A highly infectious individual
21.  His reports of insufficient anguish - and angst
22.  he wrote countless histories of the moment
23.  A shameless silence should never be forgotten
24.  our enemies took clubs to court pricks
25.  Suspended time
26.  Lulu and the working parties of Brazil
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BANALITIES FOR THE MODERN KITCHEN

1.  Inspired by the Chinese I know I have the stock
2.  A Couscoussier is the specialist for making couscous
3.  Is quick, are small, as alternatives, that’s perfect
4.  I prefer materials in round and perfect shapes
5.  Pour hot water halfway or two thirds up the sides
6.  It’s worth investing time in rolled sheets of fibreglass
7.  Buy heavy tins. They’re usually painted black.
8.  Concentrate the heat to encourage to encourage additional browning
9.  Sandy. In fact—Sandy pots
10.  Most freestanding mixers are equipped with hooks
11.  It is idea and it takes over. It is placed and it changes colours.
12.  Loose-bottomed and at different depths
13.  Everyday you get a bigger one to stretch across your face
14.  A special and fancy fish
15.  This long and rectangular girl has poached the eggs
16.  Loose-bottomed and useful her dept was different
17.  Say no to puree
18.  The teeth were razor sharp and photo etched to tear blood from 

stone
19.  The average house needs two frying pans
20.  The more dangerous the better
21.  Ice cream in love-making
22.  hold the edge and last for ever
23.  I rarely use a needle although it’s useful in all existence
24.  Log moulds are either made from either wood or timber
25.  Italians love mezzaluna, it is shaped like half a moon
26.  Invest in a slab of marble
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BANALITIES FOR THE PERFECT HOUSE 

1.  arbitration makes slim pickings 
2.  the best parts are mostly left to last 
3.  stodge belittles starchy foods 
4.  A van below the motorway wears you down 
5.  to swim around 
6.  one, two, three, four, five, six are convincing cracks between the 

rocks 
7.  angular sightings deliver films 
8.  a female of the species 
9.  your letter to bananas 
10a.  trees conceal small books 
10b.  her extended lips against the glass 
11.  a pedant nut is formed by fourths 
12.  well dressed and bathed he leaves the house 
13.  excited like an animal 
14a.  the wicked smashing of the trees 
14b.  to mediate against philosophers 
14c.  is the source of stories 
15a.  nong 
15b.  kunt 
15c.  without the tools of negotiation the workers are condemned 
16.  the nature of the swing has caused the motion 
17.  a phenomena is massaged by oil 
18.  is a comfort in distress 
19.  the principle of universities is formed with money 
20.  the left hand and the dumb 
21.  he has nous for rooms 
22.  she had nous for knitting 
23.  united in the union of the students 
24.  a crossing of the floor is no longer possible. 
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BANALITIES FOR THE TIMES 

1.  nineteen minutes past seven
2.  seven thirty one
3.  seven thirty two
4a.  seven forty five or, 
4b.  a quarter to eight
5.  eight fifty eight
6.  five fifty three p.m
7.  at six minutes past six
8.  twelve midnight
9.  quarter past twelve
10.  one sixteen 
11.  twenty past one
12.  one twenty two
13.  eleven minutes past eleven
14.  twelve past twelve
15.  half past six
16.  quarter to seven
17.  quarter to eight
18.  a minute past midnight
19.  eleven eighteen 
20.  eleven fifty
21.  its thirteen past twelve
22.  ten thirty seven a.m.
23.  it is now twelve o’clock
24.  eight minutes past twelve
25.  six minute to nine
26.  nineteen to nine
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EUPHEMISMS FOR THE INTIMATE ENEMY

1.  It’s an answer to the concept of tragedy
2.  A model for the alienated
3.  An obvious shark that swallows meaning
4.  The shifting locust that eats the tree
5.  Composed and arranged of liberated women
6.  It was the ancient texts of Krsna that offered any kind of hope
7.   And valiant in facts
8.   Above all else in broken trade
9.   An Indian performance is no longer possible
10.  Without ignorance they have one thing in common
11.  They took positions on an illuminated course
12.  A melodic form identified with power
13.  They found the picture moving
14.  A casual history of the art of trees
15.  When that certain type of purity was popular
16.  She rowed to paradise
17.  To maintain a monkey’s liver
18.   Fame was a kind of open-ended matter
19.   In the name of action
20.  When the fish climbed up the stairs
21.   Was a decadent rise in power 
22.   To percolate in history
24.   There was no alternative to a field of hay
23.   A farmer’s wife laughed slowly
26    The result was the poets lost their heads
25.   To scatter the effort with an axe
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Florian Cramer & Stewart home 

Pornographic Coding 

 Program code is like pornography. It has 
linear logic, but no meaning. There is an 
accumulation of things already known. The 
focus is always on the same explicit facts. 
Repetition and boredom rule. 

Adapted from a Neoist slogan
 

 Art is sanctioned pornography. 

Neoist slogan 

�. WE DEMAND A SHAMANIC PORNOGRAPHY 
Capitalist “progress” destroys the imagination through a frenzy 
of the visible. What we see we no longer need to imagine. A a 
famous zero from the popsicle academy was once moved to write 
that every time a man had an erection it was a triumph of the 
imagination. Power to the imagination, and to sex—for they are 
one and the same thing. Pornographers of the world close your 
eyes. You have nothing to lose but your bodily fluids! It is time to 
decondition ourselves by going beyond the known world. 

The shamans of old ingested psychedelic mushrooms, and today 
we are further armed with a battery of chemically synthesized drugs 
including ecstasy and LSD. These psychedelics are psychic elevators 
that can power us through the seven levels of human consciousness. 
The first four levels of consciousness can be reached in ordinary 
everyday life. Level Five requires either chemical assistance or long 
hours of arduous interaction with your computer, and when you 
hit this level sexual activity is vastly enhanced. once you go above 
Level Five consciousness you don’t necessarily need coitus. Indeed, 
at Level Six you are telepathic and sexually combined with your 
fellow hackers, and this integration is even greater at LevelSeven 
(aka total fucking zero and one pornography). 

Drugs and code are the ancient and modern tools with which we 
can investigate our own minds while turning our bodies into one 
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vast erogenous zone. our message to purveyors of representational 
porn is hANDS oFF (oUR) EJACULATIoNS (both male and female). 
WE WANT To CUM IN ALL ThE CoLoURS oF ALL ThE FLAgS oF 
ALL ThE CoNSULATES. As an initiated shaman Jean Cocteau was 
able to come through the sheer power of his imagination, he could 
do this without using his hands to manipulate his genitals. Let’s 
keep our hands free to input date on our computer terminals and use 
the convulsive power of codes to bring us to orgasm. 

�. PORNOGRAPHY AS POPULAR COMPUTING 
The effectiveness of art is generally hard to judge. Pornography as 
one of the arts creates ecstatic perception, triggering arousal only 
through symbolic codes. Cyber-sex is by no means new, porn is its 
oldest device. Computation and programming have likewise been 
known in pornography for centuries. In the 120 Days of Sodom, 
Sade imagines a ceaseless execution of coded game rules. There 
is no single point of originality, but only combinations computed 
out of a set of sex partners and their organs. Porn as speculative 
programming has been long neglected. Along the lines of .walk by 
socialfiction.org, we demand psychogeographical computers built 
from pornographic imagination and shamanic sex acts. 

Carl van Bolen, author of The history of Eroticism (1966) and 
Eduard Fuchs, author of The history of Erotic Art, coin a programming 
language of greek-Latin terms for those combinations. But only 
with modern day commercial pornography do those exhaustive 
computations became real. A mainstream porn video shop like 
EroticVideo Service in Berlin with its 24,000 tapes and DVDs for 
rent [http://www.evs-video.de] could be called a pornographic 
Library of Babel, based ona brute force algorithm of sheer masses 
of data. The poets of the French oulipo group, the “workshop 
of potential literature,” which from the 1960s onwards explored 
algorithmics and formal restraints in writing, announced a chapter 
for pornography, oupornpo, but this seems to have remained a dirty 
old man’s joke. Contemporary writer Simon Strong makes up for it 
in his forthcoming novel 66mindfuck99 for which he created “a list 
of criteria defining legal and extra-legal sex acts,” arranging them 
with help of a spreadsheet to what he calls “an optimal set of erotic 
episodes.” 

Does the potential of pornography exhaust itself in the simple 
mechanics of sexual combinations? Surely not, although we want 
to show that it is too easy to sweepingly denounce this approach. 
Through its minimal variations in endless repetition, it is clear that 
pornography has become purely parodic, in other words, that 
each pornographic coupling, scene, image becomes the parody of 
another, or the same in a deceptive form. Ever since pornography 
started to circulate, an effort at total identification has been made, 
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because each pornographic 
detail ties one operation to 
another. All pornography 
would be visibly connected 
if one could discover at 
a single glance and in its 
totality the tracings of 
Ariadne’s thread leading 
porno-graphic codes into 
their own labyrinth. But their 
coupling is no less irritating 
than the copulation of 
bodies. And when I scream 
I AM PoRNogRAPhIC, an 
integral erection results, 
because the mere verb “to 
be” is the vehicle of sexual 
frenzy. 

�. PORNOGRAPHY IN STEWART HOME’S FICTION 
I included large chunks of repetitive pornography in novels such as 
Blow Job and Cunt because few publishers would consider putting 
out books of fiction that were less than sixty thousand words long. 
By including essentially the same porno-graphic scene on every other 
page I only needed to write about thirty thousand words. Bergson 
claimed that repetition was the basis of all humour and I certainly 
found using it as a device to expand my books to a length that 
was acceptable to the publishing industry side-splittingly funny. I 
was also convinced that if anyone was sexually aroused by my 
pornographic material (some of which was lifted directly from out-
of-copyright sources) then that was a tremendous achievement. It’s 
a demonstration of shamanic power to be able to laugh and have an 
orgasm at the same time. The imagery I used in my early novels was 
shamanic too, it was conceived as a revelation of the true nature and 
scope of the unconscious, a sudden shift away from the standpoint 
of the atomised individual to the point of view of the entire cosmic 
movement: a ‘timeless psychedelic moment’ in which the universe 
is experienced in the act of waking up and becoming aware of itself. 
One could find the beginnings of the cosmic metaphors I used in 
pulp fiction, where characters having sex might be described as 
no longer in control of their bodies because ‘the DNA had taken 
over.’ I sought to extent such imagery until it was on a par with the 
visions of the shamans of old. In order to do this I would write about 
DNA codes being scrambled and unscrambled across the muscular 
structure of my bulk, about the sexual act leading me to imagine 
myself as the first amphibian to emerge from the sea and feel the 
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warmth of the sun on my back, about genetically encoded memoirs 
of the first star exploding and about being out on the mudflats of 
pre-history … 

�. THE EROTICISM OF BOREDOM 
I.I.I.I am. My identity. Mine. I exchange it with another and step 
outside where the sun is shining. Another person walks up to me 
and gives me some words. I respond by giving her some pleasure I 
have with me. 

If you use words often enough they become interchangeable. 
Infinity, limitation, enthusiasm, depression, imagination, concretion. 
give me back pleasure. I need to get more words with it. Chasing 
your mind’s tail, the back of your image unfolds into warm breeze. 
Throaty sound and smell of petal marshland. Five minute stare into 
eyes of another being. Breaking the silence, I say “I wanna go down 
on you.” Stepping back and removing pleasure, giving words. Is 
this porn? 

Pornography. The mind is pornographic. I shape the word “cunt” 
in it, only to prove to myself that there is obscenity. Cities, streets, 
romantic dreams of the perfect dirty image flickering like a single 
frame of film. Slow down the projection and blink while you watch 
it. 

�. PORNOGRAPHY IN DREAMS 
Pornography in dreams
Pornography in books
Pornography in cars
Pornography in advertising
And everywhere repression
Repressed living as the expression of everyday life
Free your mind and your ass will follow
Pick it up, let it move, make it happen
go with the code
Arm yourself with drugs, magic and computing
Fuck with fucking and drift into abstraction
Zeros and ones turn me on

�. PORNOGRAPHY IN COMPUTING 
Computing has been sexual ever since John von Neumann, the 
creator of modern-day computer architecture, conceived of self-
replicating automata. Nowadays, they translate into computer 
viruses and the rhetoric of preventing infection uses the same 
concepts and terminology as rhetoric about preventing sexually 
transmitted diseases. Computer users know that the electronic 
message “I love you” is just as true as its non-electronic equivalent, 
meaning in reality “I want to fuck with you.” 
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If codes can fuck your computer, where’s the porn that depicts 
them? 

Porn, of course, flows through computers in abundance, and 
software has been adapted to it. The Linux-based image and video 
display program “pornview” is, ac-cording to its manual, optimized 
“for unattended presentation of images for hands-free viewing.” 

DVD videos can have multiple camera angles, a technical feature 
created to cater to the porn industry and its customers. The image 
rendering component of the free Mozilla browser originally was 
called “libpr0n,” “pr0n” being hacker code speak for “porn.” Another 
gNU/Linux program, “driftnet” taps into a local computer network 
and displays all images that co-workers are currently browsing. The 
developers of the program recommend that “if you are possessed 
of Victorian sensibilities, and share an unswitched network with 
others who are not, you should probably not use it.” 

But in these examples, the pornography remains outside the 
software itself. obscenity on program code level exists, too, 
but doesn’t necessarily render the running software obscene or 
pornographic. The Linux kernel, for example, contains the word 
“fuck” 56 times in its source code: 

arch/sparc/kernel/process.c:/* fuck me plenty */
arch/sparc/kernel/head.S: /* xxx Fucking Cypress…*/
arch/sparc/kernel/sunos_ioctl.c: /* Binary compatibility is good 
American know how fuckin’ up.*/
arch/sparc/kernel/ptrace.c:/* Fuck me gently with a chainsaw… */
arch/ppc/syslib/ppc405_pci.c: * the kernel try to remap our BAR #1 
and fuck up bus
arch/sparc64/kernel/binfmt_aout32.c:/* Fuck me plenty… */
arch/sparc64/kernel/traps.c: /* Why the fuck did they have to 
change this?*/
arch/sparc64/mm/init.c:/* Fucking losing PRoM has more mappings 
in the TLB, but
arch/i386/kernel/cpu/cpufreq/powernow-k7.c: * Some Athlon laptop 
shave really fucked PST tables.
arch/i386/kernel/cpu/mtrr/generic.c:/* Some BIoS’s are fucked and 
don’t set all MTRRs the same! */
arch/mips/kernel/irixioctl.c: * irixioctl.c: A fucking mess…
arch/mips/kernel/irixelf.c:#if0/* xxx No fucking way dude…*/…

But Linux hardly fucks anything in operation. Another example of 
non-operational code-level pornography is the ASCII pr0n genre, 
pornographic images drawn as typograms: 
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originally a hack to bring visual pornography into the world of 
alphanumerical computer terminals, they became ironic retro chic in 
1990s net art, above all in “Deep ASCII,” a typographic rendering 
(by the ASCII Art Ensemble around Vuc Cosic and Luka Frelih) of 
the movie “Deep Throat.”

“Prograsm,” which the hacker “Jargon File” defines as the 
“euphoria experienced upon the completion of a program or other 
computer-related project,” is another example of ecstasy outside 
the running program. however, a concept of prograsm that involves 
the code and the process has existed since the Middle Ages in 
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ecstatic Kabbalah. The oldest known kabbalistic book 
SeferYetzirah (Book of Creation) contains mathematical 
combinatorics, and Kabbalists like Abraham Abulafia 
practiced computational readings of the Torah as 
a sexually ecstatic technique. In an 18th century 
autobiography, Salomon Maimon tells us how he learnt 
that:

the name Jehova represents […] the person of the 
godhead generis masculini, while the word Koh means 
[…] the person of the godhead generis feminini, and the 
word Amar denotes sexual union. The words “Koh amar 
Jehovah,” “Thus saith the Lord,” I therefore explained 
as follows: “[…] an actual union of these divine spouses 
took place from which the whole world might expect a 
blessing.” 

In other words, the Kabbalah imagines god as able 
to fuck himself by the virtue of his male and female 
attributes, in the medium of the words put down in the 
Torah. The Torah becomes pornographic writing, a code 
whose execution generates divine physical arousal. 

Duchamp’s The Bride Stripped Bare by her Bachelors, 
Even can be read as another auto-erotic obscene and 
pornographic mechanism, secularized however as 
modern art. Still more secularized are the corresponding 
technologies that exist in computing today, such as the 
“Brainfuck” programming language and program code 
recursion, code executing itself in strange loops, a key 
structure among others in the programming language 
LISP. While this code is, by its nature, a pure formalism, 
its coupling is no less irritating than the copulation of 
bodies. When I scream I AM ThE PRogRAM, an integral 
erection results, because the verb to be is the vehicle 
of obscene frenzy, bastardizing the formalism of the 
software and my informal being to a dirty code. 

Reroute via gender strippage [simple cognitive shift 
allocation], strip to the violence inducer core and wipe 
with a pseudo stroke. Instruction: Regenderate the 
Mis][s][User. 
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�. TOWARDS AN OPEN SOURCE PORNOGRAPHY 

Richard Kern: Suicidegirls is a mystery to me because 
I thought only women ran the site. 

DRE: Does that make a difference? 
Richard Kern: I had heard from various models from 

there that my type was not liked there because I 
was a guy exploiting women and Suicidegirls is a 
feminist site. No matter what anyone says its still 
naked girls and still guys checking them out. There 
are girls checking in also but a lot of guys too. It’s 
the same thing no matter how you cut it.1

No doubt, indie porn is the pornography 
of this decade, if not of the whole 
century. Beyond that, it appears to be the 
first significant new cultural movement 
of the millennium. It has replaced net.
art as the aesthetic avant-garde of 
the Inter-net. Websites like www.
suicidegirls.com, www.cleansheets.
com, www.thatstrangegirl.com and 
www.fatalbeauty.com combine the 
punk styling of their models with 
visual punk aesthetics and do-it-
yourself punk attitude.2 The site www.
indienudes.com lists more related sites 
and resources.3 It thus seems as if there is finally a non-
industrial and erotically imaginative pornography for 
hetero-and bisexuals, after the avant-garde of lesbian 
and gay pornography had reached the same level already 
in the early 1990s, with magazines like “on ourBacks” 
and porn video labels like Cazzo Productions. 

In reality, indie porn is just like indie pop. It pretends 
to be different from the industry, but works with the 
same business model. Just as punk and indie pop 
saved the music industry in the 1980s and 1990s, 
indie porn will save the porn industry of today. It is the 

1  Richard Kern interviewed by Daniel Robert Epstein, http://
suicidegirls.com/ words/Richard+ Kern/

2  www.nerve.com is a highbrow forerunner of these sites, creating 
“sophisticated” porn for an intellectual audience.

3  The sites www.ishotmyself.com and www.beautifulagony.com 
straightforwardly translate avant-garde art concepts into porn 
business models; the former features models who take pictures 
of themselves, the latter plagiarizes Andy Warhol’s “Blow 
Job” movie by merely showing faces of persons who have an 
orgasm.
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research and development arm 
of the porn industry. An industry 
that otherwise would go bankrupt 
because everyone freely shares its 
products on the Internet.4

Most indie porn sites are 
based on software and editorial 
formats created in in-dependent 
net cultures, most of all, weblogs. 
Central to the aesthetics of indie 
porn is a concept of the authentic. 
Not only are the models unmodified 
by surgery—except for tattoos 
and piercings—and Photoshop. 
They are also accessible in chats, 
personal blogs and homepages, 
a key feature of most indie 
porn sites. They thus produce a 
simulacrum of the “real” that is no 
different from the popular genre 
of industrial pseudo amateur 
pornography. The rough look and 
production values of indie porn 
not only simulates authenticity, 
it also is a means of cutting 
production costs and outsourcing 
labour when, for example on the 
site http://www.ishotmyself.com, 
the models become their own 
photographers. 

glamour and synthetic cyber 
pornography as well as hentai 
anime are more radical than indie 
porn because they show sexual 
alienation openly and make no 
at-tempt at clouding the fact that 

4  Richard Kern says about mainstream 
porn magazines in the same interview: 
“I shoot for them only occasionally 
now because that business isn’t what 
it used to be. […] A lot of the point 
mags are going out of business. They 
dropped the pay tremendously and its 
all because of the internet. I used to 
go out once a month to LA and shoot 
for one week. I’d make a ton of money 
then come back to New york and do 
whatever I wanted.”

An open source porn coder

Turning her image into code increases its 
shamanistic pornographic quality

Further pornographic enhancement

Pornographic perfection
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authentic moments can’t be found 
in them. Just like mainstream pop 
star Michael Jackson is ultimately 
more subversive than The Manic 
Street Preachers, commercial 
pornography is superior to indie 
porn because it offers less for the 
imagination to work with. By offering 
more variation in the imagery, indie 
porn pre-empts and thereby erodes 
imagination. A digital pornography 
that would strive for true honesty 
and imagination should reduce 
rather than increase its visual 
imagination. In the end, it should 
present itself as nothing but code, 
teaching us to get off on mere 
zeros and ones, thus overcoming 
the false dichotomy of the artificial 
and the authentic. 

Against commercial indie porn 
we demand a truly independent, 
open source pornography. 
Pornography should be made by 
all, a radically populist pornography 
of collectively produced, purely 
formal codes. This pornography will 
reconcile rationality and instinct and 
overcome alienation because the 
codes will have to be reconstituted 
into sexual imaginations by the right 
side of brain. Software, reconceived 
as a dirty code crossbred of 
formalism and subjectivity, will be 
the paradigm of this pornography, 
a code that sets processes into 
motion.5

5  A rare example of such dirty porn code 
are the writings of Australian codework 
artist mez.

An open source porn coder

Turning her image into code increases its 
shamanistic pornographic quality

Further pornographic enhancement

Pornographic perfection
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Jane Lewty

Bluejack, Datajack
TELEPHONE SCATALOGIA
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TELEPHONE
From Ancient greek τηλε- (tēle-), from 
τηλέ (tēlē) “at a distance, far off, far 
away, far from”; –phone is from greek 
phōnē, “sound, voice.” Distance; distant: 
telesthesia: response to or perception of 
distant stimuli by extrasensory means. 
others:

a.  Telegraph; telegram: an apparatus, 
system or process for transmitting 
signals to a distant place by means 
of an electric device consisting of a 
sending instrument and a receiving 
instrument connected by a wire or 
other communications conduit.

b.  Television: telecast: the broadcast 
of a still or moving object via radio 
waves to receivers that project a 
view of the image on to a picture 
tube. 
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As for the first use of the word, the French téléphone (about 
1830) seems to have priority. The word was used for an acoustic 
apparatus, as it originally was in English. Alexander graham Bell 
appropriated the word for his invention in 1876, and in 1877 we 
have the first instance of the verb, to telephone.

c.  Telephonocophilia: a paraphilic condition (paraphilia: in greek 
para παρά = besides and –philia φιλία = love) refers to powerful 
and persistent sexual interest other than in copulatory or 
precopulatory behavior with phenotypically normal, consenting 
adult human partners) in which sexuoerotic arousal and 
gratification are dependent upon talking about sexual or obscene 
matters over the telephone to an unknown listener. A paraphilia 
of the solicitational / allurative type. 

d.  Telephone scatalogia: a psychosexual disorder characterized by 
a recurrent, intense urge or fantasy to make obscene telephone 
calls.

e.  Telephone scatophilia: see c).
f.  Teledildonics: gratification at a distance via telephone, cybersex 

or computer games.
g.  Teledom: the act of telephonic verbal abuse and intimidation
h.  Telephone hustler: one who leaves their telephone number in a 

public place in order to advertize sexual services.
i.  Telepiphany: a profound realization arrived at while on telephone-

hold (i.e. waiting for a representative) usually related to the 
development of patience in trying situations.

j.  Telephuck: courtesy of the urban dictionary. See c) d) e) and f).
k.  Telephonophobia: irrational fear of the telephone.

Avital Ronell’s extraordinary study, the telephone Book: technology, 
Schizophrenia, Electric Speech addresses the pivotal moment of 
telephonic exchange; the initial communication between Alexander 
graham Bell and his assistant, Dr. Watson. The phrase “Come 
here … I want you” (spoken by Bell from his office) is stitched 
into Ronell’s narrative as the “primal problem” of the invention, 
beginning with its first intelligible message. Already, writes Ronell, 
“the two were confronted with a breakdown in Bell’s desire, a 
deviation in the mechanism […] Did Watson, for instance, pick out 
the right message?” in terms of its intent, its tenor, its level of 
imperativeness, “when Bell transmitted “I want you?” or,

more generally, in terms of amplification and refinement, isn’t 
mishearing, missing the point of the missive/message […] built up 
into the thing you pick up when you listen to a transmitter, any 
transmitter, conveying electric utterance?1

1  Avital Ronell, the telephone Book (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1989) 
252.
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Ronell proves that, like every long-distance communication device, 
“the problem of picking out the right message still dominates the 
horizon of telephonality,” as demonstrated by Bell himself in his 
final years. The “one-sidedness” of his invention wherein “half a 
conversation, half a head and headset and not at all his other half” 
(399) apparently disturbed him to the level that he would not allow 
a telephone in his vicinity where he worked. Among a proliferation 
of similar designs—”gray’s Telephone … Pollard and Condenser’s 
Singing Condenser … Edison’s Chemical Telephone … Telephones 
with Liquid Senders … Telephones with Voltaic Arcs … Friction 
Telephones, Telephones with Several Diaphragms, Perrodom’s 
System of Telephoneic Alarum”—the work of Alexander graham 
Bell and Watson somehow embodies all of those deviations; the 
multiple naming of the apparatus itself and also in its conception. 
The telephone, Ronell points out, “[is] a private, an imaginary, and a 
somewhat perverse conception than you would allow.” 

Centring on the tendency of Bell and Watson to anthropomorphize 
their new device, Ronell records the first telephone trial wherein 
“[a]t the moment of giving birth, the couple has to change positions 
in order to get it right. They are already a telephone, but they still 
need to fit into the right position—the one receiving, the other 
disseminating and repeating the effect.”2 Watson’s autobiography 
states that he listened in the attic all day with the receiver pressed 
against his ear, until the parchment of the drum head was softened 
by his breath and saliva. It may be wryly observed that friction 
and liquid are indeed features of telephonic exchange from the 
very beginning, although to ascribe a direct or conscious sexual 
motivation to the experiment would be erratic. Rather, it is the 
undeniably closeted and intimate nature of a telephone linkage, that 
which suggests a connection of great magnitude, but is in fact a 
small trickle of misheard noise seeping into/out of an orifice. 

THE EAR
Its labyrinthine construction—pinna/auricular, the meatus leading to 
the flat tympanum, the inner ear with its semicircular canals, rods of 
Corti, space of Nuel and Eustachian tube—that pulses and judders 
invisibly, a delicate shellshape creating sonic turmoil, echoic and 
askew. The party game of “Telephone” (formerly known as the more 
derogatory “Chinese Whispers”) enacts this slippage; not only the 
inaccuracies of rumour, but the unreliability of human reception and 
recollection. The first player whispers a phrase or sentence to the 
next player. Each player successively whispers to their neighbour 
what he/she hears. The last player announces the statement to the 
entire group. Errors typically accumulate in the retellings, therefore 
the statement announced by the last player differs significantly, and 

2  Ronell, the telephone Book, 256-257.
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often amusingly, from the one uttered by the first. You can choose 
what you want to hear; you can be deluded into believing what you 
want to hear through the unsounded “talking-over” of your biology. 
Lovers whisper secret messages to one another in crowded places, 
as the ear becomes the representative of the sexual act, receiving an 
emission that travels in the folds and contours of its passageways. 
“Can I say a word into your telephone, missy?” says Blazes Boylan 
in Ulysses—attempting to seduce a shopgirl who is oblivious to 
the innuendo.3 The ‘Circe’ chapter, a welter of “Pornosophical 
philotheology”4 has the phantasm of an earlier character, Myles 
Crawford, appears with “a hank of spanish onion in one hand and 
holds with the other hand a telephone receiver nozzle to his ear.” he 
says (with “[h] is cock’s wattles waggling”) “hello, seventyseven 
eightfour. hello. Freeman’s Urinal and Weekly arsewiper here …” 5 
Not only is the onion one of nature’s most potent aphrodisiacs, but 
the passage is laden with double-entendre and toilet humour (onions 
and wattles signifying both swollen and dangling testicles). Joyce 
recognizes the telephone as a medium for smut/erotica/dissembling, 
whereas the ear becomes a receptacle for all insofar that ‘Circe’ 
solicits speech and hearing from every quarter—a bell, a gong, a 
piece of soap—in order to create an aural phantasmagoria. 

THE MOUTH
Think of the opening scene of the rocky Horror Picture Show (1975) 
with its fleshy red Beckettian mouth telling us what is about to 
transpire. In David Cronenberg’s rabid (1977), the heroine Marilyn 
Chambers undergoes radical plastic surgery and is given a cavity in her 
armpit that functions as a mouth/vagina/penis. her mutation and its 
spear-like protrusion—a sort of vagina dentata—infects whomever it 
touches with a rabid disease; Cronenberg’s objective being to show 
how the portals of the body can subvert their own way of interacting 
when interfered with by science. Mouth in Samuel Beckett’s Not I 
(1972) hovers eight feet above the stage, muttering itself in and 
out of oblivion, while a vibrating electric space opens up between 
itself and the hooded figure on the periphery. Initially a metaphor for 
sex, with its vagina/anus appearance, Mouth is galvanized though 
its own narrative into a symbol for lost speech. Its interlocutors 
wait in the dark, listening to the entry and exit of words from the 
same location. The boundary of sex/verbal intercourse is defined by 
the ceaseless orgasmic overflow of self-defining/self-annihilation, 
where loneliness IS the mouth. ”Self” is separated exactly at the 
moment when “self” becomes dependent on communication, on 
being listened-to at a time when the entity must recognize itself as 

3  James Joyce, Ulysses (London: Penguin, 1992) 292.
4  Ronell, the telephone Book, 564.
5  Ronell, the telephone Book, 584-585.
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wholly dependent for its existence on knowing not the “self,” but 
the vacuum that exists between that “self” and its listeners—the 
active arena of communication and its inevitable breakdown.

THE TELEPHONE RECEIVER
An electro-acoustic conducer for converting electric signals into 
sound. As Ronell states, “the ancestor of the telephone you are 
used to using remains the remains of a human ear”6 or at least, 
the concord between mouth and ear, given that Bell and Watson’s 
original construction was an electromagnet, coils, diaphragm and 
mouthpiece. Nowadays, we are accustomed to setting out mobile/
6  Ronell, the telephone Book, 260
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cell phones on ‘vibrate’ in order to alert us to a caller; the machinic 
ear quivers in our pockets, soon to be raised to one’s lips. Telephone 
receivers harbour more germs than toilet seats and every orifice of the 
body. The website www.apartmentherapy.com warns that grease, 
fragments of skin and hair can cause breakouts and respiratory 
conditions: “Talking dirty? … you can use a cotton swab dipped in 
rubbing alcohol to help get to hard-to-reach spots, but be careful not 
to get any liquid near the hook-switch, swivel, or any openings …”7 
If only Dr. Watson had known. In what can only be described as a 
Cronenbergian fantasy, the contemporary Urban Dictionary lists a 
disturbing practice—the “Texas chilli bowl” involving a telephone, 
Tabasco sauce and the anus. It must be supposed that insertion of 
the telephone will cause maximum discomfort, far from the solitary 
pleasure afforded by the phone/mouth interface, the deforming of 
the voice, the melding of it into what you wish. Charles Cros, in an 
essay dealing primarily with the phonograph, believes that “Man 
doesn’t hear himself. Never tires of hearing himself. he lacks self, 
the transfer to self” thereby fixing “adventitious” prosthetics to 
bodies “lacking in perception.”8 This idea is shared by Cronenberg, 
whose films deal with the meshing, eliding, mutating of machine 
and flesh, in an attempt to show that “technology wants to be in 
our bodies, because it […] came out of our bodies. In a crude way 
[…] it wants to come home and that is its home.”9

Speaking into a telephone promises so much; in theory, the 
ultimate sixty-nine position of aural/oral gratification—if only it 
weren’t experienced alone. Roland Barthes’s analysis of “Union” 
in a Lover’s Discourse alights on the very problematic nature of 
verbal intercourse and how it is idealized by the solitary speaker 
who “dreams” of reciprocal bliss and reward: “love’s fruition (with 
its initial fricative and shifting vowels before the murmuring final 
syllable, the word increases the delight it speaks of by an oral 
pleasure; saying it, I enjoy this union in my mouth).10 Words do not 
merely affect the listener by their import; they seduce by way of 
sound and texture. The telephone, with its capacity to dissemble 
and reassemble letters, syllables, words, whole sentences through 
sheer misunderstanding, is the prime example of a lovers’ delusion 
in the “fulfilment of ownership.” 

Travelling along the interior channels of perception, the “other” 
voice is gathered up and slotted between our own unreliable 
7  “how to…Clean Your telephone,” www.apartmenttherapy.com May 30, 2007
8  Charles grivel, “The Phonograph’s horned Mouth,” Wireless Imagination: 

Sound, radio and the avant-Garde, ed. Douglas Kahn and geoffrey Whitehead 
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press) 33, 35.

9  Rob Blackwelder, “Controversial visionary David Cronenberg sees technology, 
machine, sexuality merging in eXistenZ” www.SPLICEDwire.com. April 14, 
1999

10  Roland Barthes, a Lover’s Discourse (London: Vintage, 2002) 226
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narration that, in itself, moves through the others’ brain circuitry. 
As in T.S. Eliot’s play the Cocktail Party, Julia points out that one 
cannot tell the truth on the phone; conversely, that it is easier to lie 
when you are disembodied, when physical intimacy is impossible. 
In “Fade-out,” Barthes observes that “the telephone is always a 
cacophony, and that what it transmits is the wrong voice, the false 
communication.”11 “Cacophony” meaning discord, dissonance, 
a mix of jarring noise wherein the desired voice/signal is lost or 
corrupted. In the 1920s and ‘30s, what was coined as a “party line” 
in telephone exchange—crossed wires resulting in the transmission 
of several conversations, all overheard to each other—and deemed 
an annoyance, is now an organized multi-technological business. 
For example, by simply connecting a piece of hardware, a datajack 
(wall-or desk-mounted connector) to your computer or standard 
telephony equipment, single line phones become multi-line phones; 
your existing phone can access all other lines on your ‘network’ for 
business purposes. The website/phonesite Talkee.com advertises 
itself as “a network of mostly free, high capacity, modern partylines” 
that has thirty rooms, all able to support eight people at once. Their 
“telephone partyline diagram” begins with a “Buddy Locator,” moves 
through “Back Rooms” to “Line Rooms” while waiting in the queue, 
and then to the options of “Virtual Chat,” or voice mail. 

The relatively new medium of Skype works in the same way; 
the call to connect is represented by a telephone, which may 
be declined by the receiving party or accepted in order that the 
image can appear. In 1912, the Futurists spoke of “the pain of 
long distance”12 generated by new technologies; a description that 
becomes ever more palpable with time. As a new unseen friend 
drops out of the group conversation, or simply does not reply to the 
question, “are you there?” it is clear that despite all attempts to link 
the world in a web of communications, hi-tech science cannot fulfil 
the basic need for human interaction. one example being,

that the telephone wire is not a good transitional object, it is not 
an inert string; it is charged with a meaning, which is not that of 
junction but that of distance: the loved, exhausted voice heard over 
the telephone is the fade-out in all its anxiety. […] Then, too, on the 
telephone the other is always in a situation of departure; the other 
departs twice over, by voice and by silence: whose turn is it to 
speak? We fall silence in unison: crowding of two voids. I’m going to 
leave you, the voice on the telephone says with each second.13

11  Barthes, a Lover’s Discourse, 114
12  Filippo Marinetti, “Destruction of Syntax—Imagination Without Wires—

Imagination Without Strings—Words In Freedom” (1913), Futurist Manifestos, 
ed. Umbro Apollonio (New york: Scribners, 1973) 89.

13  Barthes, a Lover’s Discourse, 115
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So why, then, is this device (with all its configurations of loneliness, 
rejection, conflict, and delimitation, that automatically becomes a 
zone of repetitive closure) one of the most lucrative and popular tools 
of the pornography industry? In America, over 1 billion dollars a year 
is spent on phone sex, thus—oddly, in some way—empowering the 
discrete and confused nature of telephonic exchange that privileges 
distance over junction. Despite one sex operator (no doubt speaking 
for many) counselling her future clients to avoid “unrealistic 
expectations” such as rape fantasies, paedophilia, necrophilia, scat 
or abduction and torture, she adds that “you are best served to 
research the Internet for sites that advertise lines accommodating 
your tastes. They are not plentiful, but they do exist.”14 For the 
average consumer, one can find—to name a very small number—
Barely Legal Phone Sex, Dominatrix Phone Sex, Ebony Phone Sex, 
Foot Fetish Phone Sex, golden Shower Phone Sex, Milf/Mature/
Ageplay Phone Sex, Upskirt Phone Sex, Panties Phone Sex, Cuckold 
Phone Sex, Shaved Pussies Phone Sex, Aussie Exotic Phone Sex/
Wankline Australia.15

“Scat” or “coprophilia” (sexual pleasure derived from excrement) 
is, in fact, easily accessed through the internet, as are the other 
fetishes mentioned by Moore. “Shock sites” such as Tubgirl and 
goatse.cx display material that pushes the boundaries of acceptability 
in galleries, clips and flash animation. Often excessively violent and 
profane, these sites often use “bait-and-switch” tactics in order to 
attract uses. The site is either encoded within other information 
or disguises itself as an innocent discussion site—many have links 
to Nasty xxx Phone Sex, usually with a personal message and 
photograph of the “motivated masturbation partner” (Moore) who 
is willing to go the extra mile. 

The term “telephone scatalogia” is misleading insofar that “scat” 
is not its driving force; rather that there is a deficit of impulse control 
in the practice of engaging in what many perceive as an obscene 
act. Telephone scatalogia, and its derivations, is/are filed under 
the definition of “psychosexual disorder.” It is the act of making 
a telephone call of specific sexual or unsettling content in order 
to frighten the receiving party. It is a criminal offence, labelled in 
some states as a Class 1 Misdemeanour. It has gradations, ranging 
from the anonymous heavy breather, to the caller with a list of 
directions for their bewildered victim, to the seemingly respectable 
person canvassing for a company who gradually unleashes a stream 
of sexually explicit language. Evidently, this process would include 
“teledildonics” (enactment of fantasy at a distance), a word that 

14  Lindsay Moore, “Phone Sex: A Masturbation Accessory For your Ears,” www.
jackinworld.com 1996

15  www.1on1phonesexgirls.com
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does more than connote an artificial member, a bienfaiteur, a strap-
on, a plastic lover. 

The penis, as suggested by Sarah Smith in her essay “A Cock 
of One’s Own” has been thought of as “power personified.”16 
Throughout, Smith refutes “antidildo feminism” and showcases 
the idea that dildos are superior to the penis insofar that they 
challenge “deeply ingrained gender role assumptions” when used 
as a tool of empowerment by a woman. “once the dildo is snapped 
into place,” she writes, “I put my leather harness on slowly and 
seductively [to savour the] ritualistic transformation.17 In a similar 
way, performative sexuality is adopted by the telephone sex-seeker 
who has the opportunity to fabricate, create a myth, augment 
themselves physically or figuratively, thus gaining some kind of 
autonomy in their sexual life. Lindsay Moore points out that “on 
the other side of the line, you have permission to […] say you look 
like Brad Pitt [or] describe your surreal bosom and tight rear end.” 
Phone fantasy, more than many other role-play scenarios, “provides 
a temporary escape from physical failings.” yes, it is easier to lie 
when you are disembodied. Telephone sex is indeed a variant of 
exhibitionism with the added frisson of anonymity—the absent (and 
enthusiastic) other will not judge you for, firstly, the way you look, 
or secondly, your ultimate secret fetish. 

“Telephone scatalogia,” then, is legitimized in the industry of 
talking dirty; and to the most obliging of recipients. The ultimate 
safe-sex act, the penalty-free excursion of the mind, is completely 
controlled by the caller. The client is “assuming” a powerful position, 
insofar that his/her desires are presented more aggressively when 
given license to do so. I am reminded of Ulysses, in which the 
telephone is linked to the body in a number of instances. 

16  Sarah Smith, “A Cock of one’s own,” Jane Sexes It Up: true Confessions of 
Feminist Desire (New york: Four Walls Eight Windows, 2002) 294

17  Smith, “A Cock of one’s own,”308.
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Namely, in ‘Circe,’ Joyce implies that exteriorized language 
is actually the inner voice de-ranged and mutated. This may be 
represented in the personification of objects that mimic human 
activity in a kind of ‘live’ speech, or exteriorized language; also in 
the idea of utterance. Utterance that comes not from the mouth 
but from another apparatus, perhaps the female genitalia with (in 
the words of Bloom) its “onions. Stale. Sulphur. grease.” Later, 
as Bella Cohen’s “sowcunt barks”18 we are partially reminded of 
the Evening telegraph office in ‘Aeolus’ and its rapid-fire telephone 
messaging—the theme of the chapter being that of rhetoric and 
oratory. 

The structure of ‘Aeolus’—ruminative, instructive, informational—
is subverted by the narrative chaos of ‘Circe’, in part a melée 
of Bloom’s most degrading fantasies. The “heart-to-heart talk” 
with Bella/Bello (a teledominatrix) soon proceeds to flagellation, 
“the nosering, the pliers, the bastinado”19 while Bloom, who has 
undergone a sex-change, faints in shock/ecstasy. The Sins of the 
Past accuse him of voyeurism, indecent exposure and compulsive 
masturbation; Bloom is abject and grateful. here, verbal assault is 
not only titillating to Bloom, but it serves to heighten private fantasy 
to its most extreme level. 

Like Cronenberg’s rabid, Bella Cohen’s vaginal orifice serves as 
a mouthpiece and, through language—through the transformative 
power of ‘Circe’—a penis with which to sodomize Bloom. The 
violent subjugation is generated by Bloom himself, even though he 
does not stage-manage proceedings; as Joseph Valente remarks: 

Bloom’s object choice is not the dominatrix empowered but rather 
himself abased from which he extracts the perverse jouissance 
of zero-degree powerlessness, a kind of pure abandon […] to put 
it in psychoanalytical terms, in this masochistic fantasy, Bloom’s 
imaginary alter-ego is as pathetic wretch.”20 

By subverting gender norms and forfeiting his masculine power, 
Bloom is nevertheless empowering himself through clarification of 
his obscure desires. I use this as an example to explain how the 
telephone operator, “that personalized factor your magazines and 
videos cannot provide” (Moore) can allow the client freedom to 
enjoy those obscure desires without responsibility. In the case of 
Leopold Bloom, “on the terms of the fantasy [he] has no choice but 
to indulge in perverse appetites.”21

18  Joyce, Ulysses, 663
19  Joyce, Ulysses, 645
20  Joseph Valente, “Joyce and Sexuality,” the Cambridge Companion to James 

Joyce (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004) 228.
21  Valente, “Joyce and Sexuality,” 230
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In turn, many telephone-sex operators feign submissiveness, 
pretending that the call they are receiving (and being paid for) is 
unwanted, and that they are being harassed and manipulated. 
Reciprocation, however, is much preferred in sexual role-play. This 
somewhat advances the “bait-and-switch” concept favoured by 
shock sites. The notion of taking over—hijacking—another portal 
in order to find the “right” customer as opposed to the customer 
finding the “right message” is an interesting development of the 
one-sidedness problem in telecommunications. If this can work 
in the internet domain, then the telephone is surely the medium 
to either complicate or enrich the experience of the phone-sex 
client. To be sought after or “called” by the very object of one’s 
desire could be almost as satisfying as performing a fantasy in the 
abstract. Alternatively, the caller may feel compromised by their 
agency being taken away.

It is the practice of “bluejacking” that could enable such a shift 
in what Moore describes as “a fundamental supply-and-demand 
transaction between two parties.” Bluejacking is the sending 
of unsolicited messages over Bluetooth to Bluetooth-generated 
devices, mainly mobile phones and computers. It is very easy to do. 
It begins with the creation of a new contact in a bluejacker’s own 
phonebook; however, in the name field, instead of typing a person’s 
name, the bluejacker types a short message. Then, it is merely a 
matter of alighting upon a nearby Bluetooth phone—in any outdoor 
or indoor vicinity—to “crash” like a radio frequency. Phones in so-
called “discoverable mode,” and thus available to be bluejacked, 
appear on the display of the bluejacker’s phone. After choosing one, 
perhaps at random, the bluejacker sends the ersatz message and 
“name” which subsequently pops up on the bluejacked phone. 

The first Bluetooth phones were sold in Europe, where bluejacking 
is seen as a near-recreational activity. gregarious bluejackers 
even initiate casual sexual encounters in a wireless ritual called 
“toothing,” that is technology-enabled cruising. Thought of as an 
anarchistic dating service, (dates via data) toothing is an upgrade 
from SMS text messaging, although geared towards spontaneous 
and anonymous sexual encounter. Toothing networks can operate 
anywhere; on public transportation, in busy streets and parks, bars 
and nightclubs. The assignations may take place anywhere and 
last only a few minutes. It would seem that keeping things public 
actually guarantees anonymity. 

A more unsettling activity is “Bluesnarfing” wherein unknown 
operators gain unauthorized access of information from a wireless 
device through a Bluetooth connection, often between phones, 
desktops, and laptops. This device may corrupt and/or “spy” upon 
emails and text messages, and can also relay pictures and private 
videos. More recently, reports have described the phenomenon 
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of “bluebugging,” in which someone can literally assume control 
of virtually any Bluetooth phone and use it for any kind of illicit 
purposes. A bluebugger can wirelessly direct a phone to make calls 
without the owner’s knowledge, after which the phone acts as a 
bugging agent, picking up conversations in the phone’s immediate 
area. Bluebuggers can even detect a phone’s address book in 
order to see who their victims called or who called them. Most 
disconcertingly, they can even alter those private lists, take away 
or add names. 

In this sense, the “private … imaginary … perverse” telephone, 
as depicted by Ronell and others, is no longer a fade-out or an 
index of absence, at least in its most modern of incarnations. It 
announces presence, ushers-in the potentiality of real, physical 
contact. The telephone is simply a device to register Bluetooth text, 
and no longer a connective element in its own right. The private 
desire expressed through technology enables the realization of the 
fantasy; the fantasy takes place in public. Intrusion is welcomed, 
and if the “right” person is not found, then he/she soon will be. 

Participation in the “toothing” community is a far cry from cold-
calling a sex line. The symbolic juncture of mouth/ear is lost, the 
notion of being “listened-to” as a guarantee of one’s own existence 
is now anachronistic. We have become our own telephone sex 
operators. Interestingly, a common key-code/bluejack text message 
is SENDMEPoRN. The new IPhone, with its capacity for imaging, 
can apparently turn the negative aspects of bluesnarfing and 
bluebugging into sensory overload. What if your private fetish, 
once whispered down the mouthpiece of a telephone, appears to 
you in a nanosecond? how much of that fetish is reliant upon its 
being verbalized rather than seen? Though sound is not always a 
faithful indication of presence, it may be said that, in this case, the 
‘telling’ of a secret ensures its secrecy. As Walter J. ong points 
out, words are “essentially evanescent. When I pronounce the word 
‘permanence,’ by the time I get to the ‘-nence’ the ‘perma-’ is gone 
and has to be gone.”22 

If sound data can be misheard, mutated, and misunderstood, then 
visual data (bluejack-received porn) serves as incriminating evidence. 
It can be cold, unsentimental, and real. Telephone sex is the act of 
literally buying an illusion—part of the illusion being that, once the 
call ends, it has dissolved into the ether and normal life resumes. 
of course, receiving a pornographic image from someone who 
“understands” is a wondrous development by way of heightening 
the clandestine nature of sexually explicit communication; however, 
being “baited and switched” according to one’s own, or another’s, 
desires, seems almost too easy. On reflection, the “I am going to 
leave you” of telephone conversation, the loss of intimacy and 

22  Walter J. ong, orality and Literacy (London: Methuen, 1982) 32.
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seduction once the receiver is finally put down, suddenly seems 
more resonant with desire. It becomes clear how much the body 
is unknowable in its labyrinthine mystery, and how technologies 
strangely emulate its workings. 

In Finnegans Wake, Joyce once again privileges the ear as a 
guiding feature of the auradrama, though not as a substantive agent 
for something else. The ear is an audio-selective conduit to the 
sleeper’s body translating aberrant sounds into information—that 
of voices, images or objects. Sound is received and processed by 
the neural synapses of the body’s cerebral cortex; from there, the 
sound is assigned content based upon the co-alignment of the 
dreamer’s ear and his memories; finally, the sound and its associative 
definitions are woven into the dreamer’s dream. In the macromass 
of the Wake, that would include transsexualism, transvestism, 
onanism, frotteurism, voyeurism, coprophilia, urophilia, necrophilia, 
bestiality, pederasty, incest, sodomy, lechery and a wide variety 
of fetishisms. The pattern of receiving and processing sound into 
dreams results in inaccuracies. Non-sexual items can mutate into 
subliminal perversities, just as the inanimate household objects in 
‘Circe’ take on a speech of their own.

In preparation for Book III, iii of the Wake, Joyce wrote:

yawn telegraph 
telephone 
Dawn wireless 
thought transference23

 
The figures of Yawn and Dawn—derivations of the brothers Shaun 
and Shem—are seen to occupy different dimensions. Evidently, 
“yawn” denotes the need to sleep, dawn is the emergence from 
dark; both represent the two ends of a dreamscape which is, in 
turn, occupied by the sleeper. They exchange wire-free information 
between the sleeper (who has developed his own internal circuit) 
and the characters that populate his night-time. “Thought 
transference” is a different process when attempted by two sites 
of communication. It is symbolic and magical—as aforementioned, 
the concord of mouth and ear. however, to subliminally absorb 
external sound with no concept of the sound’s origin can result 
in faulty or inaccurate translations. According to Freud, however, 
these inaccuracies are the very mechanisms through which “dream-
thoughts” are constructed. By “dream-thoughts,” I am referring to 
the desires that are fulfilled only in the narrative context of the 
dream (known as the “dream-content”). 

one of the methods used to construct these thoughts is 
condensation brought about by omission: that the dream is not 
a faithful translation or a forecast of the dream-thoughts, but a 
23  James Joyce, Finnegans Wake Notebook VI.B.5.29.
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fragmentary version of them. This fragmentation occurs because 
censoring mechanisms in the conscious mind omit the aspects of 
the subject’s wishes that are considered taboo amongst “a very 
sexmosaic of nymphosis.”24

If the human brain is capable of censoring itself, then how capable 
are we of utterly misconstruing, or misperceiving what another 
person says down and into the ear, certainly the most unreliable and 
treacherous organ we have? Particularly when transmitted through 
a device that is gradually becoming obsolete due to more efficient 
modes of interpersonal communication. The telephone seems more 
uncanny than Skype because it relies on interpretation rather than 
evidence. 

Thus it is not surprising that telephone phobia / telephonophobia 
is a genuine affliction. It may simply arise from the fear of being 
ridiculed and/or the uneasy sensation that you are not wanted 
by the person you have sought, in addition to your words being 
misunderstood. you may be afraid that you forget what you want 
to convey, resulting in vast, unquantifiable seconds of silence. You 
will most definitely form an imprecise image of the person if you 
have not met them, an imprecise image of their reaction to your 
words if you have. The symptoms range from irritation and rapid 
heartbeat to a full-blown panic attack. Even the sight of a telephone 
can cause extreme anxiety. The sufferer cannot bear to pick up 
the phone and yet feels guilty at missing relevant news, at being 
unable to communicate effectively. A common concern is that the 
phobia will spread. Will an email inbox contain data too frightening 
to open/read? or to hear. Especially with the advent of integrated 
information systems such as the wire-free Wildfire Communications 
Inc., described by James geary as “a kind of virtual personal 
assistant that lives inside your telephone line” and uses speech 
recognition to manage all communications: “Ask it to read out your 
email messages and it reels them off in a briskly efficient yet slightly 
seductive voice.”25

It is possible to download hypnosis packages, and scripts, that 
promise to cure telephonophobia. one way to self-administer a 
hypnotic state is essentially to record one’s own voice and then 
using a clock arrangement to turn on the speaker at a certain time 
during sleep: “you will not be afraid to pick up the phone, you will 
not be afraid to pick up the phone, you will not be afraid to pick up 
the phone...” The voice penetrates the auricular of the outer, travels 
down the inner cables and into the rods of Corti, the vital organ of 
hearing. Words are acoustically sensed, but done so in an unthinking 
manner, meaning that reactions are not regulated, “in the back of the 

24  James Joyce, Finnegans Wake (London: Faber and Faber, 1975) 107.
25  James geary, the Body Electric (London: Wiedenfeld and Nicolson, 2002) 48.
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mind’s ear”/at the back of the ear’s mind.26 how do you know if you 
have received your own directions correctly? What if there is a glitch 
in the recording? What if you confuse the instructions and become 
even more gripped by your phobia, whatever the phobia may be. 
In the depths of auditory unconsciousness you can morph another 
sentence out of a word fragment and sentences themselves can 
be ruptured by background noise. Like a vast olden-day telephone 
wherein exchange lines were regularly crashed, the channels linking 
mouth to ear to mouth are not be trusted. The private, imaginary, 
and perverse conception of the telephone can thus be restaged, 
and the portals of the body, as shown in Cronenberg’s disturbing 
visions, can lead to another site of mutation.

“COME HERE I WANT YOU”
The provenance of the telephone can be found in desire. Desire 
for both the tangible and the missing. Liquid senders and pulsing 
diaphragms as featured on the early models simply showcased what 
would be, and still is, a complex mode of sexual expression. A woman 
interviewed for the purposes of this essay recalled an incident in her 
childhood; a man partially hidden behind a bookshelf in the public 
library demanding, in a whisper, to see her breasts. Some years later, 
she answered the telephone and heard the very same phrase from an 
anonymous caller. She concluded that, despite her young age, she 
was less disturbed by the experience in the library, as it was exactly 
and easily interpreted. The lack of visual evidence surrounding the 
phone call produced fear and paranoia. She asked herself, what 
had the man already seen, and whether he was situated in the near 
vicinity or miles away with an area directory opened at random. 
The telephone is liberating; it gives people permission to enact their 
fantasies, but it can function in the very opposite way; as a source 
of intimidation and intrusion that can be felt physically as well as 
psychically. It is not what is said, or even how it is said, but the 
recognition of how the nuances of each can be felt in telephonic 
exchange. The telephone scatologist who enacts every outrage of 
telephonocophilia may indeed be utilizing the medium to its proper 
end. I am reminded of Alfred Jarry’s story “Phonographe” (1884) 
which reveals the sensuality and violence inherent in the machine, 
how its appearance (a hard needle, a malleable diaphragm) and its 
actions (scratching, penetrating, throbbing) have all the features of 
a sadomasochistic sexual coupling. Consider, then, further advice 
given to sufferers of telephonophobia27:

�) If you are making a product call (or any type of call) then try to 
know your stuff well. If you are a novice in the field of network 

26  Joyce, Finnegans Wake, 477.
27  Jan heering, “how To Cure Phone Phobia,” www.phobia-rfear-release.com 
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marketing you should first study in details about the company and 
act accordingly. If you are making a private call, then do the same.
�) To avoid telephobia, make a call when you are feeling best. May 
be you feel more confident during the morning hours. At the end of 
the day you feel so tired that you don’t feel like making a call. 
�) Write a script and then read it over on the phone. you can prepare 
the script yourself or you can also make use of a prewritten script. 
Follow the one that makes you feel more comfortable. Writing down 
scripts proves the fact that practice makes perfect. 
�) Why don’t you perform a role play? This is a good way of combating 
your phobia. Call up a friend and ask him or her to behave like a 
boss. Face artificial and made up criticisms and prepare yourself for 
the worst. This procedure is sure to work for you. 

here is a list of not-so-dissimilar tips for phone-sex callers, courtesy 
of Lindsey Moore:

�) Be a smart consumer: check out Internet and magazine ads in 
advance for a line that appeals to you.
�) Time is money: Postpone the call until you are well into arousal.
�) Start small: spend only two or three minutes with a fantasy 
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operator at first. That’s plenty of time to get a feel for mutual 
chemistry.
�) Have an idea: the absolutely worst situation a fantasy operator 
faces is the caller who cannot think of a thing he/she wants to do, 
and steadfastly refuses all her suggestions.

It is not unreasonable to suggest that telephonophobia has many 
degrees and variations of severity. Every individual reaction to 
the telephone could be described as such, meaning that everyone 
is concerned with, or addicted to, teledildonics/gratification at a 
distance. Everyone wants satisfaction, even if it only means to self-
define like Beckett’s Mouth; to say, I speak, and I have the nerve 
to speak into a vacuum with no guarantee of consensus idem. or, 
at the far end of the spectrum, to substantiate one’s most obscene, 
unfeasible, inner thoughts, those that cannot be verbalized in 
person. For the recepto-retentive, sex-lines are unparalleled in 
their therapeutic mix of private/public, understanding/alienation, 
humiliation/empowerment—and in the end to sendmeporn/to say I 
was just thinking of you/I am leaving/but I’ll call again.
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Louis Armand

The Medium is the Fetish

1. Just as pathology implies the idea of the normal, so the “uncanny” 
implies a habitude, and a habituation—yet without these terms 
being opposable. The mark of the perverse is not a descent into 
aberration, but the obsessive, domineering work of correction; of 
discipline; of normalization, and hyper-normalisation, in the service 
of an ideal object. The sexualised logic of taboo and transgression 
venerates order and derives its pleasure principally from it; but 
order in a ritualistic, stylised and austere form which masks its own 
ridiculousness. Just as, in the economy of the pornographic image, 
what is on view is not some obscure object of desire but precisely 
its conventionality, its generic rationalism, its fetishisation by way 
of a type of “autistic cult” of signs. 

But what does it mean to speak of a pornographic image, if by 
pornographic we mean an image which merely depicts; an image 
whose form is laid bare to expose a forbidden “content” and is in 
fact nothing more than a veil of insubstantial signs superimposed 
upon the thing itself (the pornographic idée fixe)? There is obviously 
no point in naming or attempting to catalogue what this thing is: 
it will always ultimately escape us, however banal it may be made 
to appear; knowing that this fascination with anatomical detail 
conveys nothing but a pseudo-physiology, whose eroticisation is 
fugitively metaphysical. 

If such a thing as the pornographic image exists, it could only 
be an “image” whose form, whose very technicity, lays bare the 
“cause of desire in which the subject disappears”1—annihilated, as 
Jean Baudrillard says, by transparency.2 Not a transparency which 
allows us “to see with clarity,” but which puts on view the very 
operations of seeing, in the conjunction of porneīa and graphē: the 
libidinal economy of visible signs.

This eroticisation of seeing is first and foremost technological. 
The “object” is not some thing we perceive by means of a picture 

1  Jaques Lacan, Écrits (Paris: Seuil, 1966) 10.
2  Jean Baudrillard, the Perfect Crime, trans. Chris Turner (London: Verso, 1996) 

7.
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or image—as though films, photographs or “mental concepts” are 
mere instruments—it, the object, is rather an imaginary prosthesis. 
Just as we might say the ego is a prosthesis of the unconscious. 
Which is to say, of a certain “libido” whose operations take form at 
the level of a fantasised real—as a type of “videodrome.”3 Such a 
view calls to mind Bazin’s well-known observation that “the quarrel 
over realism in art stems from a misunderstanding, from a confusion 
between the aesthetic and the psychological”4—a misunderstanding 
exacerbated by the production of images by mechanical and 
“automatic means.” 

Photography accedes to the pornographic at that instant in 
which it is no longer seen as a mere depiction of, or even substitute 
for, the so-called real, but as its expropriation—its de-piction within 
the operations of the visual—a “transference of reality,” as Bazin 
says, leading him to observe that the “photographic image is the 
object itself, the object freed from the conditions of time and space 
that govern it … it shares, by virtue of the very process of its 
becoming, the being of the model of which it is the reproduction; 
it is the model.”5 It is not for nothing that Marx had earlier defined 
the logic of the commodity in similar terms, or that guy Debord 
will have synthesised these two views in his dialectical ontology of 
the spectacle.6 Nor that in each case the expropriatory function (of 
the photographic image, of the commodity, of spectacle) will have 
come to be equated with that of the fetish.

David Lynch, from Nudes and Smoke

3  David Cronenberg, Videodrome, 1983.
4  André Bazin, What is Cinema, vol. 1, trans. hugh gray (Berkeley: University of 

California Press, 1967) 12.
5  Bazin, What is Cinema, 14.
6  guy Debord, the Society of the Spectacle, trans. Donald Nicholson-Smith (New 

york: Zone Books, 1995).
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2. A camera. Lights and smoke. A body defined by increments. 
Mouth, legs, breasts, eyes blacked-out like the eyes in a crime 
scene photograph. A warp of the lens, a blurred movement, a 
smear. Exposures multiply, overlaid with shadows. A décor in weird 
chiaroscuro, building the oppressive density of an image.

In 1994, film auteur David Lynch produced a colour photo 
series entitled “Nudes and Smoke,” one of several projects that 
extend Lynch’s preoccupations beyond the confines of cinema. The 
photographs, highly textured, explore the paradoxical obscurity and 
clarity of smoke captured on film, and its capacity to transform 
bodies and objects into compositions of surface and depth, both 
spatially and temporally. The figure of the nude is redistributed as a 
quality of the medium as such, rather than of the pictorial “object.” 
The body is rendered as a locus of intensities, shadow and exposure, 
doubled in the framing and arrangement of the image’s “décor,” and 
by the infinitely complex topologies of smoke.

In short, “Nudes and Smoke” achieves nothing less than a 
photographic articulation of its supposed subject. The words 
“nude” and “smoke” could just as easily stand for the texture of 
the image as image—not as terms designating exterior objects, but 
as a poetics of light, aperture, celluloid, retina; the whole complex 
of technical operations by which we come to perceive an image 
and not (or not simply) a verisimilitude of objects fixed on a type of 
screen. Nor just to perceive, but ultimately to be visually aroused, 
through that curious and disquieting conjunction of apprehension and 
apprehensiveness: the eye’s desire to possess and consume, and 
the evanescent, fleeting, yet fixed, overwhelming and threatening 
aspect of that desire itself made manifest before us.

The “image” for Lynch is this whole pornographic drama of desire 
played-out, as it were, in the theatre of the eye. “A dream of strange 

Marc Atkins, from the teratologists; David Lynch, from Nudes and Smoke; 
Thomas Ruff, Bond Girl
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desires wrapped inside a mystery story.”7 The framework of the 
image becomes a stage in which the object functions primarily as 
a type of prop: the aim here is not depiction in any straightforward 
sense, but rather an embodiment. The pictorial object, the “model,” 
is here the prosthesis of the explicitly photographic body. Its 
objecthood is expropriated (de-picted) to the fetish economy of the 
image as image.

3. “Film,” Lynch says, “is really like voyeurism. you sit there in the 
safety of the theatre, and seeing is such a powerful thing. And we 
want to see secret things, we really want to see them. New things. 
It drives you nuts, you know! And the more new and secret they 
are, the more you want to see them.”8

The object mimes being in possession of a secret that the eye 
searches to see but is never able to attain. A body, genitals, a 
mask, a pair of shoes. Each functions not as the index of a hidden 
desire but as the metonym of the image itself—the image through 
which, and by means of which, we seek to apprehend the secret it 
seemingly contains the way a mirror contains a reflection. 

If we choose to entertain the idea that Lynch’s work, his 
photography and also his films, participates in this perhaps eccentric 
notion of pornography, then it is easy to see the danger implicit 
in the many attempts to view Lynch (in Blue Velvet, 1986; Lost 
Highway, 1997; Mullholand Drive, 2001), as more or less illustrating 
a psychoanalytical orthodoxy. Cinema, photography, are here 
reduced to the commonplace “pornography” of that which merely 
explicates or merely depicts—even if what is depicted ultimately 
remains an enigma. Indeed, despite much assertion to the contrary, 
there is very nearly nothing enigmatic about Lynch’s work itself: it 
conceals no “secret message,” no enveloped “content,” no revelatory 
“schema,” but is comprised almost wholly of surfaces, formal 
textures, découpage. Lynch’s work is structurally lucid in the way 
Thomas Ruff’s photo manipulations may be called structural, or De 
Chirico’s paintings, or the novels of Robbe-grillet. Like dreams, they 
articulate rather than “depict”; or, in spite of what they “depict.” 
Their logic is the already deconstructive logic of a de-piction.

With the exception of the 1992 twin Peaks: Fire Walk with Me, 
this is perhaps nowhere more explicit than in Lynch’s much more 
recent (digital) film Inland Empire (2006), with its fragmentary, 
collage-like narrative, its recursive image-hysteria and its relentless 
“foreignness” (in the manner of a type of alice through the Looking 
Glass). Inland Empire is a type of visual prosthesis of itself and of 

7  Lynch’s description of Blue Velvet (1986) in Lynch on Lynch, ed. Chris Rodley 
(London: Faber, 2005) 138.

8  Lynch on Lynch, 145.
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Lynch’s oeuvre as a whole (its cast alone is a pot-pourri of earlier 
films: Laura Dern, Justin Theroux, Laura Harring, Naomi Watts).

Shifting between the hollywood studio setting of Mulholland 
Drive and post-communist urban-industrial Łódź (in central Poland), 
the texture of the second half of Inland Empire recalls the disquieting 
work of British photographer Marc Atkins, whose 1998 series the 
teratologists, and 2001 series Equivalents, both echo and anticipate 
Lynch. Atkins’s “shadowed portraits” evoke a mode of seeing whose 
objects stand for, and therefore symbolise, an absence which, at 
the same time, they seek to disavow.9 A body or a room translated 
into the “previously unseen activity” of the camera, the dark place 
behind the eye, the “escaped frames from a film.”10 

These objects are the “Teratologists” that inhabit the technics of 
the photographic image the way the “mystery man” in Lost Highway 
inhabits the “continuity” of Lynch’s cinematography—as a type of 
prosthetic agent directing the way we see. The Teratologists, Atkins 
says, are “creators of uncertainty and desire. Within a dark room, 
a place of memory, a curtain momentarily blows open. The glance 
of light from beyond the window exposes the previously unseen 
activity of the room: sculptural forms, shadowed portraits, escaped 
frames from a film …”

In Equivalents, Atkins—working between factory locations in 
London and Łódź—creates interior parallel worlds, images within 
images, lost, obscured or reconstituted, their contours bleeding, 
visually over-saturated, into a “de-pictive” space or “de-pictive” 
time that has no other location than the image.

The image of the flash obliterates the identity of the model. An 
auto-portrait of the photographer whose face is held close to an 
illuminated lightbulb (this motif repeats elsewhere) lies on the floor. 

9  Cf. Sigmund Freud, “Fetishism,” SE xxI: 152-7.
10  Marc Atkins, the teratologists (London: Panoptika, 1998).

David Lynch, from Nudes and Smoke; Marc Atkins, from Equivalents
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(The illusion here of a staged reflexivity, that we must come to 
recognise that the image of the camera is no more the spectre in the 
photograph than this “double” exposure is in the camera: what we 
would call a “hypomensiac” machine.) 
…
A torn photograph of a woman’s face nailed to a brick wall above a 
heavily eroded sign: “AMoNIAK.” one half of the face is entirely in 
shadow, the other half over-exposed. The shadow of the nail falls 
across the sign, cancelling it out: a cancelled sign, an anti-portrait11

4. Myth, Roland Barthes once wrote, “is not defined by the object 
of its message, but by the way in which it utters this message: 
there are formal limits to myth, there are no ‘substantial’ ones.”12 
It is for this reason, Barthes continues, that anything at all may 
be a myth. Myth is realisable not in the things themselves, but 
as a potentiality to signify; which is to say, discourse. And this 
potentiality is both medium-bound and generalisable, as a formal 
condition. Even if we attribute a certain formlessness to media per 
se: the necessary degree of formlessness of situations in flux, of 
evolutionary pathways. 

Myth, discourse, evolve, just as media evolve. or just as technology 
and neuroses evolve. It is for this reason, too, that myth stands at the 
horizon wherever a future comes into view, as an expressible idea. 
But the future, naked of fantasy and hypothesis, has no content, 
only potentialities, or rather probabilities. It is the formalisation 
of ideas that conveys “content.” The medium—as what Barthes 
calls a semiological system—not only constitutes the message, but 
inaugurates it. 

“There is no point identifying the world,” says Baudrillard. “We 
cannot even identify our own faces, since mirrors impair their 
symmetry. To see our own face as it is would be madness, since 
we would no longer have any mystery for ourselves and would, 

11  Louis Armand, “Equivalence Relation,” Interstice (London: Panoptika, 2002).
12  Roland Barthes, “Myth Today,” Mythologies, trans. Annette Lavers (New york: 

Vintage, 2000) 109.

Marc Atkins, from Equivalents
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therefore, be annihilated by transparency. Might it not be said that 
man has evolved into a form such that his face remains invisible 
to him and he becomes definitively unidentifiable, not only in the 
mystery of his face, but in any of his desires?”13

how to see with clarity that, after all, it is the mirror that is 
the face of the world? And on the other side of the mirror: no 
things, but forms of transparency, radiating into myth. The error 
is in believing that anything here is no longer. Nothing evolves into 
a form; evolution is form. Formalisation—the desire for system—
is simply the restitution of a primal objecthood, the reification of 
myth into cliché and archetype by way of inversion (the message is 
the medium). The desire for identification, “to see our own face,” 
becomes the horror of “transparency.” Defending our “selves” from 
madness, we cling to mystery. And from mystery to necessity, 
“evolving” towards a definitive state of unidentifiability. Which 
indeed bears all the hallmarks of the pathological, not because 
it implies that the sole defence against a type of madness is to 
relinquish the idea of reality, but because it insists upon an idea of 
the normal.

What we are confronted with here is this invocation of a 
redemptive perverse. That in the face of “reality’s” dissolution, or 
of some empirical limit of our knowing anything about it, a condition 
of the “normal” can nevertheless be reconstituted through the 
dogmatic? hysterical? assertion of its impossibility. Veiled in signs, 
the real becomes that unknowable thing that sends forth its avatars 
in the guise of a “system of objects.” But objects which have always 
already disappeared. We live, says Baudrillard, on the basis of an 
unreality. Reality “itself” does not take place. 

13  Baudrillard, the Perfect Crime, 7. My italics.My italics.

Pierre Collier and David Lynch, Cannes 2008; David Lynch and Christian Louboutin, 
from Fetish
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5. In March 2007, Lynch commissioned well-known couturier 
Christian Louboutin to design some shoes for an exhibition he was 
curating for the Cartier Foundation. In return, Louboutin proposed 
a collaboration with Lynch for a second exhibition, for which he 
planned to create a series of extreme fetish shoes which Lynch 
would then photograph. The resulting installation, entitled simply 
Fetish, opened 3 october in Paris, in Pierre Passebon’s Galerie du 
Passage, near the Palais Royal. The exhibition comprised five limited 
edition pairs of shoes and signed photographs of the shoes modelled 
by two nude dancers from the Crazy horse cabaret (“Nouka” and 
“Baby”).

While Lynch’s photographs for the Fetish exhibition have been 
compared to the work of, among others, guy Bourdin and Francis 
Bacon, they retain a particularly Lynchian quality, though only in 
part due to the familiar vocabulary of constricted space, colour-
saturation and lighting (“a décor populated with shadows”). If in 
many of Lynch’s films the moving image often appears weighted 
down to the point of immobility, the tableaux in Fetish exhibit a 
weirdly ethereal kinetics. Kinetic not solely by virtue of the similitude 
of effect (the movement of the camera, the distortions of a warped, 
unfocused lens, the use of multiple exposure and long exposure), 
but through the disjunction between the agitated visuality of the 
images and the rigid constraint imposed by the eponymous fetish 
as both object and idea.

Louboutin’s shoes (10 inch stilettos, Siamese heels, spikes on 
the instep, etc.) by themselves represent a type of functional 
enigma—recalling Meret oppenheim’s “Ma gouvernante” (1936) 
and “La Couple” (1956), in which the aesthetics of rigid constraint 
and bodily distortion are allegorically condensed into the sculptural 
transfiguration of the “shoes” themselves. 

Like oppenheim’s “sculptures,” the forms of bondage implied 
by Louboutin’s shoes are no longer those of a body subjected to 
a sort of sadomasochistic discipline, but rather those of a fixation. 
Like Moira Shearer’s red ballet shoes in The Archers’s 1948 film. 
We witness the accession of the thing to the status of autonomous 

David Lynch and Christian Louboutin, from Fetish
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David Lynch and Christian Louboutin, from Fetish

object—mysteriously acting on its own behalf, and not only acting 
but subjecting us to its “will.” In red Shoes, Shearer’s character is, 
as it were, traversed by a type of alien ego: her shoes dance her. 
her own actions become intransitive, as though some demon in the 
shoes had come to inhabit her against her will, exposing the horror 
of a mind trapped, imprisoned or in bondage, doll-like within a body, 
a situation or environment which acts for it, like a secret, irrational, 
external intelligence.

In Lynch’s photographs, this logic of the fetish as both object and 
agent is transferred onto the images themselves. Louboutin’s shoes 
become merely conventional signifiers of a fetish genre, for which 
the naked bodies of “Nouka” and “Baby” serve as compositional 
props. The images summon forth a paradox, between an excess of 
conventionality and excess as such, evoking a kind of vertigo. There 
is something in these images that recalls Roquentin’s moment of 
epiphany in La nausée14—the eye’s disquietude, its mortification, 
its uncharacteristic inertia, brought to the verge of something that 
contradicts and overwhelms it. Something that renders the eye 
naked.

6. “I like to remember things my own way … Not necessarily the way 
they happened.” In Lost Highway, the eye that sees is constantly 
under threat of its gaze being returned by some externalised agency: 
images on a video tape, the Mystery Man’s camera, the feedback 
loop of telephones, intercoms, interior architectures, parallel worlds, 
doubles, reflections, reality gaps. Inertia, entropy, static blur the 
division between memory and “what happens.” There are ghosts 
in the cinematic machine: the eye becomes the prosthesis of an 
inverted desire to see, an automaton into which it is absorbed by 
way of an unrelenting enervation.

Early in the film we “see”—at the end of a long tracking shot—
Fred Madison kneeling beside the naked, bloodied corpse of his 
wife, Renée. We “see” his silent scream. Something splitting apart. 
The footage is from a video tape—one of a series of three—that 

14  Jean-Paul Sartre, La nausée (Paris: gallimard, 1938).
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has mysteriously turned up on the doorstep of the Madison house. 
According to the script:

on the tape is the same night-time interior of the house, accompanied 
by the DRoNINg SoUND. The camera moves eerily down the hall 
toward the bedroom, sliding at a high angle. The camera turns slowly 
into the bedroom—looking down.

BLOOD is splattered over the floor, bed, walls. The camera drifts. 
THE DEAD BODY OF RENEE lies on the floor at the foot of the 
bed. She is badly mutilated. Fred is hovering over her on the tape, 
oN hIS KNEES, A hoRRIFIED, UNBELIEVINg ExPRESSIoN oN hIS 
FACE. on the tape, Fred turns away from Renee—his hands raised, 
dripping blood—her blood. his movements are almost mechanical, 
constricted, as he strains strangely upwards seemingly against his 
will, as if feeling some enormous pressure. he looks directly at the 
camera, his face a ghastly grimace, contorted, just before the taped 
image goes to snow.

The video image remains opaque, almost impenetrable, as though 
what is being presented has nothing whatsoever to do with the two 
figures in the frame. The camera’s point of view, high up near the 
ceiling, creates a type of anamorphosis which seemingly distorts 
what we see at the same time as it “reveals” the geometry of how 

we see. The nakedness of the corpse becomes the “sign” of a more 
deadening nakedness: the mortification of the eye exposed to its 
own interior illusionism. The image is no longer simply that of a 
naked object, but also of the rigidifying fixation of the eye’s “desire 
to see more.” 

If the brief video footage of Fred beside Renée’s corpse suggests 
an allegory of Madison’s divided personality, it is also a kind of 
allegory of this division of seeing, in which the image stands as an 

David Cronenberg, still from Videodrome; Michael Powell & Emeric Pressburger 
(The Archers), publicity still for red Shoes
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immoveable blind-spot that we 
encounter only by indirection. 
And yet it is solely by means of 
this blind that we see. Nothing, 
no “truth,” is lost in the medium, 
as it were. It is not a question 
of verifying or not verifying that 
what we see in the video of Fred 
and Renée’s corpse is what we 
think it is, or what Fred thinks 
it is. 

Like Isabella Rossellini/
Dorothy Vallens’s body in Blue Velvet—and the “blue velvet” that 
acts as its metonym—we are never close to the nakedness it seems 
to present to us more than at the moment our own seeing enters 
into the obsessive, violent iteration of the object coupled to its 
negation: Dorothy’s unnaturally red mouth juxtaposed, in Jeffrey 
Beaumont’s disturbed memory, with the distorted mask of Frank 
Booth’s psychosis. Its alienation-effect constituting the spectator 
(the voyeur) as subjection to—we might say—the desire of the 
image. 

The nakedness of the image is always an interstice—something 
into which the visualisation of desire is constantly projected in a type 
of pornographic monomania. Within this economy it is the medium 
itself which is the “fetish”—the invisible deus-ex-machina whose 
myriad avatars traverse the surface of the eye in an unrelenting 
equivalence of a de-picted pure object, of an “object which is not 
an object.”15 But this “object which is not an object” continues, as 
Baudrillard says, to obsess “by its empty, immaterial presence” while 
threatening at the same time to materialise its very nothingness.

This then would be the 
essence of the pornographic 
image: that in place of a “subject” 
there is only subjection; in place 
of an object there is only this 
prosthesis of seeing, absorbed 
into itself in the form, perhaps, 
of an impossible exchange; the 
libidinal economy of an eye that 
desires only what it cannot see.

15  Baudrillard, the Perfect Crime, 6.

David Lynch, still from Blue Velvet; David 
Lynch and Christian Louboutin, from 
Fetish

helmut Newton, portrait of David Lynch 
and Isabella Rosselini
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Karmen MacKendrick

Humiliated Subjects 

Angela of Foligno (1248-1309) seems an improbable candidate for 
her status of “Blessed” within the Catholic church; her passion for 
god is evident, but her attitudes toward humanity can be a bit 
startling. “[I]t came to pass,” she writes, “god so willing, that … 
my mother, who had been a great obstacle to me, died. In like 
manner my husband died, as did all my sons in a short space of 
time. Because I had … prayed to god for their death, I felt a great 
consolation when it happened.”1 

The improbable Angela is the subject of her own volume in the 
Paulist Press Classics of Western Spirituality series, from which 
that excerpt is taken. More to the point for our purposes, however, 
she is also a favourite of the French philosopher, medievalist and 
pornographer georges Bataille. We begin to see why not only in the 
perversity of her willingness to see her family die, but still more with 
passages like this one from her Instructions:

 
I was plunged into an abyss of deep humility, the depths of which 
began to open to me … [I]n the abyss of this humility, I saw so 
clearly the superabundance of my malice, iniquity, and sins that it 
seemed impossible for me to disclose them and make them known 
… I was not ashamed, however, to confess in front of everyone all 
the sins I had committed. I even enjoyed imagining how I could make 
public my iniquities, hypocrisies, and sins.

I wanted to parade naked through towns and public squares with 
pieces of meat and fish hanging from my neck and to proclaim: 
“Behold the lowest of women, full of malice and deceit, stinking 
with every vice and evil.”2 

In these rather amazing lines, Angela displays, more vividly than 
anyone could simply describe, the continuity between the Christian 
virtue of humility, which became so important in Christianity’s 
move away from proud and “manly” Roman morality, and the 

1  angela of Foligno: Complete Works, trans. Paul Lachance and Romana guarnieri 
(Mahwah, NJ: Paulist Press, 1993) 126.

2  angela of Foligno, 219.
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perverse pleasures of humiliation, with their pornographic edge. 
Angela’s humility—her awareness of her own inadequacy and 
undeservingness—is caught up with her exhibitionistic urge for 
humiliation, delightful in its unselfconsciousness (“I even enjoyed 
imagining …” she admits, with something oddly like pride). 

The grounds of her humility may be matters of spirit—her malice, 
her deceitfulness, her flawed character in general, her reluctance 
to give up eating meat in her pursuit of a difficult asceticism. But 
for her the revelation of humility’s depths can take place only in an 
exaggeration of flesh, in a sort of counter-ornamentation of her flesh 
with that of animals, emphasizing not only her desire for meat but her 
status as another piece of it—or in her text, where this exaggeration 
really does take place (there is no evidence that her urge to parade 
was ever gratified outside of her writings and enjoyable imaginings). 
In neither text nor fantasy is she satisfied: neither strips her bare 
enough; neither quite reveals those abyssal depths. Angela is 
fascinating because she is at once so intensely and intently ascetic 
and self-abasing, and simultaneously so phenomenally self-centred 
and sure of her value: others’ lives are relevant only where they 
impinge upon (or impede) her own desires, and she is sure that 
her humiliation is something worth public regard. She is, in other 
words, proud—and narcissistic—even in her most genuine depths of 
humility, emphatically a subject no matter how eagerly objectified. 
And in this, she is pornographic.

The startling passage just cited is placed, both chronologically 
and textually, after another and more famous scene of flesh- and 
soul-baring. The famous scene is a conversionary one, in which 
Angela, who has formerly lived a fairly luxurious life, dedicates 
herself to the austerities of religious devotion. While looking at a 
cross in a church, she writes:

 
I was given such a fire that, as I was standing near the cross, I 
stripped myself of all my clothes, and offered myself completely to 
him … I also accused every part of my body, one at a time, before 
him. And I asked him to make me observe the chastity of all my 
body parts and all my senses; I was afraid to make this promise, 
but at the same time, that fire compelled me, and I could not do 
otherwise.3

  
There she stood, and could not do otherwise, though in a most 
un-Lutheran manner. Angela’s desires and her actions reveal to us 
the continuities of the pornographic and confessional, each with 

3  angela of Foligno’s Memorial, trans. John Cirignano, with Introduction, Notes 
and Interpretive Essay by Cristina Mazzoni (Rochester, Ny: Boydell & Brewer, 
1999) step 8, 26.
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its imperative to tell all the truths of the flesh4—the more deeply 
those truths go into humility, or humiliation, the better. Part by part, 
the body is accused; part by part, it is exposed to the gaze of the 
all-seeing god, who indeed provides the only hope of being fully, 
and always, seen. And Angela, again, even in the humility of her 
self-accusation, is certain that she is worth the perfect gaze, worth 
the slow enumeration of her parts; she is certain that the body thus 
dedicated, accused though it is, will be received as a gift.

Like Angela’s revelations, pornography in both image and text is 
characterized by a curious interplay of ornamentation and stripping-
bare, by the desire for an impossible completeness of seeing and 
of being-seen, and—because of these—by the oddly seductive 
elusion of perfection and completeness. Perhaps most centrally, like 
confessional speaking, it constructs us as subjects while revealing 
us as objects, and it is in this tension that its paradoxes, and its 
pleasures, emerge. 

All of this is vivid in the tropes of humiliation. While I shall use 
Bataille’s pornographic works for both their theoretical informedness 
and their exaggeration of the characteristics I discuss, I shall argue 
too that what I say here is characteristic of a much broader range 
of pornographic works. In fact, antipornography activists are right 
to argue that there is a fairly basic link between the humiliating and 
the pornographic, not just when humiliation is the explicit intent, 
but in less “extreme” versions as well. 5 What they don’t argue 
is that this implicit humiliation arises in some measure from the 
4  Michel Foucault, “Sexuality and Power” (1978), trans. Richard A. Lynch, 

in religion and Culture, selected and edited Jeremy R. Carrette (New york: 
Routledge) 115-130. Also “About the Beginning of the hermeneutics of the Self” 
(1980), transcript Thomas Keenan and Mark Blasius, in religion and Culture, 
158-181; “The Battle for Chastity” (1982), trans. Anthony Forester, in religion 
and Culture, 188-197.

5  Susanne Kappeler, in the Pornography of representation, does suggest that 
there is something inherently pornographic even in many “artistic” displays, by 
the very nature of representational display itself. The classic argument for the 
inclusion of humiliation in the understanding of pornography is undoubtedly the 
dated, yet still occasionally encountered, “Model Anti-Pornography ordinance,” 
drafted by Catharine MacKinnon and Andrea Dworkin and published in their book 
Pornography and Civil rights: a New Day for Women’s Equality (Minneapolis: 
organizing Against Pornography, 1988) 138-142. In an excerpt published in Ms. 
Magazine in 1994, Dworkin and Mackinnon write: “1. ‘Pornography’ means the 
graphic sexually explicit subordination of women through pictures and/or words, 
including by electronic or other data retrieval systems, that also includes one or 
more of the following: Women are presented dehumanized as sexual objects, 
things, or commodities; Women are presented as sexual objects who enjoy 
humiliation or pain; or as sexual objects experiencing sexual pleasure in rape, 
incest, or other sexual assault; or as sexual objects tied up, cut up, mutilated, 
bruised, or physically hurt.” There is much more, but this suffices to the point. 
Eventually, MacKinnon notes: “The use of men, children, or transsexuals in the 
place of women is also pornography for purposes of this law.” I confess that 
the afterthought nature of this point has long given me, as it has many others, 
considerable pause. 
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intensity of the urge for an impossibly intimate—that is, deeply 
interior—revelation. To belabour the point a bit, pornography cannot 
be simply objectifying, despite the rather common use of this claim 
against it. The impossibility of complete revelation, far from undoing 
pornography, is essential to it. 

humiliation writes large two tensions: between our subjectivity 
and our object-status, and, relatedly, between the desire for and 
the impossibility of complete revelation, complete knowledge. 
Each term is impossible without its opposition. As I’ve suggested, 
one could make an antipornographic argument from this claim, 
something along the lines of “all pornography is humiliation writ 
small,” even now (though the most intense of such arguments have 
become fairly dated), but one could argue, too, for a pornotopia of 
intensities and complications in pleasure. If we are thus to argue, 
then, or even if we are to present a possibility, we need to look at 
just those complications.

ORNAMENTAL BARING
Without identifying the two, most people would nonetheless agree 
that between bare flesh and pornography there is at least some 
connection. however, unlike the simplicity of naturist nudity, 
pornographic baring is a rather contradictory process. The urge 
to strip bare in words and images is fundamental both to making 
and to reading or viewing pornography, but as Angela’s fantasy 
suggests, we must sometimes layer (meat with more meat, words 
upon words) to reveal. We might think that the body is at its most 
pornographic when we see all of its skin, but in fact the nude in 
itself may be artistic or clinical or just plain dull. The body with 
only aesthetic or medical interest is the body as pure object. When 
Catharine MacKinnon in the now-classic only Words identifies being 
“sexualized” with loss of “human status,”6 she surely reveals a 
rather different sense of sexuality than many of us experience, in 
which to be sexual, which includes the experience of being sexually 
regarded, is quite fundamental to our sense of humanity, to the 
ways in which we are humans, and not just things.

The pornographic body is often ornamented rather than clothed, 
as if to reveal its truths—its desires, its beauties, its secrets—
rather than to cover its shame. Clothing conspicuously failing to 
serve its purpose, dropped or tucked just under those interesting 
and intimate body parts or revealing them through sheer fabric, is 
imagistically popular, as are jewellery and a wide range of revelatory 
undergarments such as gartered stockings, shoes, chaps, and, 
depending upon the nuances of one’s genre preferences, gym socks. 
What usually and “properly” functions to guard the most affectively 

6  Catharine MacKinnon, only Words (Cambridge, MA: harvard University Press, 
1993) 67.
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intense bits of flesh from the exterior gaze here draws sly attention 
to its own failure, to the subject / object of flesh. 

ornamentation, of course, slides into the kind of counter-
ornamentation, the deliberate layering-on of the shameful and ugly, 
that Angela enjoys imagining. Colette Peignot, herself a writer 
and for a time Bataille’s paramour, mixes the images of ornament 
and counter-ornament into her descriptions in a brief pornographic 
meditation: “Then a laugh pursued her, one that hung from her neck 
like a little bell and pulled her back … on a leash.” The metaphorical 
bell both ornaments and re-imagines the animality of her flesh. As 
the excerpt goes on, the character rolls in the gutter, until, “her hair 
full of excrement, her eyes crazed, her mouth soiled and yellow at 
the corners but still eager, she raised two hands …”7 Like Angela, 
Peignot layers the body’s shame—here, its soil—onto the flesh. And 
the flesh remains that of an eager subject, eagerly regarded and 
desired as well as desirous, an urgent subject even in the object-
humiliation of the gutter. The complexity of layered materials mirrors 
the complexity of our layered subject-object-ivity.

 In the arts as they flirt with pornography, we might make note 
of Sarah Lucas’s “Chicken Knickers” (1997, in the Tate Collection), 
which takes Angela’s meat-draping a step further, placing the 
split-open body of a plucked chicken carcass at the crotch of a 
woman in demure white granny panties; hermann Nitsch even more 
obviously, and perhaps with heavier intent, mirrors a woman’s nude 
cruciform body to another, and larger, split carcass (probably a pig), 
emphasizing the violence of the open body, while Lucas emphasizes 
its humour.8 Perhaps in its unexpectedness, these meat-on-meat 
visuals tell us what even the most blunt Penthouse-style crotch 
shot cannot. That is, though still more heavy-handed than the 
imagining that Angela enjoyed, they remind us that the intimacy—
the interiority, the inwardness—of the body is carnal; its inside is 
opened or openable flesh. And they remind us that intimacy, once 
we get over pretending that it is invariably sweet and supportive, 
is at once violent9 and funny. our bodies are both sublime and a 
bit ridiculous, and while we could argue that their absurdity, like 
their filth, detracts from their arousal value—as it certainly can—the 
arousal, the absurdity, and the violence might just turn out to be 
inseparable. ours is the absurdity of being subjects who cannot 
be divorced from our physical objectivity, the violence of being 
unknowable unless we wrench ourselves open. We risk absurdity in 

7  Colette Peignot, Laure: the Collected Writings, trans. Jeanine herman (San 
Francisco: City Lights Books, 1995) 64, first ellipsis in original.

8  The first image is available online at http://www.tate.org.uk/servlet/ ViewWork?
cgroupid=999999961&workid=26391&searchid=7227&tabview=image; the 
second at http://www.nitsch.org/static/detail-omt1998d-2.html

9  cf. Bataille: “Paradoxically, intimacy is violence…” theory of religion, trans. 
Robert hurley (New york: Zone Books, 1992) 51.
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revelation—we might be laughable or boring rather than desirable—
and we create a kind of violence whenever the interior is revealed. 

In fact, this disturbing, humorous, violent absurdity suggests to 
us another sense in which the pornographic is not, as it is often 
claimed to be, the contrary of the intimate. Noting that “it is 
therefore our intimacy, that is, our presence to ourselves, that is 
shameful,”10 Emmanuel Levinas points out that in shame we are 
unable to distance ourselves, while at the same time we cannot easily 
claim what shames us.11 Customarily, we use clothing against “the 
nakedness of an existence incapable of hiding itself.”12 Bareness 
without selfconsciousness is not shameful, precisely in its lack of 
self-presence. “When the body loses this character of intimacy, this 
character of the existence of a self, it ceases to become shameful. 
Consider the naked body of the boxer. The nakedness of the music 
hall dancer, who exhibits herself … is not necessarily the mark of a 
shameless being, for her body appears to her with that exteriority to 
self that appears as a form of cover. Being naked is not a question of 
wearing clothes.”13 Nudity becomes pornography (quite independent 
of questions as to whether it is or remains “art”) only with added 
meanings, layers and ornaments that make it more interesting, and 
often more embarrassing.14

Pornography is accused of evading intimacy because the text or 
image is simply a representation, without the complexity (especially 
the affective complexity) and engagement required by a fully 
present person. Thus we can, the argument goes, be superficial 
in our engagement with it. But this argument is self-evidently 
weak; I know of no-one quite so stupid as to think that a multi-
diimensional person will be as perfect in appearance, nor as obliging 
in appearing and disappearing, as the object of photo, video, or text, 
any more than I know anyone who believes that people in general 
correspond perfectly to their variety of fictive representations. It 
seems reasonable to presume that such representations have other 
values; they are not meant to explain “reality” to us. The intimate is 

10 Emmanuel Levinas, on Escape, trans. Bettina Bergo (Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 2003) 65.

11  Levinas, on Escape, 63. “yet shame’s whole intensity, everything it contains 
that stings us, consists precisely in our inability not to identify with this being 
who is already foreign to us and whose motives for acting we can no longer 
comprehend.”

12  Levinas, on Escape, 64. 
13  Levinas, on Escape, 65. 
14  It is arguable that the body may be obscene, provoking in us a sense that it is 

indecent and ought to be covered, without being pornographic to most viewers. 
Jean-Paul Sartre once labelled “certain involuntary waddlings of the rump” 
obscene, but the image provoked by the words is unlikely either to arouse the 
reader or even to give her a sense that the words were intended for arousal. I 
assume here that pornography intends sexual arousal, granting at the same time 
that it often falls comically short of this effect. 
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incompletely representable, but it can be shown in part; the vulgar 
or indecent is a path to the intimate understood as interior, precisely 
in the attention it forces upon the revelation of the body as more 
than object. Bataille writes of one character that hers

was the language of a prostitute, but it was infused with such 
fanatical determination, with such intense emotion, that it was 
impossible for anyone to be misled by its undeniable crudity. It was, 
at the same time, the language of passion, which put on that vulgar 
face in order to eliminate not only any obstacle, but any delay that 
might have been set up against it. It was the plenitude of audacity 
which took the whole world for its own, measuring its violence on 
an infinite scale, and no longer admitting to any appeasement.15 

The interior may be revealed in the sense of subjectivity (the 
“person” “inside” the body) or in the literality of inside of the 
flesh. But a straightforward revelation of these things would be 
either psychoanalysis or autopsy. Pornographically, meaning is only 
revealed by what is layered onto it. Pornography, where (and for 
those to whom) it is not simply tiresome, shares the “plenitude of 
audacity,” and in it shame is entangled with delight—the delight of 
the shamed, and not only of the shaming. To make sense of that 
entanglement, we need to look at the pull between revelation and 
resistance.

RESISTING/ TELLING
This we can do by looking back at the similar tension at work in 
confessional language. The imperative to confess—revealing all, 
especially the truths of the body—emerges, Michel Foucault notes, 
as fundamental to the development of pastoral power16 and, with it, 
the development of our very notion of the subject as interior to the 
body. Learning to confess is a training in self-scrutiny as well as in 
self-revelation: one must examine oneself for every confessable act, 
even those outside conscious responsibility, and must push oneself 
to say these truths of the flesh—to accuse, and to reveal, the body 
part by part.

That there is a pushing, here, a challenge to overcome in speaking 
and not simply an easy chatter, is crucial. As Virginia Burrus writes 
in Saving Shame: Martyrs, Saints and other abject Subjects:

The act of confession is, then, at once assertive and yielding…. It is 
neither simply coerced nor simply voluntary but rather sits necessarily 
on the border of what is coerced and what is offered freely … one 
must want, at least a little, to be broken, to be exposed, or the 
confession is sterile: it makes no truth; worse still, it forces stillborn 

15 georges Bataille,georges Bataille, L’abbé C, 1950, trans. Philip A. Facey (London: Marion Boyars,Philip A. Facey (London: Marion Boyars, 
1983) 57.

16  See Foucault as cited in note 4, above.
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lies. one must also resist, at least a little, being overcome by this 
desire, or the confession, rendered glib by the promise of cheap 
grace, is equally fruitless.17 

The resistance is specifically a resistance to telling, to presenting 
or representing the broken-open truth of the bodily self. Even the 
exhibitionistic Angela, when she confesses without intercession to 
god, says of her showing and piece-by-piece naming of her sinful 
body that “I was afraid”—both fear and pride oppose an easy 
revelation. We cannot easily claim what shames—or excites—us. 

The reluctance to admit or to reveal is a pornographic 
commonplace, though not a universal, forming the flipside of pride 
in displaying the desirable, perhaps ornamented body. Similar to 
reluctance is inadvertence, the claim that what is revealed would 
have been resisted had those represented known about it. It is not 
unusual for works of pornographic fiction to include avowals of 
their reality, as if to reassure the reader that this too is something 
we were not quite supposed to hear, something overheard or 
reluctantly told, with a blush still in it—or manifesting an astonishing 
shamelessness (rather than simply a vivid imagination). Likewise, 
the viewer is assured that an impressive percentage of online 
pornography is amateur and thus, presumably, a little shocking, a 
little embarrassing, in its display of those not jaded or hardened 
by the profession—those who cannot simply leave a sense of the 
personal behind and act altogether professionally. of nearly equal 
popularity are claims of successful voyeurism, implying that those 
displayed would be shocked and embarrassed by the use thus made 
of their images. Each attests to the desire to catch something “real” 
rather than something created to make money from revelation—
innocents who know no better than to reveal themselves, or the 
even more innocent with no idea that they are being revealed. It 
is true that a great deal of what is available, particularly in online 
pornography, clearly is amateur and indeed amateurish, but equally 
so that this claim is often, to put it gently, exaggerated. It is perhaps 
less likely to be true, on grounds of imagistic composition as well as 
legal liability, that all of the caught-by-surprise voyeurism really does 
show its subjects unawares. What the popularity of these genres 
suggests is that we want to feel as if there is something still a little 
naughty here, a little bit forbidden; something someone ought not 
to have been doing. Something for the viewer or reader to resist, 
and something resistant in the subjects too: again, this is no simple 
subject-object relation. If we could turn ourselves into objects, we 
would no longer resist revelation, nor bring to it a sense of the self, 
at once ashamed and proud, humiliated and narcissistic.

17  Virginia Burrus, Saving Shame: Martyrs, Saints, and other abject Subjects 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2008) 3.
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Bataille’s characters frequently find it difficult to speak, or at 
least to speak in any but the most roundabout fashion. At the 
end of L’abbé C, Robert, the titular abbé, resists torture to keep 
silent regarding the names of his collaborators in the Resistance. 
Nevertheless, he confesses, giving up not those with whom he has 
collaborated, but the names of those he loves: his brother Charles 
and the prostitute Epinone. Near the end of the novel, the abbé 
shuts himself away in a room and simply alternates writing with 
visits from prostitutes. Bataille writes:

It was very much to Robert’s credit … that he had, at the risk of 
being derided, still chosen to write and had done it in a manner that 
was so painful … But his method is disappointing, for language is 
always involuntarily ridiculous; that aspect is deliberately obscured: 
which is the reason for all the subterfuge, the circumlocution, the 
“tricks” serving to disguise the horror that disarms one’s pen. For 
me, who had known my brother intimately …, an unspeakable 
shame was perceptible apart from the sentences that were lying; it 
was perceptible directly: in the feeling I had of a suffocating silence. 
For that silence was so precisely what Robert wanted to say … A 
series of stuttering lies were substituted by Robert for that which 
never stuttered because no one hears it or grasps it—for that which, 
saying nothing, lies nevertheless, while unconvincing chatter begs 
to be contested.18

Robert’s secret, the one so shameful that his brother Charles 
cannot complete the book that ought to include it,19 is not sexual, 
at least not self-evidently. But its expression in this paragraph has 
precisely the nature of pornography: how to manifest shame in the 
shamelessness of saying; how to say the wordlessness of extreme 
sensation; how to reveal secrets without losing the deliciousness of 
secrecy. Language betrays us: it will not do what we want it to do, 
and yet it tells, in its stutters and gaps, the secrets that we spoke 
in order to keep. When we try to reveal the insides of ourselves, 
we end up only with more and more objects, but these objects, 
these words and pictures, are all the revelation we can have. If we 
clean up pornography, if we make it into just love stories with some 
sex in them, stories in which everyone is happy and unashamed 
and in every sense easy, we lose the particularity of pornographic 
pleasure. We lose, oddly enough, its peculiar intimacy.

Though the image does not fail us in the same way that 
language does, it fails too; it too displays and resists, will not let 
us further in. We can look, but we can’t touch, can’t ask, can’t 
push further. Even in the “amateur” or “voyeuristic” image there 
is always the slightest, lightest and most vital trace of mockery in 

18  Bataille, L’abbé C, 129.129. 
19  Bataille, L’abbé C, 131.
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the pornographic image, a laughing-back at the viewer who is, if 
responding to the image as a pornographic one, whether identifying 
with it or regarding it voyeuristically, always a little bit helpless. 
This is not merely a matter of the usual inability of the viewer to 
direct the viewed, nor of the image in its stillness (the suspension of 
the erotic moment has, in any case, a phenomenological correlate). 
It is rather a necessary resistance that extends even to the image in 
motion, the video or (if they still exist) film. 

The shame of intimacy belongs to the viewer or the reader as 
much as it belongs to those portrayed or represented. Again, this 
could be easily dismissed as an adolescent sort of enjoyment, 
nothing more than the desire to be thought naughty even if one is 
really rather dull. But the ways in which revelation and resistance, 
the desire to have one’s story and one’s visual presence drawn out, 
seduced, attended-to, come too close to the very construction of 
subjectivity to be quite so easily dismissed. Perhaps we ought to be 
ashamed of ourselves. Perhaps that is what lets us be ourselves at 
all. We cover our shame, but never wholly; we reveal it, but never 
enough. 
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RESISTANCE AND SEDUCTION ELUSION
Full revelation eludes us, no matter how many words and how much 
meat we pile upon ourselves; the full humiliation of being revealed 
in our grotesquery and absurdity both eludes and threatens us, and 
finally we cannot quite tell just who is bared here: the “victims” 
laugh behind the backs of those who would shame them. They 
must: again, the humility of those without pride is likewise without 
interest. It is no accident that “shameful” and “shameless” are so 
very close in meaning; it is only the resurgence of our pride, the 
insolence of our evasion, that makes revelation—and, at revelation’s 
still incomplete extreme, humiliation—possible. Peignot writes of 
“the cult of the false victim with no pride,“20 adding, “Scatter, spoil, 
destroy, throw to the dogs all that you want … I will never be where 
you think you find me, where you think you’ve finally caught me 
in a chokehold that makes you come.”21 Captured in these angry 
words is something else too—the elusiveness of all pornographic 
possession. Like the lover, the reader and the viewer find, just when 
they think they’ve got hold of the pornographic object, just when the 
revelation is complete, that speech has stuttered, and flesh eluded. 
For all her rush of words, for all the despoiled flesh of her fantasies, 
the fictive Laure like the real Peignot barely confesses; she hints, 
she submits, she resists, she retreats. She offers in her text what 
the still image and even the video offer too: the seductive shimmer 
of the submissive surface and the ultimate refusal of the interior, 
no matter what we do with the image of the body or the words 
that make the pornographic scene. Pile on the ornaments, soil the 
flesh, bare it, open its orifices: however compliant, it resists. And 
its resistance must not, in the end, be overcome; the only perfect 
overcoming is death, when the flesh becomes object alone. 

Peignot’s quasi-autobiographical Laure offers the most intimate 
speech and details imaginable—the stripped, the confessed, the 
humiliated, in her revelation of shame and the shameful. She is 
always-revealed, like Angela, watched by the jealous god who 
follows her hands under her dress.22 And yet the I eludes. There 
is no doubt that she bends, and further than most.23 But in this 
20  Peignot, Laure,151.
21  Peignot, Laure, 152.
22  Peignot, Laure, 11. “A child’s curiosity about her belly precisely when she knows 

that god sees all and follows her into the attic. Curiosity and then terror. Life 
soon managed to oscillate between these two poles: one sacred, venerated, 
which must be exhibited …; the other dirty, shameful, which must not be named. 
Both more mysterious, more appealing, more intense than a bleak and unchanging 
life.”

23  Bataille writes in an appendix to Peignot’s published writings of a period of 
her life spent with Eduard Trautner (here called Wartburg): “During her Berlin 
period, she dressed immaculately…[orig. ellipsis] black stockings, perfumes and 
silk dresses by the great couturiers. She lived with Wartberg [Eduard Trautner], 
never went out, never saw anyone, stretched out on a divan. Wartberg brought 
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bending is not merely an urgent willingness to yield, but a certain 
suppleness of character, and the slipperiness that goes with it, the 
ability always to wriggle out from under, no matter how far down 
under might be.

Like Angela, Laure could only open to the perfect and unwavering 
gaze; who knows what the voyeur might miss when blinking? She 
imagines such a gaze in human terms, but still finds that she has 
to include god to be certain. “A very old woman, doubled over, 
threatens me with her cane, a man made invisible by the famous 
ring watches me every second, god ‘who sees all and knows all 
thoughts’ watches me, severe.”24

 Like all pornographic figures, and like her creator, Laure is on to 
her lovers; she knows she remakes them as god, and she knows 
that they too plot and scheme.25 She knows her gazing gods to 
be of her own creation.26 Indeed, this is a character who is always 
knowing, and it is in her knowingness that she eludes, not caught 
(unaware or by surprise) after all; in her elusiveness, she seduces. 
She is never there where one thinks to find her. Appalled by the 
things she has already said, the depths she has already revealed, 
the reader wants her to say more, to reveal more, to repeat—but no 
quantity of words is going to suffice. 

here, though both follow the imperative to keep speaking and 
to tell all, is a significant point of divergence between pornographic 
and confessional language. Where the confessional aim is to silence 
physical sensation and so the words needed to say it,27 pornography 
aims with equal impossibility at a fully expressive language and 
an indefinitely extended sensation, at words that reveal the feeling 
flesh stripped bare, at images that reveal the perfectly articulate 
body. What both forms of speech tell us is that the body keeps 

her dog collars; he put her on a leash on all fours and lashed her with a whip 
like a dog. he had the face of a convict; he was a relatively older man, vigorous, 
refined. Once, he gave her a sandwich smeared with his shit.” (Bataille, appendix 
in Peignot, 237). Peignot writes of this period, “this man said to me: ‘you worry 
far too much, my dear, your role is that of a product of a decomposed society … 
a choice product, of course. [ellipsis in original] … you remain the schema that is 
dear to you, you serve your ideas in a way and then, with your vices—there are 
not many women who like to be beaten like this—you could earn a lot of money, 
you know?’” (Peignot, 92).

24  Peignot, Laure, 3-4.
25  Cf. Peignot, Laure, 73: “you have to be Machiavelli.” 
26  Peignot, Laure: “Laure had found god again. he was not a human being, she 

made him a hero, a saint…”
27  This is particularly but not exclusively true of sexual sensation; see John 

Cassian’s Institutes, trans. Boniface Ramsey (Westminster, MD: Newman Press, 
2000), passim, and likewise his Conferences, trans. Colm Luibhéid, (Mahwah, 
NJ: Paulist Press, 1985); Peter Brown, the Body and Society: Men Women, and 
Sexual renunciation in Early Christianity (New york: Columbia University Press, 
1988), esp. 421; Foucault, as per note 4 above.
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secrets whether we want it to or not, whether we tell it or show 
it. 

The language of obscenity is as difficult, as resistant, as that 
of confession.28 In L’abbé C, Charles, the brother of L’Abbé, pays 
Epinone for sex, but he pays her mother for information—for words. 
What is at stake is not sex simply, but revelation; for Charles, all 
revelation is pornographic no matter what is revealed, precisely 
because he has paid for it, has shamed himself in its acquisition. 
Indeed, Bataille declares, “it is difficult for words to say that which 
it is their purpose to deny”29—that in us which is not readily ordered 
into sentences, nor easily caught, for that matter, in pictures. 
Sometimes the reality is easier than the representation; sometimes, 
it is representation itself that is necessary to pleasure, to letting 
us feel the pull of its resistance, letting us see the object in our 
subjectivity, even as we feel the subject-pull of shame and our urge 
to escape it. 

WHY WE WANT IT
Pornography (following Jean Baudrillard in Seduction) is a genre 
that attempts to say and to show everything; it is defined by the 
attempt to complete its revelations. For Baudrillard, this opposes 
pornography, with its relentless unveiling, to seduction, with its 
necessary mystery.30 I would argue instead that the seductive 
remains within the pornographic; it is crucial to the pleasure of 
pornography that it is never quite successful. There is always 
more to be revealed, more that eludes our sight as well as our 
saying. Even in images, still or moving, the body resists; however 
opened, it keeps its insides to itself; however on display, it can only 
inadequately say its sensations. The impossibility of some final, full, 
absolute revelation multiplies pornography’s words and renders its 
images “harder,” exaggerating the flesh without ever quite fully 
succeeding in revealing flesh’s delightful shame. We can neither 
say nor show enough. 

But this is not some simple, or simply annoying, frustration: it 
is part of the very nature of pleasure. Levinas, in fact, attributes 
failure to pleasure itself, and in this failure he finds pleasure’s link 
to shame. Pleasure, which shatters the instant,31 is an attempt to 

28  “It takes energy for Chianine to raise his skirt but even more to speak of it 
properly.”Bataille, L’abbé C, 136.

29  Bataille, L’abbé C, 146.
30  Jean Baudrillard, Seduction, trans. Brian Singer (New york: St. Martin’s Press,Brian Singer (New york: St. Martin’s Press, 

1990), esp. 35. 
31  Levinas, on Escape, 61: Pleasure is, in effect, nothing less than a concentration 

in the instant … But it is precisely the instant that is split up in pleasure. It 
loses its solidity and its consistency, and each of its parts is enriched with new 
potentialities for swooning as the ecstasy intensifies. The magnitude of the force 
alone measures the intensity of pleasure; pain is concentration. The instant is 
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escape the tedious limits of oneself, if only for that instant. And yet 
pleasure “is a deceptive escape. For it is an escape that fails. If, like 
a process that is far from closing up on itself, pleasure appears in 
a constant surpassing of oneself, it breaks up just at the moment 
where it seems to get out absolutely.”32 one cannot absolutely 
exteriorize oneself, either in being outside oneself or in being fully 
revealed to that outside. And the pleasure we take in revelation, 
in being known, must finally fail with it. Levinas adds that “at the 
moment of [pleasure’s] disappointment, which should have been 
that of its triumph, the meaning of its failure is underscored by 
shame.”33 But it is just possible, pleasure being as adaptable and 
determined as it is, to turn pleasure back to that very shame and 
failure as well.

I argued above that the double pull and resistance of pride and 
humiliation is not merely that of the subject on display in words 
and pictures; it is that of the “consumer” as well, the audience, 
the viewer, the reader. The pleasure of we who read and see is not 
after all triumphant; it leaves us with ourselves, and we know it will; 
we know before we start. Pornography’s aim is not gratification 
but arousal (granting that this may be a necessary preliminary to 
satisfaction)—it enhances the urgency of need, and in this too 
there is pleasure. It is in this awareness of need, and the priority 
of need over satisfaction, that Bataille’s pornographic novels reveal 
the truths of pornographic language even while they seem to fail 
as porn, with their tendency to edge away from even the vaguest 
descriptions of sex-as-such. Levinas’s descriptions of pleasure are 
startlingly closer to Bataille than one might expect of two whose 
work is usually so divergent. he declares,

this is a movement that does not tend toward a goal, for it has no 
end. It exists wholly in the enlargement of its own amplitude…In 
the very depths of incipient pleasure there opens something like an 
abyss, ever deeper, into which our existence, no longer resisting, 
hurls itself. There is something dizzying to pleasure’s unfolding 
[devenir].
…
We therefore note in pleasure an abandonment, a loss of oneself, a 
getting out of oneself, an ecstasy: so many traits that describe the 
promise of escape contained in pleasure’s essence.34

not recaptured until the moment when pleasure is broken, after the supreme 
break, when the [human] being believed in complete ecstasy but was completely 
disappointed, and is entirely disappointed and ashamed to find himself again 
existing.

32  Levinas, on Escape, 62.
33  Levinas, on Escape, 63. In hs annotations to the text, Jacques Rolland explicitly 

links this failed pleasure to the works of both Sade and Bataille. 
34  Levinas, on Escape, 61.
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The dizzying promise of pleasure is that of the self longing both to 
abandon selfhood and, in knowing that very abandonment, retain 
it. Pornographic pleasure is that of exposure and witness, of being 
thinking flesh. In the eagerness and urgency of their exposition, 
written and visual images of humiliation make evident on a grander 
scale the significance of exposure itself, which is central to any 
pornographic possibility. But if this is pathological, so too is the 
condition of being human, of being a subject who needs also to be 
seen, of wanting to be a self who can get out of oneself, of being 
able to shift in the position of one’s identification with pornographic 
portrayals in the arousing, embarrassing, discomfiting realization of 
one’s own always-dual status as rational speaker in ridiculous—but 
kind of sexy—flesh.

In Peignot’s work the highest and most abased come together; 
as Bataille and Michel Leiris write, “The two poles that Laure 
describes are not exactly the sacred and its opposite, for the one 
and the other are sacred; they are two contradictory poles within 
the sacred world, ‘sacred’ signifying at once worthy of horror or 
disgust and worthy of adoration.”35 This has, of course, tremendous 
theological implications, but as with Angela, let us bracket those 
here and attend instead to the smaller matter of the exalted and 
debased, the most worthy of devoted attentiveness and the most 
absurd or disgusting. What Angela reveals in taking off her clothes 

35  Peignot, Laure, 88, notes by Bataille and Leiris. 
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and in her carnivestic fantasies is this duality; is what Peignot 
calls in her journal “an invincible pride and then … abjection or the 
absurd trust of a little girl in a Confessional.”36 The confessional 
meets the pornographic again. As Bataille writes posthumously of 
Peignot: “The poetic work is sacred in that it is the creation of a 
topical event, ‘communication’ experienced as nakedness. It is self-
violation, baring, communication to others of a reason for living, 
and this reason for living ‘shifts.’”37 Pornography, which shares little 
with poetry,38 perhaps, does share this, and it is here that Angela’s 
utopia and Bataille and Peignot’s pornotopias come together. Each 
text communicates a reason for living, a form of the sacred—the 
religious high, the pornographic abased. In each, the hope is this: 
a gaze of ideally infinite desire takes in the entirety of the flesh, 
revealed in its inwardness by layers of material and words, but 
known as perfectly as if it could be bared all the way in. Thus is 
revealed with a subterranean pleasure what shames us; thus each 
allows us to revel in the revelation (to enjoy imagining) without, 
somehow, ceasing to blush. Thus is communicated the pleasure 
of the flesh—of what is to be both visible and meaning-making. 
Knowing the shamefulness of the body and the self, knowing the 
shamefulness of the need for desire, Angela’s god, or Laure’s 
textual lover, desires nonetheless—and each writer knows that this 
infinite desire can be drawn, seduced, and even teased. 

Pornography, I have said, does not itself gratify; it arouses: 
that is, it communicates the demand for more. More flesh, at the 
intensity at which the sheer fact of fleshiness becomes obscene, 
humiliating; more sustained by the undercurrent of pleasure in 
obscenity, humiliation, self-revelation; more made more still by the 
impossibility of ever revealing it all.

36  Peignot, Laure, 82, ellipsis in original.
37  Peignot, Laure, 254, Bataille on Peignot.
38  Aside, I cannot resist noting, from a tendency to use the second person more 

often than any other literary form except prayer.
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Georges Bataille

Eroticism
THE BASIS OF MORALITY�*

Eroticism is proper to human beings. At the same time it makes 
them blush.

But no one knows how to escape the shame that eroticism 
imposes.

Eroticism is the trap in which even the most prudent people let 
themselves be caught. Those who think they are outside it, as if 
the trap did not concern them, misunderstand the foundation of the 
life that animates them until death. And those who think they can 
control it, accounting for this horror, are no less played than those 
who abstain. They misunderstand the condemnation without which 
the fascination of eroticism, to which one must respond, would 
cease to fascinate. 

We can shy away from this horror to the point that we no longer 
have to blush. But we can only enjoy ourselves on the condition of 
blushing once more.

In Squibs III, Baudelaire evoked this scandal of thought—the 
scandal of all thought—marvellously: “For my part, I say: the sole 
and supreme pleasure of Love lies in the absolute knowledge of 
doing evil. And man and woman know, from birth, that in Evil is to 
be found all voluptuousness.”2

In some way, hiding ourselves slyly in shame, we come to the 
supreme moment. how could human beings condemn a movement 
that brings them to the summit? What makes the summit desirable 
and isn’t it only the summit due to its condemnation?

There is always something profoundly sleazy in us. The features 
that fully express humanity are not the most clear. A human being, 
if worthy of the name, always has a charged gaze, this gaze beyond 

1  This article originally appeared in arts nº 641 (23-29 octobre 1957): 1 and 3, 
coincident with the publication of Bataille’s book Eroticism, trans. Mary Dalwood 
(London: Marion Boyars, 1962). It is reprinted in georges Bataille, oeuvres 
complètes t.12 (Paris: gallimard, 1988) 467-71.

2  Charles Baudelaire, Intimate Journals, trans. Christopher Isherwood (SanChristopher Isherwood (San 
Francisco: City Lights Books, 1983) 24.
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that is at the same time, a gaze beneath. If we see correctly, we 
are delighted. We come before an extreme difficulty, an insoluble 
problem prefiguring death, suffering, and ravishment, bearing us 
toward playfulness but toward suspicion. If we glimpse a straight 
path, reflection is quickly revealed as false. 

After centuries spent seeking answers clarifying the night that 
encloses us, a strange truth escaped without drawing the attention 
that it was due.

historians of religion detected this coincidence. taboos recognized 
in archaic societies, recognized by the group that composed the 
society, had the power to overwhelm them. Not only were these 
taboos observed religiously, those who had involuntarily infringed 
upon them were struck with a terror so great that they habitually 
died from it. Such an attitude determined the existence of the taboo 
realm that occupied an eminent place in the mind. This taboo realm 
coincided with the sacred realm. It was thus the same element that 
founded and ordained religion.

What appeared in certain archaic societies could not be isolated 
from the group of human religious reactions. 

This is what it is now possible to say.
The sacred is essentially that which attains the ritual transgression 

of the taboo.
Sacrifice—the action that creates the sacred—is an example. In 

its major form (which is also its most frequent form), sacrifice is 
the ritual slaughter of a human being or an animal. A long time 
ago, the murder of an animal was itself the object of a taboo and 
necessitated expiatory rites for the murder. Today only the murder 
of a human being falls under the threat of a universal taboo. Under 
defined conditions, a taboo could, and sometimes even should, be 
transgressed.

This principle of interdiction to which transgression is opposed, 
is still more shocking in that it has a mechanical analogue in the 
alternation of compression and combustion that is the basis for 
motors. But this is not only the principle of eroticism; it is more 
generally that of the action that creates the sacred. In classical 
sacrifice, execution, from the very fact that it is itself criminal, offers 
the sacrificial victim, the executioner, and the witnesses possession 
of a sacred thing, which is the victim. This sacred thing is itself 
taboo, contact with it is sacrilege. Despite this it is nonetheless 
intended for ritual consumption. It is through this condemnation at 
once sacrilegious and prescribed that it is possible to participate 
in the crime, which then is held in common. The crime of the 
participants is communion. 

Thus, this gaze beyond that, nonetheless, is a gaze underneath 
recovers itself at the base of the religious agitation that founds 
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humanity. The feeling of the sacred does not cease, even today, to 
be our foundation.

Humanity, as an ensemble and in its public reaction as well as in 
the secret of eroticism, therefore has submitted to the paradoxical 
necessity of condemning the very movement that bears it to the 
supreme moment!

The relationship between religion and eroticism is surprising, but 
without reason. The forbidden domain of eroticism was itself, without 
going further, the sacred domain. We all know that prostitution was 
once a sacred institution. Indian temples multiplied—a plenty—the 
most incongruous and tumultuous images of love. 

*

The condemnation, though not without reserve, of eroticism is 
universal. There is no human society in which sexual activity is 
accepted without reaction, the way animals accept it. It is the object 
of a taboo everywhere. It goes without saying that a taboo of this 
kind provokes countless transgressions. Marriage itself is, initially, 
a kind of ritual transgression of the taboo on sexual contact. This 
aspect is not habitually perceived, because a general taboo on sexual 
contact appears absurd to the extent that we rarely see the taboo as 
essentially a prelude to the transgression. The entirety of religion is 
a regulated harmony of taboo and transgression. The paradox is not 
in fact in the taboo. We cannot imagine a society wherein sexual 
activity would not be irreconcilable with the attitude assumed in 
public life. An aspect of sexuality opposes it to the fundamental 
calculation of a human being. Every human being envisions the 
future. Every act is a function of the future. The sexual act, for its 
part, might have a meaning in relation to the future, but first this is 
not in every case, and eroticism, at least, has lost sight of the genetic 
bearing of the desired disorder. Sometimes it even suppresses it. I 
insist on this specific point: could a human being reach the summit 
of his aspiration if he did not first abandon the calculation to which 
the organization of social life binds him? In other words, wouldn’t a 
condemnation pronounced from a practical point of view, precisely 
from the point of view of the future, determine the limit beyond 
which a supreme value was at stake? 

 
*

I am going in opposition to the widespread doctrine according to 
which sexuality is natural, innocent; the shame associated with it is 
not acceptable in any way.

I cannot doubt that essentially through work, language, and the 
behaviours linked to them, the human being surpasses nature.
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But certainly, if we approach the realm of human sexual activity, 
we are at the antipodes of nature. No element in this realm that 
has acquired a sense of strange richness, wherein the terrors and 
audacities, the desires and disgusts of the ages are mixed. Cruelty 
and tenderness tear into one another. Death is present in eroticism 
and the exuberance of life is liberated in it. I can imagine nothing 
more than this immense disorder that should be contrary to a rational 
ordering of each thing. To bring sexuality into rationalized life by 
eliminating the shame linked to the irreconcilable nature of this 
disorder and the avowable order is in fact to negate it. Eroticism, 
which demands burning possibilities, nourishes itself on hostility 
for the anguish that it evokes. There is nothing in it that we could 
attain without the violent movement that best translates trembling, 
without being out of its depth in relation to the entirety of the 
possible.

 
*

Seeing an expression of the human spirit in eroticism therefore does 
not signify the negation of morality.

Morality is in fact the strongest support for eroticism. 
Reciprocally, eroticism summons our confidence in morality. But we 
cannot imagine its diminishment. Morality is necessarily the struggle 
against eroticism and eroticism, necessarily, only has its place in the 
insecurity of a struggle.
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Perhaps if it goes on like this, we should finally envision, above 
common morality, a heated morality in which nothing would ever 
be acquired, in which each possibility would be at every moment 
at risk, in which a human being would conscientiously have the 
impossible in front of himself or herself at every moment: an 
exhausting struggle without a truce, against an irreducible force 
and, on every side, recognized as such.

*

This attitude demands great resolution, certainly a singular wisdom, 
resigned to the indecipherable nature of the world. 

The interminable human experience, the experience of religion—
the most ancient first of all, but ultimately that of all times—
supports this. I have shown classical sacrifice to be the search 
for a fascination contrary to the principle from which it set out. 
If one sees in religion an inaccessible summit, toward which our 
life leads, since it is, despite all, the desire to exceed its limit (to 
seek beyond what it has found), a value common to religion and 
eroticism appears: it still concerns the trembling search for that 
which overturns the most visionary foundation. Undoubtedly the 
most familiar aspect of contemporary religion is its opposition to 
eroticism: it is linked to a condemnation almost without reserve. 
This religion aspires to it no less in daring experiments, sometimes 
consecrated by the admiration of the church, than in struggles in 
which the rule is to be out of your depth. 

Translated by Stuart Kendall
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Vadim Erent & Bonita Rhoads

Replaying Fort/Da
SWINBURNE & THE CULT OF FLAGELLATION

THE STORY OF “O-O-O-O”
In the Four Fundamental Concepts of Psychoanalysis, Lacan 
brings up a certain author’s text in which, he remarks, “the fort-
da is presented as something rather old hat; it is almost as if this 
individual were apologizing for mentioning once again this fort-
da, which everyone had wiped his feet on.”1 In a similar instance, 
Derrida, having thoroughly glossed Freud’s “story of the spool,” 
post factum reminds us that “this place is the one most well trodden 
in the psychoanalytic literature, and how could the grass grow again 
in such a spot?”2 And Leo Bersani, tackling Beyond the Pleasure 
Principal as well as Derrida’s reading of it, revisits the Fort/Da legend 
with his own apprehensions: “This has become one of the most 
overinterpreted passages in all Freud, and I hesitate to add to the 
already oppressive exegetical literature surrounding and smothering 
it.”3 Since then, it seems, scholars have stopped apologizing for 
taking their turn at Fort/Da, returning with a vengeance to this 
primal scene of the repetition compulsion, the death drive and 
“the mysterious masochistic trends of the ego.”4 And yet, despite 
the throngs of theoreticians combing through the episode, certain 
elements of Freud’s narrative have maintained their opacity. Derrida 
draws attention to one of the primary misrecognitions of the story:

for contrary to what the text and the translation have often led many 
to believe, (and one would have to ask why), he [the child, Ernst] is 
not in the bed at the moment when he throws the spool, it appears. 

1  Jacques Lacan, the Four Fundamental Concepts of Psycho-analysis, trans. Alan 
Sheridan (New york: W. W. Norton, 1978) 239.

2  Jacques Derrida, the Post Card: From Socrates to Freud and Beyond, trans. Alan 
Bass (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987) 369.

3  Leo Bersani, the Freudian Body: Psychoanalysis and art (New york: Columbia 
University Press, 1986) 57.

4  Sigmund Freud, Beyond the Pleasure Principle, trans. James Strachey (New york: 
W.W. Norton, 1961) 12.
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he throws it from outside the bed over its edge, over the veils or 
curtains that surround its edge (Rand), from the other side, which 
quite simply might be into the sheets. And in any event, it is from 
“out of the bed” (zog … aus dem Bett heraus) that he pulls back the 
vehicle in order to make it come back: da. The bed, then, is fort …5 
 

But Strachey’s English is as explicit as Freud’s german (contrary 
to Derrida’s suggestion that the texts are the issue) regarding the 
direction of the child’s throwing and withdrawing:

What he did was to hold the reel by the string and very skilfully throw 
it over the edge of his curtained cot, so that it disappeared into it, at 
the same time uttering his expressive “o-o-o-o.” he then pulled the 
reel out of the cot again by the string and hailed its reappearance 
with a joyful “da.”6 

So, to reiterate Derrida’s question, how is it that, despite Freud’s 
and Strachey’s clarity, scholars have continued to get the Fort/Da 
game’s destination the other way around? To give just one example 
of this common misreading, Elizabeth grosz plainly states: “The boy 
throws the reel outside his cot …”7 Why do critics routinely reverse 
the trajectory of the Fort/Da throw? 

Attempting an answer, we propose that it must be Freud’s analysis 
itself which generates the confusion by superimposing the mother’s 
going ‘out’ (fort) onto the spool’s ‘in’ (the bed) and her return ‘in’ 
(da) onto the spool’s ‘out’(of the bed). Freud’s interpretation of 
the boy’s symbolic identification of the reel with the mother only 
makes sense, analogically, if the directions of the mother and the 
spool are spatially coordinated—that is, if the ‘throwing away’ were 
directed outside of the cot, not inside of it. Instead, Freud offers the 
following famous construction: 

Throwing away the object so that it was “gone” [into the bed] might 
satisfy an impulse of the child’s … to revenge himself on his mother 
for going away from him … [I]t would have a defiant meaning: 
“All right, then, go away! I don’t need you. I’m sending you away 
myself.”8 

It is simply hard to accept the child’s bed as the destination localizing 
the mother’s departure whereas had the reel been thrown outside 
the bed (outside the child’s realm into the world beyond), that 
would correspond indexically to the sentiment, “I’m sending you 
away.” Critics understandably reverse the direction of the throw so 
5  Derrida, the Post Card, 315.
6  Freud, Beyond the Pleasure Principle, 14—emphasis added.
7  Elizabeth grosz, Jacques Lacan: a Feminist Introduction (New york: Routledge, 

1990) 60.
8  Freud, Beyond the Pleasure Principle, 15.
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that it matches the direction of Freud’s interpretation. But were we 
to follow the actual path of the spool into the cot, would not this 
reorientation require us to reconsider its symbolic identity with the 
mother? And if it is not the mother who is sent away (to bed) by 
the child, then who is “‘o-o-o-o?’” A key to resolving the figurative 
identity of the reel appears in a footnote which Freud includes to 
justify his interpretation of the boy’s “long-drawn-out ‘o-o-o-o’” as 
“Fort.” Freud writes:

one day the child’s mother had been away for several hours and 
on her return was met with the words “Baby o-o-o-o!” which was 
at first incomprehensible. It soon turned out, however, that during 
this long period of solitude the child had found a method of making 
himself disappear. He had discovered his reflection in a … mirror … 
[B]y crouching down he could make his mirror-image “gone.”9

Ernst’s trick with the mirror (miniaturized as it is in a footnote) 
has received considerably less attention than the iconic Fort/Da 
game, yet it provides an essential insight into its famous companion 
piece. Contrary to Freud’s classic analysis, we believe that Ernst’s 
solution in both of these performances is to disavow the reality of 
the mother’s absence not by orchestrating her expulsion but by 
taking her place and, while occupying her perspective, by staging 
the disappearance of the baby—his own disappearance. With his 
Fort/Da routine then, just as with the mirror game, the reel thrown 
into the bed represents not the mother banished and made “gone” 
by the child but rather the child himself who has been discarded 
there, cast away, made ‘gone’ by the mother: “the child had found 
a method of making himself disappear.” “Staging the disappearance 
and return of the objects,”10 Ernst dramatizes the events of his life 
from the point of view of his mother while the reel represents his 
own deserted, “disappeared” self. 

To bolster this rereading of Fort/Da, we would further point 
out that it corresponds with one of Freud’s general observations 
regarding childhood dynamics: “As the child passes over from the 
passivity of the experience to the activity of the game, he hands on 
the disagreeable experience to one of his playmates and in this way 
revenges himself on a substitute.”11 In the absence of playmates, 
Ernst hands off the disagreeable part of the play to the reel, a 
substitute which will bear his own condition of “thrownness,” while 
he himself takes on, introjects, the masterful role of the thrower—
the mother.12 These twinned tropes of identification with and 
9  Freud, Beyond the Pleasure Principle, 14—emphasis added.
10  Freud, Beyond the Pleasure Principle, 14.
11  Freud, Beyond the Pleasure Principle, 16-17.
12  In fact, Freud essentializes child’s play in general as the simulation of adulthood: 

“it is obvious that all their play is influenced by a wish that dominates them the 
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impersonation of the mother, on the one hand, and the projection 
of one’s own predicament onto objects on the other, allow us to 
similarly interpret Ernst’s more frequently staged first act of the 
Fort/Da play which Freud describes as “an occasional, disturbing 
habit of taking any small objects he could get hold of and throwing 
them away from him into a corner, under the bed, and so on …“13 

Ernst discards his objects, his playthings (“Spielzeuge”), in 
the same way his mother discards hers, he being himself such an 
object. This complicates, in its turn, Freud’s interpretation of the 
boy’s simultaneous articulation: “As he did this he gave vent to a 
loud, long-drawn-out ‘o-o-o-o,’ accompanied by an expression of 
interest and satisfaction.”14 In our view, Ernst is not enunciating his 
own gratification (at making the mother disappear); it is rather an 
instance of ventriloquism, the boy voicing his mother’s satisfaction 
at baby being gone.15 The “joyful ‘da’” at the reappearance of the 
spool then likewise articulates the pleasure of the mother at her 
return to the child, the whole game from Fort to Da replaying the 
mother’s jouissance at throwing him out (into the bed) and reeling 
him in (out of the bed) by the discipline of the string. Ernst is a 
plaything on a string (Derrida calls it a “yo-yo”16) manipulated in the 
hands of a cruel, if loving, mother.

While Derrida does not pursue our argument that the child 
actually assumes the mother’s perspective, he comes close to 
identifying the spool’s figurative identity with the boy by noting 
the anthropomorphic puns compressed in the French term bobine 
(meaning not only spool but also face and head).17 And Lacan—
hitting the nail on the head—already revises the spool’s function 
entirely to the role of Ernst’s proxy: 

that which falls is not the other qua face in which the subject is 
projected, but that cotton-reel linked to itself by the thread that it 
holds—in which is expressed that, which, of itself, detaches itself in 
this trial, self-mutilation on the basis of which the order of significance 
will be put in perspective … This reel is not the mother reduced to 
a little ball by some magical game worthy of the Jivaros—it is a 
small part of the subject that detaches itself from him while still 
remaining his, still retained … If it is true that the signifier is the first 

whole time—the wish to be grown-up and to be able to do what grown-up people 
do.” Beyond the Pleasure Principle, 16.

13  Freud, Beyond the Pleasure Principle, 13.
14  Freud, Beyond the Pleasure Principle, 13.
15  This reverse ventriloquism is neatly exemplified in Hitchcock’s Psycho, where the 

psychotic motel owner speaks with his dead (fort) mother’s voice but it is the 
mother whose desire is ventriloquized through him.

16  Derrida, the Post Card, 314.
17  Derrida, the Post Card, 318.
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mark of the subject, how can we fail to recognize here … that it is 
in the object to which the opposition is applied in act, the reel, that 
we must designate the subject. To this object we will later give the 
name it bears in the Lacanian algebra—the petit a.18

The reel then is a little piece of Ernst, perhaps the most vital piece, 
torn from himself and externalized as a toy on a string, and we have 
already seen him maltreat it, throwing it and reeling it back. Lacan 
calls this operation a “self-mutilation” but—to give it an even more 
precise rendering—it is a mutilation enacted against the self on 
behalf of the phallic mother. In this regard, Freud’s final observation 
apropos the drama of Ernst and his objects is of particular importance, 
since, in it, he alludes, for the first time, to the child’s relationship 
with his father:

A year later, the same boy whom I had observed at his first game 
used to take a toy, if he was angry with it, and throw in on the 
floor, exclaiming: ‘Go to the fwont!’ He had heard at that time that 
his absent father was ‘at the front’, and was far from regretting his 
absence …19

To the injury of throwing a toy on the floor, Ernst now adds an insult, 
a scolding directed at the paternal image. This debased, humiliated 
toy is sent off to the “front” in a manner so analogous with Fort that 
it can still be identified as a piece of Ernst, except that now it is also 
bound up with the predicament of the father, a humiliated figure, 
having been sent off to war, having been made absent and “gone” 
like the wooden-spool (by who else, evidently, but the mother?). 
Thus, where the maternal function was established early on as 
dominant, cruel, and phallic, the story concludes by articulating her 
perfect compliment in the image of a degraded and castrated father. 
Such an ending works us back to the story’s opening—when Freud 
introduces the dynamics of Fort/Da by musing: “we may be driven 
to reflect on the mysterious masochistic trends of the ego.”20

The conclusion of Ernst’s story here approaches Deleuze’s 
argument that “the formula of masochism is the humiliated father.”21 
Whereas in the “a child is being beaten” fantasy, Freud diagrams 
a series of subject-object permutations which proceed from “My 

18  Lacan, Four Fundamental Concepts, 62.
19  Freud, Beyond the Pleasure Principle, 15.
20  Freud, Beyond the Pleasure Principle, 12. Freud begins “The Economic Problem 

of Masochism” with the same sentiment: “The existence of a masochistic trend 
in the instinctual life of human beings may justly be described as mysterious from 
the economic point of view.” the Standard Edition of the Complete Psychological 
Works of Sigmund Freud, Volume XIX, trans. James Strachey (London: hogarth, 
1958) 159.

21  gilles Deleuze, Masochism: Coldness and Cruelty & Venus in Furs, trans. Jean 
McNeil (Cambridge: Zone Books, 1989) 60.
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father is beating the child” to “I am being beaten by my father,”22 
Deleuze radically reorients the symbolic actors in Freud’s analysis by 
claiming that “the father is not so much the beater as the beaten.”23 
Deleuze writes:

Who in reality is being beaten? Where is the father hidden? Could it 
not be in the person who is being beaten? The masochist feels guilty, 
he asks to be beaten, he expiates, but why and for what crime? Is 
it not precisely the father-image in him that is thus miniaturized, 
beaten, ridiculed and humiliated? What the subject atones for is 
his resemblance to the father and the father’s likeness in him: the 
formula of masochism is the humiliated father.24 

And a humiliated father is first of all humiliated by the mother. 
Masochism is structured, in Deleuze’s account, by a double 
disavowal, first the classic, fetishistic disavowal of phallic lack 
in the mother, and second, a disavowal of the father’s phallus. 
Throughout his study, Masochism: Coldness and Cruelty, Deleuze 
argues that the masochistic dynamic of pleasure in pain, chronicled 
in the works of Sacher-Masoch, is built on such a fantasmatic 
reversal of oedipal roles. A more contemporary illustration of the 
masochistic complex (phallicized mother/castrated father) could 
be read into Robert Mapplethorpe’s portrait of Louis Bourgeois in 
which she appears with her sculpture Fillette. The gigantic penis 
that Bourgeois confidently holds under her arm in this photograph 
is of properly tremendous proportions.25 And Bourgeois, grinning 
triumphantly and sardonically at the camera, flaunts the severed, 
disembodied member, an organ without a body, which is clearly her 
trophy, at once proof of her castrating power and the glorification 
of its new owner, the phallically endowed mother. here also, in a 
parallel with the Deleuzean “formula” for masochism, the mother 
does not possess the organ organically; she has to acquire it by 
force, by castrating the father. And it is in this violent transfer that 
the penis obtains its symbolic enormity and phallic dimensions. 

Deleuze makes exactly this point regarding masochism’s 
reassignment of the phallic/symbolic function to the mother at the 
father’s expense:

There is a disavowal of the mother by magnifying her (“symbolically 
the mother lacks nothing”) and a corresponding disavowal of the 
father by degrading him (“the father is nothing,” in other words he 

22  Sigmund Freud, “A Child Is Being Beaten,” a Contribution to the Study of the 
origin of Sexual Perversions. (New york: Macmillan, 1963) 113.

23  Deleuze, Masochism, 60-61.
24  Deleuze, Masochism, 60.
25  Bourgeois’s 60 centimetre latex penis is by far the largest organ in Mapplethorpe’s 

impressive oeuvre on the theme, which includes the prodigiously equipped Man 
in Polyester Suite and the self-explanatory Mark Stevens (Mr. 10½).
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is deprived of all symbolic function) … In the case of masochism 
the totality of the law is invested upon the mother, who expels the 
father from the symbolic realm.26 

The masochist’s insistence on the mother’s authority and the father’s 
degradation is in turn related to his warding off a normative resolution 
to the oedipus complex. In order to maintain his oedipal attitude, 
the masochist neither relinquishes his desire for the mother nor his 
murderous disposition towards the father. Freud characterizes this 
procedure in “The Economic Problem of Masochism” as a regressive 
strategy by which the masochist retreats to a more infantile stage 
of psychic development: “Conscience and morality [in the “normal” 

26  Deleuze, Masochism, 64, 90.
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course of psychic development] have arisen through the overcoming, 
the desexualization, of the oedipus complex; but through moral 
masochism morality becomes sexualized once more, the oedipus 
complex is revived and the way is opened for a regression from 
morality to the oedipus complex.”27 This revivification of the Oedipus 
complex in the post-oedipal stage with its accompanying masochistic 
modalities of pleasure is, as Freud explains, accomplished by means 
of parental “imagos” lingering in the super-ego, particularly “imagos” 
associated with “teachers and authorities, self-chosen models and 
publicly recognized heroes.”28 Freud’s mention of teachers and their 
prominence in the masochistic imagination seems an important final 
element to add to the psychodynamics of masochism which we 
have attempted to lay out in this introduction. For, as we now turn 
to offer a “psycho-cultural” analysis of the Victorian era’s rampant 
masochistic pornography, we note that the scene of teacher-pupil 
chastisement is one we encounter again and again. Even more 
commonly, the nineteenth-century flagellation narrative concerns a 
female instructor disciplining a male pupil, an episode which (by 
way of a Deleuzean reading) condenses the two aims of masochism 
in one hieroglyphic torque. First it substitutes the punishing agent 
or superego—which in “normal” psychic development is associated 
with the father (“my father is beating me”)—with a phallicized 
female, while the disciplined boy, whose shame is his pleasure, is 
identified with the humiliated father. 

THE STORY OF “OH! OH! OH! OH! OH!”

oh! please, sir; oh! sir! oh! oh! oh! oh! oh!
Algernon Charles Swinburne, “Arthur’s 

Flogging,” the Whippingham Papers

In the introduction to one of the most widely disseminated Victorian 
flagellation anthologies, Venus School Mistress, or Birchen Sports, 
the Deleuzean gender substitution—where the paternal authority is 
transferred to the phallic female—is simply taken for granted as 
though it were an obvious dynamic: “[h]undreds of young men, 
through having been educated at institutions where the masters 
were fond of administering birch-discipline … have imbibed a passion 
for it, and have longed to receive the same chastisement from the 
hands of a fine woman.”29 The poetic career of Algernon Charles 
Swinburne, educated at just such an institution, Eton, where corporal 
correction was vigorously and infamously enforced, neatly illustrates 

27  Freud, “The Economic Problem of Masochism,” 169.
28  Freud, “The Economic Problem of Masochism,” 168.
29  “Preface to the original Edition, Venus School Mistress, or Birchen Sports (New 

york: Blue Moon Books, 1987), no pagination.
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this masochistic displacement.30 Swinburne’s 
contributions to the pornographic magazine, 
the Pearl, which were later included under the 
pseudonym “Etonensis” in another notorious 
flagellation anthology, the Whippingham 
Papers, celebrate the birchings he experienced 
at school. the Whippingham Papers opens with 
Swinburne’s “Arthur’s Flogging,” an eighteen 
page, forty-eight-octave ode to the college’s 
disciplinary procedure. But Swinburne’s 
masochistic scenarios routinely shifted from 
those centered on his education to episodes 
focused on female tormentors, from the 
adolescent hero of his unfinished novel, Lesbia 
Brandon, desiring his sister to strangle him out 
of love, to his best known poem, “Dolores, 
our Lady of Pain,” to his voluminous retellings 
of courtly love narratives.31 As Swinburne 
declared: “one of the great charms of birching 
lies in the sentiment that the floggee is the 
powerless victim of the furious rage of a 
beautiful woman.”32 

We have pointed to Swinburne first 
because he was the most prominent literary 
figure associated with flagellation but he was 
hardly unique in his obsession. hundreds of 
thousands of engravings, photographs, and 
literary depictions of spanking and whipping 
were disseminated in nineteenth-century 
pornography. As Natalie Rose puts it: “recent 
accounts of Victorian flogging turn frequently 
to flagellant pornography in order to diagnose 

30  In his elaborate study of flagellation pornography, Ian 
gibson refers to Eton as the “sanctus sanctorum of 
the English worshippers of the rod.” See the English 
Vice: Beating, Sex and Shame in Victorian England 
and after (London: Duckworth, 1978) 71.

31  Slavoj Žižek notes the link between the courtly 
love tradition and the later literature of masochism: 
“It is only with the emergence of masochism, of 
the masochist couple, towards the end of the last 
century that we can now grasp the libidinal economy 
of courtly love.” the Metastases of Enjoyment: on 
Women and Causality (London: Verso, 2005) 89.

32  Algnernon Charles Swinburne, “hints on Flogging,” 
the Whippingham Papers (hertfordshire: Wordsworth, 
1995) 43. 
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an enduring culture of flagellomania.”33 Rose’s 
research is mirrored by assessments from 
the pornographers themselves. Referring not 
merely to the popularity of erotica but to the 
actual sex ritual, the anonymous author of the 
preface to Venus School Mistress declares 
that flagellation 

is so extensively indulged in London at 
this day, that no less than twenty splendid 
establishments are supported entirely 
by its practice: nor is there amongst the 
innumerable temples dedicated to the 
Paphian goddess, which adorn this immense 
metropolis, any one, in which the exercise 
of the rod is not occasionally required.34 

Making a similar point, the preface to the 
Whippingham Papers quotes the great 
Victorian collector and cataloguer of 
pornography, henry Spencer Ashbee: “The 
propensity which the English most cherish 
is undoubtedly flagellation … this vice has 
certainly struck deeper root in England than 
elsewhere.”35 Ashbee’s claim regarding 
the ubiquity of flagellation has in turn been 
supported by twentieth-century research, 
primarily by Ian gibson’s book-length study of 
the phenomenon, the English Vice.

gibson, Rose, and other scholars of 
nineteenth-century flagellation pornography 
have largely focused their research on 
providing historical data (with the exception 
of Steven Marcus whose psychoanalytic 
interpretation we take up in our conclusion). 
Thus the Victorian cult of flagellation cries out 
(literally) for a “psycho-cultural” account, one 
which we attempt to offer here by integrating 
psychoanalytic theories of masochism with a 
historicist analysis of the nineteenth century’s 
radically shifting economic and social 
33  Natalie Rose, “Flogging and Fascination: Dickens 

and the Fragile Will,” Victorian Studies 47:4 (Spring 
2005): 505.

34  “Preface to the original Edition,” Venus School 
Mistress, n.pag.

35  “Preface,” the Whippingham Papers (hertfordshire: 
Wordsworth, 1995) 7-8. 
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institutions and their associated gender roles. As we will show, 
flagellation pornography served to sexualize class antagonisms, at 
once defending and dismantling class identity through the vicissitudes 
of masochism. however, before constructing our argument, we need 
to characterize the backdrop against which the flagellation genre 
proliferated. For the scene of corporal punishment was not only 
a widespread pornographic episode but a compulsively rendered 
image in the print culture and graphic arts of both Victorian England 
and America. The rod, lash, and fist feature prominently in such 
diverse sources as novels, slave narratives, household guidebooks, 
news editorials, and legislative records. Slaves are lashed and 
whipped; military personnel are flogged; children are birched and 
caned. At the same time, the public debate over disciplinary violence 
spurs some of the century’s most fervent rhetoric, from the liberal 
polemics of American educator, horace Mann, on school reform 
to Richard Dana’s celebrated naval memoir, two Years Before the 
Mast. In Britain, the deliberation on punishment is carried on with 
a complementary vehemence in a groundswell of anticorporalism 
led by John Stuart Mill and other eminent English reformers. And 
in both Britain and America, the image of corporal punishment is 
consistently portrayed in the pages of sentimental fiction. The 
Victorians’ panoramic fascination with beating is probably best 
known today through the abundant representations of child abuse 
which permeate the era’s emblematic novels (Uncle tom’s Cabin 
1852,36 the Lamplighter 1854, Jane Eyre 1847, David Copperfield 
1856, et al). What Richard Brodhead has identified, in an intriguing 
essay on the subject, as nineteenth-century America’s obsession 
with punishment can be applied equally to Britain. Brodhead writes: 
“[I]n the 1840s and early 1850s, the picturing of scenes of physical 
correction emerges as a major form of imaginative activity … and 
arguing the merits of such discipline becomes a major item on the 
… public agenda … “37 

Developing his analysis, Brodhead refers the Victorian fixation 
with whipping to the nineteenth-century’s sentimentalization of 
discipline. With its growing economic and cultural influence the middle 
classes campaigned to eradicate the brutal disciplinary practices of 
the aristocracy from the penal justice system and from the schools, 
replacing them with what Foucault describes in Discipline and Punish 

36  In the “A Child is Being Beaten” essay, Freud refers specifically to Uncle tom’s 
Cabin as a popular text for provoking the masochistic imagination: “In my 
patient’s milieu it was almost always the same books whose contents gave new 
stimulus to the beating-phantasies: those accessible to young people, such as 
the so-called ‘Bibliotheque rose,’ Uncle tom’s Cabin, etc.” 108.

37  Richard h. Brodhead, “Sparing the Rod: Discipline and Fiction in Antebellum 
America,” representations 21 (Winter 1988): 67.
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as, a “lyrical insistence that punishment be ‘humane.’”38 According 
to Foucault, the bourgeoisie also projected this “discourse of the 
heart”39 onto their own domestic sphere, formulating a program 
of nurture from infancy that Richard Brodhead classifies as the 
“middle class’s greatest creation, absorption, and self-identifying 
badge: a theory that might be labelled disciplinary intimacy, or 
simply discipline through love.”40 It follows that the increasingly 
scandalized characterization of flogging and the public opposition 
to it was a facet of the middle-classes’ cult of domesticity, their 
steady election of “maternal love over old-style paternal force” as a 
bourgeois norm for socialization.41 Put differently, the debate over 
flogging springs from the nineteenth century’s putative feminization 
of culture, the ascendance of women in the Victorian period as 
primary authorities in the home and, increasingly, in the schools, 
and the general philosophy of domesticity and sentimentality 
evangelized by novelists and social reformers. This feminization of 
correction is quite explicit in horace Mann’s 1844 editorial, “Reply 
to Thirty one Boston School Masters,” replete as it is with gendered 
metaphors. Condemning institutional flogging, Mann conjures up a 
contrasting ideal of utopian maternity. In his words, Boston schools 
must “show that there is something besides wrath and stripes and 
suffering in god’s world … to lift these outcasts and forlorn beings 
from their degradation, by gentle hands, and to fold them to warm 
and cherishing bosoms.”42 In Britain, John Stuart Mill’s rhetoric 
on the punishment of children is likewise gendered. In a Sunday 
times piece from 1850, Mill portrays flogging as a despicable 
prerogative of despotic, unregulated fatherhood: “it is assumed … 
that a punishment which is brutalizing and degrading to grown men 
is quite fit and proper for helpless infancy; … quite proper to be 
administered at discretion by men called fathers in the secrecy of 
their own houses …”43

 yet this ideological contest—which pitted fathers against 
mothers, lashes against love, aristocratic punishment against 
bourgeois nurture—was raging throughout the same decades that 
flagellation was also becoming a primary erotic indulgence for 
upper-class men. In our view, flagellation and the pornography 
associated with it can thus be understood on one level as a mode of 
erotic instruction which functioned covertly to preserve and assert 

38  Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: the Birth of the Prison, trans. Alan 
Sheridan (New york: Vintage, 1979) 74.

39  Foucault, Discipline and Punish, 91.
40  Brodhead, “Sparing the Rod,” 70.
41  Brodhead, “Sparing the Rod,” 87.
42  4td in Brodhead, “Sparing the Rod,” 76.
43  John Stuart Mill, “Punishment of Children,” Sunday times, 2 June 1850, 2.

<http://oll.libertyfund.org/home3/Book.php?recordID=0223#vol25> 1178
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upper-class identity, not only by referencing the birching practices 
maintained at exclusive schools like Eton but also by challenging the 
sexual piety and the sentimentalization of discipline that scholars, 
following Foucault, have associated with the rise of the bourgeoisie. 
In Discipline and Punish, Foucault argues that, throughout the 
nineteenth century, aristocratic modes of social regulation enacted 
on the body were replaced in every major institution with less 
visible, internalized technologies of control. To support our reading 
of the flagellation genre’s underlying class antagonisms, we would 
point out the elite clientele for such pornography. As Steven Marcus 
notes in the other Victorians: 

The literature of flagellation in Victorian England assumes that its 
audience had both interest in and connection with the higher gentry 
and the nobility … It further assumes that its audience had the 
common experience of education at a public school … Indeed, for 
this literature perversity and social privilege are inseparable marks of 
distinction.44 

The superior exclusivity of perversion is more than evident in a 
greeting written to Swinburne in 1871 from a fellow member of 
the London Anthropological Society: “My dear brother Cannibal, we 
shall bless you in the name of Voltaire, Sade—and the Devil into the 
bargain.”45 This blasphemous invocation is exemplary of the defiant 
spirit animating “The Cannibal Club,” a nickname for the inner 
circle of the elite London Anthropological Society, whose upper-
class membership included parliamentarians, judges, generals and 
diplomats. The Cannibal brothers were not only involved in collecting 
and cataloguing erotic material from all corners of the empire but, as 
Lisa Sigel has documented: “From the 1860s through the 1880s, 
these men wrote and read much of British pornography.”46 They 
delivered lectures, published anthologies and scholarly papers 
pseudonymously and, among other special interests, they were 
devoted to the erotica of flagellation. 

Certainly the flagellation scenes written by Swinburne, a prominent 
Cannibal, are full of references to class identity. As if to mock the 
bourgeois domesticity popularized in sentimental fiction, Swinburne, 
in his novel, Lesbia Brandon, weaves an emotionally claustrophobic 
narrative of an aristocratic family entangled in a web of unfulfilled, 
incestuous passions punctuated with the incessant flagellation of 
his protagonist for the purposes of patrician indoctrination (or, as 
Swinburne describes it, of “licking a cub into schoolboy shape, 

44  Steven Marcus, the other Victorians (New york: Basic Books, 1964) 253. 
45  4td in Lisa Z Sigel, Governing Pleasures: Pornography and Social Change in 

England, 1815–1914 (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 2002) 52.
46  Sigel, Governing Pleasures, 51. 
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and breaking a colt into Eton 
harness”).47 Swinburne, himself 
an aristocrat, wrote that, “I flatter 
myself it [the novel] will be more 
offensive and objectionable to 
Britannia than anything I have yet 
done.”48 This would be a tall order 
since Swinburne’s first collection 
of poetry was judged by critics to 
be “utterly revolting,” “loathsome 
and horrible,” “prurient trash,” 
while Swinburne himself was 
elected “the libidinous laureate 
of a pack of satyrs,” “grovelling 
down among the nameless 
shameless abominations.”49 
The collection itself was printed 
by a notorious publisher of 
flagellation pornography, John 
Camden hotten, “known in 
London for such titles as an 
Exhibition of Female Flagellants 
and Lady Bumtickler’s revels.”50 
Responding to his critics, in “Notes on Poems and Reviews,” 
Swinburne precisely emphasizes his aristocratic status by contrasting 
his privileged education to that of his bourgeois detractors: “I have 
not studied in those schools whence the full-fledged phoenix, the 
‘virtue of professional pressmen,’ rises chuckling and crowing from 
the dunghill, I have never worked for praise or pay, but simply by 
impulse, and to please myself.”51 As another barb against middle-
class morality, Swinburne, in the same defense, repudiates the 
expanding nineteenth-century female readership, the readership 
to which the domestic themes of sentimental novels precisely 
catered. Swinburne writes: “It would seem indeed as though to 
publish a book were equivalent to thrusting it with violence into 
the hands of every mother and nurse in the kingdom as fit and 

47  Algernon Charles Swinburne, Lesbia Brandon (New york: Farrar, Strauss and 
Cudahy, 1962) 12.

48  4td in Christopher Lane, the Burdens of Intimacy: Psychoanalysis and Victorian 
Masculinity (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1999) 75. 

49  Lane, the Burdens of Intimacy, 74-75
50  Allison Pease, Modernism, Mass Culture, and the aesthetics of obscenity 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000) 38.
51  Algernon Charles Swinburne, “Notes on Poems and Reviews,” Major Poems and 

Selected Prose, eds. Jerome Mcgann and Charles L. Sligh (New haven: yale 
University Press, 2004) 350. 
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necessary food for female 
infancy.”52 Swinburne’s reference 
to his aristocratic status thus 
serves the double purpose of 
asserting his freedom from 
bourgeois class identity as well 
as from its emblematic gender 
roles, the chaste, sympathetic 
womanhood and assertive, self-
governed manliness promoted by 
domestic ideology and by Victorian 
sexologists like William Acton. 
More crucially, Swinburne’s 
flagellation narratives themselves 
reverse the attributes of domestic 
womanhood feature by feature. 

While Swinburne worships the 
punitive dominatrix, sentimental 
novels made a cult out of womanly 
compassion, promoting feminine 
empathy and sexual restraint as 
a socializing, redemptive force. 
From the eighteenth-century 

origins of the domestic novel in Richardson’s Pamela, or Virtue 
rewarded, sentimental narratives, as Nancy Armstrong points out, 
routinely celebrate the female of lower status (but inner depths) who 
repulses but then reforms a lecherous aristocrat: “a woman’s virtue 
alone overcomes sexual aggression and transforms male desire into 
middle-class love.”53 According to Armstrong, this popular novelistic 
plot served to represent and also to propagate the bourgeoisie’s 
rising influence, effecting “the empowering of the middle classes 
in England through the dissemination of a new kind of female ideal 
…”54 Armstrong further notes that conduct literature (in a parallel 
with the history of the novel) shaped and showcased the post-
industrial ascendancy of the bourgeois woman over the aristocrat 
as the modern standard bearer of social value and moral authority: 
“[Conduct] books specifying the qualities of a new kind of woman 
… outstripped the number of those describing the aristocratic 
male.”55 In such guides, Armstrong argues: “The production of 
female subjectivity entails the dismantling of the aristocratic body. 
In fact, these two must be understood as a single rhetorical move 

52  Swinburne, “Notes on Poems and Reviews,” 354.
53  Nancy Armstrong, Desire and Domestic Fiction: a Political History of the Novel 

(oxford: oxford University Press, 1987) 6.
54  Armstrong, Desire and Domestic Fiction, 9.
55  Armstrong, Desire and Domestic Fiction, 62.
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… [C]onduct books represented aristocratic behaviour as the very 
antithesis of the domestic woman.”56 Thus the domestic ideal of 
womanhood which flourished throughout the nineteenth century 
constructed the Angel in the house as a new cultural icon, one who 
could compensate for the erosion of aristocratic institutions and 
represent the moral right of the middle-classes to take their place. 

By contrast, the dominatrix of flagellation pornography, portrayed 
by Swinburne and others, serves to undermine the self-possessed 
and nurturing womanhood essential to middle class dominance, 
by disseminating an illicit and oppositional typology of femininity. 
For example, in “hints on Flogging,” an epistolary, practical guide 
written to a madam of a newly launched “birching establishment,” 
Swinburne draws this admiring portrait of the violent proprietress:

With the right sleeve turned up, the movement of the biceps muscle 
when you are birching, must be most fetching to beholders, especially 
if a good view can also be obtained of the round full breasts while 
they are heaving with the exertion. your countenance too is full of 
animation, and no one can have ever seen you in a rage and marked 
your flushing cheeks, clenched teeth and gleaming eyes, without 
longing for a birching at your fair hands.57 

Swinburne goes on to recommend that the madam should “keep a 
small book containing a series of birch scenes, written in a dramatic 
form” from which her clients could choose a scenario to enact.58 
Not leaving anything to chance, Swinburne provides an example 
himself, a family drama, entitled “The Enraged and Jealous Wife,” 
in which a husband is flogged for his infidelity. Having caught him 
in the act, the wife orders her spouse to undress: 

off with your trousers this minute—(he pulls them off trembling) … 
Ah, my fine fellow, now we’ll settle our accounts. Lie down on the 
bed immediately (he does so, and she takes a rod from the drawer). 
There, there, there, you beast!—(whipping him with all her might)—
there; I’ll make this white bottom as red as a rose … 
 

There follows a slap-stick routine where the husband tries to run 
away in vain, the wife thrashing him all the while. he: “oh: for god’s 
sake forgive me; you’re so awfully strong, you might show some 
mercy (runs away again, she after him, flogging…).59 By means of 
this flagellation farce, Swinburne lampoons domesticity’s cult of 
female sympathy, satirizing the very virtue by which the heroine 
of the domestic plot habitually reforms her male counterpart of his 

56  Armstrong, Desire and Domestic Fiction, 77-78.
57  Swinburne, “hints on Flogging,” 42.
58  Swinburne, “hints on Flogging,” 44.
59  Swinburne, “hints on Flogging,” 46. 
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worldly appetites while also rehabilitating him into a domestic life 
of pious devotion.

Swinburne, in fact, ironizes not only the domestic woman’s 
position as man’s empathetic companion but also her role as the 
child’s benevolent guardian. offering yet another dramatic scenario 
to the madam, Swinburne shares his own “a child is being beaten” 
fantasy, the “unexpected treat”—as he refers to it—of witnessing 
a boy’s chastisement: 

Walking in the park I noticed a nursery-maid … 
“Oh, you naughty boy,” cried she, red as fire with vexation and 

rage, “won’t I make your arse tingle for this!” At those words I 
approached her and said, “I think you are right; such dangerous 
tricks should be put a stop to at once by a good whipping” … And 
in a twinkling she had his breeches down, and … inflicted a shower 
of heavy slaps … I had the pleasure of enjoying the sight of as 
sound a whipping as I could wish to see. The minx had an arm like 
a sledge-hammer, and when she had done, the boy’s bottom was 
as red as her face, which was the colour of beetroot … The effect 
of this scene upon me you may imagine, and I was unable to move 
from where I was standing for some time afterwards. Approaching 
the girl, I gave her half-a-crown, telling her to accept it as a token 
of my regard for the excellent discipline with which she managed 
children.60

 
This anecdote illustrates the point that in Victorian England the 
advocacy of corporal punishment was often deviously linked with 
the flagellomaniac perversion so that the interests of the concerned 
patriot correspond perfectly with those of the pervert.61 In addition, 
the episode supports our analysis of the flagellation genre’s 
encrypted class conflict. The vindictive maid perpetuates the 
aristocrat’s practice of corporal discipline in flagrant disobedience 
of her implicitly bourgeois employer: “’[y]our mistress must highly 
value you as a nurse-maid.’ ‘Lord bless you, sir, missus would send 
me away at a minute’s notice if she knowed as I flogged one of 
‘em.’”62 Directly and indirectly, the dominatrix serves to mock the 
sentimentalization of discipline emblematic of bourgeois socialization 
and the cult of domestic womanhood.

We have cited only a couple of examples of the dominatrix as 
Swinburne depicts her. But Ian gibson points out: 

60  Swinburne, “hints on Flogging,” 47-48.
61  According to Ian Gibson’s impressively researched study of flagellation 

pornography, the corporal punishment debate which raged in the “respectable 
press” routinely included letters ostensibly written in support of flogging as 
a disciplinary imperative which, on examination, display an all too obvious 
pornographic interest, “suggesting as much excitement as possible under a 
camouflage of moral concern for the young.” the English Vice, 230.

62  Swinburne, “hints on Flogging,” 48-49.
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The principal fantasy of Victorian flagellant pornography is that 
women positively revel in administering the birch. Not just occasional 
women, we are asked to believe that all women are potential 
flagellants. All those researchers who have written on the subject 
agree that, in Victorian pornography, the female beater vastly 
outnumbers the male.63 

The stress here should fall on the category of “fantasy.” To return 
for a moment to the psychodynamics of masochism, the consumer 
of flagellation is not “asked to believe” but rather wants to believe, 
against the odds and despite the facts, that any woman at any 
moment can become a potential flagellant. As Freud puts it: “The 
true masochist always turns his cheek whenever he has a chance 
of receiving a blow.”64 The paradox of fetishistic disavowal and the 
doubly vertiginous double disavowal of the masochist consists in 
knowing that the mother lacks a penis and that the father possesses 
it while disregarding these mere facts as irrelevant. Disavowal 
opens new imaginary horizons, an inventiveness which Swinburne, 
like his fellow flagellants, understood quite well. In “Hints on 
Flogging,” Swinburne articulates the necessary conditions for the 
“true enjoyment of the game” as total artifice: “there should be 
simulated on the part of the flogger, passionate anger with her 
subject, and on the part of the floggee or patient, powerlessness 
to resist the punishment inflicted, fear of the operation and a desire 

63  gibson, the English Vice, 277.
64  Freud, “The Economic Problem of Masochism,” 165.
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to escape the punishment.”65 The whole scenario is a simulation 
and all the participants know it. yet without this suspension of 
disbelief “which it is necessary to keep up fully to appreciate the 
enjoyment of being birched,” “the illusion is wholly ignored … and 
the gentleman buttons up his trousers and goes away, thinking that 
the pleasures of the rod are vastly overrated …”66 

“The pleasures of the rod” remain simply pain in the absence of the 
fiction that turns pain into pleasure. Deleuze points out that “there is 
no mysterious link between pain and pleasure” in masochism.67 The 
link is provided by the elaborate fantasy that the masochist’s body 
is itself the flogging block for the father’s punishment. According 
to Deleuze’s theory: “The ego triumphs, and asserts its autonomy 
in pain, … pain being experienced as inflicted upon the superego.”68 
While the aristocratic patriarchy maintained flogging as a disciplinary 
measure for perpetuating aristocratic identity through a class super-
ego, the flagellant masochist resubmits this super-ego to the very 
mechanisms of its construction—to pain and humiliation—but at the 
hands of a woman.

In sum, one of the great ironies of flagellant pornography is 
that even while the genre raises up a perverse and negating mirror 
to the domestic angel, it simultaneously dismantles the image of 
the aristocrat. In the masochistic mise-en-scène of domination 
and humiliation, the upper-class Victorian gentleman emasculated 
by the phallicized female who beats him, is precisely the figure 
for whom such pornography was written and made available. 
Thus, while we claim that the cult of flagellation subterraneanly 
functioned to defend aristocratic identity against the encroachment 
of bourgeois power and particularly against the feminization of 
culture and correction, we use a Deleuzean reading to suggest that 
it nevertheless also inscribes within it the increasingly castrated 
position of the patriarchal aristocracy. In the flagellant scenario, 
the son also atones for the receding privileges of a phallic nobility 
steadily losing its cultural and political dominance to a woman-
centred bourgeoisie. As Deleuze argues:

The tortures are in effect directed at the father, or at his likeness 
in the son. We argued earlier that the masochistic fantasy is less 
an instance of ‘a child being beaten’ than of a father being beaten 
… There is no doubt that the masochist lives in the very depths of 
guilt,69 but far from feeling that he has sinned against the father, it is 

65  Swinburne, “hints on Flogging,” 43.
66  Swinburne, “hints on Flogging,” 43.
67  Deleuze, Masochism, 121.
68  Deleuze, Masochism, 126.
69  here again, Deleuze transforms Freud’s analysis. While Deleuze assigns the 

masochist’s guilt to his perception of sins committed by the father he resembles, 
for Freud the masochist’s guilt is due to his own infractions (committed against 
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the father’s likeness in him that he experiences as a sin which must 
be atoned for. hence guilt is turned completely upside down: it is 
both at its deepest and its most absurd.70 

Deleuze’s insight regarding the expiation of the child for the sins of 
the father and the banishment of the father from the symbolic order 
allows us to understand in a new way the cultural phenomenon of 
the “English Vice.” Not only does Deleuze consider the masochistic 
complex to involve an attack on “the father’s likeness”—an attack, 
which, in the case of flagellation pornography, is aimed at the 
aristocratic patriarch but he also notes that masochistic guilt is 
so extreme that it is guilt “completely upside down,” guilt at “its 
most absurd.” guilt upside down would be the child’s unresolved 
insistence on humiliating the father and the guilt of never humiliating 
him enough, thus the compulsive reiteration of self-fashioned 
tortures. Its absurdity consists in the fact that pleasure is derived 
by the very means designed to prohibit it. The birching intended to 
punish an erection (a mark of the child’s incestuous desire for the 
mother) becomes the same mechanism for achieving it. 

This strain of absurdity is evident in the self-conscious comedy 
which runs through the flagellation genre. Just one illustration of 
“flagellation farce” is the “masochistic contract” cited in the preface 
of Venus School Mistress, where the anonymous author includes 
a letter sent from a parliamentarian to the notorious Mrs. Berkley 
(who invented the whipping-stand or “Berkeley horse” to which her 
privileged patrons were fastened):

I shall be with you early in February, as the Earl and myself are 
coming over together, on our parliamentary duties; but to prevent 
any misunderstanding, I send you my terms beforehand:

1. To be well secured to the horse with the chains I bring.
2. One pound for the first blood drawn.
3. Two pounds if the blood runs down my heels.
4. Four pounds if it flows on the floor.
5. Five pounds if you cause me to faint away.

I am, my dear Madam,
yours most incorrigibly,

TRoBENIUS o’FLUNKEy.

This document identifies several masochistic themes. A 
parliamentarian, through his inheritance of a title, by definition 

the father/law): “A sense of guilt, too, finds expression in the manifest content of 
masochistic phantasies; the subject assumes that he has committed some crime 
(the nature of which is left indefinite) which is to be expiated by all these painful 
and tormenting procedures.” “The Economic Problem of Masochism,” 162.

70  Deleuze, Masochism, 99; 101.
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occupies the position of his father. From 
this position, the masochist binds his 
“parliamentary duties” with the visit to 
the madam as if his civic responsibilities 
included getting whipped, a whipping which 
mocks aristocratic service, linking nobility 
(“the earl and myself”) to the scene of 
bloody castigation, until the parliamentarian 
finally mutates into the “FLUNKEY,” a figure 
who dissolves aristocratic power into an 
image of abject servitude. Furthermore, 
the instrument of contractual agreement is 
itself an emblematic device in the aims of 

masochism. Sacher-Masoch signed at least two love-contracts of 
his own bondage, the second one, with Wanda, stipulates, “your 
honour belongs to me, as does your blood, your mind and your ability 
to work.”71 Deleuze insists that “the essence of the formal process” 
of masochism is “the transference of the law onto the mother and 
the identification of the law with the image of the mother.”72 The 
parliamentarian is, of course, a primary representative of his society’s 
legislative body and, as such, he conspicuously undermines the 
aristocratic patriarchal law by transferring legal rights to t/his body 
to a woman. Deleuze writes: “The masochistic contract excludes 
the father and displaces onto the mother the task of exercising and 
applying the paternal law.”73 The final and fifth article of this contract 
stages the extremity of masochistic fantasy in imagining that Mrs. 
Berkeley might actually cause the gentlemen to faint away through 
birching because it identifies a desire entirely “beyond the pleasure 
principal,” the wish to be made gone. In the parliamentarian’s goal 
to be rendered unconscious, we recognize Ernst’s compulsion to be 
‘o-o-o-o,’ to stage himself being made ‘Fort’ by the mother. 

 Indeed, Steven Marcus contends that: “The figure of the female 
who is doing the whipping [in flagellation erotica] is … almost always 
a surrogate for the mother. She is also unmistakably the terrible 
mother, the phallic mother of childhood.”74 But if the aristocratic 
flagellant is both fascinated and horrified by Victorian mother 
power, he is simultaneously lodged in another impasse—attacking 
and defending his aristocratic status—so that flagellation involves 
the most convoluted of masochistic knots—undoing both noble and 
bourgeois identities. Thus while we agree with Marcus’s analysis 
that flagellation pornography symbolizes the mother, we reject his 

71  Leopold von Sacher Masoch, Venus in Furs in Masochism (Zone Books: New 
york, 1991) 279.

72  Deleuze, Masochism, 91.
73  Deleuze, Masochism, 93.
74  Marcus, the other Victorians, 258.
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final conclusion that the genre functions apotropaically to ward off 
male-male love. Marcus writes: “the immense literature of flagellation 
produced during the Victorian period, along with the fantasies it 
embodied and the practices it depicted, represents a kind of last-
ditch compromise with and defence against homosexuality.”75 

In our view, Marcus’s interpretation exemplifies the limits of 
a purely psychological reading which, by leaving the historical 
context untouched, fails in particular to consider the distinctive and 
antagonistic class uses of gender in the nineteenth century. For the 
“phallic mother of childhood” invoked by Marcus is an incarnation 
of the Victorian cult of motherhood, an icon and an invention of the 
middle classes, so that when the upper class boy is beaten by her—
the genre illustrates not the flight from homosexual attachments but 
the sexualization of class transformation, the eroticization of class 
resistance and of class trauma. We find the historicist accounts 
similarly limited in their enumeration of historical data in the absence 
of interpretation. Our account of flagellation pornography thus 
supports the practice of psycho-cultural reading and its capacity—
through the interweaving of psychoanalytic theory and historicist 
analysis—to arrive at new explanations for literary and cultural 
history.

75  Marcus, the other Victorians, 260.
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Jena Jolissaint

Pirates, Priestesses & Porne Pillage 
the Panopticon
PORNOGRAPHY & THE POSSIBILITY OF JUSTICE

 Writing masters nothing. Narration, writing 
does something else. It restores meaning in 
a world which hardship and suffering have 
revealed as chaotic and senseless. 

Kathy Acker, Bodies of Work1

The passage quoted above raises two questions. The first is 
aesthetic, and echoes Irigaray’s call for the creation of meaning in 
a post-modern, pre-apocalyptic world, a world that is, as she puts 
it, “grey, abstract, and destitute.”2 The second question is political, 
and concerns the relationship between justice and art. In the preface 
to “Antigone’s Story” in Kathy Acker’s novel Pussy, King of the 
Pirates, the narrator proclaims: “hegel, or the panopticon, sees all, 
except for the beginning of the world. In that beginning, which is still 
a beginning, there is a young girl. her name’s not important. She’s 
been called King Pussy, Pussycat, ostracism, o, Ange. once she 
was called Antigone.”3 hegel’s dialectical gaze divides the world into 
two irreconcilable poles: the human and the divine. yet something 
escapes this gaze, something that is left out of the tragic synthesis 
that is Sophocles’s antigone. The question posed by Acker’s novel 
is: how does this blind spot show itself when Antigone, rather than 
dying in a cave, gets out of town by grabbing the first motorcycle 
she can get her hands on? In other words, how does hegel, in his 
masterful account of Sophocles’s second most notorious tragedy, 
in bringing to light the necessary tension of the laws of men and 

1  Kathy Acker, Bodies of Work (New york: Serpent’s Tail, 1997) 100. The particular 
essay was written in response to a few passages in hannah Arendt’s Men in Dark 
times, which Acker was reading at the time. 

2  je, tu, nous: towards a Culture of Difference (New york: Routledge, 1993) 111. 
hereafter cited as je tu nous. 

3  Pussy, King of the Pirates (New york: grove Press, 1996) 163. hereafter cited 
as Pussy. 
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chthonic logic, forget the radical particularity of Antigone herself? 
Irigaray tells us that “the rigor of hegel can teach us that a third 
way is missing: a culture which corresponds to the objectivity of 
our destiny as sexuate beings.”4 Contrary to the “horizon of death” 
that hegel and heidegger imagined, Irigaray wonders whether 
“belonging to a gender could represent a limit capable of protecting 
life while remaining internal to it.”5 For Irigaray, Antigone actually 
makes a third choice, one that doesn’t occur to hegel. In making her 
transgression of Creon’s law public, she makes an appeal to justice 
that nevertheless refuses to sever the body’s relationship with the 
earth. In Acker’s novel, this “third way” is realized in a retelling of 
Antigone’s story as a work of pornographic literature. Thus, the 
question that concerns me here is quite simple: What is it about 
pornographic literature like Acker’s Pussy, King of the Pirates that 
refuses the opposition between the profane and the sacred? And 
what does this have to do with justice?

Pornography is a sticky issue for feminists, and not only because 
so much of it is geared towards heterosexual male desire. Sex work 
in general is problematic insofar as it is work; that is to say, insofar as 
it embodies the capitalist patriarchal tendency to consider women’s 
bodies as commodities. Irigaray certainly seems to consider the porn 
industry in its current form as putting women’s bodies on the market. 
Furthermore, the anti-pornography movement that began in the 
U.S. during the 1970’s was founded on the belief that pornography 
victimizes both the women in the industry and the women who are 
subjected to sexual violence as a result of the exploitative images 
that perpetuate a patriarchal culture of sexual violence. on the 
other hand, the pro-pornography and prostitute rights movement 
that emerged in response to books like Brownmiller’s against our 
Will continues to claim a political and artistic voice for women 
working within the industry while nevertheless acknowledging 
that the mainstream sex industry largely exploits the women 
working within it.6 Some feminists avoid the mess altogether by 
distinguishing between pornography and erotica, a distinction within 
which pornography encompasses exploitative, violent images, while 
erotica emphasizes pleasure without sacrificing sexual explicitness. 
This distinction is all fine and good from the perspective of liberal 
feminism, insofar as women who have a certain measure of economic 
and political equality can also enjoy sexual pleasure. yet it is deeply 
problematic in a philosophical sense, not only because it erases the 
experiences of sex workers but, also, because the delineation of 
4  Luce Irigaray, to Be two (New york: Routledge, 2001) 83. hereafter cited as 

two. 
5  two, 84. 
6  See Chapter 5 of Shannon Bell’s reading, Writing, and rewriting the Prostitute 

Body (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1994). hereafter cited as Prostitute 
Body. 
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images and desires along an axis of “good” and 
“bad” erases the radical particularity of desire 
and the concrete bodies that both constitute, 
and are constituted by, culture. In short, the 
pornography/erotica distinction ultimately fails 
to address the question of feminine desire 
insofar as it exists in a sexual vacuum where 
history, culture, and the particularity of bodies 
are reduced to a single acceptable feminine 
expression of sexual subjectivity. 

how, then, to both acknowledge the problem 
with putting women on the sexual market 
without over-determining desire? Irigaray seems 
to offer some insight here. Throughout her 
work, she delineates two seemingly unrelated 
ways in which a culture of sexual difference 
might emerge. The first takes the form of a 
call for sexed rights, and is an appeal to the 
injustices perpetuated by seeming neutrality 
of the law. The second is an aesthetic appeal, 
a call for what she refers to in an Ethics of 
Sexual Difference as a new poetics of sexual 
difference.7 Both of these evocations are clearly 
addressed in an interview collected in je, tu, 
nous: toward a Culture of Difference. In “Why 
Define Sexed Rights?” Irigaray asserts that she 
has “always been concerned with the issue of 
law from the perspective of the sexes,”8 and 
mentions Speculum and this Sex Which is Not 
one in particular. Irigaray evokes the whore, 
the subject of pornography and prostitution,9 
throughout her work. In Speculum, for example, 
she amends Friedrich Engels’s claim that 
monogamy and prostitution are opposing poles 
that nevertheless uphold and sustain one another. 
“In fact,” she writes, monogamy and prostitution 
“are joined together in traditional monogamous 
marriage, a legal form of prostitution that is 

7  See Luce Irigaray, an Ethics of Sexual Difference, 
trans. Carolyn Burke and gillian C. gill, (Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 1993) 18. hereafter cited as ESD. 

8  je, tu, nous, 82. 
9  Since the focus of this essay is a pornographic novel, 

the main focus here will be on pornography rather 
than prostitution. however, I will be using these terms 
somewhat interchangeably for several reasons that I 
hope will become apparent as the narrative unfolds. 
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not declared as such.”10 “The abuse of female 
bodies for the purpose of pornography” makes 
her list of exploitative issues that should be 
explicitly addressed in law, although she is 
careful to distinguish between rights that are 
enforced negatively through criminalization 
and “civil society’s guarantee of positive rights 
appropriate to women.”11 In the latter, violence 
and exploitation are understood as affronts to 
justice that impact the whole of society, not only 
particular women. overall, Irigaray is concerned 
with making women legal subjects not through 
identification with masculine subjectivity (which 
is why she rejects the idea that equality before 
the law can be accomplished via a further 
erasure of sexual difference and the reification 
of the neutral legal subject), nor through laws 
that divide women up in two categories: victims 
(of sexual violence, forced prostitution, etc.) 
and criminalized victimizers (as prostitutes, for 
example). 

Certainly Irigaray, like most feminists 
(including the majority of sex workers), thinks 
that the mainstream sex industry is exploitative, 
yet it is less than clear what role the whore 
might have in the culture of difference Irigaray 
imagines throughout her work. When Irigaray 
adopts the language of the feminine-as-other, 
she never fails to make it quite clear that the 
sexual difference she is emphasizing includes 
differences between women as well as 
differences between men and women. If the 
prostitute, as Shannon Bell argues, is in “the 
position of the other of the other,” then the 
fight for sex worker rights and the feminist pro-
pornography movement must be understood as 
emerging from a concept of equality predicated 
on plurality rather than sameness.12 What, then, 
are we to make of Irigaray’s seemingly definitive 
characterization of pornography and prostitution 
as exploitation in light of her account of a 

10  Luce Irigaray, Speculum of the other Woman (Ithaca: 
Cornell University Press, 1985) 122. hereafter cited ashereafter cited as 
Speculum.

11 je tu nous, 88.
12  Prostitute Body, 101. 
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democracy of difference that acknowledges a 
multiplicity of differences between women?  

I suspect the answer has something to do 
with the aesthetic, which Irigaray discusses in a 
subsequent Chapter. on the question of “how 
Can We Create our Beauty,” Irigaray writes: 
“As women, we have thus been enclosed in 
an order of forms inappropriate to us. In order 
to exist, we must break out of these forms,”13 
and she goes on to develop elements of a 
feminist aesthetic that emphasizes pleasure, 
creativity, and beauty over suffering, pain, and 
agony.14 Naturally, Irigaray does not deny that 
“painful realities” are a part of women’s lives; 
however, overall her attitude is that artists 
(herself included) should “avoid writing about 
and pointing to things that are wretched, ugly” 
and instead “discuss them in a literary style” 
that “cushions the sense of dereliction these 
disclosures can lead to.”15 Irigaray thus tries 
to juxtapose these moments of negativity via 
the creation of something positive. Assuming 
that Irigaray is not interested in re-inscribing 
a dichotomy of positive and negative in her 
work,16 we might infer that she is rather 
evoking an aesthetic is that is more creative 
than representative. For Irigaray, portraying 
the negative “from a female perspective, is 
positive and necessary given that it reveals 
what was meant to remain hidden.”17 Artistic 
creation thus threatens the “patriarchal cultural 
order” not simply by reflecting women’s pain 
(although it might do this) but by engendering 
(not prescribing) what Irigaray calls “spiritual 

13  je tu nous, 109.
14 je tu nous, 107. 
15  je tu nous, 107.
16  I am making this assumption because it is one shared byshared by 

the majority of Irigaray scholars. For a more sustained 
argument against the claim that Irigaray is an essentialist 
who re-inscribes metaphysical dualisms in her study 
of sexual difference, see my essay “Placing Irigaray: 
The Sensible Transcendental in Speculum of the other 
Woman” in Crossings: a Counter-Disciplinary Journal of 
Philosophical, Cultural, Historical, and Literary Studies 
(Binghamton University, No. 7 2004/2005). 

17  je tu nous, 108.
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values.”18 There is nothing in Irigaray’s work to 
suggest that these values couldn’t emerge from 
pornographic art and, in fact, like Bell, it is my 
position that pornographic art has the potential 
to be disruptively creative in just this fashion, 
insofar as when the whore other (historically 
positioned in opposition to the virginal/maternal 
Madonna as well as the subject of liberal 
feminism) speaks, the neutrality of the subject 
is doubly displaced. Thus, Kathy Acker’s 
pornographic novels can be read as works that 
are both politically and aesthetically disruptive, 
insofar as both the traditional opposition 
between the sacred and the profane and the 
whore sexism that permeates much of Western 
culture are challenged by the feminine figures 
that proliferate in her novels. 

There is little doubt that Kathy Acker is a 
pornographic writer. For starters, germany and 
South Africa banned Blood and Guts in High 
School, Acker’s “breakthrough” novel. Acker 
published the official German denunciation of 
the book in a Semiotext(e) collection of her 
writings called Hannibal Lector, My Father. The 
text was deemed harmful to minors because “it 
does not only glorify fellatio, cunnilingus and 
anal intercourse, but it also renders a positive 
picture of deviant pathological sexual acts,” 
including (but not limited to) sex work, incest, 
rape, and sado-masochism.19 Portraying these 
“deviant” acts in such a way as to suggest such 
acts might incite sexual pleasure concerns the 
german inspectors because “still uninformed 
juvenile readers will be hampered from 
becoming fully responsible personalities and 
sexual partners, i.e. readers who are not yet 
strengthened by experience and have not yet 
reached sufficient intellectual maturity in their 
values as well as in their intellectual faculties 
and more so who are subject to distinct tensions 
and sensibilities especially in the realm of 
eroticism and sensuality” (Hannibal, 146-147). 
This concern extends even to possible harm 
18  je tu nous, 109.
19  See page 146 of Hannibal Lector, My Father by Kathy 

Acker, ed. Sylvère Lotringer (New york: Semiotext(e), 
1991). hereafter cited as Hannibal.
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towards mature adults in the case of certain 
passages of the book, including a passage that 
describes the self-effacing desire of the narrator 
(who the german inspectors equate with Acker-
as-author) for the “SEx of traitors, deviants, 
scum, and schizophrenics” (Hannibal, 146). 

More than a few things are striking about this 
claim. First, there is an obvious and unapologetic 
appeal to the primacy of Enlightenment 
subjectivity over and against desire, insofar as 
minors and adults alike run the risk of losing 
control of their desire if they are exposed to 
the voices of whores, prostitutes and sexual 
deviants. Second, this “intellectual maturity” 
is posited as the necessary prerequisite to the 
maturation of one’s values, values which in 
this instance seem to be the dominant values 
of Western culture. Sexual values are defined 
in this case by a particular model of intellectual 
sophistication and faculties which repress 
sexual desires and acts that are not aimed at 
the “natural” end of sex, which is, apparently, 
reproduction. Almost as though Immanual Kant 
himself were present at the meeting of the 
Federal Inspection Office for Publications Harmful 
to Minors, all depictions of sex acts that are 
not strictly heterosexual and non-reproductive 
in nature (oral sex, anal penetration, etc.) are 
deemed harmful insofar as they both (a) can 
retard the developing intellectual prowess and 
morality of children and adolescents and (b) 
describe sex acts which were at the time illegal 
in germany. Still, Acker’s violation consists not 
in having performed such sex acts but, rather, in 
writing about them. She is not accused of being 
a sex worker, nor of committing an act against 
nature; rather, her text threatens the primacy 
of a dominant discourse on sexuality that is 
unquestionably bound up in Judeo-Christian 
values and Enlightenment subjectivity, a threat 
that “derives from the written rendition of deviant 
and perverse sexual acts” and, furthermore, 
one that “is multiplied by the drawings,” which 
are “obvious” and “do not leave anything to 
the reader’s imagination” (Hannibal, 147). 
This raises the question of what constitute the 
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qualitative differences that enables the cultural 
distinction between art / theory / philosophy 
and pornography. of course, in most Western 
cultures the former is protected by the law, 
but Acker’s text “is not art” because it fails to 
“maintain a certain level of artistic standards” 
(Hannibal, 147), standards which are enacted 
and regulated by the law and not, as in Acker’s 
aesthetics, by values and communities which 
are created in and through art. In the german 
account, it is the law, and not art, that founds 
the community as such, and any text or image 
that violates that constitution must necessarily 
be excluded from the boundaries of what the 
community is supposed to see and hear.  
This attitude has less to do with a puritanical 
attitude towards sexual explicitness (after all, 
the porn industry generates upwards of 12 
billion dollars annually in the U.S. alone, and 
a 2009 nationwide study found that states 
that consume the most online porn tend to be 
more politically conservative and religious than 
states with lower consumption20) than with an 
ideological and legal commitment to a dominant 
aesthetic that excludes pornography. Art is 
defined as that which reflects and upholds a 
community’s values and ideologies, whereas 
pornography degrades and transgresses them. 
yet in Acker and Irigaray’s view, only art that 
makes new values (rather than mirroring old 
values back to us) can found a community of 
meaning; art that degrades and transgresses 
sacred cow-art and value is, furthermore, the 
perpetual possibility of justice. 

The etymology of the word pornography 
comes, of course, from the greek pornographia: 
porne were the lowest class of sex workers 
in ancient greece, having not even the social 
status of Plato’s flute girls in the Symposium.21 

20  My source here is an ABC news article published on 
February 28, 2009. http://abcnews.go.com/Technology/
Business/Story?id=6977202&page=1

21  The “flute girls,” or hetaera, are shooed out of Plato’s 
Symposium, but at least they appear. The porne have no 
such place, although it is these low-class sex workers, 
the lowest of the low, made up of fallen women and 
foreign-born slaves, who will later lend their name to 
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Grapho means to write or record, and coupled 
with the suffix ia, ponographia can thus be 
translated as “a place to record prostitutes,” or 
“the state of writing or recording prostitutes.” 
Acker’s text is thus a place that, unlike a legal 
system and cultural aesthetic that criminalizes 
and represses the pornographic as excessive 
to rationality, law, and the beautiful, allows 
the unspeakable to show itself. This record 
discloses the gap between justice and the law, 
not because it establishes itself as the just but, 
rather, because it discloses the radical limits of 
the law to account for its constitutive outside, 
and refuses the dichotomy of the bodily and the 
sacred, the divine and the profane. In Sophocles’s 
tragedy, Antigone speaks the unspeakable; in 
her cave-grave, Antigone’s death undermines 
Creon’s authority, and reveals to us the limits of 
the paternal law. When Acker’s Antigone gets 
on her motorcycle and flees the law to join a 
pack of rotten, sex-crazed pirate girls, however, 
we are returned to this mystical authority, 
the mythic origin of law that undermines the 
arbitrariness of Creon’s authority. 

Pornographic artists like Acker create at 
this threshold of justice and the law, giving 
birth to—though not producing—meaning. The 
community undermined by the failure of the law 
is re-created in mytho-pornographic discourse. 
“A community, a society, is always being 
constructed in discourse if and when discourse-
including art-is allowed” (Bodies, 4). We can 
see, then, why it is not only the desire to titillate 
that motivates Acker’s retelling of the story of 
Antigone in the context of a pornographic pirate 
tale. Because the text is pornographic, because 
it is a place where the acts of prostitutes and 
pirates are recorded, and because new values 
are created in and through this pornographic 
literary piracy, and, finally, because she admitted 
to having written pornography and engaging in 
sex work, the threat her work represents to the 
established order is deemed great enough to 

pornography, which has been villainized and valorized 
in the last couple of centuries in a kind of microcosmic 
repetition of the fate of the original woman herself, the 
one called (among other things) Antigone. 
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deprive the good people of germany of the text 
altogether, not simply because it is pornographic 
(soft-core adult pornography is not illegal in 
germany, and voluntary prostitution is legal 
from the age of 16) but because it presents 
itself as art. 

We see a similar illustration in the 
controversy surrounding Annie Sprinkle’s “Post-
Porn Modernist” performance piece, which was 
picked up by an NyC theatre that also happened 
to receive government funding. During the 
Congressional debates on the issue, several 
congressmen pointed out that “a porn star can’t 
possibly be an artist,” and Senator Jesse helms 
went so far as to call the performance “a sewer 
of depravity” despite never having seen it.22 
This doesn’t mean we should decide all porn is 
art, however; as Annie oakley, practicing sex 
worker, creator of the Sex Worker’s Art Show, 
and editor of the Working Sex: Sex Workers 
Write about a Changing Industry, puts it: “With 
so much emphasis lately on the mainstreaming 
of pornography and on the blurring of the line 
between art and porn, very little attention 
is being paid, particularly by those who are 
indulging in it, to the depth and darkness of the 
sexual imagination and the implications of toying 
with the dark side.”23 According to oakley, this 
aspect of the multi-million dollar porn industry 
seems to have been lost on the (w)hordes of 
academics who thrust themselves into the 
industry in the name of research, only to find 
that “there is nothing glamorous about getting 
fucked for money.”24 Still, even for cowgirls 
like oakley, it’s aesthetics, not Enlightenment 
morality, that makes the difference between 
22  See page 161 in Sprinkle’s Post-Porn Modernist: My 25 

years as a Multimedia Whore, reissued in San Francisco 
by Cleis Press in 1998. hereafter cited as “Post-
Porn.” Sprinkle and Acker were far from strangers, and 
both have cameos in Raoul Ruiz’s surrealist film the 
Golden Boat (Acker plays a Professor, while Sprinkle 
is a waitress. Incidentally, Sprinkle claims to be most 
famous in germany). 

23  WorkingSex: Sex Workers talk about a Changing 
Industry, ed. Annie oakley (Emeryville: Seal Press, 
2007) 25. hereafter cited as Working. 

24  Working, 26.
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good and bad porn. Mainstream pornography 
is bad because its “unimaginative unity of style 
and substance … reduces meaning to a set of 
monolithic stylistic imperatives devoid of any 
complex interplay between the two.”25 In short, 
the literalism of mainstream pornography renders 
it stylistically indistinguishable from mainstream 
film, insofar as both industries share a “fixation 
on the means of production instead of on the 
production of meaning.”26 oakley doesn’t offer 
a formula for what good pornography might look 
like, besides suggesting that porn-as-art has more 
to do with revolution and transformation and 
less to do with unadulterated desire-production 
(desire, she says, being an outdated term, like 
gender).27 To be sure, there is pleasure in this 
transformation, but oakley refuses to separate 
the text from its political impact. 

The denunciation of Acker’s Blood and 
Guts in High School on the grounds that it is 
pornography, not art, thus emphasizes the power 
of pornographic art to challenge and undermine 
the patriarchal law while remaining bound by 
the confines of that law. Even Acker’s self-
identification as a feminist is called into question 
by the german trial, insofar as her portrayal of 
Janey in BghS is one which “examines less 
the role of women … than mostly deals with 
male power and potency” (Hannibal, 148), as 
if examining hierarchical power structures has 
nothing to do with the feminist movement. The 
report acknowledges that Acker’s novel is critical 
of economic disparity produced by capitalism, 
as well as the “commercial exploitation of 
sexuality” and “the discrimination of women” 
(Hannibal, 148); however, according to the 
report this critique is undermined by the style 
of the novel, which is fragmented, “trivial,” 
and uses “banal street language” (Hannibal, 
148). This “style,” of course, would be Acker’s 
trademark, if schizophrenic non-linear narrative 
could be trademarked. 

25  Working, 27.
26  Working, 28.
27  See, for example, Tina Chanter’s book Gender: Key 

Concepts in Philosophy (New york: Continuum, 2006).
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Pornographic art like Acker’s thus challenges 
the liberalist position that pornography is either 
good or bad by expressing the suffering, 
violence, oppression, negativity, and pain that 
may also be part of the experience of pleasure 
and fantasy in a patriarchal, sex-negative 
culture. As Leslie Dick puts it, “writing sex as 
Kathy [Acker] does…works to bring the reader 
back to her body in a way no other literary 
strategy quite does.”28 Circumventing the pro/
con rhetoric that permeated the debate around 
pornography in the seventies and eighties, 
Acker advances “the paradoxical proposition 
that a specific body [is] always implicated in 
the construction of identity” without restricting 
“the possible identifications and fantasies that 
that very body might enjoy,” a strategy that is 
“itself a feminist idea. Kathy Acker took some 
of these ideas and played them out, like a card 
game, to display their operation, to make them 
work.”29 Pleasure and pain, the divine and the 
profane, desire and disgust, and all manner of 
seeming paradoxes coexist in Acker’s work 
because the particularity of the body, in all its 
obscenity, is never lost amidst the myth, history, 
art, philosophy, and political theory that make 
up the disjunctive narrative. The particularity of 
the body appears not as attached to a single 
coherent desiring subject but, rather, as the 
locale that holds together the multiple feminine 
identities who figure in the novel. In particular, 
the sacred whore body in all its radiant obscenity 
is evoked in Pussy, King of the Pirates, Acker’s 
retelling of the story of Antigone, through the 
figures of O, Ange, Antigone, and the Pirate 
girls.  

In Pussy, Antigone joins a cast of characters 
made up of some of the dirtiest bad girls in the 
West in a pirate porn story that spans mythic 
epochs. We meet o, the heroine30; her best 

28  See a Lust for Life: on the Writings of Kathy acker, ed. 
Amy Scholder, Carla harryman, and Avital Ronell (New 
york: Verso, 2006) 113. hereafter cited as Lust. 

29  Lust, 113. 
30  o is actually a repeat offender, as she also appears in 

Blood and Guts in High School. The german inspectors 
make a special point of noting that the inclusion of 
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friend Ange, the angel in the (whore)house; 
and Pussy, the meanest of all the pirates, save 
Silver, the proprietor of the sagging underworld 
the pirate girls inhabit, the Bald head Pub 
(“home where and when there’s no home to 
those who don’t want one” [Pussy, 239]). Sad 
figures like Eurydice appear alongside Hegel 
(the indifferent villain) and the Marquis de Sade 
(the unlikely hero). Even hecate makes an 
appearance, in the history of the pirate girls as 
narrated by one of their wolfhounds, a narrator 
who as such expresses the refusal to speak of 
herself and then does. hecate is the legitimate 
ancestor of the narrating wolfhound and has 
three heads for her threefold-identity (Uncreate, 
Life, Death): lion, horse, and, of course, dog. 
For “if this world began by beginning, it must 
have begun in a division whose double name 
was, and is, life/death” (Pussy, 237). Similarly, 
o’s voice is initially co-opted by Artaud but 
reclaimed when she speaks/sings about herself 
in the form of a poem. In fact, the first sound 
uttered on the punk-rock version of the book 
Acker collaborated on with the Mekons is o’s 
self-introduction: “My name is o. once upon a 
time there was a girl named Ange, and she didn’t 
have anything, like me…so we went searching 
for some buried treasure.” As the novel/album 
progresses, we find that O can’t help but speak: 
“I want to tell you about myself,” she says, “I’m 
the kind of girl who does things my own way. 
I do a lot of things wrong, but I don’t care. I 
don’t care, because I don’t know the difference 
between right and wrong. All I know is that 
as soon as I get something that I want, it isn’t 
good enough.” o thus indicates from the get-go 
that a moral hierarchy is not her concern; what 
consumes her is rather the question of desire. 
Taken together, these shadow-figures radiantly 
emerge in all their radiance whorishness in the 
book, as women make love to other women, 
become pirates, curse their patriarchs and 
complacent mothers, and remind us of the 
sacredness of bodies. 

pirated text from Réage/Aury’s (banned) book the Story 
of o supports the claim that the text is a threat to the 
moral order. 
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The narration is thus also a meditation on 
the loss of meaning, on nihilism, on the failure 
of activism and the academy to create spaces in 
which new narratives can be born, and on the 
creative works that nevertheless are born out 
of the rubble and decay of culture. “Rubble and 
decay aren’t good enough,” says o, “so Ange 
and I keep on travelling, even though we don’t 
know where to go because there is nowhere 
to go.”31 Acker’s characters keep on going, in 
various guises: as sex workers, priestesses, 
porn stars, philosophers, poets, bodybuilders, 
characters from other books, pirates, actresses, 
daughters, sisters, lovers, a performance artists, 
schoolgirls, professors, and (almost incidentally) 
feminists. give this plurality, it is only natural 
that Acker’s novels begin where her investment 
in postmodernism as a theoretical enterprise 
ends: “I began thinking that there is enough 
taking apart, already.”32 In this sense, we 
might read Acker’s Pussy as her attempt to put 
these past, present, and future Antigones back 
together again. 

But who is Antigone? In the Sophoclean play, 
Antigone is presented with two choices: obey 
Creon or be buried alive. The first option (obey 
the law, forget Polynieices’s corpse, marry 
haemon, and continue the patrilineal line, each 
generation of which will be less and less tainted 
by oedipus’s Big Mistake) means life within 
Creon’s culture. The second option, and the one 
Antigone chooses, means death. Antigone’s 
choice is outside of patriarchal culture not only 
because she disobeys the law, but also because 
she dies unmarried and virginal and thus, as 
Irigaray also notes, never becomes a woman in 
the eyes of this culture. (Sophocles’s) Antigone: 
“Creon thinks me wrong, even a criminal, 
and now takes me by the hand and leads me 
away, unbedded, without bridal, without 
share in marriage and nurturing of children; 

31  “Ange’s Song After She Crawled Through London” 
(Pussy, King of the Pirates audio CD by The Mekons and 
Kathy Acker).

32  Interview with Benjamin Bratton, http://proxy.arts.uci.
edu/~nideffer/_SPEED_/ 1.1/acker.html.
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without friends.”33 Creon hopes to restore this 
possibility, the possibility of a proper place, to 
her by changing the law and freeing her from 
the cave, but he is too late; Antigone has hung 
herself, and in her death she is joined both by 
Creon’s son, haemon, and his wife, Eurydice. 

yet, as o asks, “how long will this reign 
of masochism continue?” (Pussy, 19). Again, 
Antigone: “it’s all a piece of shit. The world I 
had been in. I don’t have to give you the details 
because they’ve been repeated over and over, 
the whole story, every possible story, again, 
again, just walk into any bookstore and look at 
all the stories and they’re all ours, anyway they 
were all mine, those repetitions, which I called 
representations, to me were prison” (Pussy, 
169). In Acker’s version, Antigone is also 
presented with two choices: identify with the 
patriarchal image of feminine identity or die. Be 
a wife and mother or die a virgin. To be, or not 
to be. Hegel glorifies the latter choice as made 
in respect of a divine law; for hegel, Antigone 
eschews the profane law of Creon only because 
she takes it to be in violation of a divine, earthly 
law. According to Irigaray’s Speculum, in hegel’s 
view woman is “powerless on earth,” yet is also 
the very ground upon which Mind/law erects 
his foundation.34 Still, “at times the forces of 
the world below become hostile because they 
have been denied the right to live in daylight” 
and claims her “right to pleasure, to jouissance, 
even to effective action, thus betraying her 
universal destiny.”35 In Acker’s novel, Antigone 
demands these rights within a culture that 
doesn’t recognize them, but she demands them 
not as the mouthpiece for the divine but via an 
appeal to human justice. Seemingly caught in 
a tragic double bind, Acker’s “curiosity-mad” 
Antigone invents a third choice: She becomes a 
sacred pirate-whore (Pussy, 239). This identity 
isn’t quite new, but is genealogically akin 
to that of women during that time in history 

33  Sophocles, antigone (trans. grene and Lattimore), lines 
914-919.

34  Speculum, 225.
35  Speculum, 225-226.
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“conventionally termed Prehistory,” a time when 
the divinity of women-goddesses depended 
“upon their half-open lips” as an affirmative 
expression of their “female identity” rather than 
upon their procreative potential. In colloquial 
terms this means Antigone can reject the false 
opposition of desperate housewife and chthonic 
martyr; in place of “to be or not to be,” the 
whore Antigone chooses becoming. 

Like Irigaray, Acker’s Antigone suggests that 
hegel misunderstands Antigone’s choice when 
he calls it chthonic, for hegel’s all-encompassing 
vision leaves something out, something 
originary. This origin cannot be recovered, but 
something of Antigone is reclaimed in Acker’s 
pornographic novel when she gets out of town 
by buying a motorcycle with Creon’s currency 
and seeks a way out of the world of shit that 
is her stepfather’s law. her appeal is an appeal 
to justice, to justice in the face of the law that 
denies her right to love and pleasure. In Acker’s 
novel, Antigone’s actions are those of a porne 
who, given her non-status (as a woman, who, 
as a means of exchange between men, is a sex-
worker disguised as a bride, one who is subject 
to the paternal law despite her not being a 
subject),36 violates the paternal law not in the 
name of a transcendent divine law but, rather, 
in the name of justice. Acker writes the story of 
this porne; Acker the pornographer appeals to 
the possibility of justice and meaning in a world 
of arbitrary phallic power. 

It bears repeating, however, that the meaning 
born of Acker’s text is far from normative. Still, 
when Ange and o proclaim themselves to be 
innocent, this characterization seems to suggest 
that that old Enlightenment morality is rearing 
its ugly head again in the story, especially since 
they are set in opposition to Antigone, Pussy, 

36  We cannot forget, of course, that it is not only women 
whose sex roles condemn them to a life outside of the 
law. greek male citizens who chose to “degrade” their 
status as citizens and become sex workers (usually out 
of economic necessity) sacrificed their status as citizens 
and their voice within the legal confines of Greek society 
and culture. See David halperin, one Hundred Years of 
Homosexuality (New york: Routledge, 1990). 
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and the rest of the “evil pirates.”37 yet, as it 
was “the days when women were economically 
either wives or whores” we instead find out that 
o and Ange fall into the latter category (Pussy, 
27). In fact, it turns out that Ange and O first 
met in a brothel. In the first part of the novel, 
it’s not entirely clear where Antigone ends and 
o begins; like Antigone, o’s options are to be 
a wife, a whore, or dead; like Antigone, o’s 
mother committed suicide; like Antigone, o was 
young when her father became blind. When o 
and Ange find the treasure map Ange’s dead 
mother left her, the motherless wretches finally 
have somewhere to go, even though there’s “no 
more meaning.” The manuscript they find next 
to the map tells a story that, like Antigone’s, 
begins with incest. A girl is being fucked by her 
father, and this incest “begins the beginning 
of this world” (Pussy, 68). In this story, the 
girl falls in love with a boy who won’t marry 
her. This refusal marks the impossibility of her 
desire, for “what’s the use of this sexual body 
which alienates what it desires? how can I bear 
to be conscious? Better not to be.” The girl 
thus “attempts to run away from herself and 
burns herself up” (Pussy, 71). This masochistic 
pyromania enables the boy to love her. In a 
culture that holds no meaning for them, no place 
for their desire, o and Ange choose to search 
for buried treasure. 

As the narrative goes on, we meet the 
other pirate girls, and finally are introduced to 
Antigone herself. Antigone was and always will 
be, but this Antigone is sick to death of death. 
She wants to live; she wants to “return to her 
birth” and “learn to see.” She wants to speak 
about herself; she wants to tell the story of how 
her “father’s creation of a state by patricide hid 
a worse crime: the disappearance of females” 
(Pussy, 164-165). Antigone refuses to disappear, 
but in order to live she has to get away. She was 
“willing to die” in the eyes of her false father 
Creon’s society. She speaks: “Creon, I left your 
lousy world. only a fool will now attempt to 

37  “Since Ange and Me Are Innocent” from the Pussy 
album.
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stop us girls. To halt our ecstatic singing. The 
death of reason isn’t blackness, but another kind 
of light” (Pussy, 182). Refusing the blackness 
of the tomb-cave, Antigone follows this light to 
the pirate girls, girls who stand on the graves of 
the dead male pirates, pirates who “came from 
the moment when animals were holy,” from the 
“Wild god” pirate who is “outside of life and 
death,” who is nether to be or not to be but 
perpetual becoming (Pussy, 195).

But this is hardly a feminist fairy tale, for 
the question Acker leaves us with is this: if 
Antigone cannot be, can she love? how to love 
in becoming? In becoming a piratical porn star, 
Antigone wonders: “whatever I am, I’m not a 
fucking liar I don’t even know whether I fuck I 
got away from all this by a motorcycle” (Pussy, 
165). In rejecting the false opposition of divine 
law and the laws of men, Antigone claims 
herself, but in so doing she is unable to escape 
her “rotten childhood” and love. “Antigone,” 
says Silver “you see her. She doesn’t go with 
anyone because she had a rotten childhood,” de 
in part to her relationship with her pimp/false 
father: “her boss Creon the creep tried to bury 
her not so long ago but she wasn’t about to 
let him, even though she didn’t think she had 
anywhere to go. Even though she didn’t have 
anywhere to go, she got out, by grabbing the 
first motorcycle she saw.”38 While it’s not clear 
whether Antigone escapes history enough to 
love, we do know that this Antigone is a girl 
gone wild, a girl who chooses pleasure over 
death and Creon’s version of life: “I’ve had 
it with living and dying,” Antigone declares, 
“there’s something else I must find.” The 
chorus responds “Antigone went wild, ‘cause 
oedipus was blind!” and together they declare, 
“may my cunt again come out, may my cunt 
be wild!” Antigone and her wild cunt break free 
of the paternal law and imagine a new place 
for feminine identity, a place that is neither an 
underground cave- grave nor a city tenuously 
erected on originary incest but a marshy island 
inhabited by wild animals and pirate treasure. 

38  “Antigone you See her” from the Pussy album. 
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Antigone becomes a woman who acts and 
comes and creates and sees. 

 o’s story continues where Antigone’s leaves 
off, with a poem because “poetry is what fucks 
up this world” and a gift left to o by Artaud, the 
poet laureate of pornography, at the beginning 
of the book. She and Ange find the pirate 
girls at “the bottom of the world,” and Silver 
promises that the girls will to help them find the 
buried treasure. The pirate girls have been living 
beneath the city like rats, but they jump at the 
chance to sail away. While sailing to the island, 
o overhears the pirate girls discussing how 
to get the map from Ange and o and realizes 
that “these girls didn’t mean [them] any good” 
(Pussy, 227). This fear plunges o and Ange into 
a dream, and while they are dreaming the boat 
nears the earth again, “as if [they] had been 
dreaming pirate girls” (Pussy, 231). She and 
Ange take Ange’s maternal legacy, the pirate 
map, and head into the forest, into the strange. 
In the strangeness of this marshy place, this 
intermediary between water, earth, and sky, 
between the divine and the animalistic, o loses 
Ange. She hears voices she cannot comprehend, 
yet their language helps her understand what 
it is to be human” (Pussy, 235). She merges 
with a growly bear and discovers desire. having 
discovered desire, she is returned to herself, 
and to Ange. Back at the boat, things have 
degenerated again; the ship has wrecked and the 
pirate girls begin fighting each other. Antigone 
is the “first pirate to perceive that the ship is 
going nowhere” (Pussy, 240). The girls flee the 
sinking ship like the rats that they are. 

The book concludes with the story of “Days 
that Are to Come.” To come, as in, to orgasm. 
Because this is a story about girls, the coming 
never ceases. When o and Ange are reunited, 
o realizes that she and Ange are rats just like 
the pirate girls, and that it took this journey 
into the strange to make them self-aware. The 
girls are afraid to join the pirate crew and their 
endless orgies and orgasms, yet they also can’t 
go home, and so they “start crawling through 
nature again” (Pussy, 259). But the pirate 
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girls kidnap them and make them continue the 
treasure hunt. When the girls finally take off her 
blindfold, and now that she has began coming, 
that is, is becoming, she can see what the pirate 
girls see: the treasure map. The map leads them 
to dead pirates. one of the pirates has a huge 
erection, and Ange and O finally realize that 
“cocks weren’t treasure but pointed to treasure” 
(Pussy, 274). The phallocratic law points to 
its origin, the origin of all that is and will be: 
the Wild god that is the cunt. o realizes that 
this is why she had been searching for men all 
along: not to become a wife/mother but to find 
treasure. The cock leads them to the cunt/cave, 
where they are joined again by the pirate girls. 
The pirate girls realize that to take the treasure 
out of the cave is the end of the reign of girl 
piracy, and so they leave the treasure behind for 
Ange and o, who, being whores, take as much 
of as they can carry and return to the rowboat. 
“Whole rotten world come down and break,” a 
treasure-laden o concludes, “let me spread my 
legs.”39 The book ends with a sacred prayer for 
all the pornographic sailors: o and Ange, who 
flee “that island whose name is not red blood” 
with the currency of dead male pirates towards 
the days of coming that are to come; Antigone 
and Pussy, who keep leaving and returning to 
the treasure cave; and all of the bad girls joined 
by the fluid and fluidity of female desire.

39    “A Prayer for all Sailors” from the Pussy CD
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Incorporating Objects

1. The guest
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Katarzyna Malwina Zaremba

Naked Truth
THE ART OF CAROLEE SCHNEEMANN & 
ALICJA ŻEBROWSKA

Sex and nudity attract attention by appealing to a most basic element 
of human nature. They are also entangled in a complex net of social 
and cultural issues, so that one can never see a “pure” or “natural” 
naked body.1 Consequently sex and nudity can be used for diverse 
purposes: to advertise, to support current ideologies and values, or 
to challenge social principles and beliefs. The latter possibility has 
been readily embraced by many modern artists, especially female 
ones. Since the social organisation of sexual desire often transforms 
the female body into an object, a number of artists have chosen 
to use their own bodies in dynamic performances, in order to 
resist and critique conventional modes of objectification.2 In these 
performances it is the (female) artist, not the viewer, who chooses 
the way in which her body is presented and seen. The spectator 
is confronted with the proximity of the performer’s body and, 
subsequently, with his or her own “gendered” desire. The viewer 
no longer occupies the detached position of a voyeur, but becomes 
a vital part of the performance itself.3 

Contrary to popular belief, corporeal art not only addresses 
feminist issues, but also focuses on social and cultural taboos, such 
as pornography, pleasure and control over one’s body. Moreover, 
only a naked body can fully express the most intimate fears and 
desires that are associated not with the intellect but with physicality 
and sensuality. In this essay I will focus on selected works by two 
female artists who have ingeniously employed their bodies, especially 
the genitalia, in diverse artistic activities, raging from photographs 
to happenings and video projects. 

1 Lynda Nead, ALynda Nead, Akt Kobiecy. Sztuka, Obscena i Seksualność [The Female Nude: 
Art, obscenity and Sexuality], trans. Ewa Franus (Poznań: Rebis, 1998) 123-
125.

2  Nead, Akt Kobiecy, 119.
3  Nead, Akt Kobiecy, 119-120,
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Carolee Schneemann (born in 1939 in 
Fox Chase, Pennsylvania, USA) pioneered 
artistically and morally challenging art in 
the 1960s and 1970s which shocked the 
oft-conservative American audience of the 
time. Similarly, Alicja Żebrowska (born in 
1956 in Zakopane, Poland) was one of the 
first artists who through her work attempt 
to confront the traditionalist, Catholic 
society in post-Communist Poland of 
the 1990s. Despite the differing cultural 
and temporal contexts for their work, 
Schneemann and Żebrowska share a great 
deal in aesthetic terms. The (female) body 
is at the centre of their attention, with 
a special focus on personal, social, and 
symbolic meanings of the vagina. Their 
art promoting sexual joy has been termed 
“pornography,” but as will be suggested in 
this essay, the work simultaneously defies 
pornographic pleasure and aesthetics. 
Finally, both artists have often aimed at 
disrupting ruling ideologies and social 
conventions through their work. 

CARNAL PLEASURES
Carolee Schneemann started her career 
as a painter, though later she is more 
accurately described as “a painter who 
paints with her body.”4 The body, 
especially the sexual organs, appear in 
almost all Schneemann’s performances 
and installations. As she explains, “my 
sexuality was idealised, fetishized, but 
the organic experience of my own body 
was referred to as defiling, stinking, 
contaminating.”5 She decided therefore to 
become “both image and image maker,” 
exercising power over her art and the 

4  Johannes Birringer, “Imprints and Re-Visions: 
Carolee Schneemann’s Visual Archeology,” 
Performing arts Journal 15.2 (May, 1993): 31-
46.

5  Carolee Schneemann, “The obscene Body/
Politic,” art Journal 50.4, Censorship II (Winter, 
1991): 28.

Carolee Schneemann, Eye Body—
36 transformative actions (1963). 
Action for camera. (Photo: Erro)
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representation of her body.6 By extension she has also sought to 
address problems inherently connected with female sexuality and 
physicality.

one of her earliest projects, Eye Body: 36 transformative 
actions (1963), consists of thirty six photos showing a naked 
Schneemann covered in paint, grease, chalk, mud, and surrounded 
by various props, such as ropes, plastic, furs, and lamps.7 As she 
later explained, she “wanted to combine [her] actual body with 
this work, as an integral material—a further dimension to this 
construction, a ritualized set of physical transformations.”8 Probably 
the most famous photo in the series shows two garden snakes lying 
6  Schneemann, “The obscene,” 33.
7  Valie Export, “Aspects of Feminist Actionism,” New German Critique 47 (Spring-

Summer, 1989): 82.
8  Schneemann “The obscene,” 28.
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on Schneemann’s naked torso, almost 
like the attributes of the Cretan serpent 
goddess.9 This image combines “archaic 
eroticism” with a modern awareness of the 
taboos on female sexuality still present in 
our culture.10 While the serpent is one of 
the most popular animals in ancient cults 
and cultures, in Judeo-Christian tradition, 
it is usually associated with sin, the Fall of 
Adam and Eve, and the devil.11 Notably, 
it is also one of the attributes of Lilith—
the demon seductress with an insatiable 
sexual appetite.12 however, in many 
other cultures, snakes are revered as holy 
animals. They are symbols of wisdom, 
regeneration and fecundity, as well as 
sexuality and pleasure.13 The Minoan 
Snake goddess from Schneemann’s 
project14 was probably also connected with 
the cult of fertility: with exposed breasts 
and coiling snakes she may epitomize 
sensuality and lubricity. In her artistic 

9  Snake goddess or Serpent goddess are terms 
used for figurines of young women holding 
snakes, which were created on Crete around 
1600 BC. The purpose of the sculptures is 
unknown, but usually they are assumed to 
be objects of a fertility cult. L.D. Caskey, “AL.D. Caskey, “A 
Chryselephantine Statuette of the Cretan Snake 
goddess,” american Journal of archaeology 
19.3 (Jul.-Sep., 1915): 237-249.

10  Schneemann, “The obscene,” 29.
11  however, in the old Testament the serpent of 

brass protected the Israelites against the bites of 
real snakes (Book of Numbers 21:6-9). Thus the 
brazen serpent on the pole is often interpreted as 
a prefiguration of Christ on the cross (cf. John 
3:14).

12  Lilith is also believed to be the first wife of 
Adam, who—in the form of a serpent—induced 
Eve to commit the original sin. See Juan Eduardo 
Cirlot, Słownik Symboli [Dictionary of Symbols] 
(Kraków: Wydawnictwo Znak, 2000) 441.

13  Władysław Kopaliński, Słownik Symboli 
[Dictionary of Symbols] (Warszawa: Wiedza 
Powszechna, 1990) 448.

14  Interestingly, Schneemann discovered the 
affinity between her photos and the Cretan 
figurines many years after finishing the project 
(Schneemann, “The obscene,” 28-29).Schneemann, “The obscene,” 28-29).
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works and writings, Schneemann emphasises the connotations 
between serpents and fecundity and sexuality: “I saw the vagina 
as a translucent chamber of which the serpent was an outward 
model: enlivened by its passage from the visible to the invisible, 
a spiralled coil ringed with the shape of desire and generative 
mysteries, attributes of both female and male sexual powers.”15 
Through this project, Schneemann underscores the importance of 
her “creative female will,” which creates and changes the image of 
her own body.16 She was the only person who could decide how her 
nude body was to be presented in the photos, and how much of her 
sexuality could be displayed. Moreover, she could freely experience 
and show her own body and desire.

Schneemann’s positive attitude to corporeality is highlighted 
in  her (in)famous performance Meat Joy (1964). Staged in Paris, 
London, and New york the work involved a group of almost naked 
performers who took part in an erotic and ecstatic rite, the aim of 
15  Carolee Schneemann: More than Meat Joy: Performance Works and Selectedore than Meat Joy: Performance Works and Selected 

Writings, Ed. Bruce R. McPherson (Kingston, N.y.: Documentext, 1997) 234.
16  Schneemann, “The obscene,” 29.

Carolee Schneemann, Eye Body—36 transformative actions 
(1963). Action for camera. (Photo: Erro)
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which was to “meet joy” and to experience 
the carnal pleasure. “Carnal” not only in 
terms of the rhythms and impulses of 
the dancers’ bodies but also because of 
the raw meat, fish and sausages used in 
the performance. Schneemann wanted 
to “enliven [our] guilty culture”17 and to 
“develop the feminine dream of a warm, 
sensual, meaningful, fulfilled life.”18 
however, the audience was outraged 
by the event. The group of dancers was 
supposed to be naked, but because of 
legal restrictions at the time they had to 
be in some way covered up. Even so, 
during a London performance, the police 
entered and put an end to the show, while 
in Paris a man tried to strangle Carolee 
Schneemann on stage.19 It is striking that 
this show promoting sensual pleasures 
provoked so much anger and hatred. It 
may be argued that Schneemann’s art 
raises some uncomfortable questions that 
reveal suppressed emotions and desires 
of the viewer.20 The unconscious fear 
of such a revelation may be expressed 
through the violent rejection of anything 
that poses a threat to the status quo. 

Alicja Żebrowska also focuses on 
pleasures and taboos connected with the 
female body and her art has met with 
similar misunderstanding and aggression 
among some viewers and critics. She often 
opposes the Catholic tradition and Polish 
conservative mentality by promoting 
sexual freedom and the right to express 
one’s desire and one’s sensual needs. She 
believes that it is especially important in 
the case of women, because they have 
been denied the right to acknowledge 

17  Schneemann, “The obscene,” 29.
18  Export, “Aspects of Feminist Actionism,”  82.
19  Schneemann, “The obscene,” 29; 31.
20  Cf. Izabela Kowalczyk, Niebezpieczne związki 

Sztuki z ciałem [The Dangerous Liaisons of Art 
and the Body] (Poznań: Galeria Miejska Arsenał, 
2002) 10.

Carolee Schneemann, Meat Joy 
(1964). Performance: raw fish, 
chickens, sausages, wet paint, plastic, 
rope, paper scrap. (Photo: Al giese)
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Carolee Schneemann, Meat Joy (1964). Performance: raw fish, chickens, sausages, wet paint, 
plastic, rope, paper scrap. (Photo: Al giese)
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sexual pleasure for many centuries.21 As a result her work does 
not shy away from the act of masturbation and other sensual 
pleasures. She also raises uncomfortable questions about societal 
repression as seen in the project Can You Hold it in Your Hands 
(1997). Żebrowska walked around the streets of Kraków, a Polish 
city that is considered traditionalist, with a dildo and an artificial 
vagina, asking passers-by if they could hold these objects. The 
reactions varied greatly: from total rejection, through mild curiosity, 
to eager acceptance. This street poll also showed the level of sexual 
education in Poland at that time, as many people, especially older 
ones, did not know what the presented objects were. In this project, 
Żebrowska’s objective was to challenge some cultural taboos and 
to bring the issue of sexuality into the public sphere.22 As Michel 
Foucault suggests in the History of Sexuality, sex and power are 
inextricably linked.23 Since the eighteenth century, sex has been 
relegated to the private sphere, while the Church and state have 
tried to control the dominant discourse about sexuality.24 Some 
topics (such as female sexuality) have been consigned to oblivion,25 
and the contexts in which the naked body could be exposed or even 
talked about have been strictly defined.26 These contexts may be 
divided into four frames: art, pornography, information (e.g. medical 
texts) and the most recent commodified frame (e.g. commercials).27 
However, Żebrowska’s art defies such categorization. In Can 
You Hold it in Your Hands, she mixes artistic performance with 
sociological poll, while using props from a sex shop. Żebrowska not 
only challenges the taboo on sex but also exposes the irrelevance 
and artificiality of the official discourse. 

Some of Żebrowska’s works affirm the body’s right not only 
to sexual freedom but also to simple sensual pleasure. her video 
installation oh, How Pleasant (Kraków, 1993) shows the artist 
floating in a sea on a sunny day, accompanied by the murmur of 
the waves and the cry of seagulls.28 The Polish title of this project, 
ach, jak przyjemnie, is a reference to a popular Polish song which 

21  Alicja Żebrowska, ”Oko Boga” [God’s Eye], unpublished interview with Jacek 
Lichoń, 2000. <http://www.onone.art.pl/interviews/oko�20boga.html�.<http://www.onone.art.pl/interviews/oko�20boga.html�.

22  Izabela Kowalczyk, Ciało i Władza. Polska Sztuka Krytyczna lat ���Polska Sztuka Krytyczna lat 90 [The Body and 
Power—Polish Critical Art of the 1990s] (Warszawa: Sic!, 2002) 239. 

23 Michel Foucault, Historia seksualności [The history of Sexuality] (Warszawa:The history of Sexuality] (Warszawa:] (Warszawa: 
Czytelnik, 1995). On Żebrowska’s art in the context of Foucault’s ideas seeFoucault’s ideas seeideas see 
Kowalczyk, Ciało i Władza, 49.

24  Foucault, Historia seksualności,  23.
25  Kowalczyk, Ciało i Władza, 239.
26  Foucault, Historia seksualności, 23.
27  Beth A. Eck, “Nudity and Framing: Classifying Art, Pornography, Information, 

and Ambiguity,” Sociological Forum 16.4 (Dec., 2001): 603.
28 It is interesting that also in Carolee Schneemann’s film Fuses, which shows the 

act of lovemaking, one can hear the sea and seagulls. This coincidence may be 
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praises the beauty of life, in particular the activities connected with 
water. Another of Żebrowska’s sensualist projects, Lola—a hearing-
sight-smell production (1993), combines video projections showing 
Żebrowska in a bathtub, the song Lola by the Kinks, and aromatic 
vapours permeating the air. The two installations reflect the artist’s 
belief in the importance of sensual pleasures in one’s life. But in 
most of her works, Żebrowska focuses on the most controversial 
source of pleasure—the female genitalia. 

THE VAGINA: “A VISUAL MONSTROSITY” OR “THE SOURCE OF 
SACRED KNOWLEDGE”?
Even though the naked female body seems to be ubiquitous in 
Western culture, represented in numerous paintings, sculptures and 
films, until the 1960s the vagina was a very uncommon topic in 
the arts. One of the first “lower portraits”29 in high art was gustave 
Courbet’s L’origine du monde (1866). Even though this image is 
literally “obscene,” in the sense that it shows something that should 
not be depicted,30 and lack an overt spiritual or intellectual message, 
it is aesthetically pleasing and can be read as a celebration of the 
female sex.31 As Alyce Mahon explains, the vagina in Courbet’s 
painting is “deemed worthy and beautiful subject-matter.”32 This, 
however, cannot be said of Marcel Duchamp’s installation Étant 
donnés (1946 to 1966), which confronts the voyeuristic pleasure 
with an image of a mutilated vulva. hannah Wilke, one of the 
modern “vulvic” artists, sharply criticizes Duchamp’s project: “I find 
Étant donnés … repulsive, which is perhaps its message. She has a 
distorted vagina. Its voyeuristic vulgarity justifies impotence.”33

These two opposite readings of the vagina are also present in 
the art of Schneemann and Żebrowska. The female genitalia can 
be interpreted as something shameful, dirty or even monstrous, as 
in Żebrowska’s installation original Sin–the Presumed Project of 
Virtual reality (1993) or in some parts of Schneemann’s film Fuses 
(1965). In contrast, the vagina can be treated as a symbolic site 
of female power and wisdom, noticeably in Schneemann’s famous 
performance Interior Scroll (1975), in which a text is extracted from 
the vulva, or in a gazing vagina from Mystery Is Looking (1995) by 
Żebrowska. 

due to the fact that these are cliché sounds associated with summer, holidays, 
and consequently—pleasure and joy.

29  Roger Scruton, qtd Alyce Mahon, Eroticism and art (New york: oxford University 
Press, 2007) 19.

30  Nead, Akt Kobiecy, 51; 52.51; 52.
31  Mahon, Eroticism and art, 66. 66.
32  Mahon, Eroticism and art, 66.66.
33  4td in Mahon,Mahon, Eroticism and art, 214.214.
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Alicja Żebrowska, Can You 
Hold it in Your Hands (1997)
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Probably Żebrowska’s best-known installation, original Sin—the 
Presumed Project of Virtual reality, underscores the important role 
but also the fear of the vagina in our culture. The first version of the 
project used a large quantity of apples (as an image and in the sound 
of crunching and also as an olfactory sensation from real fruit in the 
vicinity)—in order to heighten the symbolic association with the 
Fall.34 The second version, which concentrated on the image of the 
vagina, emphasised the link between the female sex, the forbidden 
fruit and the title of the piece itself.35 The video projection from the 
second version consists of close-ups of the artist’s vagina. At the 
beginning, we can see her genitals with a green button between 
the labia minora. This image is connected with Żebrowska’s first 
sexual experience as a child and with the mixed feelings she 
then experienced: excitement and pleasure were mingled with a 
sense of shame and guilt.36 Then, there is a sequence showing the 
pulsating and “smacking” vagina, which looks not like a part of 

34  Paweł Leszkowski, “Grzechy Alicji Żebrowskiej” [Alicja Żebrowsk’s Sins], artmix 
1 (April-August 2001) <http://free.art.pl/artmix/archiw_1/pawell_grzechy.<http://free.art.pl/artmix/archiw_1/pawell_grzechy.
html>.

35  Kowalczyk, Ciało i Władza, 221.
36  Kowalczyk, Ciało i Władza, 223.
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a bigger organism, but like an autonomous, self-sufficient being.37 
Afterwards, scenes of masturbation with a dildo and fingers are 
intercut with shots of a therapeutic treatment with peloid. Even 
though this treatment is curative, it is also aesthetically repulsive, 
as it illustrates the cross-culture association between the vagina 
and filth.38 

Peloid flowing out from the body may resemble menstrual blood 
but in the film it is probably the moment when a woman’s waters 
break, as in the final sequence we see the birth of a Barbie doll. 
This almost painless labour is an ironic transposition of god’s 
punishment for the original sin: “Unto the woman [god] said, I will 
greatly multiply thy sorrow and thy conception; in sorrow thou shalt 
bring forth children; and thy desire shall be to thy husband, and he 
shall rule over thee” (genesis 3:16).39 The Barbie doll is the symbol 

of consumer society and of an unattainable ideal of a woman’s body 
promoted in mass media.40 This fake labour can also be a tongue-in-
cheek comment on the anti-abortion law which was introduced in 
Poland in March 1993 and which has been regarded by many liberal 
Poles as an attempt to restrict personal freedom.41

While commenting on original Sin—the Presumed Project of 
Virtual reality, hartmut Böhme stated that “feelings of physical, 
visual pain and reactions of disgust are aroused in the observer 
and pour vomit-like out of the depths of his fears and nightmares.” 
Similar reactions of disgust might be incited in the viewers of 
Schneemann’s film Fuses, in which she explicitly presents sexual 
intercourse, female orgasm, and menstrual blood. The repugnance 

37  Kowalczyk, Ciało i Władza, 229-230.
38  Alicja Żebrowska, “Oczyszczająca moc doświadczania ekstremalności” [The 

Cleansing Power of Experiencing the Extreme]. Interview with Jacek Lichoń.iew with Jacek Lichoń. 
Zero (1998). 22.04.2009 <http://www.onone.art.pl/interviews/lichon.html?>

39  Kowalczyk, Ciało i Władza, 224.
40  Kowalczyk, Ciało i Władza, 226.
41  Leszkowski, “Grzechy Alicji Żebrowskiej,” n.pag.

Alicja Żebrowska, original Sin–the Presumed Project of Virtual reality (1993)
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for the sight of physiological reactions may 
be mingled with “the male fear of the female 
vagina.”42 This fear of the female genitals is often 
linked with Freudian castration anxiety, especially 
when visualized as vagina dentata, the toothed 
vagina, which devours the penis.43 This may 
explain why Żebrowska’s and Schneemann’s 
art usually causes furore and is hard to accept 
even by some art critics and art historians, just 
to mention hartmut Böhme, who—despite his 
insightful analysis of Żebrowska’s art—stated 
that one of her vaginal projects, the Mystery 
is Looking, is “a visual monstrosity” that “goes 
right through the body of the viewer, jolting him 
to the border of nausea and dread.” 

To challenge this contempt for the vagina 
ingrained in our culture and society, some feminist 
artists began creating what was later called 
“vulvic art” or “cunt art.”44 The main aims of 
“cunt art” were the artists’ sexual self-expression 
and the celebration of the vagina.45 A classic 
example of vulvic art is Judy Chicago’s project, 
Dinner Party (1974-79), which consisted of an 
installation of three tables with places prepared 
for 39 notable women from mythology, history 
and culture46: the Fertility goddess, Sappho, 
Elizabeth I of England, Artemisia gentileschi and 
georgia o’Keeffe among others. Chicago and 
her female assistants prepared for each “guest” 
a place setting with a decorative plate which 
had a vulvic design on it.47 The installation is the 
celebration of femininity as well as the travesty 
of the Last Supper, from which women were 
excluded.48 The vagina thus becomes a symbol 

42  hartmut Böhme, “Eine Reise in das Innere der Körper 
und darüber hinaus—die Kunst der Alicja Zebrowska” [A 
Journey into the Body and Beyond: The Art of Alicja 
Zebrowska], Magazyn Szutki 16.3-4 (1998): 89-102. 
<http://www.onone.art.pl/bibliography/bohme.html>

43  Kowalczyk Ciało i Władza 231-232.
44  Mahon, Eroticism and art, 208.208.
45  Mahon, Eroticism and art, 208.
46  A similar idea of “inviting” important women from history 

to a party appears also in the theatrical play top Girls 
(1982) by Caryl Churchill.

47  Mahon, Eroticism and art, 210-211.
48  Mahon, Eroticism and art, 210.

Alicja Żebrowska, Mystery 
Is Looking (1995)
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uniting all women and stressing their importance in our culture and 
society.

Carolee Schneemann often returns to the theme of the vagina. In 
Venus Vectors (1986-88) and Vulva’s Morphia (1995) it is the principal 
image. Project Cycladic Imprints (1991-93) juxtaposes artistically 
transformed nudes from paintings, sculptures and photographs 
with the images of Schneemann’s real body and her vulva, in order 
to “focus attention upon the transformation and dissolution of an 
idealized body.”49 In Fresh Blood: a Dream Morphology (1981-87) 
Schneemann raises the subject of menstruation and its influence on 
women’s lives. Interestingly, in the performance ask the Goddess 
(1993-97) the vulva is not only the central image, but also the 
speaker. 

In her performance piece Interior Scroll Schneemann links the 
female genitals with interior knowledge and matriarchal power.50 
She states that the vagina is “the source of sacred knowledge, 
ecstasy, birth passage, transformation.”51 During the performance 
for a female audience in East hampton, Ny, in 1975,52 Schneemann 
undressed, climbed up a table and painted herself with large strokes 
defining her body and face. Later, moving on a table, she read a 
fragment from her book Cezanne, She Was a Great Painter. Finally, 
after throwing the book away, she took out from her vagina a scroll 

49  Birringer, “Imprints and Re-Visions,” 35.
50  Nead 118.
51  Schneemann, “The obscene” 33.
52  The performance was repeated in Telluride Film Festival, Colorado, in 1977.

Carolee Schneemann, Interior Scroll (1975). 
Performative action. (Photo: Anthony McCall)
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and read aloud the text written on it.53 Before extracting the scroll, 
Schneemann took up “what she calls ‘action poses,’ like those 
implemented in life-drawing classes.”54 The posing as a model and 
the painting of the contours of her body recalls traditional art, in 
which a woman was only a passive object of the (male) artist’s 
creative process.55 But the fact that Schneemann is an artist herself 
and that she derives her creative energy from her own body is a 
manifestation of her independence and artistic autonomy. As a 
result, she challenges the traditional notion that artistic activity is 
connected with male sexuality.56 The metonymical relation between 
the phallus and the brush was made by Auguste Renoir, who claimed 
that he painted “with [his] prick.”57 This idea was developed, though 
in less direct terms, by a number of art critics and artists, and was 
enhanced by the interpretation of painter’s brush and writer’s pen 
as Freudian phallic objects. Wassily Kandinsky compared the brush 
to “a European colonist” who subordinates the canvas presented 
as “a pure chaste virgin,”58 while Jacques Derrida described the 
style (‘stylus’) as a sharp, pointed object attacking the matter.59 

53  Linda S. Klinger, “Where’s the Artist? Feminist Practice and Poststructural 
Theories of Authorship,” art Journal 50.2, Feminist Art Criticism (Summer, 
1991): 39-40.

54  Kathy o’Dell, “Fluxus Feminus,” tDr 41.1 (Spring, 1997): 46.
55  Nead, Akt Kobiecy, 118
56  Nead, Akt Kobiecy, 100-101.
57  Nead, Akt Kobiecy, 100.
58  4td in Nead, ANead, Akt Kobiecy, 100-101.
59  Nead, Akt Kobiecy, 101.

Alicja Żebrowska, original Sin–the Presumed Project of Virtual reality (1993)
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Additionally, the virility of some painters, such as Picasso, and 
their sexual affairs with the female models contributed to the myth 
that the artistic process must be connected with (male) sexual 
powers.60 

As a symbol, the phallus denotes not only creative activity but 
also a controlling, “penetrating” gaze. If we assume that “looking 
is a form of power,” in the traditional visual field a man has a right 
to look while a woman can only be looked at.61 Alicja Żebrowska 
wants to invert this power relation in two projects connected 
with visual impotence and looking. In one of the sequences from 
original Sin—the Presumed Project of Virtual reality, the vagina 
with an inserted green button becomes a mockery of the eye of 
god—Christian Providence or Egyptian horus.62 The all-seeing and 
controlling eye of god not only becomes blind but it also serves as 
a source of sinful pleasure.63 In her project the Mystery is Looking 
(1995), Żebrowska goes even further, when she places an artificial 
eyeball inside her vagina, paints her labia with eye shadow and glues 
artificial eyelashes, in order to represent a female eye watching the 
viewer. The project consists of photographic versions of the “eye,” 
with different make-up and eye colour, and of a short film in which 
the eyeball is moved around and finally spit out by the vagina. 
here the blind eye of a (male) god from original Sin is replaced 
by a female eye-vagina, which boldly stares back. Disrupting the 
traditional notion of power, the act of looking changes the usually 
“silent and sightless vagina” into an active subject, and gives the 
vulva the almost divine power of seeing and judging.64

PORNOGRAPHY, OR NOT?
Because of the use of the corporeal and vaginal imagery, 
Schneemann and Żebrowska are often accused of being obscene 
and pornographic. however, both artists contend that causing 
public outrage is not their intention. Besides, their works often 
lack what seems to be essential for pornography—they are not 

60  Nead, Akt Kobiecy, 90-91.
61  Nicholas Mirzoeff, Introduction to Part Five of the Visual Culture reader (London 

and New york: Routledge, 1998) 391.
62  Żebrowska, “Oko Boga.” This association between the judging eye of god and 

sin brings to mind the painting the Seven Deadly Sins and the Four Last things 
(1485) by hieronimus Bosch. In the centre of the picture there is a big eye with 
the seven deadly sins constituting the iris, and with the figure of resurrected 
Christ in the pupil. Beneath Christ, the Latin inscription reads: Cave Cave Deus 
Videt (“Beware, Beware, god Sees”).

63  Żebrowska, “Oko Boga.”
64  Żebrowska, “Oko Boga.” The idea of looking as the empowerment of women 

resembles some feminist readings of édouard Manet’s olympia (1863). According 
to feminist interpretations, the confrontational gaze of Manet’s model emphasizes 
her independence, self-assurance and sexual self-awareness.
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aimed at arousing the audience.65 on the contrary, the viscerality 
and “shamelessness” of their art often evoke feelings of disgust 
and dread.66 Their art is deliberately unaesthetic, bordering on the 
obscene and the abject. Böhme writes that Żebrowska’s art is both 
“the opposite of beauty” and “the opposite of pornography”: “It is 
an emancipating self-violation and self-profanation.” 

This anti-pornographic and pro-feminist stance is strongly 
manifested in Schneemann’s film Fuses (1965). In this self-shot 
eighteen-minute film, Schneemann presents a collage of love scenes 
between her and her then partner, composer James Tenney, observed 
by their cat, Kitch. The film is Schneemann’s answer to pornography 
and to objectification and fetishization of woman’s body.67 She 
wanted to show both the emotional and sensual relationship 
between the lovers and the energy which is generated by their 
bodies.68 To achieve this, Schneemann dismissed the convention 
of a pornographic film and instead she showed her own artistic 
vision of the most intimate part of her life. Because Schneemann 
is at the same time the director, scriptwriter and actress, her body 
is not objectified by an “external, controlling eye.”69 Furthermore, 
the film stresses the equality of and intimacy between the partners. 
There is no domination or control, and, as Scott MacDonald notes, 
“the film reveals each of the partners in the same detail and for 
approximately the same amount of film time, emphasizing a central 
equity in the relationship.”70 As such it is in accordance with 
Gloria Steinem’s definition of erotic art. According to Steinem, the 
difference between erotica and pornography depends on the power 
relations between the partners. Erotica stresses mutuality, while 
pornography shows dominance of one (usually male) partner over 
the other (usually female) one.71

Both Schneemann and Żebrowska have throughout their artistic 
careers been committed to an exploration of the body and its use 
as artistic material. They are preoccupied with flesh, animality, 

65  Of course, definitions of pornography vary greatly, depending on the beliefs and 
values of the person or group concerned and on the socio-historical context 
(Stefan Morawski, “Art and obscenity,” the Journal of aesthetics and art 
Criticism 26.2 [Winter, 1967]: 196). But what seems to recur in most of the 
definitions is a notion that the primary aim of pornography is to excite the viewer 
(cf. Morawski, 195; Nead, ANead, Akt Kobiecy, 174).174).

66  Kowalczyk, Ciało i Władza 231.
67  Birringer, “Imprints and Re-Visions,”45.
68  Schneemann, “The obscene” 31.
69  Schneemann, “The obscene” 33.
70  Scott MacDonald, Critical Cinema, vol. 5 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 

1988) 28.
71  gloria Steinem, “Erotica vs. Pornography,” Gender Images: reading for 

Composition, ed. Melita Schaum, Connie Flanagan (Boston, Toronto: houghton 
Mifflin, 1992) 443.
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physical celebrations and female sensuality. Notably for both artists, 
the body is not only the source of sexual pleasure but also a means 
of communication with other people and with their inner selves. 
Treating the body as the source of knowledge can help combat 
patriarchal stereotypes of women and can also have a therapeutic 
effect on both artists and their audiences (although the productions 
of Meat Joy… might not serve as an example). In Cezanne, She 
Was a Great Painter, Schneemann explains that she used the naked 
body to “break the taboos against the vitality of the naked body 
in movement, to eroticize my guilt ridden culture and further to 
confound this culture’s sexual rigidities—that the life of the body is 
more variously expressive than a sex-negative society can admit.”72 
But both she and Żebrowska have managed to do even more than 
that. Schneemann’s influence on later feminists and female artists 
validates one of her most famous statements: “In some sense I 
made a gift of my body to other women; giving our bodies back to 
ourselves.”73

72  4td in Joan Semmel, and April Kingsley, “Sexual Imagery in Women’s Art,” 
Woman’s art Journal 1.1 (Spring-Summer, 1980): 6.

73  4td in Semmel and Kingsley, “Sexual Imagery in Women’s Art,” 6.

Carolee Schneemann, Fuses (1967). Self-shot film still.
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Beth Lazroe

Visual Assault
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Visual assault is the use of a certain type of mass-produced 
advertising imagery whose combined (1) content, (2) frequency, 
(3) scale and (4) monopoly serve to distort, violate, negate, 
humiliate and/or otherwise ignore any sense of the identity, 
reality and dignity of those represented in the images. 

Visual assault uses such imagery as a means of excluding, 
in the eyes and minds of viewers, those represented from 
influence, equal participation and real autonomy on their 
own terms as human beings in a given society and instead 
perpetuates an objectified, ridiculed, degraded, and/or mythical 
or unreal version.

It is an inherent condition of Visual assault that those thus 
targeted and used as a marketing ploy do not have a viable 
democratic or media recourse to secure the alteration (by 
the same scale or means) or withdrawal of the images that 
misrepresent them.

Visual assault thus constitutes a fundamental violation of 
what should now be recognised as a basic human right of 
the 21st century: the right to the representation of a non-
discriminatory self-image on grounds of gender, nationality, 
ethnicity or creed. 

 

Visual Assault is the only term that can begin to describe the 
experience of the type of images of women that we consume, 
whether we wish to or not, in advertising on billboards on 
streets and kiosks, in metro stations, on tram and bus shelters, 
on motorways. As the same or similar images dominate not 
only public spaces but also most print media, there is no 
reference to reality that is not contested.

The concept of a real, living woman is rendered nonexistent. 
They provide an “objectivisation”: a description of women as 
objects of sexual use and fantasy, particularly damaging when 
the female body or isolated parts of it are shown in a context 
entirely divorced from a woman’s humanity, or where the 
woman is portrayed as a “pornified” or mindless creature with 
a semi-naked or degrading posture or physiognomy.

Their aesthetic and content oversimplification, combined 
with this frequency, works with a subliminal immediacy—
when one is in a tram or bus or car, and overwhelms when 
one is on foot—that is difficult, if not impossible, to dislodge.

 This results in a sense of suppression of individual identity, 
loss of female character or personality on its own terms, and 
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ultimately—as women are denied the space to express their 
own needs and are thus instead pressured into conforming 
to pre-set criteria of character, appearance and behaviour—a 
pathological social construct or socially accepted definition of 
what it means to be female.

Further, it attempts to subliminally reduce the male 
population thus assaulted to a state of perpetually penile, 
emotionally-arrested adolescence. There is no indication in 
these images that in ordinary reality there is an individual 
female person with whom must relate and negotiate, mentally 
and emotionally, for access to these body parts or aspects 
of the sensations—real or imaginary—that are induced. The 
images are therefore as damaging to men as they are to 
women. 

 This perspective additionally denies women basic respect 
and is a contributing factor in many cases of abuse. Such 
airbrushed and distorted images impact on some of society’s 
worst features: sex trafficking, human rights violations and 
dangerous lifestyle choices. 

 And in this fictitious representation of a social reality 
where the viewer is reduced to a knee-jerk response, in the 
case of men, or of perpetual insecurity and anxiety in both 
sexes, where does this leave viewers who actually are in 
puberty and therefore the most vulnerable? And where are—
are what will happen to—the children who grow up in such 
an environment?

 As market domination by advertising companies ensures 
massive replication of the same images at this scale and 
frequency, one does not see them once or twice, but many 
times during a day and dozens or even hundreds of times a 
week. This is not democracy, but oligarchy: of public space, 
of representation of how one is “supposed to” imagine or 
construct oneself. And oligarchy in this way silences half or 
more of the population: in the public spaces in which it moves 
or in media where it seeks other information, where particular 
visual content dominates virtually without contradiction, 
psychologically coercing a sense of conformity to a myth, 
not entirely unlike the basic agenda of Stalinist Neo-Realism. 
In this case, total de-regulation—akin to an economic social-
Darwinism—and total state regulation have the same effect.

Allowing this system of oligarchy—overtly economic and 
covertly socio-political—to control who has access to media, 
representation and public space is one way we preserve certain 
myths of democracy and equality we live by. To challenge 
it is to hopefully develop alternatives to the way we view 
ourselves and the people and society around us.
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Andar Nunes

Autoerotic 

Through sustained autoerotic practice I was introduced to a place of 
vision that led me to set down the following record. For a period of 
some fifteen months my masturbatory orgasms were accompanied 
by the revelation of a phrase or word-string. After repeatedly noting 
this phenomenon, I began to record these phrases as they appeared 
to me and they compose the bulk of this record. 

The dates of the visions (roughly autumn 2007 to winter 2008) 
correspond with my own relocation of home and I have often 
wondered if the transportation across space and the unsettling of 
the home was in any way connected to the spiritual transport past 
reality that I experienced at these times. My method has been to 
simply record the phrases that came to me at those times when 
they did come, for they did not come always, but more often than 
not I was so visited. There was no noteworthy change in my life 
circumstance that I could see as prompting their departure, one day 
(the very day I could not say) they were gone and my autoerotism 
remained bound to the things of this world. 

I have spoken of these transports as “visions,” but this is 
surely misleading. They were auditory moments where I would 
hear the words, but this did not exclude a visual component as I 
believe I could even read the words being spoken. Perhaps even a 
figure drama played itself out. But characterizations and distinct 
features would shed themselves in layers as I shuddered toward 
the word’s revelation. These were no visions, but revelations. The 
achievement of the autoerotic state of orgasm had come at the end 
of a submergence through the murky waters of the real, a swim 
through an underwater passage, and the resurfacing at a new place 
in a different air. or it was as though I had risen above the clouds 
to look out on another world. only my eyes were not adjusted to 
the light there. Not even after fifteen months of visits. It would 
almost be as though I emerged into the flurry of a snow storm 
which whited-out my view and I knew none of the techniques, had 
none of the equipment, to accommodate myself to those climes. 

But that was perhaps for the best, that I would receive these 
revelations and recongeal on Earth, in my room, on my bed, or 
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wherever I might have draped myself for the occurrence. For what 
was revealed was in one way truly a kind of vision, insofar as all 
seeing involves a being-seen. I emerged into a place where my 
emergence was noted, it was notable and what showed itself to 
me I noted as well. I note it here and these notes themselves will 
be seen by them. But this is how it is with all that grows, a public 
emergence. But this public was populated with what seemed to me 
spiritual predators. one of my early revelations was

charlatan stewardess detroit

which came to me with the sudden fear that a stewardess had been 
murdered in Detroit and that the perpetrator was unknown and on 
the loose, now knowing that I knew of his crimes. I searched the 
web for news stories about the murder of a Detroit stewardess, 
fearing what I might find, that it had occurred, that I had been 
elsewhere, and that I had been seen, that I popped my head up 
from the water and tread there preoccupied with my squinting eyes, 
all the while being observed by a ravenous tiger dressed as a man, 
an implacable killer. To go into these wilds would require a new 
kind of discipline, one that I still have not attained or even begun 
to acquire. Strangely enough, I was slightly calmed by the thought 
that the relation was not symmetrical, that one had to be seen in 
order to see, but that this did not entail that only those who see 
would be seen. one could be seen by that tiger without themselves 
seeing him at all. In other words, my seeing him did not endanger 
me any further than I already was endangered, simply through my 
own dumb visibility shared with everything that appears, seeing or 
not. But then again, visibility would be a matter of degrees and I had 
broken through into another medium for my appearance. Perhaps to 
them we thrive in murky waters that serve to keep us out of sight 
(and smell) of the others who dwell in the light. All this to try and 
describe the viscosity of that place, a felt light, a humidity of light. I 
did not immediately discover any information about such a murder, 
much less such a murderer, and forced myself to stop looking.

These sensory revelations that came from this other region (or 
perhaps even “these other regions”) began quite innocuously. The 
first was a line from the film the Big Lebowski

obviously, you’re not a golfer

Unlike other popular scenes and phrases that pass through 
consciousness during masturbation, this one appeared at orgasm 
with a profundity and perhaps even fixity that the others lacked 
(the struggle of the other world). In the film, the Dude is responding 
to the question “What’s this?” from an assailant holding a bowling 
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ball. None of this is particularly relevant to me, but the phrase 
was delivered to me with such gnomic force that it inaugurated 
the record of these revelations, beginning with that one (you are 
reading my orgasms), where it was made clear to me that I was 
not simply a golfer. or that I was surely no golfer, not yet adept 
at moving a projectile through varying media, skipping through the 
windy skies, through green roughs, sandtraps, and putting greens. I 
am no golfer, but I am sure that the best ones know that there is no 
ball, but only the movement of the earth beneath them.

other seemingly banal information was delivered with a similar 
authority, as though the truth of myself were being told for once 
and I was a first-hand witness to it. The information at times bore 
ominous overtones, as was the case with the Detroit stewardess. 
From the seemingly banal claim

i ’m black ing out … i’m los ing it

the only time the “I” appeared in any of these revelations (one 
instance of a “we” was also recorded, see below), but which I 
experienced like an eerily calm distress call from a capsule tumbling 
with a slow grace through space, to the more provocative

the sp iders are tak ing over

these threats were few and far between, but their character was each 
time that of a being swarmed over or engulfed. The engulfment was 
my own dissolution and the revelation of the word was somehow 
coincident with that. only in my being so dissolved could the word 
speak with such authority. As the bounds of myself were gone, it 
was able to inhabit me at what could only be the most inward of 
interiors, a site that had never spoken before. The raw intimacy and 
command of it only possible while everything of mine gave way, 
dissipated, and was covered by spiders.

These threatening moments were not necessarily threats of 
death, though death did appear, often in a charlatan disguise as 
some kind of surreal combination or accidental departure from the 
ordinary 

the death of vars ity

turquoise su ic ide

daiqu ir i  l i fet ime coordinates

kamikaze lasagna

An end to varsity hierarchy? The idea never occurred to me, that 
in transport there would be equality, the friendship of the creators. 
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The “qu-” and “ka-” consonance is notable as these remarks are 
separated by some time. It would be a sound of death, all consonants 
detailing the many ways to die, surrounding the vowelled ululations 
of life. But turquoise and daiquiris dazzle, they are splendid, and the 
kamikaze explodes in a blaze of glory. Death of the self, suicide and 
the kamikaze sacrifice, necessary to enter the new realm of shining 
radiance.

So many of them are also two word phrases, most of them, in 
fact. And many are rhythmic in ways that still make me shudder, 
as though they carried with them a breath of the wind that blows 
in that place, the snow flurry spreading itself out. Rhythm upends 
us past ourselves and buoys us out to where our feet that no longer 
touch the ground. Two words is all it takes to end and begin again, 
for rhythm.

Reading the revelations was far more complicated than receiving 
them. There I was unfolded and laid flat, disinfected with sunlight, 
rather than crinkled into the involution of questioning, self-
questioning, casting shadows on myself. Some of the revelations 
thus seemed like static or patches of intermingled transmissions that 
I had picked up on and received by my autoerotic transformation 
into spiritual antenna, my entry into sense.

the madagascar tr io

that was the f irst t ime we ever d ipped into pol it ics

These bear some connection to the affairs of state, perhaps a group 
of daring criminals (kamikaze sacrifices), the reminiscences of 
others who survived their entry and came to master their domain, 
they mouth and tongue these magic words.

koncai conglomerates sell ing at 18 4

There can be no Koncai Conglomerates, impossible to know the 
ramifications and consequences of this, or even the units of sale, 
but nevertheless an authority to the statement. But was it one 
hundred and eighty four or only eighteen point four or some other 
strange ratio or operation entirely? The one who heard that knew the 
answer already and it was understood (being understood meaning 
that it had already affected the hearing). Its absence already spoke 
to those who knew. And what about me? had I been made privy to 
something while standing there naked in a new world? Would this 
privy come to anchor me to withstand that world, its weather or its 
light? an imaginary shard of protection against a snow storm that 
never was?

The nature of orgasmic transport is itself thematized as part of 
the revelations involved in autoerotic discipline. The importance of 
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this fact is not lost on me, who sees in it proof or rather confirmation 
that we are already in orgasma. how do we enter that other realm? 
Is masturbation just a tool for getting there, is it a place that is 
reached by means of something? 

l imousine serv ice

But the fact that revelation reveals about itself, that its revelatory 
nature includes self-revelation, that it would even appear to itself, 
tells me something about that other world. The tool is not distinct 
from either user or the world. The tool or the means is typically taken 
to fill in the space between two otherwise irreconcilable parties in 
order to let one get something done upon the other. When the goal 
achieved is the revelation of the process, the tool can no longer be 
seen as distinct from the goal. It can no longer get something done 
without being itself done upon as well. Entry into the other world 
is not by means of anything, there is no intermediary that can keep 
you safe, neither vehicle nor chauffeur, not even masturbation. 

transmiss ion flu id

transplant art if ic ial bypass surgery

In which case, there is no need of transmission fluid or any 
lubricants at all, because there are no longer separated parties that 
they would intermediate between. Everything is lubricated and 
everything lubricant. Permissible is the only byword here. The other 
is implanted in you. The trans- is not the assumption of a place 
already beyond this one, it is the slipping out of alignment with this 
one, a matter of inclination, even exfoliation, we pass by. These 
shifts are always accompanied by a fluid release. Like roasting a 
turkey, it has not even started to be done until suddenly it gives out 
its juices, explodes on itself its moisture, gives us the base of its 
gravy. This fluid is the ghost, more lubricant. The fluid is where that 
turkey was. Vegetables, too, sautéing mushrooms, for instance, the 
shift is marked in terms of moisture.

The expulsion of fluid and variations on explosions took place in 
these orgasms. The fruition of orgasm, a ripening of the corpus and 
an evolution. The fruit of labour

sweat lemons

or something like a sprinkler system for electricity, shooting bolts of 
lightning, acidic shocks like the lemons, battery biting sparks

electr ic sparkler system
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But with the threat of death again, death by explosion, of course, 
the medal winner, the white centre of the explosion, a no-place, a 
vanishing drain

thermonuclear medall ion

Exploding transmissions did not preclude the appearance of home, 
but only reiterated that home was found within this transiency in 
the insistence on support and shelter, enclosure. 

home sweet home

This perpetual instability itself entices all the attempts at its 
domination and fixity. It calls for it. Nationalism is here, to be of 
this land, to insist on rootedness when the soil is no longer anything 
below or beneath you, upon which you tread. 

pr ide of the yankees

The orgasm accomplishment, and is the pride not the most sensitive 
part, the fluctuating tympanum of the penis antenna? Not that 
this is the only flesh so situated or by antenna the only means of 
reception, but gary Cooper knew that his pride was the penis and 
it could move him out of reality, perhaps all actors know this as 
the destiny that brought them to the screen, out of just a moving 
picture, to something else, neither man nor image…celebrity. Pride 
flush with red-blooded illumination.

stars and str ipes bugle choir/core/chore

Proof of auditory delivery, I understood the last word by sound 
alone, but even this was not distinct from allied spellings that I did 
not hear. I did not hear “chore” as task or duty, but as some form 
of Ancient greek dancing or choreography, the art of an incredible 
spatial sensitivity, the dancer’s body a prouding flesh. This body a 
member of the choir (corps?). you join by accepting the invitation, 
but someone has already started this on your behalf. But now the 
water has raised to your head and you know it again differently. 
There never was a first knowing of this, no original thought, and this 
means that you have known it all along, you’ve always only been 
knowing this. you’ve put out water and the water is you where you 
were and you have swum under the bridge to the tunnel and your 
water is with its water, water in water.

The revelations ended in November of 2008 and only two are 
recorded for that month. The first of these
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that’s the seashore

The only other space is such that one can never simply be inside 
it. The boundary is retraced in the rhythmic pulsion of the waves. 
you approach as it beckons, but the next moment you’re already 
surrounded, to step back is to find it rushing away from you and you 
from it faster than you had ever retreated before, but approaching 
again, playing with this distance, up to your knees and you’re 
starting to moisten. But you cannot be Lycidas now, the play of 
distance is too enchanting, the approach and retreat and circling 
round again, like kites in the sky or the shells on the ground. 

snail-shell sp irals, out of control

The snail’s slow movement and deliberate progress offered here 
as a model, the self-generation of its own shell, withstanding the 
light of this world, its home on its back, built in a spiral, the most 
reverent of approaches, and leaving its trail of mucous behind it. 
Some are considered delicacies. And even though preyed upon and 
certainly capable, the snail never deigns a reprisal, it continues. A 
house with no front door.
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